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PASSAGES 
IN 

THE LIFE OF A SOLDIER. 

CHAPTER 1. 

General view of Canada-Its Wild and Civilized R~gions
Author's position there with the Commander-in-Chief
Political excitement and serious riots at Montreal-Des
truction of the Parliament House-The Governor-General 
assailed-Death of Lieut.-General Sir Benjamin D'Urhan. 

THE mention of Canada, the most important 

of the colonies of Great Britain, immediately 

revives in the minds of those who know this 

valuable possession, the recollection of a great 

extent of country, watered by mighty rivers, 

garnished with great lakes and magnificent 

cataracts, vast forests covering the virgin soil. 

and in various portions rendered picturesque 

by ranges and groups of lofty mountains. In 

the remote parts of Canada, the country 1S 
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2 PASSAGES IN 

still left to the Indian, the red-man with his 

leather hunting shirt, leggings and mocassins, 

his conical bark lodge or wigwam, and the light 

canoe. With these children of nature, the 

bear, the great moose deer, and the karibou 

may be hunted, and the salmon, bass and 

white-fish caught, and all the adventure and 

romance of the woods and wilds may be 

enjoyed. Whereas along the line of the great 

St. Lawrence and some of its tributaries, the 

settlements are cutting deep into the forests, 

and fields of corn wave over the river vallies, 

steamers force their way against the rapid 

current, and on the banks rise pleasant dwell

ings and large stirring commercial cities. 

A few of our statesmen have visited Canada, 

alas! too few. I saw the Earl of Carlisle there, 

also the Earl of Ellesmere and Lord Stanley. 

If the country were better known by those who 

sit in high places, it would be more appreciated. 

It is very desirable that it should remain 

attached to Great Britain, as much so as 

Scotland and Ireland, and if the citizens of 

Canada were looked on in exactly the same light 

at home as Y orkshiremen or VVelchmen and , 
if from Canada and all Our other colonies , 
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which may wish it, representatives could be 

sent to the Imperial Parliament, the stability of 

the vast colonial empire of Great Britain might 

he materially strengthened and perpetuated. 

Objections might be raised to this, but they 

could be met and answered. Having lived 

many years in colonies, I know their value and 

something of the feelings of the people. Of 

European descent, whether British, French or 

Dutch, they are entitled to European con

sideration. 

In the beginning of 1848, I was on the staff 

of a highly distinguished officer, and most 

faithful servant of the public, the late Lieut.

General Sir Benjamin D'Urban, G.C.B., and 

commander-in-chief of the forces in British 

North America, with whom I had previously 

served at the Cape of Good Hope. His Ex

cellency, after his long and honourable career, 

DOW preferred quiet and retirement, and instead 

of living in Montreal, kept house forty miles 

below the city, at the village of Sorel, where 

he had a government country-house, park ana 

garden. 

Sorel is at the mouth of the Richelieu 

River, which here empties itself into the St. 

B 2 
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Lawrence from the southo The village is 

composed of brick and wooden houses, scattered 

along straight and wide streets, a square is in 

the centre, dark forests of pine are close at 

hando The inhabitants are chiefly French 

Canadians, connected with the river navigation, 

and the place used to be enlivened with the 

presence of a detachment of soldiers, who 

occupied pallisaded barracks commanding the 

channel of the St. Lawrenceo Sorel is 

healthy, and is also convenient for reaching 

Montreal or Quebeco 

The spring and fall are pleasant at Sorel, and 

may be enjoyed with the assistance of a boat, 

and making excursions in various directions; 

but the summers are hot as at other places in 

Canada, (except towards the mouth of the St. 

Lawrence), whilst in winter, we had for months 

dry, cold and clear weather, and the usual 

sleigh driving and snow-shoeing on the light 

and broad raquette. 

In 1849, the Earl of Elgin was Governor 

General of British North America, he had 

lately administered the government of Jamaica. 

Lord Elgin is well known as a public officer of 

great ability, close attention to business, and of 
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great oratorical powers. His Excellency resided 

at Monklands, three miles from MontreaL 

Some of the ministers at this time had been 

disaffected to the British authorities, during the 

rebellions of 1837-38, and though there had 

been great political excitement, yet the wheels 

of government worked with tolerable smooth

ness till the spring of 18-19, when the following 

serious occurrences took place. 

The season was an open one, the SL 

Lawrence was early free of ice, and, owing to 

the unexpected arrival of vessels with merchan

dize at the port of Quebec, it was deemed 

advisable that his Lordship should proceed, 

on a short notice, to parliament on the 26th 

of April, to give the royal assent to a 

Customs' Bill, which had that day passed the 

Legislative Council. Lord Elgin deemed it 

expedient, at the same time, to dispose of the 

other acts, in which the two branches of the 

local parliament, had, at an earlier period of the 

session, concurred, and which still awaited his 

decision; among these was the act to provide 

for the indemnification of parties in Lower 

Canada, whose property was destroyed during 

the rebellions of 1837-38, with respect to which 
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much excitement had been excited in and ont 

of parliament. 
Many persons had disapproved of the mea~ 

sures respecting rebellion losses in Lower 

Canada, which had been introduced by the 

government, and which the local parliament had 

passed by large majorities; and, in the mind3 

of others, to use the language of a despatch, 

" It stirred national antipathies, whir.h designing 

politicians sought to improve for their own 

selfish ends." 
The British party in Lower Canada, who had 

turned out most loyally and gallantly in th~ 

rebellion, could not brook that those who had 

pursued an opposite course should now entertain 

the idea, that their losses, during the rebellion, 

should be made good, and that a tax should be 

imposed for this purpose. 

The British party imagined, that, by the 

Indemnity Bill, all indiscriminately who had 

suffered loss during the rebellion would be 

indemnified, whether they had turned out 

agai.nst the government or not; while it was 

alleged by the opposite party. that, after due 

inquiry, only those who had incurred losses by 

no fault of their own should be indemnified. 
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The parliament was denounced as French in 

its composition, and the government as subject 

to French influence; and doctrines had been 

broached with respect to the right which belongs 

to a British minority, of redressing, by violence, 

any indignity to which it might be subject from 

such a source. 

\Vhen Lord Elgin left the Parliament House, 

after giving the Royal Assent to the bills above 

alluded to, among others the Rebellion Losses 

Indemnity Bill, as he entered his carriage 

(which was escorted by provincial cavalry) he 

was received by a crowd with hootings and 

groans" whilst a knot of individuals, respectably 

dressed, pelted the carriage with various missiles 

collected at the spot. 

The Houses of Parliament were under one 

roof, the building was formerly the St. Anne's 

Market, which had been fitted up for legislative 

purposes after the seat of government, which 

had been at Kingston, was removed to Montreal. 

Besides two spacious halls, for the Legislative 

Council and the Legislative Assembly, well 

furnished, and ornamented with handsome 

pictures of her Majesty, there were valuable 

libraries belonging to the above two bodies, 
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and archives and records of the United Pro-

vmces. 

Notwithstanding the great excitement which 

prevailed outside the Parliament House, after the 

Governor-General had retired, the house con

tinued in Session, and, apparently, in perfect 

confidence, although Sir Allan Macnab had 

warned the party of the ministers, that it would 

be advisable to call for military assistance, as the 

populace were understood to be in a state of 

ferment, and a riot might be expected. 

It soon became known that a public meeting 

had been called; a caleche passed with a 

bell, and a person announcing the meeting 

to take place in the Champ-de-Mars, at 

eight o'clock, was heard from the house; the 

fire-bells were also rung in the city to create 
excitement. 

Accordingly, at the Champ-de-Mars, a large 

number of persons assembled; the sloping 

bank and the stone steps there were crowded 

with persons, many of whom bore torches. 

Some inflammatory speeches were made on the 

occasion, with reference to the Rebellion Losses 

Bill, &c., and suddenly there was a cry, "To the 
Parliament House 1" 
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The crowd immediately organized themselves 

hastily into a sort of procession, and then ran 

down, in an excited state, to the Parliament 

buildings. It was nine o'clock, and the House 

of Assembly was engaged in discussing the 

Judicature Bill for Lower Canada; there was 

neither police nor military in the way, when 

a loud shout, mingled with yellings, gave the 

members unmistakable evidence that a riot was 

fermenting outside, and immediately after a 

number of stones were driven through the 

windows. The strangers' gallery was immediately 

deserted, some of the members escaped by it, 

and others took refuge behind the Speaker's 

chair, whilst the stones continued to be thrown 

incessantly. 

The missiles came, at first, from the front of 

the building, but presently they came from the 

back also, till very JittTe glass was left in the 

windows. There was a short cessation in the 

attack, and several of the members again 

entered the House from the lobbies; but the 

stones were again thrown, and fell in the centre 

of the hall, through the shattered windows; 

then a cry was raised from the library end of 

the building-" They come!" and the members 
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and clerks there, rushing across the hall, dis

appeared at the opposite end. 

A dozen persons now entered the Hall of 

Assembly from the library end, armed with 

sticks; one of them, a man with a broken 

nose, walked up the steps, and seating himself 

in the Speaker's chair, said, in Cromwellian 

style, and waving his hand, "I dissolve this 

House !" The others then commenced the 

work of destruction: the papers were struck off 

the members' desks into the middle of the 

floor with sticks; some tore up the benches, 

and hurled them also into the middle of the 

floor, whilst others threw their sticks at the 

chandeliers and globe-lights on the walls, and 
demolished them. 

The splendid mace, silver-gilt, and orna

mented with the Imp~rial crown and Canadian 

beavers, lay under the table, as the House was 

in Committee; but one of the rioters seeing 

it, he seized it up, and carried it off on his 

shoulders, when the Sergeant-at-arms, whose 

province it was to guard the mace, rushed 

upon the man who bore it, and endeavoured 

to rescue it ; but he was overpowered by others, 

and the mace was borne into the street. 
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The Honourable William Robinson, M.P.P., 

and Colonel Gugy, M.P.P., exerted themselves 

to expel the rioters from the House. Sir Allan 

Macnab assisted to save the Queen's picture; 

when suddenly a red glare of light from below 

showed that the building had caught fire. It 
is not believed that the rioters had any inten

tion, originally, to fire the Parliament House; 

they certainly wished to testify their indignation 

by pelting and hooting those who had been 

instrumental in passing the obnoxious Rebel

lion Loss Bill, but meeting with little or no 

opposition in the work of destruction, and 

heated with passion, they probably broke the 

gas-pipes, and thus the fire rapidly spread to all 

parts of the building. 

Sir Allan Macnab, the Honourable Mr. 

Badgeley, Mr. Turner, editor of the" Courier," 

and others, tried to save some of the valuable 

books in the library of the Assembly; the other 

picture of the Queen in the Council-Chamber 

was also carried out by Mr. W. Snaith, Jun., 

and Mr. Hargrave-it cost £500, and was 

painted by Partridge, and for a time disap

peared. 

But now the flames spread so rapidly that 
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everyone was obliged to seek safety in flight; 

and Sir Allan, Mr. Badgeley, Mr. Steers, and 

Mr. Macfarlane were pursued by the flames, 

were scorched, and were eventually taken off a 

gallery with ladders. 

The flames now enveloped the whole of the 

building, and the military having been sent for, 

when too late, could only keep back the crowd, 

which drew up on the footpath to view the 

conflagration, which illuminated the whole city, 

and rolled its black volumes of smoke towards 

the Montreal mountain. Some fire-engines 

tried to play on the building, but ineffectually j 

however, they saved some neighbouring houses 

which had caught fire-also the Grey Nunnery. 

There was a smart breeze blowing, and burning 

paper in great quantities was carried along the 

ground in flakes of fire. It was altogether an 

imposing, but a very painful sight, chiefly on 

account of the destruction of the two valuable 

libraries, and a large portion of the public 

records of the province. The Pilot Office, 

where the ministerial paper was printed, was 

visited by the mob, and the windows de

molished; after which, for that evening, the 

work of destruction closed, and the morning 
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sun looked on the smoking and empty walls of 

the late Houses of Parliament. 

On their way from the Parliament building, 

the mob escorted the person carrying the mace, 

in a caleche, and when they came opposite 

Donegana's Hotel, where Sir Allan Macnab 

lived, a cry was raised that the mace should 

be left in his keeping, as the late popular 

Speaker; but a struggle taking place for its 

possession, some of the beavers were broken off. 

However, the mace eventually was carried into 

Sir Allan's room. 

I happened to come to Montreal from Sorel, 

on private business, at this time, and found the 

city in a ferment, the Parliament Houses 

smoking, and the inhabitants in the greatest 

state of agitation and excitement, the troops 

under arms, and all the appearance of another 

rebellion. 

The Commander-in-Chief now arrived from 

Sorel, accompanied with the other members of 

his Staff, * and made arrangements for the 

suppression of riot and disorder; but for a 

whole month the city continued in a ferment-

* Captain Kirkland, M.S., Major G. Talbot, and Captain 
Virginius Murray, A.D.Cs. 
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so roused had the people become-so infuriated 

against each other were parties-the British, or 

the old Loyalist.s, and the French, or Ministerial 

party. 
The Government now made several arrests. 

Messrs. Heward, Montgomerie, Mack, Esdaile, 

and Ferres were taken into custody, and 

marched off to gaol, on the plea that they had 

excited and headed the rioters at the destruc

tion of the Parliament House. The people 

threatened to rescue them, and beat and in

sulted several of the members obnoxious to 

them, who came in their way-as Mr. Holmes, 

Mr. Watts, Mr. H. Boulton. The military 

were drawn across the street at the old Govern

ment House, in Notre-Dame Street, where the 

ministers were sitting in council; and the mob 

continued to hoot and pelt the members of the 

ministry and their supporters who attempted to 

come out of the conclave within. The soldiers 

every now and then cleared the ground, by 

marching to and fro with fixed bayonets, and 

the people always retired before them, cheering 

and laughing-as there was, of course, no ill
feeling between them and the soldiers. 

At night, the assemblage in front of the 
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Government House became more dense; sig

nals were passed among the crowd, and sud

denly, a large body (which I followed to 

ascertain their intention) moved off towards the 

St. Antoine suburb, where, attacking the resi

dence of the Prime Minister, Mr. Lafontaine, 

the stables were destroyed by fire, and the house 

ransacked inside; the furniture being broken, 

feather-beds emptied to the wind, books 

tumbled from their shelves, and the whole 

house reduced to a wreck. Fortunately for the 

family, they escaped before the rioters arrived. 

The mob moved so swiftlY and silently, that 
the military did not reach the house of Mr. 

Lafontaine-\vho omitted to have a guard 

there, after the warning he had had by the 

destruction of the Parliament House-till the 

mischief was done. 

The rioters next visited Mr. Drummond's 

house; there they found a guard, and no 

damage ensued. At Messrs. Baldwin and 

Cameron's boarding-house, the windows were 

broken; also at Dr. Wolfred Nelson's residence, 

and at the houses of Messrs. Hincks, Holmes, 

and Charles Wilson. 

The Executive had in a manner left the city 
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for two days in the hands of a mob, though a 

powerful military force only waited the requisi

tion of the civil authorities to turn out and 

maintain the supremacy of the law; and 'now, 

perhaps, because the military had not come up 

in time to prevent the unexpected move on Mr. 

Lafontaine's house, the singular expedient was 

resorted to of arming with cutlasses and pistols 

young French Canadians, Irishmen, &c., "for 

the protection of lives and property." If the 

householders had been asked, they would im

mediately have turned out as special constables, 

and acted with the two strong regiments in 

garrison, the 19th and 23rd. 

The drilling of the armed constables during 

the night at the Bonsecours Market, occasioned 

an immense ferment among the opposite party. 

They again organized themselves, and were 

marching to disarm the constables by force, 

when they were met by Major-General the 

Honourable Charles Gore, and Colonel Gugy, 

who harangued them, said the arminO' was a 
b 

"mistake," and that next morning one part of 

the population should not be armed against the 

other. The mob was accordingly pacified and 

retired. If they had gone on there would have 
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been a fearful scene of bloodshed, The officers 

who stopped them are deserving of great 

credit. 

Another riot was excited by the arrival from 

Quebec of a deputation to offer protection to 

the Governor-General; but the members of this 

deputation learning that they would probably 

be met on the wharf by an angry mob, prudently 

left the steamer, and landed in the outskirts of 

Montreal, and entered the city in the evening, 

without exciting observation. 

The loyal inhabitants of the city now held a 

meeting, and put forth an address, signed by two 

hundred respectable names, inviting the citizens 

to preserve peace and order. This had, to a certain 

extent, a tranquillizing effect; but a new source 

of uneasiness arose from the ministry having 

arranged to get up an address of confidence ill 

the Governor-General, and deciding that his 

Excellency should receive it in town, instead of 

at his official country residence at Monklands. 

Lord Elgin, accordingly, drove into town ill 

his carriage and four, to receive the address at 

the Old Government House. His Excellency 

was accompanied by the Honourable Colonel 

Bruce, his brother and military secretary, Lord 

VOL. 1. C 
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Mark Kerr, and Lieutenant Grant, A.D. C.; 

and he was escorted by Captain Jones troop of 

Provincial Dragoons. The infantry were drawn 

up opposite Government House. As his Lord

ship entered the city, he was assailed by a 

shower of stones in the Haymarket and Great 

St. James Street, thrown by some stout me

chanics in fustian jackets; and again as he 

proceeded along Notre-DameStreet; he was 

obliged to keep his hat before his eyes to 

guard his face from the missiles, and entered 

Government House, carrying with him a two

pound stone, which he picked up from the 

bottom of the carriage-altogether most unusual 

treatment for her Majesty's representative to 

receive, and very painful for us to witness. 

There was a great and angry crowd in the 

streets, and expecting his Lordship's return by 

the same route he had passed alonD' the rioters 
"" had made preparations for obstructing him, 

and for upsetting his carriage, by drawing cabs 

across the street; but in accordance with the 

maxim of the renowned Rob Roy, "never to 

return by the same road you went, if you expect 

any trouble;" when his Lordship re-entered his 

carriage, instead of turning round, he directed 
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the carriage to proceed straight forward; and, 

doubling on the mob, he passed rapidly along 

St. Denis and Sherbrooke Streets, to gain 

Monklands by a circuitous route. 

vVhen the mob perceived this clever manc£uvre, 

they were much exasperated; and, rushing on 

foot and in cabs by bye-streets to intercept the 

carriage in Sherbrooke Street, a considerable 

number came up in time to assail it with stones 

at Molsoll's Corner. Colonel Bruce's head was 

cut and bled, Colonel Ermatenger, police magis~ 

trate, was stunned, also Captain Jones; and 

every panel of the carriage was stove in. The 

escort was not loaded; or several lives would 

have been lost. The postillions, as the rioters 

were crowding on in front, turned sharp up the 

the Mile· end-road, and, by good and rapid 

driving, soon cleared the excited multitude. 

His Lordship reached Monklands in safety, 

though he had certainly a very narrow escape 

from personal injury. The exasperation was so 

great against him for signing the obnoxious 

Rebellion Losses Bill. 

About this time, there was some bloodshed, 

in consequence of the ministers and their friends 

having given a political dinner at Tetus Hotel 

c 2 
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to a deputation from their party In Toronto. 

Toasts were given, and there was a good deal 

of cheering. This was answered by groans 

from without. A crowd had collected, and 

empty bottles having been imprudently thrown 

out at them, stones were returned, and an at

tempt made to force the door, which was resisted 

with knives and pistol-shots. Two or three of 

the mob were wounded, and the house ran the 

risk of being fired, had not a strong party of 

the military (horse and foot), under Colonel 

Hay (commanding 19th Regiment) promptly 

arrived and quieted the disturbance. 

Mr. Lafontaine's house was again attacked, 

but this time, he being prepared for the mob, they 

were received with a volley of musketry from 

the windows, which taking effect fatally on a 

young man named Mason, the rioters dispersed. 

At the Coroner's Inquest, Mr. Lafontaine being 

present to give evidence, the hotel, where it was 

held, was set on fire from above; and an at

tempt was made to do violence to Mr. Lafontaine 

in the confusion, but a party of the 71 st High
landers saved him. 

When the house was burning, and the flames 

rushing down stairs, two sentries of the 71st 
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moved about at their posts in the house, as if 

there was nothing the matter, all the rest of the 

people had fled. A gentleman looking back, 

and seeing the soldiers, called to them to come 

out at once. They coolly answered, " We have 

got no orders;" and it was not till a sergeant 

was found to take them away that they would 

lea ve their posts. 

I had occasion to be much out about this 

time, a great part of one night, when Colonel 

Tache, commanding the armed constables, was 

drilling them by lamplight, and marching them 

to and fro before the Bonsecours market. It 

was difficult to persuade him, so full of martial 

ardour was he, that it was better to house them, 

armed as they were with cutlass and pistol, and 

keep them ready for action in the market, than 

to provoke an attack on them by the opposite 

party, all ready for a fight as they were. I saw 

the attack made, and people wounded at Tetus 

Hotel, and then had a long hunt to recover the 

large pictures of her Majesty carried off from 

the Parliament House, no one seemed to know 

where, the night it was burnt. I found them 

in obscure places in the outskirts of the city, 

and it was gratif),jng to be able to lodge them 
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for a time in the General's sitting. room. They 

were afterwards repaired; and when the Par

liament held its sittings in a new building of 

Mr. Hayes in Dalhousie Square, they were 

placed on the walls, and things were beginning 

to assume an air of comparative tranquillity, 

after a month of intense anxiety and excite

ment; and then occurred the closing scene of 

a painful drama. 

Sir Benjamin D'Urban, with the officers of 

his staff, lived at Donegana's Hotel. He had 

much to harass him, and, from the state of the 

weather, in May, cold and variable, he was un

able to take air or exercise abroad. He had 

previously, at Sorel, suffered from sore-throat; 

and, from his hard service in various climates, 

his system had been much tried, though naturally 

with a fine constitution. He was a remarkably 

well-made and soldier-like man, with prominent 

features, of great mental energy, a high order 

of intellect, and of chivalrous courage. 

He had complained for several days "of not 

being worth much." He ate very little; but we 

hoped, that when all Was quiet at Montreal, 

and he could get back to his favourite woods 

and walks at Sorel, all would be well. But it 
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was otherwise ordered by Divine Providence, 

which he devoutly feared, and nothing else. 

The shock was great to me, as an old and 

devoted follower of his Excellency, when, on the 

morning of the 25th May, whilst walking before 

breakfast along St. James' Street, a cab rapidly 

drove up, and an orderly dragoon in it, said: " Sir 

Benjamin is just dead, and I am going to Monk

lands to Lord Elgin with a message." Alas! it 

was too true; one of the bravest and most ac

complished British officers had ceased to exist. 

Sir Benjamin had risen and partly dressed, 

and was found by his son Colonel D'Urban, 

Deputy Quarter-Master-General, trying to write 

a letter in his sitting-room; but his hand 

seemed to fail him. The Colonel asked to write 

to his dictation, and his Excellency dictated a 

letter on public business to Lord Elgin with 

remarkable clearness, then retired to his bed

room to dress for the day; but, seized, as was 

supposed, with a choking in the throat, he sat 

down by the side of the bed on which he leant, 

and was found by his servant expiring. Medical 

aid was summoned; but the world had closed 

upon him at the age of seventy-two, and he died 

like a true soldier, at his post of duty. 
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By his desire, I had got him some volumes of 

interesting reading, and I found his mark where 

a traveller has reached the verge of a great 

extent of prairie, with an undefined horizon! 

Sir Benjamin D'Urban had received a cross 

and five clasps for Busaco, Albuera, Badajoz, 

Salamanca, and Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle, 

Nive and Toulouse. He entered the army in 

1793, as Cornet in the 2nd Dragoon Guards. 

In the following year obtained a truop, and 

accompanied Sir Ralph Abercrombie's expedition 

to the West Indies. In 1803, was appointed 

Superintendant of Instruction in the Military 

College at Marlow, and served as Lieutenant

Colonel 89th regimtmt, in the expedition under 

Lord Cathcart, in 1805. He served in the 

Peninsula and France from the autumn of 1808 

to the end of the war in 1814, and was never 

absent. In the end of 1808, and beginning of 

1809, having been then in the Quarter-Master

General's staff of the forces in Portugal, he was 

employed by Quarter-Master-General Cradock 

in observation of the French corps on the 

frontiers of Castile and Estramadura. In the 

execution of this duty, he was with Sir Robert 

Wilson in his operations between Ciudad 
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Rodrigo and Salamanca, and afterwards with 

the Spanish army of General Cuesta, upon the 

Tagus and Guadiana, and at the battle of 

Medelin. He was then selected to be Quarter

:\laster-General of the Portuguese army, of 

which Marshal Beresford had himself taken the 

command, and returning to Portugal joined it 

accordingly. In this appointment, he continued 

to serve throughout the ,Yar, occasionally em

ployed, however, in charge of a corps of 

Portuguese cavalry, which he commanded at 

Salamanca and Vittoria; in the other actions, 

for which he received decorations, he was in the 

performance of his duties on the staff. 

Sir Benjamin was Colonel of the 51st King's 

own Light Infantry, had been Colonel of the 

Royal Staff Corps, and administered the govern

ments of Antigua, British Guiana and the Cape 

of Good Hope, at which last he conducted, to a 

successful termination, the Caffre war of 1835, 

and suggested those measures for the restraint 

and well being of the Caffres, which, at first 

rejected, have since been wisely adopted. 

His military funeral took place on the 28th 

of May, and was attended by 10,000 spectators, 

and an obelisk erected to his memory in the 
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Victoria Road Cemetery, Montreal, by the officers 

serving in Canada, records, "He died as he had 

lived, in the faithful discharge of his duty to 

God and his Sovereign." 

The Parliament was prorogued by Major

General Rowan, (now Lieut..General Sir William 

Rowan, K.C.B.) a Peninsular and Waterloo 

officer of high character, and experienced in 

Canadian affairs, from having been military 

secretary to Sir John Colborne, (Lord Seaton), 

during the rebellions of 1837-38. General 

Rowan was now appointed to command H.M. 

forces in Canada, and Lord Elgin proceeded to 

Toronto, as the seat of government, after which 

it was transferred to Quebec. 
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CHAPTER II. 

Canadian 'Watering Places-St. Leon Springs-Freshness of 
a Summer morning-Author continues on the Staff
Excursion on horseback to the Eastern Townships-The 
St. Francis River-Lake Massiwippi-Pretty Girls-Lake 
Memphramagog-The Water Serpent-The Buckboard
Annexation-A frontier Custom House-Montreal-Deer 
Driving-Journey to Lake Chateauguay-Old Bellows
The Hunter's Shanty-American Sportsmen-Their Rilles 
-Hunter's Equipments-Fishing-Porcupines. 

IN Canada, there are certain watering-places, 

where in the hot summer months sea bathing is 

enjoyed, at others, mineral springs, the fresh air 

of the woods and exercise restore the health of 

those" in cities pent." The Caledonian springs 

on the Ottawa, have been long frequented. I 

visited, with my small family, the St Leon 

springs in the summer of 1849, then a new 

and interesting watering-place. The water here 
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is salime and rather agreeable to the taste, and 

the locality is twenty-one miles from the town of 

Three Rivers on the St. Lawrence. The road lay 

through a country smiling with cultivation, and 

dotted with the farm-houses of French Canadians, 

till the wooded and picturesque banks of the 

Riviere du Loup, fringed with water lilies, are 

reached, where stood the" Spring-house" which 

received us. 

The "Fountain of Health" bubbled up 

abundantly, with seats round it under a roof; 

before breakfast the water is aperient, after, it 

is a tonic. It was a wonderful relief to escape 

from the heat, dust, confinement and disease of 

a city, and to find oneself in the coolness and 

quiet of the St. Leon springs. At our feet, the 

river glided slowly past, and on it, for several 

miles up and down, there was very good boating 

and fishing; on both sides of the river the 

shelving banks were clothed with fine forests of 

mixed timber, the tall pines overtopping the 

aspens, constantly shivering in the breeze below. 

In the morning the air was most delicious, fresh 

and scented with the balsamic smell of the green 

woods, in which the Canadian robin was heard, 

mingling its rich notes with the plaintive strains 
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of the Kennedy bird. An hour's drive, and 

a walk of a mile and a half, conducted one to a 

water-fall as high as the famed Niagara. 

Health and pleasure were cheaply acquired, at 

the charge of a dollar (48. 2d.) a day at the St. 

Leon Springs. 

I continued for some time at Sorel, after 

having been requested by General Rowan to 

join his personal staff. I made an excursion in 

August on horseback, with Lady Alexander, 

Miss Stayner, the daughter of the Post-Master

General, Mr. S. Stayner, and Mr. C. Freer, 

round the lake and mountain region of the 

Eastern townships, then almost a terra incognita 

to the inhabitants of the Canadian cities, but 

soon I suppose to become to the lovers of the 

picturesque, like our Cumberland lakes, Killarney 

or the Scottish highlands. Gold, iron, and 

other metals are found there. Wheat, Indian 

corn, oats, potatoes, are also raised there. The 

winter is less severe than at Montreal, and 

there is no lake fever as in some other parts of 

the west. 

Besides our saddle horses, with a cape strapped 

on in front for a shower, we had a light one-horse 
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cart, driven by a groom, for our carpet bags, con

taining a complete change of raiment, also some 

good tea; but we trusted to the houses by the 

way-side for the rest of our provent. Grey soft 

hats and blue veils saved the head and eyes from 

the heat and the glare. 

We usually rose at five, took some milk and 

bread, and mounting, rode some fifteen miles 

before breakfast, leisurely, at the marching pace 

of dragoons, then breakfasted and halted till the 

afternoon, reading and drawing during the heat 

of the day. Mounting again, we rode about 

the same distance as before, then stopped for 

the night where we could find accommodation. 

We went by the St. Francis River with its 

bright and rapid stream enlivening the valuable 

farms on its banks, by Drummondville, Mel

bourne, Sherbroke and Lennoxville, to the great 

Lake Mernphramagog, and found that for purity 

of air and variety of prospects, and for 

mountain, forest and lake scenery, and for its 

attractions to the sportsmen, in fishing and 

fowling, the region of the Eastern townships far 

exceeded the famed lakes of Enaland very 
~ , 

beautiful though they be. But as 1 said, these 
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townships were not appreciated, and a few years 

ago were not resorted to by persons in search 

of information, health or recreation. 

On our \Yay to the great Memphramagog, 

the charming Lake Massiwippi, seven miles long, 

deep, overshadowed with a wooded mountain, 

diversified with bays and headlands, and abound

ing in capital fish, bass, pickerel, &c., arrested 

our attention. The thriving farmers there were 

busy with their hay harvest, the ox teams were 

fat and lusty, and as a good climate and fine 

scenery are usually indicative of a superior race 

of people, the men were strong and tall, and 

among the women there were some of the 

prettiest girls we had seen in Canada; a 

traveller might be apt to stop them on the road 

and ask them about distances (which he might 

know as well as they did) in order to have the 

opportunity of admiring them. A Massiwippi 

wife might sound odd, but let bachelor settlers 

" go and see." 

It would require the aid of poetry to describe 

the noble Memphramagog, where 

" Nor fen, nor sedge 
Pollute the pure lake's crystal edge 
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Abrupt and sheer the mountains sink 

At once upon the level brink; 

Far in the mirror bright and blue 
. . " Each hill's huge outhne you may VIew. 

Its scenery, in due course of time, will cause 

the inditing of many verses; a poetic tempera

ment would there be speedily developed and 

matured. 

The lake is thirty miles long, and four broad, 

its wooded islands number a score. Its greatest 

portion is in British territory, its upper end 

belongs to our enterprising republican neigh

bours; there is a Scotch settlement within our 

lines at " the Point," where information may be 

got regarding the prospects of a farmer there. 

The Owl's head, from whose summit Montreal 

mountain may be seen, towers to the height of 

2300 feet, and when one stands directly opposite 

to it, the resemblance to a recumbent lion is 

very striking. The sugar loaf mountain is also 

a fine and bold elevation; beneath the shadow of 

these the lake is at least 500 feet deep. Moose 

deer are sometimes shot on the western flanks 

of these mountains, and the hunter can steal on 

flocks of wild ducks, either advancinO' on them 
to 
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from the woods when they alight on the bays of 

the lake, or suddenly coming on them round a 

jutting headland in his canoe. Gulls screaming 

wildly, are constantly seen dipping their white 

wings in the wave, and picking up dead fish, 

also shoals of fish sparkle on the surface at 

sundown. 

As usual there is a tale of a great water 

serpent under the waters of Magog, and as we 

rowed along to visit Skinner's Cave (where a 

man of that name took refuge with his ox team 

when he encountered a storm on the ice) we 

saw, fishing with a hundred feet line, for the 

spotted lake lunge or salmon, the sturdy 

borderer Hewett, who professed to have seen 

the monster several times, when it appeared to 

be " as thick as a mill-log forty feet long, and 

with a head like a horse." However, our strong 

shouldered boatman, George Dimond, had never 

encountered this leviathan, though he had lived 

forty years on or by the lakes. 

Below the outlet of Magog, on the bright and 

sparkling river, there is capital fly fishing; it is 

obtained by hiring a canoe with a man to pole 

it up stream, who, if he make a mistake in 

" setting" his pole, will occasion a wetting and 

VOL. L D 
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a SWIm to the fisherman; but this is part of 

the excitement of sport! 

Taking a last look at this lake region, we will 

say that a more attractive one for a painter 

could not be found, a fore-ground enriched with 

waving plumes of fern, diversified with blue and 

yellow wild flowers, and rocks right and left, 

in the middle ground, green fields; beyond 

them, fine birch and maple trees standing high 

above the lake, and descending to its margin; 

across the broad water, mountains shaggy with 

prim~val forests, above all, massive clouds set 

in a cerulean ground. How different all this 

from the dry and stony deserts of Damara land 

in Africa, where we had formerly wandered, and 

were often reduced to the greatest straits in the 

midst of savage men and beasts. 

Shefford and Orford Mountains not far off , , 
are loftier than those about Magog. From the 

latter, 4500 feet high, eighteen lakes may be 

seen at once. There is fine Alpine scenery about 

the Brome Lake, and the village of \Y aterloo is 

beside a beautiful lake and mountain. Lake 

Megantic is in a region of game. Where wild

fo'",.l" most do congregate" is at Missisquoi Bay, 

an mlet of Lake Champlain. Here at Philips-
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burgh \ve saw, for the first time, a long carriage 

called a" buck-board," which is used about there, 

and which might be adopted elsewhere, in newly

settled countries with rough roads. A ten or 

twelve-feet plank rests on the axles of four 

waggon-wheels. The plank is fixed to the hind 

axle, but revolves, by means of a block and 

pivot, on the fore one. There is a seat on the 

middle of the plank (which is its own spring), 

for tvvo persons. The whole looks smart when 

neatly painted, and the cost is only twelve dollars; 

whereas a light waggon, affording the same ac

commodation, costs 50 dollars. Having the 

wheels, a house-carpenter can make the rest; 

and so one may go along "sparking" for a 

partner, on a buck-board. 

On this agreeable journey, round the southern 

frontier of Canada, I became aware of the ex

istence of a party to annex Canada to the 

United States after the late troubles at Montreal; 

and I was in one of their places of meeting. 

Fortunately, their proceedings came to nothing. 

J was also impressed with the absurdity of the 

relations then subsisting between Canada and 

the United States, by which the latter imposed 

20 per cent duty on the produce of the former, 

D 2 
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and droves of cattle and horses, and sheep in 

large quantities were taken over the lines from 

Canada at 5 per cent., and even less. 
Thus at an American village near the frontier, 

there was a custom-house officer who imposed 

a duty of a quarter of a dollar on Canadian 

two-year-old heifers, the value of which might 

be nine dollars a-head, and three quarters 

of a dollar on three-year-olds, and on other 

bestial in the same proportion. There was 

great traffic through this village, and it throve 

apace; but this custom-house officer was one 

day changed, and another was sent in his 

place, who began to exact higher duties, and 

the flocks and herds took another route. 

The Yankees then acted in their own peculiar 

manner. They avoided social intercourse with 

the new official-" be had no friends." His 

board was doubled at the inn, and be was 

threatened with Lynch law. All this had its 

effect. They got back the" old man," and all 

went on quietly and comfortably as before. 

Again, an A merican cattle-dealer would come 

into Canada, buy 200 head of lean cattle for a 

small sum, say in February when forage is scarce, 

then drive them to the lines, and scatter them 
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on the ice. Who was to know if they were 

Canadian or American cattle? and so he would 

get them across without any duty at all. 

The promulgation of these and similar facts, 

perhaps tended to lead to reciprocity between 

Canada and the United States, to effect which 

great ohject, Lord Elgin laboured hard and 

successfully. After Great Britain had liberally 

opened her ports to the Americans, they could 

not well exclude Canadian produce, and at the 

same time derive benefit from the navigation of 

the St. Lawrence, and participation in our fishing 

grounds; yet what a disturbance the enlistment 

of a few" loafers" lately occasioned! 

We returned to Sorel. Afterwards we took 

up our residence at Beaver Hall, Montreal, 

where were the duties and gaieties usual in a 

garrison town, marching and drilling the troops, 

sleigh-driving and snow-shoeing, balls and mu

sical entertainments. A few families met at 

each other's houses alternately for the practice of 

music-an agreeable arrangement for the winter. 

Having been previously employed on a Govern

ment exploration and survey in the forests of 

New Brunswick, to facilitate communication 

between Canada and the maritime provinces, 
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and develop the resources of an unproductive, 

though valuable region, I got habituated to 

the woods, and was not happy without an oc

casional break to smell the fresh pines. We 

accordingly now propose to "drive the deer" 

at the Chateauguay Lake-

"How divine 

The liberty for frail, for mortal man 
To roam at large among unpeopled glens 

And mountainous retirements, only trod 
By devious footsteps-regions consecrate 

To oldest time." 

Forest, lake, and mountain, in their untamed 

wildness, still occupy vast regions in the 

northern portions of the great state of New 

York, west of the great inland sea of Cham

plain, and the lm'tly waters of Lake George; 

woodsmen and trappers are found scattered here 

and there in small communities, or in solitary 

shanties, (log huts,) in these great solitudes, 

v,here still roam the moose deer, with its 

palma ted horns and huge bulk, the brown Vir

ginian deer, panthers, lynxes, bears, foxes, 

racoons, and other game, nnimals and beasts of 

prey. The Beaver, Oswegatche, Racket, Sa.ra

nac, and other clear and rapid streams, are 
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occasionally visited by the huntsmen and fishers 

from more civilized regions, and bere, lite in the 

woods may be enjoyed to its fullest extent-the 

sensibilities being powerfully influenced by the 

clear skies and solemn hills overhead; the dark 

woods and bright waters arDund; and the air 

redolent of the balsamic odours of the silent 

wilderness. 

It was early in November, the weather was 

bright, and the first snow lay lightly on the 

ground, when I left Montreal, to cross the 

Canadian frontier and journey towards Lake 

Chateauguay, situated in the region above des

cribed; a favourite haunt for the deer, and, in 

the summer, affording abundant sport to the 

fisherman. I intended to join the "camp" of 

two American sportsmen, who had gone on 

before, and who had engaged all the dogs about 

the lake, for the purpose of driving the deer to 

the water, and there securing them for their 

winter supply of venison. Neither they nor 

myself were of that class of sportsmen (so 

called) who kill for the mere gratification of 

destroying the creatures so bountifully provided 

for the use of man; and, for my own part, I 

think there is as much gratification in wander-
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ing among fine scenery, and in the adventure 

of the chase, as in the actual" bagging" the 

denizens of the woods and wilds. Let it be 

remembered also, that woodcraft is a very 

essential part of military training. 
Crossing Lake St. Louis to La Prairie, and 

journeying through the flat country towards the 

south, J rell in with an artillery officer and a 

cleruvman' our conversation turned on moral 
bJ , 

reform, temperance, and similar topics. " A 

mild answer turneth away wrath," and, in a 

similar manner, had the worthy pastor managed 

to get rid of a nuisance. He disliked smoking; 

ano, seeing the driver proceeding to light his 

pipe beside him, he ventured to remonstrate; 

the driver took no notice of this, but com

menced smoking, when the clergyman taking 

two apples out of his pocket, said-" I have 

two good apples here; will you take one '?" 

The driver did so, ate it, and put away his pipe. 

Passing St. John's-a military post for the 

Canadian rifles, we reached Rouse's point, on 

Lake Champlain, where the Americans have a 

stone fort, to command the navigation of the 

River Richrliru, flowing towards Lower Canada. 

An illustration of the customs still prevalent in 
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this section of country, was shown by a traveller 

who arrived here. On applying to the landlord 

of the hotel for a bed, he answered, "they are 

all full; but," said he, pointing to an English

man, " I dare say that gentleman will not object 

to share his bed with you." The Briton how

ever replied, "I do object;" when the otber 

indignantly rejoined, "Well, I dare say I can 

get some other gentleman to sleep along with 

me, anyhow." 

From Rouse's Point I journeyed to Chateau

guay village, or "Four Corners." Here lay, in 

1813, the army of General Hampton, previous 

to the daring attempt to penetrate to Montreal, 

by the Cbateauguay river; and which resulted 

in a gallant and successful action, by a body of 

Canadians, in defence of their country. We 

shall close this paper with an account of this 

useful lesson in bush-fighting. 

On enquiring my way to an inn, in order to 

get a waggon to go on to the hunting-ground, 

an American sportsman, with his "wiping rod" 

in his rifle, directed me where to find one. 

Shouldering my leather-bag, I was met by the 

landlord, who, relieving me of it, walked on 

before, with the remark, "Considerable heft 
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(stuff) in this bag, I guess ?" "Can I get a 

waO'O'on to 0'0 on to Lake Chateauguay, this 
bb b 

evening?" I enquired. ., You will be froze 

up," said he, "before you get half-way. I 

would not 0'0 for the best five dollars in the 
b 

country; mud freezes to the wheels till you 

can't see through them, and there's too little 

snow for sleigh-runners." 

BarO'ainin(r to fret away at dawn next morn-o to ~ • 

ing, I comforted myself with tea, (as did half-a-

dozen other wayfarers) accompanied with soft 

toast and plain bread of very excellent quality, 

corned beef, and smoked venison, biscuits and 

honeycomb; and, wrapping myself in my plaid, 

slept well on the outside of a bed. In almost 

all countries, in small inns, for a night, this 

practice is safer for health than getting between 

the clothes; and it should not make much 

difference to old campaigners whether they sleep 

ready dressed or not. 

Next morning, "inspanning" a pair of horses 

in a light waggon, and placing in it my gun, axe, 

and wallet, we travelled, with much plunging, 

over a partially-frozen road, and passed some 

clearings, with frame and log-houses, raised by 

French, Canadian, and Irish settlers; but the 
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best "locations" had been selected by the more 

acute Americans, on higher and better land; 

and not in hollows like the others. 

At length, a broad patch of water appeared 

through the forest; it was part of the lower 

Lake Chateauguay, backed by a wooded hill ; 

and before us, in a clearing, was the respectable

looking "Hunters' Inn," of Mr. Bellows; 

himself an old and retired hunter, and the father 

of some sturdy sons, " well used to the bush." 

"Old Bellows," who was seventy years of 

age, (and was playing with his grand-child; 

whilst the mother, a remarkably fine young 

woman, stood by to complete the group) had 

been thirty years about the lake, and slain his 

800 deer, was full of anecdotes about "the 

wild." Among other facts in Natural History, 

he said that he remarked that here the salmon 

tribe spawned in October, the ovm lay dormant 

all the winter, and were vivified in spring. 

There are two Lakes Chateauguay, an upper 

and a lower, connected with "narrows." The 

upper lake, where there are no settlements, is 

five miles long, the "narrows" four, and the 

lower lake is two miles in length. I asked MI". 

Bellows for a boat to go to the Upper Lake, 
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and he said his best boats were away, but 

" there was a machine" at the landing I might 

have. I got into this tub-like conveyance, with 

a stout lad, and we puUed and paddled towards 

the narrows. 
I thoucrht I should have had mv hands frost-o • 

bitten, the cold being great on the water; and, 

also, as my companion said, "it started snow

ing." We had noble views of hill and forest, 

far and near, as we passed up the narrows; a 

wooded island was at " the outlet," and then the 

fine broad Upper Lake opened on us, with Lyon 

Mountain, and other lesser eminences rising 

in the S.E. The only signs of man were a 

wooden, uninhabited lodge on another island, 

and one on Indian Point. 

We looked about for the smoke of the fires 

of those we were in search of, and presently 

heard the baying of a hound in the forest, 

evidently in pursuit of a deer, and driving it 
towards the water; then the sound of chopping 

directed us to a log hut or shanty, where we 

found black Jacob, the cook, boiling a kettle 

outside, whilst near him a fine deer hung by the 

heels from a branch. 

The shanty, backed by the pine woods, 
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formed a picture of a temporary forest home. 

From the extremity of a stove-pipe, projecting 

from the bark roof, curled a thin wreath of 

smoke; a fringe of icicles depended from the 

eaves, eLmi the walls were composed of round 

fir-trees. A small dog-kennel, a miniature of 

the house, was close to the door. Inside 

there were a rough table and benches, sporting 

gear hanging from nails, mess tins and plates 

on shelves, and blankets and tarpaulins rolled 

up in corners, and which, at night, covered the 

floor to form the hunters' beds. 

After refreshing with some cold meat and 

biscuit, we pushed again into the lake, and 

steered for Indian Point, a commanding head

land of gneiss rock, projecting illto the deep 

and clear water; from this a grand prospect 

was obtained of Lyon mountain opposite, appa

rently some thousands of feet high, and now 

powdered with early snow, whilst below were 

swelling ridges, dark with the evergreen firs. 

Light, fleecy clouds floated in the transparent 

American sky, and the glad waters sparkled in 

the sunlight. 

Two hunters, in grey coats and leather 

leggings, were watching anxiously for the deer 
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emeraina from the woods and taking the water, 
t> t> 

and their boat was ready to pull towards the 

game. Most people fancy that slaying deer in 

the water is a very easy matter; it may be so 

when the lake is smooth, but it is very dif

ferent when there is a swell on, and the deer 

has got a considerable start of his pursuers. It 
is so difficult to take aim then, that before one 

deer was killed by a party of three hunters, on 

a stormy day, upwards of twenty shots were 

fired at him, and, after six rounds, one of the 

hunters laid his rifle down in the boat in 

despair, and the poor animal was eventually 

secured by the stroke of a paddle. 

After some tarry at Indian Point, we pulled 

towards "Split rock," also a favourite look-out. 

The baying of the unseen hounds in the woods, 

was now followed by a shot, and the appearance 

of Louis Bellows, and presently a plump doe lay 
at the bottom of our boat. 

This deer, the Cervus rirginianus, is found 

from the banks of the St. Lawrence to the 

shores of the Gulf of Mexico; of graceful mien 

and elegant form, its coat varies in colour ac

cording to the season of the year, in summer a 

reddish bro\'m, and in winter, when the indivi-
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dual hairs become tubular like a bird's quill, 

they are of a greyish russet colour. The weight 

of the Virginian deer is one hundred pounds 

and upwards; the horns of the male resemble 

two crescents in front of the eyes, with the 

prongs pointing forwards, so that it is sur

prising how thpy manage to get through the 

bush. The long ears are in constant motion 

to catch the slightest sound, and the soft large 

eye of exceeding beauty, would disarm many 

a hunter if viewed closely. 

The wanton destruction of this or of any 

other of the gifts of Providence, provided for 

the sustenance of man, is most reprehensible, 

but we have never scrupled to indulge in the 

chase in moderation, particularly as we never 

have yet assisted to slay the fera: natura:, 
except to use them or to let others do so; and 

we esteem it no proof of manhood, but quite 

the contrary, to brag of "a heavy bag," the 

greater part of which may have been left to 

rot in the field. 

·When the deer, driven from the covert of 

the forest, came to the water's edge, they would 

trip about hesitatingly and anxiously, looking 

now across the lake and then towards the wood, 
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and if they did not take the water (in which 

they swa~, showing their heads and part of 

their backs) they would try to conceal them

selves in a bush or in the top branches of a 

fallen tree; one was shot in this last position. 

In the afternoon, no more deer being inclined 

to take to the water, the dogs were brought 

into the boats, and we rowed and paddled back 

to the shanty. My comrades in the chase, 

Mr. Harrison Stephens and Mr. Fellers, were 

both excellent shots with the rifle, the former 

was also a most expert salmon and bass 

fisherman. Till middle age, he had been 

extensivdy and successfully engaged in the 

mercantile profession, when, finding that too 

close attention to business was injuring his 

health, he wisely abandoned his desk in sum

mer, and took to the woods and streams, and 

immediately recovered his physical energies. 

The rifles which these American sportsmen 

used were the "\Vesson" and the "James" , 
both very excellent of their kind; the first 

weighed eight and a half pounds, the other 

twelve pounds, which were suited to the size 

and weight of those who carried them. To 

load men of all sizes, and varying in strength, 
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with the same heavy weapon, had better be 

avoided if it is possible to do so; as has been 

often clearly shown by that practical soldier, 

Colonel Leach. 

The small conical balls of the V.l esson rifle, 

thirty-five to the pound, were most carefully 

cast, and smoothly turned or " swedged;" they 

were without belts or projections on the surface, 

were solid throughout, and were loaded with a 

ramrod with a cup, and introduced into the 

barrel by means of a loading, or false muzzle 

(fixed whilst loading with pins) so as to give 

them the true direction into the piece with 

two taps from the "starter." I saw that 

these small balls made wounds through and 

through the deer, and in practising at trees 

with the Wesson rifle, the ball penetrated five 

inches into the green hard wood at sixty yards. 

The sight was carefully aujusted to the right 

or left, after repeated trials from a fixed rest, 

by a graduated index at the muzzle, and there 

was a globe sight, fiat, circular and with a hole 

in the middle, fixed behind the breech. The 

strength of the powder having been ascertained, 

the proper quantity was carefully weighed in 

small scales, and though the powder employed 

VOL. I. E 
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was Hazard's Kentucky-rifle-powder, which soils 

very little, the use of the wiping rod was 

frequen t, so careful and particular are the 

American hunters. The attitude for correct 
. ., th J? "ff h d" shootmg IS Important; us, lor 0 - an 

shootinO" or without a rest, if the rifleman has 
1:l' 

to fire at an object, say north of him, he fronts 

his hody due east, his legs being firmly fixed 

and apart, and then aims to the north, pressing 

hack his right shoulder with the butt; this 

position will be found much more steady than 

the usual one. 

"The Kentucky dodge," is a crooked iron 

from the hip, supporting the left arm. J 
prefer as a rest, kneeling, an iron ramrod, 

swivelled, and the small end fitting into a hole 

drilled near the muzzle. Tilis rest is always 

at hand, cannot be lost, and it is evident that a 

line of kneeling musketeers, with arms in rest, 

and wailing for an advancinO" foe would 1:l , 

assuredly produce a terrible effect, when they 

opened their fire. 

The "James" rifle was provided with a 

telescope, in appearance like a larO'e ramrod b , 

which was placed along the barrel, when 

required for long ranges, 500 yards and 
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upwards: the balls used were conical and 

solid, like those for the Wesson. * 
On African expeditions, and when the 

country afforded that cover which enabled one 

to creep upon and close with the large animals 

of the chase, I found that, for a long day's 

work, a light-rifted-carbine was sufficient; one, 

the range of which \Vas 200 yards, and throw

ing a ball, 24 to the pound-one-third pewter 

and two-thirds lead, hard and heavy. When 

not in the act of creeping, the carbine had best 

be slung, and a li~ht six foot pike be used 

as a walking-stick, for the hills and rough 

ground generally: it is also a capital weapon 

for offence, is much more "handy" in fencing 

than a musket and bayonet, or rifle and sword; 

whilst a loose strap round the middle, and a 

pike butt, like a fishing-rod, converts it into 

a rest; and, for want of rests, what a quantity 

of valuable ammunition is constantly wasted! 

Halt:'a-dozen of these pikes, piled three and 

'" General George Hanger, in his singular book on Sport
ing, on Rifles, &c., :;ap he prefers a rifle ""jlh a twist one 
whole turn; the barrel 3 ft. 3 in. long, its (the barrel's) 
weight, six pounds at least, and carrying balls thirty to 
the pound. I prefer a piece, stock and all, weighing nine 
pounds for average-sized men. 

E 2 
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three (or the same number of muskets, with 

cleaninO'-rods in two of them), with a turn of 
o 

a ridge rope round two, and pl'gged down to 

the ground at the "ends of the tether," make 

a good ranger's tent; the cover at the back, 

(with triangular ends) being light striped tick. 

ing, 12 ft. by 10 feet, weighing 8 pounds: 

in front is the fire. A bell-tent, with its pole, 

pegs and mallets, weighs 65 Ibs. Our poor 

fellows suffered much from rain and cold 

during some of the patrols in Kaffir-Iand, having 

no rangers' tents, and being unable to transport 

the heavy bell-tent.* 

With a light and sun-proof hat, a blouse 

and flannel shirt, and strong trousers, easy 

shoes, a complete change in a waterproof haver

sack, a rolled blue blanket at the back, a large 

powder flask, a long ball pouch round the waist, 

two men out of six carrying 2 lb. axes in a 

belt, one the light tent in a piece of waterproof 

stuff to sleep on, and three men, meat and 

biscuit, and all with strong knives and strong 

* When first in Kaffir-land I was not aware of the advan

tages of a ranger's tent and not till I had, for some time, 
used one iu American explorations. 
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mess tins, rapid forays may be made 10 wild 

countries by hardy and active partisans. 

The Highlanders, Swiss, Tyrolese, Kaffirs, 

&c., use long walking-sticks, among their hills, 

whilst the inhabitants of plains may not 

appreciate their utility to diminish fatigue or 

for partisan warfare. 

After this roving digression, let us return to 

the Lake and its denizens. I observed, in 

retired bays of the lake, wild fowl of various 

kinds, which did not seem to have been much 

disturbed as they quietly swam about and 

fished, till the hunter, concealing himself behind 

a young fir-tree set up in front of him in the 

boat, was pulled within shot of the birds. The 

black duck, with its yellowish-red bill, was seen; 

also the handsome goosander, or sheldrake, 

with its fine crest, its slender bill, black head 

glossed with green, black back, breast and belly 

white, and cinnamon-coloured neck, swam 

lightly on the waves, or suddenly disappeared 

beneath them. 

Before we settled ourselves for the night, I 

went off in a boat, to assist in lifting the gill

net, twenty yards long by one deep, which had 

been set all day on a shoal, on which there was 
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six feet of water opposite the outlet of the Upper 

Lake. We found entangled in the meshes, 

half-a-dozen white fish, two or three pounds 

weiO'ht each and of delicate flavour, for our o , 

evening meal; of which, also, sheldrake formed 

a part, and which our black cook had deprived 

of their fishy tast, by hoiling them in three 

waters, and then stewing them. 

We fared sumptuously and with keen appe

tites, on fish, flesh, and fowl; told hunter's 

stories afterwards, and tried, in vain, to relieve 

one of the dogs, which was brought in with his 

face swelled from the quills of a porcupine, two 

of which animals had boen " treed" and shot; 

but which our hunters disdained to bring in 

for the pot, though the meat is good eating, if 
it is both boiled and roasted to soften the 
" crackling." 

The north American Porcupine is a remark

able quadruped; and, though one of the most 

sluggish in creation, is admirably adapted for 

the locality it inhabits, and is well defended 

from the weather and from its foes, by its fur, 

hair, bristles, and quills. Its form is thick set 

with an arched back, its colour black, except 

where the white ends of the quills, showing 
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beyond the hail·, giye a mottled appearance; its 

feet, armed with strong claws for burrowing or 

climbing trees, are prevented sinking into the 

snow by the lateral arrangement of the hairs: 

its strong incisor teeth enable it to feed on roots 

and bark; it also consumes fruit and grain. 

Its quills are easily detached from the skin, and, 

as we saw by our unfortunate hound, inflict 

terrible wounds by switching with its tail, the 

barbs at the tips of the quills working them into 

the flesh and causing great swelling and irrita

tion, and thus, for the time, rendered the 

sufferer useless. 

The quills of the African porcupine are very 

long; and there being no occasion for much 

hair for warmth there, the quills clash with the 

motion of the animal. In the war of 1835, I 

have mistaken the rustling of the quills on a 

night-march, for the noise of a bundle of KafEr 

assegaes. 

Our assistant hunten~, four in number, two 

of the Bellows' family, Stores and Avery, were 

in the habit of trapping sable (ermine) minx, 

martin, &c., in the wild country to the west of 

us, in the direction of the Racket river; and 

where, also, stray beavers are seen, and panthers 
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encountered. There is a splendid sporting 

country south, about the Saranac lakes, where 

deer and fish may be met with in abundance. * 
I may here mention that, in summer, the pest 

of the black flies and mosquitoes may he defied, 

by an admixture of oil, camphor, penny-royal 

and kreosote. I found camphor and oil alone 

of little use whilst exploring in the New Bruns

wick forests. 

* Major the Hon. Fane Keane, Captains Gallwey and Lam
bert, R. E., Collingwood, late 89th, &c., have successfully 
sported ill this region. 
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CHA.PTER Ill. 

Early rouse for Shooting-Sunrise-Lake Fish-A run-away 
Slave-" Can she make good Bread ?" -Shooting by Torch
light-A Sermon in the Bush -Sketch of the Battle of Cha
teauguay-Rifle Clubs and practice recommended-A Shoot
ing Shant,y-Different Rifles-Globe and Bead Sights-Rifle 
Powder-Effects of Rifles-The telescope sight- Clay
mores against Sharpshooting on the plains of Abraham. 

ON the 7th November, Stores, the hunter, 

being appointed to the duty, woke llS at 4, A. ~1. 

exactly, his own usual hour of rising, as it is 

with many "pushers of fortune" in the States. 

The morning was beautiful, calm and frosty. 

Of course there was no appearance of dawn on 

the grey and cloudless sky; and the waters of 

the lake, whilst performing my early ablutions, 

lay motionless in the star-light, which revealed 

the dark outlines of the opposite hills. 
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SprinainO' about for a short time, to supple 
<:> <:> 

the limbs and give an appetite for breakfast, I 

returned to the shanty, where hcob, the cook, 

had prepared a savoury stew; and, at half-past 

five the three boats were launched and rowed , 
up the lake past the Ouleout brook, and posi

tions were taken up at Split rock, Indian Point, 

and the Western inlet. The sunrise was 

splendid behind the snow-powdered head of the 

Lyon mountain, and was ushered in with orange 

and golden clouds; till the dark woods and 

waters of the lake were lighted up, we had 

rowed through mist clouds which floated away 

towards the north. 

This day, with so bright a beginning, we had 

no success among the deer, which had gone off 

towards Ragged Lake, so named from its in
dented shores; perhaps the deer were scared, 

thinking, probably, that there would be ice on 

Chateauguay, in which case they avoid the lake. 

Ruffed grouse, though here called partridges, and 

white fish were killed. These Alhamegs, or 

white fish (the Coregonus Albus of the salmon 

family) are the most delicious of fresh-water 

fish in America, and seem partial to cold, deep, 

and clear water. They are blueish grey on the 
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back, lighter on the sides, and white on the 

belly, and are very deep for their length. One 

never tires of eating "V bite fish-or, as one of 

the hunters said, " I am death on the fish." 

In Lake Cbateauguay, besides the white fish, 

of excellent flavour, there are two other es

teemed fish, the lake trout, the salina conjinis 

of Dekay, which attains a weight of from 

15 lbs. to 201bs., and the well-known speckled 

trout, which rarely exceeds three pounds or 

four pounds, and its delicacy of flavour has 

ever been fully acknowledged. The short and 

thick Ontario salmon has been caught here, but 

it is rare. 

My friend, Dr. W. Agar Adamson, one of 

the best fishermen in North America, (and I 

may also add, highly distinguished in the 

pulpit) has found tbat for fly-hooks, bodies of 

fiery brown and claret are the most killing 

for these western waters. The trout, like other 

denizens of this new country, have not got very 

fastidious appetites, so that when they are on 

the feed, almost any fly will take them. It 

is recommended to fishermen who venture on 

lakes like Chateauguay, whilst gently fly-fishing 

along the shores, to have a second rod, trolling 
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a real or artificial minnow after the boat, about 

eighteen or twenty yards behinn, and there is 

a ureat secret of success in a long rod and line. c 
The most deadly way of fishing in these 

North American lakes, and the simplest, and 

far before the minnow, is the spoon. A thin 

piece of brass or silver, shaped like a table-spoon 

without the handle, is attached to a stout line 

(linen line is the best) by means of gimp and a 

swivel, and double or triple hooks are fixed 

to the lower end of the spoon, this apparatus 

revolves in eccentric circles in the water, when 

trolled from a canoe or boat; fish of the largest 

size are attracted by it, and either hook them

selves on it whilst trying to seize it, or are 

hooked by it, whilst incautiously examining it.* 

In sitting by the fire at night, and entering 

into conversation with Jacob, he said he had 

run away from slavery in Virginia, because he 

felt no security there. On asking him to 

explain, he answered, "I may have a good 

master, who does not ill-use me, but he may 

gamble, and lose me at cards, and I may get 

* This year, a piece of white metal, twisted like a cork
screw and with a fish's head, was in fashion-its motion 
through the ,yater being very inviting. 
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into bad hands; this makes our coloUl'pd ppople 

always uneasy; besides, the fine is 5,000 dollars 

and six months' imprisonment, if anyone 

teaclws us to read, and many of us wish very 

much to learn, so we 'clear out,' when we have 

the chance." 

A thin crust of ice bpgan now to form on 

the shallow parts of the lake, and in the 

Narrows; we were afraid of beinf2.' fr()z!:~n in

and elevpn deer (on the water, on the shore, 

and in the forest) having been secmed, into the 

stomach of one of which I caused some white 

fish to be sewn, as the best means of carrying 

them, to give a treat to friends in Montreal

we rowed back to Bellows' on Saturday night, 

and tarried the Sabbath there. It was worth 

while to go into the country to eat the ddicious 

bread, such as Mrs. Louis Bellows marie with 

"milk emptyings," or milk, fiu\wr, and salt 

mixed and warmed, to form a yt'ast, to raise 

the bread with. Young American farmers, in 

selecting a wife, usually inquire, "Glll she 

make good bread?" and this is very important 

for comfort, when" remote from cities." 

In Midsummer the usual way of shooting 

the deer at Lake Chateauguay, (and as I also 
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practised in Canada West) is by torch light; 

althouO'h by a true hunter it can never be 
b ' 

regardt'd as altogether legitimate sport. The 

darkest portion of the night is occupied by this 

description of deer shooting, which has its 

attractions and excitement, as well as the other 

modes of securing venison "to use, not to 

abuse." 

The hunter having elevated a lamp In 

the fore-part of a canoe or skiff, places 

himself on hoard, with a sagacious canoe-man 

at the stern, who perfect.ly understands 

using his paddle, without making the least 

noise to alarm the deer. 'Whilst moving slowly 

through the water, along the shore, the 

light is shaded by a board in the rear, so as 

to throw it forward; this places the hunter in 

a position to see the deer, \yhich may be grazing, 

or cooling itself among the water lilies. The 

deer notices nothing but the light, which seems 

to fascinate him, until he receives the contents 

of the rifle, and either falls in the water or , 
leaves his bloody trail on the shore, to be taken 
up after dawn. 

On Sunday morning I ascertained that there 

would be a sermon, in a school-house at the 
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upper settlement of the Chateauguay river, 

where there are saw-mills, and I walked there, 

through the woods, over the frozen roads. I 

reached a hamlet of wooden houses, and found 

people, respectably dressed, assembling at the 

school-house. I went in and took a seat on 

the right of the door, but had not been long 

there, when a man came from the other side, 

and shook me by the hand; with difficulty I 

recognised Stores the hunte,', who had lost his 

"bush" beard on donning his, "go-to-meeting 

clothes." He said" you are among the women, 

sir." I asked pardon for the unintentional 

mistake, and moved to the other side. 

\;Vben the school-room was full, and, with a 

large stove in the middle, it was sufficiently 

close for the admirers of confined air. I was 

enjoying a broken pane near me, when a man 

came in " ruminating" tobacco, and soon p~rceiv

ing the defect in the glass, took off his cap, and 

with it closed out the fresh air. There was 

considerable interest excited on the present 

occasion of meeting, for a funeral sermon was 

about to be delivered, in consequence of the 

sudden demise of the son of one of the most 

respectable settlers of the place. After a long 
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pause, an old man entered in a dark green coat, 

wearing his grizzled hair in the apostolic style, 

blue gloves on his hands, and a red sash about 

his waist· the last an excellent article for , 
comfort and support in travelling. This re

verend pastor bore in his hand a carpet-bag, 

containing his sermon, &c., and, looking de

liberately round the assemblage, before he 

mounted to the desk or pulpit, he authoratively 

turned out certain parties, who had taken 

possession of two or three seats on the left of 

the pulpit, and then directed that these seats 

might be filled by the father and the female 

relations of the young deceased. After prayer, 

the aged minister addressed his congregation in 

a sober, earnest, and staid manner. " The 

Providence of God, my dear friends," he said, 

"has caused us to assemble here this morning. 

Two weeks ago, when the father of brother 

Abner was in my house in swett sleep, the soul 

of his son took flight, but his memory is not 

obliterated here. Brother Miles was in some 

way prepared for the blow when he took leave 

of Abner, who went to Boston for the benefit 

of the change of air, and for advice, but from 

whence he never returned. My texts are in 
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12th chapter of Ecclesiastes, 'Remember thy 

Creator in the days of thy youth;' and again, 

in Job the 14th chapter, 'Man that is horn of a 

woman is of few days, and full of trouble,' If 
I preach to you now from these texts, it is in 

the infirmity of the flesh, for since four winters 

ago, when I went to live at Malone, I have not 

been able to keep my health. 

"Job, my friends, had many afflictions; he 

thus gained experience as well as instruction; 

he was a man well qualified for giving instruc

tion; he was at one time very rich; the first 

blow fell on his property, then his children 

were taken away, and lastly, his health being 

gone, he cried out, ' Have pity on me.' 

"First, 'man that is born of woman is of 

few days;' years are not meationed, but days; 

so we should be prepared to live by days, and 

number our days. Here I first preached to 

the parents of some of those assembled before 

me. My congregation consisted of fourteen, 

and two of them children." Here Stores got 

up and opened the door of the stove, when the 

minister said, " I wish you would not put more 

in there," when Stores answered, "I am not 

VOL. I. F 
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. t" and certainly I found the heat re-gomg 0; 
qui red no augmentation to it. 

"Secondly, ' His days are full of trouble;' 

more diseases fasten on man than on all brutes; 

in them, diseases are not in so many forms and 

shapes as in the human family; with the rich 

and with the poor, it is a continual struggle 

with the King of Terrors, and we see the strong 

and the weak borne down in the struggle. 

" Third, 'He cometh forth as a flower;' see 

how many efforts are now made in our villages 

to cultivate flowers; but did you ever ask a 

tender mother if she ever gathered flowers that 

were half so fragrant as a child's caress; but, 

as Squire Beaver remarked, what a change may 

take place in a few hours. Odious! As to our 

deceased brother, he was always willing to 

oblige me, unworthy, to take my horse and 

attend to my comforts, when I visited at his 
father's house." 

Addressing the parents, he said, " If Abner 

had been allowed to come back and die it , 
would have been some consolation; and now 

you may not even see his tomb ;-but remem

ber, that God done it. God has taken this way 
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to show that we should not devote our children 

entirely to the world. What can I now say; 

you who are twined about my heart, are you 

prepared to lay down the body to be devoured 

by worms and reptiles? This affliction ought 

to make you more attached to one another. 

Tell Jesus, and commit your sorrows to him. 

We have had several sudden calls before this 

one. First was a gentleman who worked in a 

shoe-shop: it is true he was intemperate, he 

drank, went a little way from the house and cut 

his throat. The little boy Bink was killed by 

a sheep (commonly considered a harmless 

animal) on his way to school; another little 

boy was playing among logs in the Chateauguay, 

and was drowned; and a young man you all 

know, was killed by a bear-a lovely youth was 

James! All this should teach us to number our 

days." In this homely style, but in a manner 

suited to his country audience, did the old 

minister address them. 

After this, he called on those of the congrega

tion who could sing, to come and sit together and 

sing, which they did well; among the best voices 

was that of Stores, who, it appeared, was not 

only a hunter but a farmer, and had kept school 

F 2 
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for sixteen years; and had also charge of the 

admirable institution in the Northern States, 

the district library, and 200 choice volumes. 

Before we retire from this interesting region, 

we will now shortly describe, from original 

sources of information, the brilliant achievement 

effected in the last American war, by Canadian 

militia-men, assisted by a few " old country 

men," in defence of Canada, on the Chateau

guay river. A division of the American army, 

under General Hampton, had been lying at 

" Four Corners," and was waiting for the descent 

of the St. Lawrence by another division, General 

Wilkinson's, so as jointly to fall on Montreal. 

Major-General De V\T attville, suspeeting the 

designs of General Hampton, was on the alert to 

frustrate them. On the 21st October, 1813, 

at four, P.M., the Americans moved, and their 

advanced guard drove in the British pickets, 

at Piper's road, ten leagues above Chateauguay' 

church. Major Henry gave this information to 

General De Wattville, who immediately ordered 

300 or 400 men to advance up the Chateau

guay to observe the enemy, they advanced two 

leagues to a wood, and halted outside of it. 
Next morning, Lieut.-Colonel De Salabery, a 
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very resolute officer, of herculean strength, with 

his voltigeurs, and Captain Ferguson, with the 

light company of the Canadian regiment, joined 

the first party. 

Colon~l De Salabery next moved about a 

league to the other side of the wood; and a 

patrol of the enemy's having been observed, he 

took up a position at the edge of the wood next 

them. The wood was intersected, on the left or 

north bank of the river, with ravines; and on 

four of these he formed lines of defence, one 

behind the other. The three first lines were 

about 200 yards from each other. The fourth 

line was about half-a-mile in the rear, and com

manded a ford which, for the safety of his left 

flank, it was very necessary to watch. He 

threw up breasJ-works on each side of the lines, 

which extended from the river, and some dis

tance into the wood, following the course of the 

ravmes. 

The right bank of the river was also covered 

with forest, a strong guard was placed at the 

ford, and sixty men of the Beauharnois militia 

were posted, as a picket, in advance. The 

second day, Colonel De Salabery sent thirty 

axe-men of the Beauharnois division, to proceed 
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a league and a half in advance of the first line, 

and destroy the bridges, and make an abattis of 

felled trees. We here see the great use of the 

axe, instead of the imperfect bill-hook, in cam

palgnmg; a 2-lb. or 3-lb. axe, with a long 

handle, is easily carried, and is of the greatest 

value in wooded countries.* A formidable 

abattis was accordingly made, about a mile in 

front of the first line, and extended from the 

river to a swamp; thus were the four lines as 

well protected as the time and the means allow

ed; and the enemy's ten pieces of cannon ren

dered of little avail. After the above judicious 

arrangements had been made, General De Watt

ville visited the lines, and approved of everything 

which had been done by Colonel De Salabery, 

who, like a careful officer, left nothing to chance, 
but took every needful precaution. 

On the 26th, at ten, A M., an advanced corps 

of the enemy came within fire of the abattis, 

when Lieut. Guy, of the voltigeurs, with twenty 

* For the varied service to which British troops are liable 
in all parts of the world, it would not be amiss, if part of a 

General's inspection were to note the proficiency of reO'iments 
in the use of the all-powerful axe, and of entrenchin; tools. 

A~ ~ld bush-ranger will perhaps be pardoned expressing this. 
oplUlOn. 
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men In advance, fell back, and was supported 

by Lieut. Johnstone in his rear. The working 

party engaged in improving the abattis, laid 

aside their axes, and the firing immediately 

brought CDlonel De Salabery to the front with 

a considerable portion of his force, which he 

thus disposed of: Captain Ferguson's company, 

with twenty Indians, extended on the right, 

and in front of the abattis. Captain J. B. 

Duchesney's company in the centre, and Cap

tain J. Duchesney's company, with fifty or 

sixty of the Beauharnois militia, en potence, 

(left thrown back) on the river, to flank and 

protect the Beauharnois militia on the right 

bank. Between the abattis and first line, 

were Ecuyer's company of voltigeurs, and Cap

tain Debartsh's light company of militia, with 

their flank pickets thrown out to the right; a 

large body of Indians, under Captain Lamothe, 

were extended on the road, to the right of 

Captain Debartsh. CoJcJl1el MacDonnell, of the 

Glangarry light infantry (distinguished for his 

most gallant attack on Ogdensburgh) moved 

from the third and fourth lines to the first and 

second, and all these dispositions being rapidly 

made, the British force awaited the appearance 
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of the enemy. Among other worthy gentlemen 

commanding companies on the occasion of the 

fight of Chateauguay, Captain Longtin must 

not he overlooked. He knelt down with his 

men before the commencement of the action, 

which was evidently to be a desperate one, 

offered up a short and fervent prayer, and then 

said, "As you have now done your duty to 

your God, I expect you will also do your duty 

to your King." 

The Americans now issued from the woods, 

and began to form on a large plain of a 

triangular shape opposite the abattis, General 

Hampton commanded there in person, and he 

had with him the lOth and 31 st regiments, 

and other corps, three squadrons of cavalry, 

and four guns; the numerical strength was 

here about 3,500 men, with a reserve in the 

woods in the rear, whilst 1,500 men of the 

4th and 33rd regiments, light troops, &c., 

moved down through the forest on the right 

bank of the river. 

A strong column of infantry now adyanced 

across the plain towards the abattis. Colonel 

De Salabery seeing that they had laid them

selves open to a front and flank fire, commenced 
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the fight, by shooting a mounted officer with 

his own hand, and then ordered the bugle 

to sound "commence firing." The fire from 

the abattis soon brought the enemy to a halt, 

they deployed and answered with volleys; 

those towards the left were uselessly expended 

in the woods, but their fire from the right 

being effective, obliged the British skirmishers 

to take shelter behind the abattis. Huzzas 

then issued from the American ranks for 

assured victory, but they were replied to from 

the lines. 

Lieut.-Colonel MacDonnell caused his bugles 

to sound in all directions, so as to induce the 

enemy to believe that thousands instead of 

hundreds composed the British force, and the 

fight continued amidst clouds of smoke and 

loud cheering. The enemy's fire gradually 

slackened, whilst Colonel MacDonnell came up 

to the front to assist at the abattis. 

The American column on the right bank 

having overwhelmed the Beauharnois militia 

posted there, opened a fire across the river on 

the British left, but which was spiritedly replied 

to. Colonel De Salabf'ry now ordered Colonel 
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MacDonnell to send a company, as a reinforce

ment to the other side of the river, and Captain , 
Daly was selected for this service; he crossed 

at the ford and moved rapidly in advance; 

Colonel De Salabery then mounted the stump 

of a large tree, to reconnoitre, and gave his 

directions to Captain Daly across the river 

in French, and cautioned him to answer in the 

same language. Captain Daly drove back the 

enemy, who, rallying on their supports, and he 

being twice wounded, his men fell back before 

an overpowering fire j the enemy coming again 

opposite the British, who were en potence on 

the left bank, Colonel De Salabery threw in so 

heavy a fire on their flank that they retreated 

with precipitation, leaving twenty prisoners with 

Captain Daly's party, forty dead on the ground, 

(the wounded were carried off;) muskets, drums, 

knapsacks, provisions, &c. General Hampton 

now withdrew his whole force j and the victors, 

who lost about two-score men, slept on the 

ground they had disputed so gallantly, and for 

which a medal has been deservedly granted. 

Next day the retreating enemy was followed for 

a considerable distance with light troops and 
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Indian warriors, and General Hampton did not 

renew his attempt to penetrate into Lower 

Canada. 

The enemy's force though numbering 7,000 

infantry, 400 cavalry, and ten guns, was thus 

effectually repulsed by 300 on the side of the 

British, which was the number actually under 

fire. Of those 300, (to their great credit be 

it recorded) almost all were Canadian born, 

except Captain Ferguson, three other officers 

and three men. The remainder of the British 

force was in support and in reserve at the 

judiciously-constructed lines, whieh, with the 

abattis, demonstrated clearly the great advan

tages derived from the use of the axe and 

entrenching tools. 

But it is time to return to Montreal after a , 

successful hunt, and to close this desultory 

account of Deer Driving, and other matters, in 

a region whose name recalls proud recollections 

to the sons of "the land of the beaver and 

maple leaf." 

Lord Palmerston once well remarked, 

"There is no fortification like brave men, 

armed, organized, and ready to meet an enemy;" 

and few, except the worthies of the Peace 
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Society, will he inclined to dispute this. Every 

right-thinking man values the countless bless

ings of peace; but these cannot be long enjoyed, 

whilst so little of the angelic nature exists in 

this sublunary scene, unless the possessors of 

these blessings demonstrate that they will not, 

without strong opposition, allow their privileges 

to be invaded. 

We see on the Continent of Europe, we see 

in America, the youth accustomed to arms; 

this does not continually lead to a reckless and 

wicked resort to deadly weapons, unless the oc

casion demands it; but it gives confidence and 

a feeling of security to those who possess a 

knowledge of arms, and also to the peaceful 

citizens, where :-.uch knowledge exists. There 

need be no panics, no fear of invasion, if in 

every town and village of our beloved native 

land, encouragement is given to manly exercises, 

and among others to the use of the rifle. 

Our cousins the Americans, once foes, and 

now, we trust, for ever friends (if travellers and 

writers would only view with an eye of charity 

the peculiarities of the respective countries) 

have been long distinguished for their apprecia

tion of the value of the rifle, and for their skill 
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10 its use. To dive into the arcana of rifle 

shooting, as practised in America, I associated 

myself with some American riflemen, and join

ed a club for practice. The Montreal Rifle 

Club afforded hints for the formation of other 

rifle clubs, and showed with what facility rifle 

practice can be carried on. " Sharpshooting" 

is the fashion of the day, and the more it is 

practised, and the game of war made more 

dangerous, the sooner will arrive the blessed 

reign of "universal peace and good-will" over 

the whole earth. 

The Montreal Rifle Club was not numerous, 

and a moderate subscription of a few dollars 

brought it into existence, and enabled it, under 

the able direction of its secretary, Mr. A. 

Murray, and other zealous members, to con

tinue its practice over the ice of the St. Law

rence in winter. "A shooting shanty" of 

frame-work was erected at the edge of the ice, 

the dimensions were twenty-fuur feet long, ten 

wide, ten feet high at the back, eight feet in 

front (two feet of slope). It was divided into 

two apartments; in the inner were two good 

sized glazed windows at the front and gable, 

shelf-tables all round for facility of loading, 
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cleaning, &c., and a small stove. In the outer 

apartment (the door of entrance being in the 

gable) were a form for sitting on, seventeen and 

a half inches high, a rest, made somewhat like 

a carpenter's tressel, with four legs, and a nar

row table at top, its dimensions were four feet 

six inches long, thirty-six inches high in front, 

thirty-three in rear, the top ten inches wide; 

there was a moveable block, nicked at top, to 

rest the rifle on, nine inches high, and sloping 

pieces of board, as rests for the elbows, twelve 

and nine inches, a flat board hollowed out for 

the chest and nailed to the table; the whole, 

with the form, a complete rest, and described in 

that excellent work" Chapman on the Rifle." 

The chief use of this rest is to prove one's 

rifle, also for matches with the rest; a good 

rifleman should be able to shoot with or without 

a rest, or " off hand" as the American term is . , 
still it would be foolish not to avail oneself of a 

rest when it offers, as much as of cover. The 

outer apartment of our shanty was open, waist 

high, and a shutter let down closed it when no 

longer required for practice. A shooting shanty 

may be put up for £20) and it may be move
able. 
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The targets were of square boards on one 

leg; on each board was tacked a sheet of 

blue paper 18 inches square; on it was a white 

patch, 9 inches in diameter, with a bull's-eye in 

the centre. The targets were set up in the 

snow at the distances of 75, 110, 220, and 

440 yards. Small pennons on sticks along the 

line of fire warned intruders from danger. No 

one had been hurt during the club's existence. 

The markers stood well at one side, or they 

were dispensed with altogether by using a 

telescope from the shan ty. 

The weight of the rifles generally used 

varied, of course, with the purpose to which the 

weapon was to be applied, and ranged from the 

hunting gun of from 8 to 12 pounds, to the 

heaviest target gun (such as I had seen used in 

the Tyrol), which sometimes reached 20 pounds. 

Regarding the length of the barrel similar 

remarks apply, and this also is much a matter 

of fancy. As a general rule, however, the 

long barrels which were for many years 

employed by the Western hunters, are now 

abandoned, it being found that the increasing 

or "gain twist," as it is termed in rifling, gives 

to a short barrel the power of producing even 
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a more rapid revolution of the ball upon its 

axis and with much less friction, than could be , 
accomplished with length of barrel with the 

even twist. It may be mention'ed that the 

deo-ree of increasino- spiral from breech to 
b b 

muzzle, varies with the length of barrel, 

increasing more rapidly as the barrel is made 

shorter. Very close practice, at from 200 to 

300 yards, can be made with the Wesson 

pistol, which bolts to a gun-stock, and the 

barrel of which is but twelve inches in length. 

A very handy and short rifled carbine, to load 

at the breech, which I got some years ago from 

myoId and esteemed friend, the well known 

mattre-d'annes, Captain John Norton, and 

which I carried in the interior of Afi'ica, had a 

range of 240 yards, and answered admirably for 

creeping after wild animals to slay for food, 

and not for mere sport. 

The sights employed by the M. R. club were 

either open, globe and bead, or trlescopic

the globe and bead being those in general use. 

The globe-sight screws into the stock, just 

behind the break-off, and is made of steel; it is 

a circular plate (not a globe, though so called) 

about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, 
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with a small hole through the centre, counter 

sunk on each side, to avoid reflection, and is 

mounted on a stalk about two inches in length, 

and cut with a thread about sixty.four turns to 

the inch. The bead-sight is so called from its 

peculiarity of shape, a bead about half the size 

of a pin's head is filed on a piece of steel-wire, 

and the stalk left as flat and thin as possible. 

This stands up about three-sixteenths of an 

inch from the barrel at the muzzle, and is 

shaded by a thimble about three-eighths of an 

inch in diameter, and one inch long. The 

bead, stalk, and thimble, are attached to a piece 

of bevelled steel, which slides along a dovetail, 

cut across the barrel, about one-twelfth of an 

inch in depth, and three-eighths wide; a point 

filed on the front end of the thimble shows hOlv 

many divisions of the index the sight has been 

removed from the centre. The index is cut on 

the top of the barrel, and is divided into 1-32nd 

of an inch. By elevating or depressing the 

elobe-sight by means of its screw, and moving 

to the right or left the bead-sight, any required 

allowance can readily be made for length of 

range and cross wind. 

VOL. I. G 
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The ball used was the flat ended picket or 

conical bullet, solid; which after being cast is 

pressed by the blows of a mallet or small ham

mer, in a steel matrix, termed a " swedge," in 

order that perfect uniformity of surface may be 

secured: the conical balls for the winning rifle 

weighed about forty-five to the pound. 

The powder used for these rifles was made 

expressly for the purpose, and chiefly by Colonel 

Hazard, and is characterized by mildness, mo

derate strength, evenness in grain, and the 

residuum a sulphuret of potash very soluble in 

water; quick-firing, strong powders, of ",hil:h 

the components are very pure, do not answer 

well for American rifles. The grains appear to 

ignite too rapidly, and the residuum cakes very 

hard upon the bore at the breech end, requiring 

much moisture to loosen it, an evil to be avoid

ed as much as posible. The Hazard" sea-fowl 

powder" on trial by a powder proof, in strength, 

compared with the Government powder for 
small-arms, is as five to nine. 

Men trained to use the globe sight at long 

ranges, say from 250 to 1,000 yards, would be 

well adapted to disperse artillerymen, or recon

noitring parties, or to annoy columns ad-
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vancing to attack. Musketry at such distance 

is perfectly harmless, but every bullet from a 

rifle of this description, in well trained hands, 

tells. If objection be made to the little ad

ditional time required to load rifles, still the su

perior accuracy of aim fully compensates for the 

loss of time, and if the bore be pretty well 

"freed," 20 to 30 shots may be fired in suc

cession without requiring to wipe out the gun. 

The main points of the American rifle and 

practice, were weight of metal, comparatively 

small bore, with the increasing or gain twist, 

heavy charges and scrupulous care in loading to 

secure uniformity, and maintain the ball true 

alike in its shape and position in the gun; 

while the prevailing practice in England and 

the continent was large calibre and a com

paratively light, short barrel, with a quick twist, 

with about one turn in three feet, sometimes 

using a patch and sometimes not, the ball 

spherical, and the front part almost invariably 

flattened by starting and driving home. 

It is startling to look through the telescope

sight of an American rifle, which resembles a 

walking-cane laid on the barrel. In taking 

aim at a pigeon on a distant roof, for example, 

G 2 
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the breast of the poor unconscious bird is seen 

most distinctly crossed by the wires in the 

field-alass and its destruction seems certain 
to ' 

with a rest. It is cruel to touch a trigger or 

"draw a bead" at a living object, merely to 

show one's sleight-of-hand. 
It is considered that the relative value of 

rifles may be viewed under these heads :-first, 

safety in firing; second certainty of not miss

ing fire; third, facility of loading; fourth, sim

plicity of construction; fifth, rain or unfayour

able weather not interfering with their execu

tion; sixth, keeping clean by their own dis

charges-say with tallowed balls, groved. 

Besides assisting at the Montreal Rifle Club, 

we saw also in the Forest what American rifles 

can do against deer, the small but solid conical 

ball, of which 150 could be carried with ease, 

going right through the light-footed harts. We 

hope to see more attention paid, generally, in 

England to target practice, whether with rifle or 

smooth barrel, than there has been, and that 

rifle corps or clubs may be formed in many 

parts of Great Britain and her colonies, and 

~)rizes gi\Oen by Government. Archery meet

Ings are yery pretty, no doubt, but useless, 
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except for contributing to the amusements of 

" the fair Foresters." We should admit of no 

inferiority in any respect in the" wars of the 

giants." Development of muscle, also, on half

holidays, should be extensively patronized in 

this age, which is apt to become too sedentary 

and effeminate. 

On the Plains of Abraham, a pillar, sur

mounted by a bronze helmet and sword, and 

lately erected by the army of Canada, records 

that there the heroic Wolfe " died victorious." 

The poet Cowper well says of his native land,-

U Praise and boast enough 
In every clime, and travel where we might ; 
That we were born her children. Praise enough 
To fill the ambition of a private man, 
That Chatham's language was his mother tongue, 
And W olre's great name compatriot with his own." 

From this scene of conflict, honourable 

to both sides who contended for victory in 

September, 1759, we are instructed by the 

gallant conduct of the Highland regiments on 

that occasion, how to deal with riflemen or 

troops, posted and galling with their fire under 

the screen of woods. The right of the French 

line was under cover, and doing good serVICe, 
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when a portion of the Highlanders on the 

British left, were ordered by Brigadier Murray 

to cease firing, sling their fusils, and charge 

home with their broadswords,-not probably 

these unwieldy hilted weapons we now see, but 

those with equally balanced blade and light bas

ket hilt which figured in the old Scottish fights. 

The Higblanders with alacrity obeyed the sum

mons, and, followed by their supports, they drove, 

with their flashing blades, their foes to the gates 

of Quebec. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

American Watering-place-Fort Hamilton-'I'he celebration 
of Indepcndence-Lord Elgin revisits Montreal-Fancy 
Dress Ball-A Mountain Boulevard proposed-Attack of a 
Snow Fort - Model Commanding Officers - Temperance 
Lecture by Barnulll-.\Ir. Gough-Great Fire in June
Followed by a most disastrous one in July-Author loses 
his effects-Visit to the Great Falls of Shewenegan. 

IN the summer of 1850, I had occasion to 

take my small family to the sea-side, and we 

selected Fort Hamilton, near New York, for 

change of air, travelling with the Honorable 

Mrs. Dyneley and family, also, by way of the 

glorious Hudson, and tarrying for a time at a 

large hotel occupied by well dressed visitors. 

The accommodations were good as was also the 

fare, we were driven about in the neighbourhood 
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of Fort Hamilton, by some new and kind 

friends, Nfl'. and Mrs. Roge of New York. 

and visited Coney Island, which proved "a 

mistake;" it is a dreary looking place, not at 

all fashionable, but with good bathing. 

We were in New York, staying with our 

valued friends the Misses MacLeod, at the 

celebration of Independence, the fourth of July, 

when there was a remarkable turn out of the 

City train-bands on the occasion, well worth 

seeing, some thousands of Citizen soldiers, 

many of them, no doubt, capital marksmen, as 

they don't neglect target practice; but arrayed 

in every variety of costume, some quite thea

trical in their style. Every Captain had dressed 

his company according to his own taste, or 

theirs, and it was surprising to behold in one 

place, the black beaT skins and red coats of Her 

Majesty's Foot Guards, then kilted Highlanders 

in all the bravery of ostrich plumes and belted 

plaids-followed by soldiers of the days of the 

Revolution,* in three-cornered cocked hats., broad 

skirted coats, buff vests, and breeches and top 

boots; the most sensible and soldier-like dress of 

all, was that of the grey riflemen in tunics, and 

* The CoutiILeutals of 177\", 
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with black and hronze belts and appointments. 

There was an immense expenditure of gun

powder, not only by boys, but by grown men, in 

the streets, and from their houses; and tbe 

sticks ·of numerous rockets, descending from 

their aerial flight, occasioned some accidents. 

The battle raged all day, accompanied with 

great noise, and "the loud smell of powder all 

around." 

vVe returned to Canada by tbe route made 

classic by Cooper in " the Last of the Mohicans ;" 

passed "Bloody Pond," so named from 1 00 

British Grenadiers having been thrown into it 

after a fight there, swam in the pure waters of 

the beautiful Lake George, and visited Fort 

Ticonderoga where 600 of my late regiment, 

the 42nd RH., fell in the old American war, in 

repeated attempts to scale the steep turf 

parapets, without ladders. 

Observing that the celebrated Scottish vo

calist, John Wilson, an old acquaintance, had 

arrived in the States, I wrote to invite bim to 

Canada. He came, and was very successful; but 

imprudently fishing on a hot summer's day at 

Lake Charles, near Quebec, and partaking of 

iced milk, he was seized with cholera and died. 
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A few of his countrymen erected to his memory, 

in the beautiful Mount Hermon Cemetery, 

overlooking the St. Lawrence, a solid and 

appropriate monument over his remains; whilst 

the breeze in the pine trees there sing his 

dirge. 

The tumults which took place at Montreal, 

some time after the Earl of Elgin had assumed 

the reins of Government, have been described. 

There was a remarkable reconciliation of the 

contending parties in the end of 1851, which 

we witnessed after returning from a visit 

to Europe. His Excellency had assisted at 

Boston, at a great Jubilee, at which many 

of the British were present, the Mayor and 

Corporation of Montreal were there, and asked 

Lord Elgin to revisit their city, and they hoped 

that what had passed would be forgotten. His 

Excellency consented, and there was a great 

gathering at Hayes' House (hotel), when speeches 

were made, and hands shaken all round. After 

this, I went, by invitation of the Directors of the 

St. Lawrence and Atlantic rail-road, to Mel. 

bourne, where his Lordship, at a monster 

dinner, commemorated the opening of the line 

so far on its way to Portland, since which it 
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has been in successful operation, under the 

all-powerful influence of the steam horse. 

On-on-on-with a haughty front, 
A puff, a shriek and a bound; 

While the tardy echoes wake too late 
To babble back the sound. 

Beside the ordinary balls at Montreal in the 

winter, there was a fancy dress ball in 1851, 

the preparations for which excited considerable 

interest in the community, as it was the first 

that had taken place for some years. 

It was held at Donegana's Hotel, and 

300 people were present at it. There was 

a well dressed poudre quadrille of the time 

of George II. The powdered hair, and the 

mouches coquettishly placed on the face, 

were most becoming to the ladies. The 

gentlemen were correctly dressed as soldiers 

or civilians of the same period. Other ladies, 

not in the poudre quadrille, personated" Night" 

and "Morning;" one lady wore a costume of 

the time of the Crusades, and there were the 

usual Swiss and Tyrolese peasants, Italians, 

Spaniards, Vivandieres, Greeks and Turks, 

in a room decorated with silken banners, and 
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glittering with stars of ramrods, bayonets, and 

sabres. 
In the following spring, seeing the great 

capabilities for the formation of a fine Boulevard 

and drive, shaded with trees, round the upper 

part of the Montreal mountain, where the 

purest air could be enjoyed, (this so called 

mountain raising its massive and wooded sides 

behind the city, and commanding splendid views 

of the St. Lawrence, the great plain beyond, 

scattered hills of picturesque outline, and the 

mountains of Vermont in the far distance), I 

occupied myself at various times in surveying 

the mountain, and making plans for an 80 feet 

Boulevard. A public meeting was called, to 

discuss what would tend so much to the health, 

comfort and happiness of the community, the 

Honorable Peter MacGill beinO" in the chair b , 

and among those who took the deepest interest 

in the undertaking was Mr. J. J. Day, an 

Alderman. We hope that this, which would be 

the finest drive and promenade in North 

America, the mountain Boulevard at Montreal , 
will not be lost sight of by the city authoritieS'. 

In the course of my mountain rambles, 

sometimes on snow shoes, I remarked how well 
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adapted a portion of the front of the mountain 

was for the formation of a public terraced 

garden, whilst behind the mountain was a 

secluded and romantic valley, with a stream 

of water, and well fitted for a cemetery. This 

has been subsequently purchased and enclosed 

for a cemetery, and it already contains many 

handsome monuments on the grassy slopes, and 

beside the shady w8lks. Of tho~e gentlemen 

who took the greatest interest in this important 

object, was the excellent Judge McCord. 

In the month of March, 1852, we had a 

little military display and instruction in the 

shape of an attack on a snow Fort, Captain 

Eveleigh (since distinguished in the Crimea 

as Lieut.-Colonel Eveleigh, K.L.H. and C.B.) 

with the Grenadiers of the 20th regiment 

stationed at the fortified Barracks on St. 

Helen's Island, opposite Montreal, (beautiful in 

summer, with its fine trees, and the broad 

stream running swiftly past it, and in winter 

connected with the mainland by a massive table 

of ice) having been directed to construct and 

defend a snow Fort, it was done by connecting 

with a curtain of snow a battery on the west 

end of the island, with a square redouut in the 
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rear. A couple of guns manned by the Royal 

Artillery were mounted on the work, and 

Infantry lined the parapets. 
On the 4th of March, the day being 

favourable for assaulting the Fort, a strong 

party of the 20th, under Major Crofton, moved 

from the barracks at an early hour, with 

scaling ladders, over the ice of the 8t. Lawrence, 

and took up a position on the Island, out of 

sight of the Fort. At 11 A.M. another column 

marched out covered by skirmishers on snow 

shoes, this was the false attack. A part of the 

garrison under Lieut. Rotheram, with two guns 

on sleigh runners, commanded by Captain 

Gardiner, R.A., now met the assailants under 

Commandant Horn* on the ice, and attempted 

to drive them back, but being repulsed, after 

much firing, the real attack took place, the 

storming party and supports rushing from their 

ambuscade under Lord Mark Kerr dashinO" , b 

through the abattis of boughs, plunging into 

the ditch, planting the ladders and scalina the 
b 

walls. 

After the British colours had been hoisted on 

• Aftemards Brigadier-General, and wounded at lnker
mann. 
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the highest part of the Fort, three cheers were 

given for the achievement, which was wit

nessed by General Rowan, and numerous spec

tators from the city. It ,\'as an animating sight, 

and the weather "though frosty was kindly!' 

It is highly useful "to make a break" fre

quently during military service, and to get up 

instructive amusements like the above, along 

with the constant practise of gymnastics in the 

open air, of an afternoon, in summer, and in a 

salle d' armes in winter, in a climate like that of 

Canada. 

A commanding officer will find it materially 

to the advantage of his regiment, and that it 

will help to check desertion, if he has always 

something in prospect for his men, besides the 

usual military duties, which are the first and 

primary consideration, of course. If the ser

vice becomes a dull routine, it will be engaged 

in with as little zeal as that displayed by a 

cavalry officer, who was made a Major one day; 

after a time a friend said: 

"I hear you are going to leave." 

" Yes," answered the other, "it's too much 

for me, they wanted to make a Colonel of me, 
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I consented to be a Major, that's easy, but a 

Colonel would be too much of a bore." 

There was an officer serving in Canada, who 

seemed to me to be a pattern commanding 

officer, the late Colonel Sir Charles Chichester, 

S 1st Regiment; very attentive to his duties 

himself, and seeing that others were so also, he 

took care to instruct those under him, and kept 

them always usefully occupied. He promoted 

their interests in every possible manner, and 

was really the father of his regiment; thus, 

when he saw that an officer displayed zeal, and 

by his acquirements was qualified for the staff, 

Sir Charles, instead of selfishly retaining him 

with the regiment, endeavoured to get a staff 

appointment for the qualitied and deserving 

officer. He caused those officers who were able 

to do it, to lecture on military subjects, and in 

the winter, snow forts were constructed and 

attacked, in a similar manner to what we have 
j llst described. 

On one occasion, when Sir Charles ~yas head

ing an attack himself, he was knocked down in 

the ditch with a piece of frozen snow from the 

parapet, and he called out to those who stooped 
to a:,sist him, 
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«Never mind me, men, scramble over the 

dead bodies!" 

He had no desert.ion from his regiment, even 

on the frontier, thus proving the excellence of 

the system he pursued, and which he continued, 

till his death by liver complaint, caused by long 

service in hot climates. 

Sir Duncan Macdougal, Colonel of the 79th 

Highlanders, in Canada, was a commanding 

officer of the first class. With extraordinary 

energy and zeal, he kept every oM on the alert, 

and his regiment had a particularly dashing look 

about it. Whilst he was most liberal of his 

own money, he took every care of the pockets 

of his officers, and would not for a moment 

tolerate debt. 

We had the well-known Barnum at Mon

treal, with Tom Thumb, and a menagerie of 

wild beasts; he also lectured on Temperance 

and the Maine Liquor Law. A specimen of 

his style may be given. He is a Connecticut 

man; in appearance he is tall and robust, with 

a round head, square face, short nose, an intelli

gent, but severe expression, hair not lanky, but 

cut even all round the head. Coming forward 

to the front of the platform, "in a genteel suit 

VOL. I. H 
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of black," and holding his hands together with 

his fingers touching, he said: 

"Ladies and gentlemen, I am happy to be 

here to contribute a little mite to the cause of 

temperance; no doubt curiosity brings many 

here this evening, so would a trial for murder. 

If in your streets a man had robbed and mur

dered half-a-dozen citizens, there would be a 

great attendance to see him tried; however, 

whatever may be the motive for your coming 

here, I hope that the result will be for good, 

though at the mouth of him who exhibited 

Jenny Lind, and Tom Thumb, the mermaid, 

and the woolly horse. 

" There was a toll at a bridge over a river, and 

when the stage came to it, if there was any 

delay, the driver swore terribly, and the passen

gers, though annoyed, said, ' it does not concern 

us.' So with passengers on a voyage across the 

Atlantic, if they are awoke in the niO'ht with the 
;,0 

cry of the 'ship's on fire!' one might answer 

, it does not concern me;' but we are univer
sally intere~ted in temperance. 

"I drank a great deal once myself, but I now 

see it is a universal evil, and that the best man 

in society, the most social, generous, liberal, 
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'falls by the infatuation of liquor. The parsl~ 

monious man is too mean to get drunk. 

"An Irishman used to come home often 

drunk, and once when he was watering his 

horse, his wife said to him, 'Now, Paddy, is 

not that baste an example to ye, don't you see 

he laves off when he has had enough, the cray

tur! he's the most sensible baste of the two.' 

, Oh, it's very well to discoorse like that, Biddy,' 

cried Paddy, 'but if there was another horse 

at the other side of the trough to say-here's 

your health, my ould boy! would he stop till he 

drunk the whole trough, think ye?' 

"Drunkenness does not only affect one's self, 

but also one's wife and children, so selfish is it. 

I won't detain you for a long time now, but 

just touch off a few matters about drunkenness. 

The cost is great of intemperance, and 150 

millions of dollars are spent in the United 

States annually on liquor. Seven out of ten of 

the convicts are from drink. 

"We should get posted up (informed) on 

this subject, to be able to speak on it. We are 

aU in pursuit of happiness, but I think it can be 

attained by different means, the most absurd is 

H 2 
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the indulgence of our appetites. The cost of' 

the police, and of jails is from liquor, if we will 

put down drink, we will put down all that. 

If you allow publicans, they will entail great 

cost, rum-sellers make criminals and paupers, 

and fill jails, and you pay the expense. I have 

never seen a drunken man succeed in business, 

if he did, I, being fond of curiosities, would 

exhibit him in the New York Museum. 

" A man who drinks is muddled, has lassitude, 

and is unfit for work. The Maine Law would 

remove all temptation to drink, and some 

drunkards would be very glad of this. Publi

cans then would not be able to live by drink; 

but some people say, 'oh you carry this too 

far, it is tyrannical,' no, you may keep as much 

liquor as you like in your cellar, if foolish 

enough to do so, and drink as much as you 

please yourself, only you must not sell it to 

another, that is all the Maine Law says. Then 

again you say, ' the doctors recommend liquor,' 

no, the doctors recommend drugs to those who 

are ill; again you say, 'God made alcohol and 

we should use it,' no, there is not a particle of 

it in nature, no spirit in the mineral and vege-
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table kingdom, the proof is you may eat barley 

and grapes in any quantity, and you won't be 

intoxicated. 

" I saw wine made in France, not in presses, 

but the grapes were trodden with the feet, the 

juice was innocent, and whilst eating bread with 

it, the labourer played the fiddle; but the juice 

allowed to ferment, they were injured by it, and 

rolled about instead of dancing, the substance of 

the juice was changed. Sir Astley Cooper never 

admitted alcohol into his house, it was poison 

he thought, alcohol never digests, tap the arm 

of a drunkard and you get pure alcohol. My 

mother was recommended to take milk-punch 

when I was a nursing child, to keep me quiet 

when I was troublesome, she did so and I went 

off to sleep. 

" Alcohol is a nervine, that is, it destroys the 

nerves, second it is a stimulant, and third it is 

a narcotic. Green tea, which laclies are fond of, 

is something like this, and it kills one if you 

drink it all day. Ladies, with green tea, go on a 

spree, but they don't give it that name, they 

call it a tea party! they drink three or four 

cups, then hear how they talk, all in good 

nature, intend no harm, but how they cut up 
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their neighbours !-I'll tell you the effects- of 
liquor. I once saw on board a Mississippi 

steamer, a man who had been drinking brandy, 

he ran out of his state room, rushed through the 

ladies' cabin and the gentlemen's cabin into the

social hall, (where some folks get socially drunk 

at a bar), people ran after him, I did so too, he 

wanted to break the chairs, to strike, to kill; he 

saw a poor creature sitting in a narcotic state' 

in a corner, he looked at him and cried, 
" 'I'll eat him - I'll eat hi:m!' the other 

opened his eyes and said yawning, 

" , I -never-said-so-' 

" 'I'll eat him!' cried the man, mad with 

drink. 
" 'l-never-said-so-' slowly repeated 

the other. This shewed the difference between 

alcohol as a stimulant and a narcotic." 

Mr. Barnum now said 'a collection would be 

taken up,' before he touched on the Maine 

Liquor Law, after which he continued:-

"A rum-seller only benefits himself, a shoe

maker benefits others, a robber with a pistol in 
his hand says, 'your money or yeUT life~' 3t 

rum-seller with a bottle in one hand and O'las& 
• b 

In the other, says, 'your money and your liJe t" 
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I'll undertake to carry the Maine Liquor Law 

through in Connecticut, and will do it next 

year. 'Oh I' say some folks, ' why not try moral 

suasion, you hurt yourself by trying law.' But 

moral suasion will not do for the rum-seller, and 

he will evade the law by painting a pig blue and 

yellow, and then exhibits 'the striped pig,' be

hind a screen, gets ten cents fm' this and gives 

in a glass of liquor and a' cracker. He gets 

round the fifteen gallon law too; gets two or 

three to join, and get fifteen gallons of liquor 

and they divide it, and also they get up indig

nation meetings about the Maine Liquor Law. 

"Moral suasion is like a bi.g lubberly boy, who 

was crying, at the top of his voice, in the street, 

and he was asked 'what is the matter with 

ye?' {I want to be pacified,' said he, ' I want 

mother to come and pacify me,' so it is with 

moral suasion, to pacify people, but it can't do 

it. The Maine Law says, 'you. must not sell 

liquor though you may have it in your cellar,' 

and some tried to frighten folks with Maine 

Law, but it won't do. It was like an old woman 

who was coming from church, and she met 

a man dressed up with horns sticking out of 

his head and a tail, and he cried 'Bo!' the old 
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woman was credulous but also religious, and 

she said:-

" 'Who are you ?' 

" And he answered, 

" , I am the devil t' 
" 'You're a poor crittur,' said she. 

" By the Maine Law, if a man is convicted of 

selling liquor, he is fined 10 dollars for the first 

offence, for the second 20 dollars, and for the 

third he is imprisoned for three months, but 

this may fail to stop him, and he may pay and 

go on. But wait till there are 10 or L 2 in

dictments against him, and he is to be 

imprisoned for 36 months, he will then be beat, 

and will sign a paper to give up rum-selling. 

" After the Maine Law came into operation in 

Portland, the House of Correction was empty, 

they used to lock up men there, they now lock 

up liquor seized; formerly a man was seen like 

a walking demijohn of liquor, and they locked 

him up; now the liquor only is locked up. 

, Ah, but this interferes with property,' say some, 

but if a tiger got out of my menagerie and 

killed a man, would it not be justifiable to take 

a rifle and shoot it, or to shoot a mad dog? 

So liquor, which rages like a tiger, and drives 
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people mad must be put down, and you will all 

sing Hosannahs if it is so here." 

For some years past, since I have had sol

diers under my charge, I have taken a consider

able interest about Temperance, my ideas on 

the subject ,are to be found elsewhere,* Mr. 

Barnum's peculiar lecture will suffice in the 

meantime. Mr. Gough, the celebrated lecturer, 

came twice to Montreal, and I asked him if he 

would lecture to the garrison, he said, 

"I think I can speak to soldiers with some 

effect, as I am the son of a pensioner of your 

52nd Regiment." 

The men heard him with great attention, he 

made them laugh one minute, and they were 

sobbing and crying the next. Of their own 

accord they went and asked him to lecture 

again, he did so, many took the pledge and kept 

it, and when he left they accompanied him to 

the wharf, and cheered him heartily as he went 

off in a steamer. 

After a tedious Canadian winter of six 

months, the weather, as is usual, became 

"blazing hot," when there is always great 

danger of fire in the American cities of stone' 

* At Mr. Tweedie's, 337, Strand. 
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brick and wood intermixed, many of whose 

roofs are of wooden shingles, and whose out

houses and stables are almost all of highly 

inflammable materials. In short, there is, as it 

were, a train of gunpowder laid along the back 

of the streets, so much for the wisdom of our 

ancestors and the old municipal authorities. 

Half a dozen years before this, Quebec suf

fered fearfully, and 20,000 of her people were 

burnt out by two great fires in one snmmer. 

In 1852, Montreal was devastated and 12,000 

of her citizens were roofless. At a great fire 

at which I assisted, which took place on the 6th 

June, in the principal commercial street, St. 

Pauls, and along the quays, fifty or sixty houses 

were burnt, and £250,000 worth of property 

destroyed. This was bad enough, but at the 

second great fire on the 8th July, the St. Law

rence and St. Mary's suburbs were consumed and 

1100 houses and £500,000 worth of property 

destroyed. This was something like a great 

fire, and the chastening hand of the Almighty 

was heavy indeed on the people that year. 

At the first fire in June, General Rowan, the 

staff and the garrison were actively engaged in 

endeavouring to save life and property, two 
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lives were lost, and considerable risk was run 

of being blown up by gunpowder, as some of the 

hard-ware stores in St. Paul's Street, contained 

several kegs of powder, though contrary to law. 

The ships were saved with difficulty. At the 

last and most terrible conflagration, the exer

tions of the military were beyond all praise, the 

men of the 20th Regiment, and of the Royal 

Artillery, working, directed by their officers, till 

they dropped from fatigue, and under the influ

ence of a sun whose heat was 90° in the shade, 

and of flames which raged 50 feet above the 

highest houses. 

The fire of the 8th July, began at a baker's 

shop in the middle of St. Lawrence Street, at 9 

A.M. For nearly an hour little or no water could 

be got, the reservoir, at the upper part of the city, 

was unfortunately empty, as new arrangements 

were being made; about water pipes the fire got 

headway with a westerly breeze, spread right 

and left, and swept everything before it. The 

engines were of no use, the wooden roofs '.vere 

like tinder, and the tin roofs of stone buildings 

quickly caught from their wooden gutters. 

The people, in advance of the fire, hur

riedly making up their clothes in bundles, fled, 
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leaving most of their furniture to be de· 

stroyed. The whole city of 60,000 inhabitants 

was in fearful commotion, agitated crowds ran 

to and fro distracted, and vehicles of every 

description carried off females, the old, and 

infirm, and children to places of safety. Many 

valuables were also carried off, and were never 

seen again by the o\\'ners. Plate-chests, cash. 

boxes, jeweUery disappeared. 

The fire now raged like a hurricane, and 

smoke and burning flakes, and a whirlwind of 

sand preceded the flames, which crossed the 

streets (running at right angles between 

the St. Lawrence and the mountain) in vast 

sheets of apparently several hundred yards 

wide, the scene was terrifically grand and 

imposing, and most melancholy. At 5 P.M. 

at the open space of the Viger Square, for want 

of material, the fire seemed to cease, and the 

exhausted crowds retired to breathe and rest; 

but at 8 P.M. a light flame suddenly shot up 

behind the largest hotel, Hayes' House, it was 

quickly consumed, and the limestone walls fell 

inwards with an awful crash, the flames then 

"licked up" the fine three storey houses in 

Dalhousie Square, catching from the wooden 
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stables in the rear, and then swept down St. 

Mary's Street to the jail, raging all night. The 

length of the fire was reckoned at a mile by 

half a mile broad, and this great space presented 

the appearance of a red and grey surface, with 

crumbling and blackened walls, and tall chim

neys standing in all directions like gigantic 

tombstones. 

The Roman Catholics made great exertions 

to save their Bishop's Church and palace, holy 

water was sprinkled in vain to arrest the flames, 

the priests and nuns carried off the pictures and 

images, but the buildings were destroyed, also 

St. Thomas' Church and some Chaples. 

The Infantry and Artillery Barracks were 

saved by the greatest exertions on the part of the 

soldiers, and by Captain Gallwey R.E. blowing up 

a house near them to make an open space, almost 

all the military stores were preserved, but most 

of the officers were burnt out of their hired 

quarters, suffered great loss of clothes and 

effects and were afterwards uncomfortably 

lodged in various directions. A great many of 

the people fled to the country, some of the rest 

erected temporary wooden sheds among the 

ruins, waiting for help to rebuild-and tents 
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supplied from the military stores were pitched in 

all directions for the people. 

A fourth part of the fair city was • in heaps.' 

About a dozen people died from the stroke of 

the sun on the day of the fire; and numbers 

took to their beds. The smell of dead animals 

among the ruins, was most unpleasant. 

I had gone off two days before the fire with 

two of my family, to visit some relations near 

Galt, Canada West; we had got as far as 

Hamilton, when a telegraph message came to 

Sir Allan Mc:Nab there, to inform me that" my 

house was burnt, and the children removed." 

This was so vague, that we could not go on, but 

hurried back, thinking, as we rolled down the 

long Sault Rapids, and pitched and twisted 

among the rocks of the Lachine, that the voyage 

was far too tedious, till we reached Montreal and 

saw it still partly in flames, the third day after 

the commencement of the conflagration. 

I found our late pleasant house in Cornwall 

Terrace, entirely burnt out, black, gaunt and 

roofless. All my swords (5), belts, best books, 

guns and rifle, gymnastic apparatus, and trophies 

of the chase in Africa, irretrievably gone; those 

of my effects which were not destroyed or stolen, 
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were scattered, the horses, carriage and sleigh 

saved; and Brigade Major Mitchell, R.A., had 

kindly. carried off, to his own house, our two 

little boys, and two of the maid-servants, whilst 

burning flakes fell upon them; he also gave us 

shelter until we were ready to move to a cottage 

behind the mountain, at St.. Catherine's. Thank

ful that no lives were lost, we tried to make the 

best of our position, others having suffered as 

much as we had. 

To refresh a little after the great fire, we went, 

sometime afterwards, to visit the very interesting 

falls of Shewenegan on the St. Maurice river. 

Miss Lunn, Lord Mark Kerr, 20th Regiment, 

Captain Francis, the Hon. F. C. Colborne, A.D. C., 

and Captain Maycock, 20th, being of the party. 

We slept very comfortably at an hotel, at Three 

Rivers; then up by times next morning, and off 

in waggons and caleshes over a road roughened 

with the wheels of charcoal carts, then got into 

a large canoe, and paddled 'up stream' to the 

bottom of the Falls, where the river rushed round 

a large wooded island, and dashed with great 

noise, and amidst clouds of spray over, black 

rocks of fantastic shape into a vast caldron of 

unknown depth. Years ago, an incident of a 
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tragic nature took place at these Falls. Part of a 
tribe of Indians was descending the St. Maurice, 

in several canoes, intending to stop above the 

Falls and make a portage round them. As they 

drew near, the chief, in the leading canoe, ob

served the banks lined with the warriors of a 

hostile tribe waiting in am bush to surprise and 

overpower them. Standing up in his canoe, he 

pointed with his paddle to the bush, and then 

down the stream to the cataract, his people un

derstood his meaning, 'better to perish in the 

thunder of waters than by the scalping knife and 

tomahawk of their foes,' and the whole, without 

hesitation, glided down the rapids, and perished 

amidst the thundering waters of the Great Shew
enegan. 
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CHAPTER V. 

Propose to visit the United States' Military Academy-Com
panions on the Journey-The Situation of the Academy at 
West Point-The Buildings-The Halls of Study-The 
Cadets-The Riding School-Description of a Field Gun 
-Dinner at the Superintendent's-The American Uniform 
-Bowls-The Mess-Reminiscences of the Mexican War 
-The Cumanchees-Fort Putnam-Regulations of the 
U.S. Military Academy-Visit to General Wool at Troy. 

THE success of the American arms III 

M0xico, was, in a great degre0, attriputable to 

the course of instruction provided for the 

United States officers, at the Military Academy; 

there they were well taught the science and art 

of war, founded, not on mere rules, but on 

mathematical calculations. The development of 

the faculties of the mind, and the discipline to 

which the students were subjected at West 

VOL. I. I 
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Point, prepared them to render unformed sol. 
diers intelligent, and to organise them foll' 

useful service in the field. A large body of 

officers, of high attainments, and capable of 

serving with distinction in any part of the 

world, have proceeded from the Military School 

on the banks of the far-famed Hudson. 

Having seen previously the outside of the 

Military Academy, I now determined to observe 

its interior arrangements also, and to ascertain 

the system of military instruction among a 

practical people. Accordingly, I communicated 

my intention to some brother officers on the 

staff, Lieut.-Colonel D'U rban, deputy quarter

master-general in Canada, Major H. Rowan, 

R.A., military secretary, and Captain Wetherall, 

A.D.C. They agreed to visit West Point first, 

and afterwards proceed to see something of life 

in the gay commercial capital of the States, 

N ew York. I wrotE' to the Superintendent of 

the U. S. Military Academy, Colonel Lee, inti. 

mating our proposed visit, and received in 

return a friendly invitation to West Point. He 

suggested that the best time to see the Aca

demy was at the annual examination in June , , 
but I preferred seeing the working of the 

,,:"stem during the course of study. 
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It was in April, 1853, when we left Montreal. 

The river, opposite the city, was dangerous to 

cross, being full of ice, which was getting soft 

under the influence of the spring sun, and the 

stream was cutting in it long channels. We 

entered the caravan-like passenger car at the 

terminus of the Lachine railroad, and sped 

onwards to the head of the foaming and wildly

tossed rapids below the Indian village of Caugh

nawaga. 

We encountered a scene of painful excite

ment at the COnHl1enCement of our journey: a 

woman of about thirty years of age, respectably 

dressed, sat beside a man with black hair and 

beard; she said loudly, "Give me my gold 

watch and chain; I cannot trust you to keep 

-cbem!" "I'll give you them by-and-bye," he 

answered; when she burst out-

"I am a lone star 
And my lo,e has gone to the war; 
His name is Bryan Buroo, 
No other Bryan would do." 

vVe thought she was intoxicated; but the 

poor creature was raving mad, and was on her 

way to an asylum in the States. 
I 2 
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Her paroxysms became stronger, she sang 

other scraps of songs, threw herself on the floor 

of the car, and tried to break the windows; 

plucked her husband's beard, and called him 

King John. He had great difficulty in holding 

her whilst she tried to tear off her clothes. , 
Dr. Wolfred Nelson, the mayor of Montreal 

(by a singular turn of fortune, as he was distin

guished for his courage and activity, in the 

wrong cause, in the "troubles" of 1837 and 

'38) was present, and he suggested tying her 

arms with cords, which was done. She 

became quieter, and even sensible, and said, 

"Oh, my poor man! I know I give you a great 

deal of trouble-I can't help it; but I'll be all 

right when I go to New York again; they will 
take good care of me there, and do you look 

after my children." The husband told the 

Doctor that he had not slept for three nights 

watching his wife, who some time before had 

gone mad, after confinement. He had taken 

her to New York, where, in two months, she 

seemed to be cured; but the madness had 

come on again through fright, in crossing the 

ice of the St. Lawrence on the way home. 

A poor boy, with St. Vitus's dance, going for 
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treatment, and occupying an opposite seat, did 

not increase our comfort; but, crossing the 

ferry, we got into new cars and company, and 

rolled on towards Moore's station, with Mr. 

Coffin in company, the energetic and intelligent 

president of the railroad. The floors of the 

cars were covered with a comfortable-looking 

matting; but when a reverend gentleman 

looked at this, he gravely remarked, "This 

seemed a good arrangement at first, till I re

membered the peculiar habits of the country;" 

he alluded to the too free use of tobacco. We 

believe " chewing" is wearing out. Tobacco is 

()f use in keeping wild and excitable people 

tolerably -quiet; its abuse is when men of in

telligence and education indulge in more than 

a mild cigar" of an afternoon." 

A lady of a fine spirit had been placed under 

my charge, to see her safe as far as I could. 

She was the widow of a distinguished lawyer, 

but she hardly required assistance; for, 10 

America, the ladies can take good care of 

themselves. Thus she said, "People talk of 

danger on the rail; I never think of it, I've too 

many other things to think of; there's danger 

in one's own house, there's danger everywhere." 
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I was anxious about her b:'lggage; but sn::

said it was all ticketed, and the railroad people 

were responsible. However, it was very easy to 

lose one's portmanteau on American lines, a~ 

happened to two or three of our fellow~passen

gers on the chaIwe of cars and lines. 
'" , b 

From Moore's we went to Rouse's Point, and 

ii'om thence to Rutland. I observed, with Mr. 

Samuel Keefer, a civil engineer of note, the 

wood and iron bridges, which require screwing 

up every few months; all the sleepers were 

hemlock, cross laid; there were no longitudinal 

ones; there was a want of attention to drain

age; the ditches were full of water, which was 

soaking through the ballast, and destroying the 

wood by capillary attraction; men were em

ployed here and there raising the sunken 

sleepers, and introdllcinp' O'mvel below them' 
'" b > 

the fences were not gocd, they were slight, 

costinbO' about half a dollar the rod, but in , , 
time, all these defects will be remedied on the 
paying lines, 

We passed the scene of the battle of Ben

nington; and in the valley of the Otter river. 

saw a farm of 160 acres, producing beautiful 

white marble; the land was sold lately for GU'iO: 
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hundred thousand dollars. It was at Benning

ton that the tide of General Burgoyne's good 

fortune turned, in the war of the Revolution. 

He had despatched Colonel Baume with 500 

German troops, to secure the stores collected at 

Bennington, and guarded by American militia 

under General Starke; but these being found 

to be stronger than was supposed, Baume has

tened to entrench himself, and sent for rein

forcements, but was attacked and defeated 

before they arrived under Colonel Breymar, 

who also was repulsed by the militia, and the 

continental reinforcements under Colonel 

Warner. 

The dust is a serious inconvenience on the 

American lines in summer. I do not see why 

they should not be sown with grass, or sodded, 

to prevent this. Some of the cars were provided 

with a pan of water, under the ventilator at the 

top, to catch the dust; whilst the windows 

opening down the middle, had a current of air 

rushing out, which prevented the tendency of 

dust to fly in. 

We arrived at Coldspring, on the Hudson, 

where we left the cars; and, in the midst of 

much rain and wind, we consigned ourselves 
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and "mails" to two skiffs, and were ferried 

down and acrosS the noble river to the rocky 

plateau, on which conspicuous stands the build

ings of the Military Academy of West Point. 

VV-e found rooms at the comfortable hotel of 

Mr. Roe, where boarded some of the married 

officers of the Academy. 
The situation of the Academy is acimiralJ.le, 

away from the distraction and contamination of 

towns, high above 

"The great, glorious river, broad and deep," 

enjoying the purest air, beautiful wooded and 

craggy hills around, remains of forts and fast

nesses (celebrated in the seven years' revolu

tionary war) within sight; all which combine to 

show the wisdom which dictated the selection of 

West Point as a very fit position for prosecuting, 

with advantage, studies, which are intended to 

conduce to the honour and the strength of 

Britain's healthy offspring, the United States of 

America. 

We sent our cards to the Superintendent, 

Colonel Lee, and requested to know when we 

might call on him; he returned a polite 

message by Bt. Major Porter. his adjutant, and 
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breveted for Mexico, who conducted us to the 

Superintendent's office. 

Colonel Robert Edmund Lee is an active

looking and intelligent officer of middle age, 

with a very gentlemanlike address. He is a 

Virginian, a cadet of 1825, and belongs to the 

United States engineers; was assistant astro

nomer for fixing the boundary between Ohio 

and Michigan in 1835; was chief engineer of 

the army of General Wool in the Mexican 

war of 1846; was made Bt. Major for gallant 

and meritorious conduct in the battle of Cerro 

Gordo in 1847; Bt. Lt. Colonel for distin

guished service in the battles of Contreras and 

Cherubusco the same year; and lastly, Bt. 

Colonel for his-«allantry in the battle of Che

pultepec, where he was wounded; he then 

deservedly became Superintendent of the Mili

tary Academy in 1852. By marriage he is 

nearly connected with the family of the great 

Washington. 

Captain George W. Cullum, of the United 

States engineers-a very valuable officer, pro

fessor of practical military engineering at West 

Point, and whose other onerous duties were, the 

charge of the fortifications at New London, and 
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of the assay office or mint at New York, and 

who was a brother juror with me on arms, 

accoutrements, engineering, &c., at the Crystal 

Palace, New York-on my applying to him, 

was so obliging as to give me particulars of the 

public buildings of the Military Academy, which 

are these: 

The Cadets' Barracks; Cadets' Guard-house; 

the Academy; Mess Hall; Hospital; Chapel; 

Observatory and Library; Laboratory; Super

intendent's, Professors', and Officers' Quarters; 

Hotel; Engineer, Dragoon, Artillery, and Band 

Barracks; Dragoon and Artillery Stables; 

Commissary's, Sutler's, Shoemaker's, and 

Tailor's Shops; Engineer Equipment Shed; 

Powder Magazine; Soldiers' Guard Houses; 
&c. 

Cadets' Barracks.-This is a ,arge four

storey building, in the castellated Gothic sty Ie 

of architecture, 360 feet long by 60 broad, 

with an L or wing, 100 feet long by 60 broad. 

It contains 176 rooms, 136 of which are occu

pied by cadets, and 40 at present by bachelor 

officers of the post. The cadet rooms are 22 

by 14 feet, at one extremity of which are two 

sleeping alcoves for the two occupants, each 7 
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feet square. The furniture of each room con

sists of two iron study tables, a clothes-press, 

wash-stand, gun-rack, &c., and two iron bed 

steads, hair mattresses, and necessary blankets, 

&c. 

Cadets' Guard House.-In rear of the 

cadets' barracks is the guard-house, a small 

two-storey brick building, in which are the 

offices of the commandant of cadets, the officer 

in charge, the cadet adjutant, and rooms for the 

fire-engines. 

Academy.-The academic building is a very 

spacious structure, 275 feet long, 75 feet broad, 

and three stories high, built of granite, with 

red-sandstone dressings, columns, &c., in the 

Italian style of architecture. In the first storey 

is the Chemical Laboratory, 75 by 38 feet; 

the Fencing Hall, 75 by 38 feet; and a large 

room, 188 by 65 feet, at present used, for want 

of a better, as a Riding Hall. In the second 

storey are the Mineralogical and Geological 
Cabinets, 75 by 38 feet; and Engineering 
Academy, 75 by 38 feet-to which are attached 

two rooms, each 46 by 22 feet, for models of 

machinery, architecture, and civil and military 

engIneenng. In the third storey is the Trophy 
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Roorn, 75 by 38 feet, in which, besides cap

tured flags and other military trophies, is a fine 

model of the silver mine of Valenciana in Gua

naxuato, brought from Mexico, and a small 

collection of artillery models, &c.; also, on the 

same floor, is the Drmcing Acaderny, 75 by 38 

feet-to which are attached the Statuary and 

Picture Galleries, each 70 by 22 feet, the 

former being chiefly filled with plaster casts for 

drawing models, and the latter containing the 

exhibition of paintings, drawings, &c., executed 

by cadets, besides a full-length portrait, by Pro

fessor Robert W. 'Weir, of Colonel Sylvanus 

Thayer, of the corps of engineers, one of the 

most distinguished of the superintendents, and 

called the "father of the Academy." The re

mainder of the academic building is occupied by 

twenty-two rooms, each about 24 by 22 feet, 

which are used for Recitation and Lecture 

Rooms for the various departments of in
struction. 

Mess Hall.-A beautiful granite building, 

170 by 64 feet, in the Norman style of 

architecture, the central part consisting, above 

the basement, of a spacious room, 100 feet long, 

50 broad, and 20 high, in which all the cadets 
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are messed together. In the northern WIng, 

the purveyor of cadets' commons is quartered; 

and the southern wing and towers contain the 

Mess Rooms, &c., of the officers of the army on 

duty at the Academy. The Kitchen, Store 
Rooms, &c., pertaining to the cadets' mess 

hall, adjoin it in rear. 

Hospital.-A plain granite building, 130 by 

40 feet, the central part being occupied by 

the wards for sick cadets, and the wings being 

the residences of the surgeon and assistant

surgeon of the post. 

Chapel.-A granite building, 100 by 53 

feet, in the Roman style, with open slips for the 

cadets (all of whom are required to attend 

Divine service on Sunday), and closed pews for 

professors, officers, and visitors. On the wall 

above and behind the chancel is a beautiful 

painting, by Professor Weir, representing the 

United States on a field azure, with thirteen 

stars resting upon a tablet, on which is inscribed, 

"Righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a 

reproach upon any people," and supported by 

allegorical figures of peace and war. 

Observatory and Library.-This is a hand

some granite building, about 160 by 80 feet, 
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in the Elizahethan style of architecture. The 

Library Room, occupying the east wing of the 

building, is 46 feet square and 31 high, with a 

aaIIe)'\' and two tiers of book-cases, containing 
to .' 

16,000 volumes, chiefly military, scientific, and 

historical works, 300 choice maps and charts, 

70 volumes of valuable engravings, and ten 

paintings, Presidents Jefferson and Munroe, 

under whose administration the Military Aca

demy was established and extended; Mr. Cal

houn, the secretary of war, who was very 

instrumental in improying the institution; 

Colonel Williams, the first chief engineer and 

superintendent of the Academy; Professor 

Mansfield, the earliest professor of mathematics, 

and, subsequently, from 1812 to 1828, of 

natural experimental philosophy; the other 

portraits are those of General S\vift, Colonel 

Armstead, General Macomb, General Gratiot, 

and General Totten, all of whom have been 

chiefs of engineers and ( ex-officio) inspectors of 

the academy. There are also in the library 

well-executed marble busts of Washington, 

Lafayette, and Napoleon, the generous gift of 

Mr. Thorn, of N ew York; a few medals, one 

of which is that voted by the State of New 
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York to her gallant son, the late Colonel Bliss, 

the distinguished chief of the staff of General 

Taylor in the Mexican war; and sections of the 

various flag-staffs from the fields of battle, 

fortified places, &c., won in the Mexican war by 

the United States army, office red mainly by the 

eleves of the Military Acad~l11y. The library is 

a very elegant and tastefully arranged room. 

In the same building with the library are the 

offices of the superintendent and his military 

staff; Philosophical Lecture Room, containing 

a good collection of apparatus for the illustration 

of the principles of mechanics, acoustics, optics, 

electro-dynamics, astronomy, &c.; and in the 

three towers, or observatories, are a large 

transit instrument, equatorial telescope, and 

mural circle. 

Laboratory.-This consists of three small 

two-storey granite buildings, in which the cadets 

are practically taught a thorough course of 

military pyrotechny, and the preparation and 

packing of ammunition of all kinds. In the 

Laboratory Yard, inclosed by a granite wall, 

are the Gun-Sheds, and also a large collection 

of trophy guns, mortars, howitzers, &c., with a 

piece of the heavy chain stretched across the 
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Hudson river, from West Point to Fort Con

stitution, during the revolutionary war. This 

was made at the Stirling Foundry, so called 

from the revolutionary general, with whose 

family I happen to be connected: I therefore 

looked upon these giant links with considerable 

interest. 

Superintendent's, Professors', and Officers' 
Quarters.-These consist of six moderate sized 

two-storey brick buildings, three double stone 

buildings, and seven small wooden buildings. 

As before mentioned, most of the bachelor 

officers are at present quartered in the cadets' 

barracks. Should Congress add 62 more 

cadets, as is probable, it was proposed to erect a 

large building for the bachelor officers, whose 

rooms in the barracks would be required for 
these additional cadets. 

Hotel.-This is a three-storey brick building, 

60 by 50 feet, with an attached wing 60 by 30 

feet. The hotel was built for the accommodation 

of relatives and friends of cadets; but the 

attractions of V\T est Point are so great, that, for 

many years past, it has been the favourite 

resort of summer travellers, escaping from 

southern and city heat, and desirous of daily 
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admiring the up-river view of the Hudson, of 

world wide celebrity, and (in the opinion of the 

natives) unsurpassed by any river scene in either 

hemisphere. 

Engineer, Dragoon, Artillery, and Band 
Barracks.-These are all wooden buildings, for 

the accommodation of a company of 100 sZtppers, 

miners, and pontoniers, attached to the post, 

to assist in the instruction of cadets in practical 

military engineering; a detachment of 60 
dragoons, to act as artillery drivers and grooms 

of the horses used by cadets in cavalry and field 

artillery exercises; a detachment of 7'2 men 

from the artillery, who attend to no military 

duties, but are employed in the police of the 

post and public buildings, and serve as artificers 

in the quarter-master's department, making 

repairs and improvements; and the Military 

Academy band. 

Dragoon and Artillery Stables.-These are 

granite buildings, but are altogether unsuitaule 

and inadequate for the cavalry and ~lrtillery 

horses, of which there W(;;'8 7:2. As soon 

as proper stables should be built, the number of 

horses was to increase. 

Commissary's, Sutlers', Shoemakers', and 
VOL. I. K 
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TailoTs' Shops.-These are all small wooden 

buildings, the names of which sufficiently 

indicate their purpose. 
Engineer Equipment Shed.-This is a large 

two-storey brick building, 154 by 54 feet, in 

which are stored all the sappers', miners' and 

pontoon trains of the army. 

Powder ~Ma9azine.-A large brick structure. 

Soldiers' Guard House.-That of the engi

neers is of brick; and that of the dragoons of 

wood. 

Soldiers' Hospital.-This is a spacious brick 

building, two storeys high, besides a good 

basement; and, in every respect, is one of the 

most convenient hospitals in the service. 

Besides these buildings above enumerated, 

there are many small wooden buildings, occupied 

by laundresses and the various employes of the 
post. 

Strong efforts were being made to get the 

approval of Congress to projects for the erection 

of officers' quarters, a riding hall, dragoon stables 

and barracks, and quarters and a barrack for the 

officers and men of the company of sappers, 
miners, and pontoniers. 

We proceeded with Colonel Lee to visit the 
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halls of study. The first we entered was that 

of Professor Church (mathematics), the author of 

a ",'ork on Differential and Integral Calculus. 

The cadets in this "section," were well-grown 

lads, dressed in grey short-skirted jackets, and 

trousers, with buttons and black braid on the 

breast, herring-bone fashion. Two of the cadets 

were required to answer questions in descriptive 

geometry: ] st, to measure the angle between 

two oblique planes; 2nd, to find the shortest 

distance from a point to a line. They spoke out 

well, and were ready with their answers; they 

used no letters on the black-board (except in 

writing their names), but only pointers. There 

were no desks, except the Professor's, or tables in 

the hall. The cadets who were not under exami

nation, sat on comfortable seats, with backs, 

holding four 01' five, and there was a ventilating 

frame over the door. 

The next hall was that of Professor Bartlett 

(natural and experimental philosophy), author of 

an elementary Treatise on Optics. Two cadets 

were examined, one on the polarization of light, 

and the other on achromatics. After this, we were 

introduced to a gentleman whose acquaintance I 

had long desired to make, Professor Mahan, 

K 2 
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author of a Treatise on Field Fortification, an 

Elementary Course of Civil Engineering for the 

use of Cadets; and a Treatise on Advanced 

Guards, Out-posts, &c. I considered his Field 

Fortification so comprehensive, useful, and port

able, that it has found a place in m.y portmanteau 

for many years. All his works (which I have 

got) are prepared with great care, and from the 

best authorities. By the Professor, and his 

assistant, Lieut. Smith, the cadets were examined 

on the manner of posting and handling detached 

troops in presence of an enemy; they seemed 

>.Yell acquainted with the theory of these im

port:mt services. 

In the chemical hall, the phenomena in 

natural philosophy were explained to the cadets; 

in the model room, were specimens of Greek 

temples, of public buildings in the States, of 

different kinds of stone staircases (by the way, 

too seldom used in this country of wood and of 

highly inflammal)le buildings), a model steam

engine, a front of fortification, which had been 

battered and breached, and WQS ready for assault. 

This had been got at Chatbam, and had ueeD pre

pared by the present Governor of Malta Sir , 
"\\ illiam R~id, R.E. 
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The drawing hall was very interesting; it 

was lofty, and well lighted and ventilated. Each 

student had his separate seat and desk. Open

ing into the hall, and at right angles to it, was a 

large room, on one side of which were hung up 

coloured figures and landscapes, copied by the 

students from first-class prints on the opposite 

side. The copies are taken away by the students 

when they leave the Academy, and their places 

supplied by fi"esh drawings. 

Cadets are not admitted to the Academy till 

afterihe age of 16, and after passing a prelimi

nary examination. Colonel Lee said he got 

sometimes applications from youths similar to 

what follows ;-

" Sir,-Being desirous to devote myself to the 

service of my country, I request that you will 

send me the regulations of the United States 

Military Academy, that I may prepare myselffor 

entering it." 

Unlike our military establishment of Sand hurst 

(cujus pars fui)-at which the son of a civilian 

pays £ 125 a year for his education, and the sons 

of officers from £40 upwards, according to the 
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rank of the father, and the officers of the senior 

department £30 annually-the United States 

cadets receive from the Government 24 dollars 

a month, wherewith to cloth themselves, and pro

vide plain fmniture for their dormitories, in each 

of which, as before stated, are two cadets. 

As a body, the American cadets are steady 

and orderly, for, as one said, "We must get up 

early, for we have a large territory; we have to 

cut down the forests, dig can:;1ls, and make rail

roads all over the coun try.» 

"Voyager upon life's sea, 

To yourself be true; 
And where'p.f your lot may he, 

Paddle your own canoe. 

" Wauld you bless your fellow men. 
Heart and soul imbue 

With the holy task; and then, 

Paddle your own canoe." 

It is true that some of the graduates are 

wild, like other youths; that they get out at 

night by rope-ladders, or otherwise; that they 

ride the horses of professors by moonlicrht· and 
b , 

also occasionally plunder orchards which may be 

convenient to them ;-but this is usual elsp

where. A friendly professor had asked some of 
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the cadets to his house, and they danced 

pleasantly with his daughters. The professor 

happened to boast of his grapes. N ext evening, 

a beautiful serenade was given under his front 

,<,'indows; the family assembled there to listen 

and admire, while the grapes were being silently 

removed from the rear of the premises! One 

professor had an original way of preventing 

frivolous complaints: if a graduate came to him 
to complain of ill-usage from another, he would 

punish the complainant, and then tell him to go 

and" fight it out \" 

We attended the riding-school, which had been 

a gun-shed, with two rows of pillars down the 

centre. A new building for equestrian exercises 

was much required, though it ,"vas difficult to get 

an appropriation for this, and other requisites at 

the Academy, from the Government. There 

is a party in the States, who do not see the 

utility of West Point at all, though its value is 

undeniable, as providing civil engineers (as well as 

military), for vast regions still in a state of nature. 

Lieut. Sacket, of the dragoons, was the in

structor of riding,-a stout, good-humoured 

German officer. The cadets rode without stir

rups, and in trousers reinforced (strapped) with 
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cloth up the leg, and with black leather round 

the ankle. Perhaps they have a better grip of 

" the pig skin " this way, than ",ith the leather 

up to the fork. The cadets galloped mund with 

spirit, and cut at heads stuffed with straw, on 

the posts and on the ground, gave point to the 
right, oYer the left arm, &c. The saddle resem

bled the hussar, lined ~Nith leather inside, and 

was well raised off the horse's back; it was 

complete with valise and holsters, in one of which 

last was a pistol, and in the other a currycomb 

and brush; at one side was a ring for a leathern 

pocket to contain two spare shoes. I had a 
saddle weighed-lSllJs. was the result.;'~ 

There ,vas a detachment of United States 

dragoons at the Academy to attend to the 

horses. They were light, active-looking men 

-in dark blue jackets, and yellow tape down 

tIle front and up the back seams, fora.ge caps, 

and French-gray trousers. If required to act 

on foot (and I earnestly hope to see a couple 

of regiments raised in England, to act on foot 

~ * A.s a~ old dragoon, I beg to recommend, heartily, 
captam ]';o]an's complete and excellent work on "C8,
-valry" to all sabreurs. His early death on tlde -pbj';l. ().t 
Ealaclavo. we must f,,~l' le,men!. 
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and on horses' backs, as mounted rangers, in 

plain serviceable uniform), they had a handy 

way of detaching the strapped spur: the trou

sers were buttoned a short way up the leg, the 

strap of the spur passed over the lower button, 

and served to keep down the trousers in riding; 

when the spur \yas removed, the trousers were 

as free as those of foot soldiers. 

I am sorrv,Shere is a prejudice against moun

ted rangers (chasseurs-a-cheval) in England. 

From what I have seen of them, and having 

served with them, I think highly of this arm. 

I am convinced, that if a commanding officer, 

and troop-officers generally, encouraged dra

goons to exercise on foot as well as mounted, 

and set them the example, we might get dis

mounted men to skirmish over broken ground, 

(,vhich cavalry are at present obliged to avoid), 

to climb hills, to storm field-works, to run, leap, 

SWIm. I would abolish all useless ornament 

and unnecessary weight in equipping this corps; 

give the men light leather helmets (12 or 

14 oz.) bronzed, with a lion-fi'onted crest, 

sabre proof, a short scarlet frock, bronzed 

buttons, dark-green facings, shoulder chains, 

such as were in use fifty years ago, dark-green 
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trousers reinforced, and scarlet stripes, strap 

spurs. The arms, a light fusil or short rifle, 

7 or 8 Ius. weight, a long straight sabre, and 

a small bayonet to fix, if charged whilst on foot 

by cavalry, brown belts (imitation Russia lea

ther). I believe that men, turned out in this 

style, with military simplicity, and imbued with 

a chivalrous spirit, would do excellent service; 

and such should be our British yeomanry, in 

the national scarlet hunting-frock. Let it be 

tried! 

Better to run the risk, in red, of a rifle bullet, 

than to be shot by one's own people for wearing 

a foreign uniform. I lately tried the effect of 

blue, black, gray, and red jackets, at 1000 

yards; all were faintly distinguished, and nearly 

alike marked, but a white belt across the body 

made a man a target at once. 

Let us see now how the West Point cadets 

fare. Their appearance bespoke abundant and 

wholesome food. "Celui qui faire ]a guerre 

doit commencer par Ie ventre," said the great 

Frederick. The cooking department was clean 

and well managed, and it is wonderful what a 

cooking stove can tUI'll out in America. We 

tasted the bean soup; it was capital, and there 
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was variety in the diet. * In the dining-hall the 

cadets sat on curious seats, somewhat like piano 

stools, but of iron, and with slender sterns; 

these were adopted because wooden seats were 

often broken. 

Major G. H. Thomas, the senior artillery 

officer, who had distinguished himself in the 

Florida war, and at Monterey and Buena Vista 

in Mexico, was kind enough to cause a field-gun 

to be brought out, horsed as for service, for our 

inspection at the laboratory. From this it was 

seen that the limber of the United States field

gun carriages are different from those of the 

English, by having the boxes all in one; they 

are the same as the boxes on the wagons, and 

can be shifted from the one to the other at 

pleasure. 

The gun carriage had no small store-box on 

the axle-tree, and no place for port-fire-sticks or 

slow-match-the gun being always fired with 

the lock and lanyard. The locks are so con

structed that, after firing the cap (which is used 

in preference to the tube), the hammer leaves 

* I had experience of the black-bread diet in the war 
of 1829 between the Russians and Turks, and cannot recom

mend it. 
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the vent uncovered. The Americans claim this 

invention for Enoch Holden (though Colonel 

Dundas, R.A. bas a lock somewhat similar); 

and the Jurors, at the N ew York Crystal Palace, 

vave a bronze medal to Mr. Holden for his 
" 

lock \yhich h~s been thoroughly tested and , ~ . 
approved in the U. S. service, as 1\1<00r Morde

cai of the Board of Ordnance at Washington 

informed me. 

The U. S. guns are the same calibre as the 

English field-guns (6 Ibs.), but they are con

structed 80 that the difference of metal at the 

muzzle and the breech is only one inch in 
diameter. The point-blank range is 600 yards 

-point blank being the distance from the 

muzzle to the intersection of the curve made 

by a shot fired by the line of metal, with the 

prolongation of the axis of the piece. The 

shot are fastened to the cartridges when packed 

in the limber. It is believed that the mode of 

packing at \Voolwich is better than that prac
tised in the States. 

The horses were yoked to the limber with 

poles and polr~-pieces, and not shafts. The 

yokes passed under the horses' necks in front 

of their breasts, and were attached to the 
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hames, and the breeching continued round the 

breast of the horse, over the bottom of the 

collar. The traces were of black leather (brown 

was proposed); each horse was saddled so as to 

carry a rider, as in the Bengal horse artillery. 

On the peace establishment, there are four 

horses to a gun. The traces of the leading 

horse were connected with those of the wheelers. 

The wheels were lighter, less dished, and had 

smaller naves than the English. I think the 

American wheel generally is well worth careful 

study and attention. The gun_carriages were 

painted olive; each wagon carried a spare wheel, 

for which an iron spindle was fixed to the hind

part of the axle-tree of the limber. 

The fuzes were cut into I(m~ths calculated for 

respective distances, were driven in pasteboard 

instead of wood, and did not require to be cut 

before being inserted into the shell. The 
lengths of mnge 'Were denoted by colonrs, 
white, red, or yellow, which every soldier could 

easily understand. The fuzes fix into a wooden 

plug, which is placed in the usual manner in 

the shell with the bursting powder; percussion 

caps fitted on the hammer, and 'Were made of 
paper instead of copper. These \vere carried 
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packed in tin cases of 1000; and, during the 

Mexican war, were never known to explode. 

Lastly, the fire from the caps is so strong, the 

cartridge need not be pricked. 

We got through a good deal of work the 

first day, and, in the evening, dined at the 

Superintendent's. Colonel Lee had a comfort

able, well-furnished house; and Mrs. Lee, of 

the family of Washington, had, as heir-looms, 

besides some of the plate of the first President, 

two large and very interesting pictures, one 

representing George vVashington as a colonel in 

the British army of Virginia, 40 years of age, 

healthy-looking and ruddy, in a small three

cornered hat; sil ver-bound blue coat; deep

flapped red vest, and breeches; a sash across 

his breast, worn Highland fashion; a sword 

and gorget; his ruffled right hand is in his 

breast, and in his left he holds at his back a 

fusil. The picture of his wife, Mrs. Washing

ton, in a low dress, and pearls in her hair, a 

flower in her hand, was that of a well-looking, 

portly young dame, like what a Scotch minister, 

a friend of ours, used to remark of ladies of 

this style of beauty, "a remarkably luxurious 
woman." 
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The dinner was excellent, and well-dressed; 

and the Colonel produced, as for "favoured 

guests," some Mount Vernon wine, 40 years 

old, which proved to be capital Madeira. 

Among the party presmt, was Major R. S. 

Garnet, the commandant of cadets, and in

structor of infantry tactics, who had won his 

promotion by meritorious services as A.D.C. to 

Generals Taylor and Wool, in Mexico. 

In the drawing-room, was a fine picture of 

the battle of Minden; it had hung in General 

Washington's study at Mount Vernon, for 

many years. An officer on horseback, in a blue 

coat and chapeau, is supposed to be Ferdimnd, 

Duke of Brunswick, who commanded the 

Hanoverian troops. An officer on foot, in a 

scarlet coat, and uncovered, may be Lord 

George Sackville, or else the Marquis of Granby. 

The first was censured, and the latter com

mended for his conduct. A brown horse, 

belonging to the British officer, is prominently 

placed in the foreground, and has a very satis

fied air, for some unknown reason. The pain

ter's name seems to contain four letters, the first 

and last Hand s; the second and third may 
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be u or a. " Haas," or " Haus," was a painter 

of eminence about the time of Minden. 

Am OllO"st the other matters discussed after 
b 

dinner, was that of the new mysteries of table-

turnincr· it had been tried at the Academy, and 
b' 

quite puzzled the most scientific professors. 

There was also a story current of a gentleman, 

an enthusiastic admirer of Byron, whose 

daughter, being a spmt-rapper, had been 

induced to call up the poet, who then supplied 

the lines omitted in various of his stanzas. 

" Curious if true!" 

In the library of the Academy, we saw a 

very useful publication, and one much rrquired 

in other armies, to produce strict uniformity in 

dress. It is entitled "Regulations for the 

Uniform and Dress of the Army of the 

United States, from the Original Text and 

Drawings in the War Department," very well 

brought out, and published by the enterprising 

military furnishers, Messrs. Horstmann and 
AlEen, 

A General Order says, "1. The following 

description uf the uniform of the army of the 

United States having been approved of by the 

Secretary at \Var, is published for gen£ral in-
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formation, and will be strictly conformed to. 

Colonels of regiments and corps will rigidly 

enforce this order; and Generals and other 

inspecting officers, will notice all deviations from 

it. 2. Every departure from the established 

dress, will subject the offender to trial by court

martial, for disobedience of orders." All offi

cers now wear a frock coat of dark-blue cloth; 

the skirt extends from two-thirds to three-fourths 

of the distance from the top of the hip to the 

bend of the knee; single breasted for captains 

and lieutenants, and double-breasted for all 

other grades. 

The men also wear frock coats, and look well 

in them, as the British now do, in well-fitting 

scarlet frocks, instead of the tape-covered coatee. 

The buttons are brass; the trousers of "sky

blue mixture," for regimental officers and men, 

and dark-blue for all other officers; the cap 

for officers and men, generals and all, is (like the 

French cap in shape), of dark-blue cloth, ve1'y 

light, and with a horizontal peak. I prefer a 

light leather helmet to this, as there is no pro

tection from sun and sabre, in a cap: "having 

suffered, I speak." The back of the head, 

particularly, is much exposed in a French cap. 

VOL. I. L 
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Sir Charles Napier's hunting cap, with a white 

cover, and peaks before and behind, is excellent 

for ~3rvice in thr; East. A leathern helmet I 
had made, weighing 14 ozs., has the peak con

tinued all round, narrow over the ears, and 

broad at the back and front; it gives effectual 

shelter from the sun and rain, and is ever-

last.ing. 
On the second day, we visited the fencing 

hall, which was under an athletic professor, 

Monsieur Patrice de Janon, and saw some fierce 

encounters. Perhaps it is the climate, the ex

tremes of heat and cold, in many of the States, 

which disinclines the youth to the active exer

cises which are in fashion in Britain, of hunting, 

rowing, cricket, fives, &c.; but the authorities 

of West Point have wisely provided the manly, 

soldier-like, and useful exercises of riding and 

fencing, which are daily practised for some 

months, so as to strengthen and improve the 

whole physique. I remarked, that the masks 

were \,'ell-contrived with projections to protect 

the ears, and the flannel iackets were O'uarded " 0 

on the right breast and upper arm, \"ith leather 

sewn on them_ 

\Ye strolled towards the grave-yard, and saw 
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some affecting memorials to officers and to 

cadets. The tombs converged to a centre, and 

were not disposed east and west, as in "the 

old country." One inscription ran thus, suffi

ciently touching, "Deal' little Sam, the child of 

H. C. and Harriet Bartlett." The darling' of 

his parents required no other" storied urn." 

The favourite amusement in the States IS 

bowls, and there was a good bowling saloon at 

"the Point." The Superintendent was so 

obliging as to appoint different officers to ac

company us, and as it rained in the afternoon, 

we were asked, in the phraseology of the coun

try, " if we felt like bowls." ¥,Te said we did; 

and adjourning to the alley, we played with 

bowls at large "ten pins," set up at the end of 

the raised wooden course, the balls being 

returned to us along an inclined trough. There 

is a good deal of crash, noise, and exhilaration 

about bowls, as played in the States. 

In the evening, we spent a very pleasant time 

at the officer's mess, held in a large apartment, 

well lighted and warm, the fare good and abun

dant, and the Madeira excellent; item, cham

pagne. The officers having no shell-jacket, as 

with us (an admirable dress, by the way, for 

L 2 
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mess purposes chiefly, but not suited for the 

3treets, if a man is " wonderfully made," before 

and behind), dined in their smart blue frocks 

and shoulder-straps. Table-d'h6tes being so 

much in fashion in the States, gave rise, per

haps, to peculiarities in discussing food, when 

sometimes there may be "short commons;" 

and one requires "to look a-head," or ., come 

short." Thus, after soup, and being helped 

to roast beef, a waiter (the word servant is anti

republican) said, "Take a chop, sil', with your 

beef?" We did, and also helped ourselves, 

when offered, to potatoes, apple sauce, and 

maccarolll. I would rather use these mixtures, 

than sit down to underdone meat, the trail of 

woodcock, or to .' high" grouse; the taste for 

which, in England, is to me incomprehensible. 

We finished with celery, cheese, and coffee, and 

adjourned to play billiards in the ante-room. 

Many of our new friends (and I am happy to 

say that the most friendly feeling prevails be

tween the officers of the United States army 

and our own people generally -" may the 

hatchet never be unburied again "-there is 

plenty of elbow room for us all) had been 

engaged in the Mexican war, as I previously 
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noticed; and they were pleased to tell, and we 

to hear, of some of their experiences in the 

country of the Aztecs. One thing they did not 

seem particularly to relish on service, was the 

clashing of rank of the militia and volunteers 

with that of the regulars. After a man has 

·engaged in the regular service, and prepared 

himself by years of careful study at West Point, 

to have some of the glory and honour taken 

away from him by a gentleman fresh from a 

store, and "known on 'Change," was rather 

hard; but the regulars have their revenge, as 

occurrences like this took place sometimes. 

General "Downy," of the militia, (lauded in a 

History of the War), in passing a volunteer 

sentry, who was lounging on the trail of a gun, 

called out, "Stand up, sir, and salute, or I'll 

take you off your post," whereupon the sentry, 

applying his thumb to his nose, said, "That 

won't do, Gen'ril, I tell ye; I was posted here 

by a regular lootenant !" 
There was a fighting parson, with the army 

in Mexico, who was a character, and a great 

favourite. Thus, when the column came to a 

stream which the men hesitated to cross, he 

jumped into it up to his middle, and handed 
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the muskets across dry, in presence of the 

enemy and exhorting the men thus, "Come, 
o , • 

my boys, fight the good fight, put your trust 10 

God, and keep your powder dry," then, thinking 

he had said too much, he would suddenly hold: 

up his hands, and say ,,,,ith pious horror, 

" ·What a terrible thing is this war !" 
In discussing the powers of endurance of 

different men, one of the officers remarked, "I 

don't care how large, or how small a man is, he 

will stand any fatigue under heaven, if he has 

only grit," (stamina). 

Some tales of the Cumanchee Indians of 

Texas, were interesting. The Texan Rangers 

found that the best way to defend themselves 

against the Cumanchees was with a revolver 

and a bowie knife. The revolver carried wen 

for 100 yards, and more, whereas the Cuman

chee arrows reached hardly seventy yards, to 

kill; and though these Indians are wonderful 

horsemen, riding fearlessly, shooting arrows as 

fast as revolvers can be discharo-ed and cover-o , 

ing themselves with their horses' necks, yet 

they stand in wholesome fear of the new fire

arms. The Americans are partial to using 

buck-shot: they think there is nothiuo- like o 
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tying up three buck-shot with a ball; if the 

ball misses, the shot may hit men right and 

left; if the shot did not kill, it disabled, and 

men went out of action. I have seen cartridges 

made up of twelve buck-shot, three and three, 

for close quarters. 

The Cumanchees are gre..'tt horse thieves, 

and have been compelJed of late years to eat 

horses for food. However, they relish this fare 

very much, particularly the part under the mane; 

but, as we experienced in Africa, when compelled 

to eat portions of some score of zebras, (among 

other jeTa; natuTa;) the taste of the flesh is disagree

ably sweetish, leaves a taste in the mouth, and 

it is not advisable to smell it. The liver used to 

be the delicacy of the zebra. In their forays, the 

Cumanchees sometimes kill the settlers, and 

carry off the white women. One of the officers 

at West Point had seen a white woman retaken. 

She looked squalid and miserable, had a skin. 

round her loins, and had been a slave to a 

squaw; she was; so overjoyed at her release, 

that the soldiers shed tears from sympathy. 

On the third day of our agreeable stay at 

West Point, the morning being beautiful and 

clear, and the willow-trees showing the bright 

green of returning spring (it was the 16th of 
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April), I was up at five, and clim~ed th~ height 

on which are the remains of the mterestIng old 

revolutionary post, Fort Putnam. Trees grew 

on the ruined walls, the casemates dropped 

with water, there were wooded and lonely hills 

around, and the deep Hudson below; the air 

was fresh and elastic. 

Oh, here is calm! Still hold afar, 

Old world, thy hard, unsparing hand
We covet not thy flying car, 

That, like an earthquake, rends the land. 
No; rather we will wander hence, 

O'er breezy heights, through valleys greell~ 
With nougllt to blind or jar the sense; 

And in the soul, with joy intense, 
Receive the moral of the scene. 

On a signal-staff was this civil injunction: 

.. This signal is the property of the United: 

States; all persons visiting it are respectfully 

requested not to interfere with or disturb its 

adjustment," it would hardly do on this side of 

the Atlantic "offenders will be prosecuted 

with the utmost rig our of the law." The 

"offenders" might take Lynch law into their 
own hands. 

Descending the hill, I was attracted by the 

sound of martial music. I asked a cadet what 
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it was. He said it was for guard mounting. I 

saw a suspicious-looking lump in his cheek

what one expects to observe in that of a Jack 

Tar; and if an Irish echo had been asked, 

"This is what?" it might have replied, ifit un

derstood Latin, "Quid." The drum-major 

was "got up" with a bear-skin, &c., in the 

French stj'le, and the band were distinguished by 

broad yellow lapels to their blue frocks. The 

cadet officers on duty for the day, marched past 

with black cocks' -tail feathers in their chakos, 

and saluted by dropping their Roman.like 

sword, without raising the left hand to the peak. 

as with us, and which, by the way, tends to un

steady the pace. 

I will now give, as concisely as possible, some 

of the regulations of the War Department relative 

to the U. S. Military Academy. And first, as to 

the admission of cadets :-Each congressional 

and territorial district, including the district of 

Columbia, is entitled to have a cadet at the 

Military Academy, and no more. The members 

of Congress nominate the cadets; and there are 

ten appointments besides allowed,-these are 

termed" at large." The qualifications are, that 

the candidates must be over sixteen years of age, 
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and under twenty-one, at the time of entrance 

into the Academy; must be, at least, five feet 

in height, and without disease or bodily infirmity. 

They must be able to read and write well, and 

perform, with facility and accuracy, the various 

operations of the first four rules of arithmetic,

of reduction, of simple and compound proportion, 

and of vulgar and decimal fractions. 

During the months of July and August, the 

cadets are engaged in the military duties and 

exercises, living ill camp. The academic exer

cises commence in September. The half-year 

examination takes place in January. If any 

have been found unable to master the course, 

they are returned to their homes. " The nation 

sends these young men to the Military Academy, 

supports and pays them adequately, and opens 

to them an honourable profession, in the expec

tation that their best efforts will be given to 

qualify themselves for the higher duties of the 

military service. Those who will not or cannot , , 
profit by these generous provisions, should not 

occupy the place of those who will and can." 

In June is held the annual examination, which 

is also a searching one; more than one-third of 

those who receive appointments fail to graduate. 
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Yet though these may have been averse to 

mathematical investigation, their mental abilities 

may enable them to succeed in other walks of 

life. 

During the four years of the course of study, 

the first or senior class includes engineering and 

the science of war, ethics, infantry tactics, artillery, 

mineralogy, and geology. The second class, 

natural and experimental philosophy, chemistry, 

and drawing. The third class, mathematics, the 

French language, and drawing. The fourth 

class, mathematics, the French language, and 

English studies. 

In running over the extracts from the regu. 

lations of the U. S. M. Academy, I find that no 

married person shall be admitted as a cadet; and 

if a cadet get married, he must immediately 

resign his appointment to the institution. 

Offences are divided into seven grades, 

namely:-

Mutinous conduct, 

Disobedience of orders, 

Visiting in study hours, 

Absence from drill, 

Idleness in Academy, . 

10 Demerits. 

8 
5 

4 

3 

" 
" 
" 
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" 
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" 
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" 
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Inattention under arms, 

Late at roll-call, 

2 Demerits. 

1 II 

If anyone year a cadet's offences number 200, 

he is dismissed the Academy; each year the 

demerits count more, one-sixth, one-third, and 

one-half (the last year). Cadets may obtain 

leave during the encampments:; but if they 

overstay their leave, without good reason, they 

are "dropped from the rolls." A monthly 

stoppage of two dollars is made from the twenty

four dollars' pay of the cadet, to purchase a 

uniform and equipments, on receiving a com

mISSIOn. The punishments are, privation of 

recreation, extra hours of duty, reprimands, 

confinement to room or tent, confinement in 

light prison, in dark prison, private and public dis

mission. No cadet is allowed to drink intoxicating 

liquors, or to gamble, or use tobacco, or cook 

in his room, or keep a waiter (servant), horse, 

or a dog. Cadets must attend Divine service on 

Sundays (the chaplain was a Presbyterian 

clergyman at the time of mv visit) no ficrhtinO' 
• , b b 

is allowed with deadly weapons, and all combina
tions are prohibited. 
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The cadets are organised into a battalion of 

four companies, officered by the cadets, who are 

also made sergeants and corporals. The reveille 

sounds at five A.M. from I st of April to the 1 st 

of November, and at six the rest of the year. 

At ten P.M. "Taps," when all lights are 

extinguished. "Peas upon a trencher" is the 

signal for breakfast at seven A.M., and" roast 

beef" for dinner at one P.M. The hair of the 

cadets is cut close behind, and no moustaches 

worn. With regard to the " police of quarters" 

-as the local term is-cadets arrange their 

bedding and clean their lamps, &c. The (cadet) 

officer of the day notes all irregularities in the 

rooms. 

Among the cadets at West Point, there was 

a Mormon from the Salt Lake; also, Jerome 

Napoleon Bonaparte, a son of the ex-king, 

Lucien; he had just got his commission. His 

general merits stood thus: on the last roll of the 

first class, eleven; his age twenty-one and a 

half; and his demerits, for the year, only fifteen. 

He is likely to do credit in the East to his 

distinguished family. 

Having concluded our very gratifying visit to 

the West Point, we bid adieu to our new 
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friends; and, whilst my brother officers went to 
New York, to spend a few pleasant days there, 
I travelled north, and visited, at Troy, the senior 
officer next to the commander-in-chief of the 
American army, an old and esteerr.ed friend, 
Major-General J. E. Wool. We had travelled 
together formerly, and I had been presented by 
him to the celebrated President, General Jackson, 
at Washington. The honourable career of 
General Wool is as follows :-Entering the 
United States army, in 1812, he distinguished 
himself, and was severely wounded at the battle 
of Queenstown heights (where the gallant Sir 
Isaac Brock fell, and is interred), he became Bt. 
Lieut.-Colonel for Plattsburgh, for several years 
was Inspector-General of the Army, and received 
the rank of Major-General for gallant and 
meritorious conduct in the battle of Buena Vista, 
in Mexico. 

I was glad to see that the General was still 
hale, strong, and cheerful, notwithstanding his 
arduous career. His good judgment and ma
nagement were particularly evinced when he led a 
division of 3,000 regulars and volunteers across 
the Rio Grande, into the heart of Mexic.o, to 
Chihuahua and back. When he was about to 
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cross the frontier of the enemy's country, a 

number of the volunteers of his force (whom he 

had brought into order, and had disciplined 

sufficiently to enable them to take care of them

selves) came to him, and said, "General we 

must help ourselves now." He replied, "No, I 

allow no plundering; we are to pay for our 

supplies." Hitherto, all the supplies, by long 

trains of wagons, had been derived from the 

States; he knew that these could not much 

longer be kept up, and that it was desirable to 

conciliate the Mexicans, to prevent a system of 

reprisal for injuries, guerilla warfare, and assas

sination of stragglers. The General, accordingly, 

called all the volunteers together, and said, 

"Those who do not agree to my terms of no 

plunder, had better go back." He knew that 

they had come for fame, and would have been 

ashamed to return without a campaign. They 

promised obedience; there was no plunder, no 

punishment, and his troops, on their long 

marches, were abundantly supplied by the 

Mexicans. 

At the great battle of Buena Vista, General 

Wool, in conjunction with General Taylor (after

wards President of the United States), defeated, 
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after a protracted struggle 20,000 Mexicans, 

under Santa Anna; the Americans numbered 

about 4,500. General Wool, on that occasion, 

exposed himself fearlessly everywhere in the 

field, and displayed the greatest bravery and 

military skill. He thus holds a distinguished 

place in the annals of his country, which, in 
perpetual alliance \vith Great Britain-" the 

nursing mother of infant nations "-it is to be 

hoped, will promote the arts of peace, extend 

liberty without licentiousness, morality, and our 

holy religion, to the ends of the earth. 

" Clementia et animis." 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Alessandro Gavazzi-He arrives in Canada-Lectmcs at 
Toronto and Quebec-Describes the Inquisition-A Riot 
ensues at Qucbec-Quelled by the Troops-Gavazzi pro
ceeds to Montreal- Anticipations of Riot thcre - The 
Battle Ground-Gavazzi's exciting Address-Its effects
A fight-The Troops called out-They Fire on the crowd
Casualties-Mayor Wilson-The Coroner's inquest-Opi
nion on the causes of the loss of Life. 

THE blood-stains which not long ago lay thick 

on the plank side walks of Montreal, have been 

cut away by the keen edge of the adze, and the 

bullet marks have been effaced from the waUs, 

where the painful tragedy consequent on the 

visit of the Italian patriot, Gavazzi, to Canada 

was enacted; but years will elapse before its 

traces are obliterated from the recollection of 

the inhabitants, and the deplorable results of 

VOL. I. 1\1 
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the evil passions then called into active exer

CIse. 
I desire to place on record (having been 

requested to do so) a succinct narrative of what 

fell under my observation on the above sad and 

memorable occasion; but first a short outline 

of the history of Gavazzi. 

Alessandro Gavazzi, one of the most remark

able men of the nineteenth century, was born 

at Bologna, in Italy, his father having held there 

the offices of judge, peace magistrate, and pro

fessor of law. Alessandro was the second of 

twenty children, and was remarkable in his 

youth for his talents and for his powerful frame. 

In 1853, he seemed a man of forty-five years 

of age, with dark hair, well-formed head, pro

minent nose inclined to aquiline, in good case 

though not too fleshy, and in height about five 
feet ten inches. 

At the age of sixteen, Gavazzi became a 

tnonk of the Barnabite Ol'der, devoting himself 

to study. At the age of twenty, he was ap

pointed to fill the chair of rhetoric and belIes

lettres in the college of Caravaggi, at Naples. 

His oratorical powers being remarkable, we next 

find him as a teacher and preacher at Le@horn ; 
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but not being able to reserve to himself the 

expression of fervent sentiments of patriotism, 

he was forced to quit Leghorn. He then 

itinerated in Piedmont, preaching honour, virtue, 

the love of country, and the fear of God, to 

numerous audiences. He now incurred the op

position and animosities of the Jesuits, who 

contrived, through the minister for foreign 

affairs, :"1argberita, to get him expelled from 

Piedmont, which was for his enemies a great 

triumph. 

At Parma he lived four years; and in the 

zenith of his power and his popularity, he has 

been known there to have addressed audiences 

the almost incredible number of ten times 

in one day - a superhuman effort. It was 

at Parma where he had such powerful effect 

over the prisoners, to vvhom he became chaplain

extraordinary. At Ancona, the fiery outbursts 

of his zeal, and the free expression of his liberal 

sentiments, occasioned his being imprisoned by 

direction of Pope Gregory XVI. He remained 

in durance till Pope Pius IX. assumed the tiara, 

by whose directions Gavazzi was liberated. 

After various fortunes in life of intense excite

ment, whilst Italy was struggling for liberty, 

M 2 
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Gavazzi found himself again imprisoned m the 

dungeons of Cometo, among malefactors of the 

worst description. From thence, eventually 

liberated, he repaired to the eternal city, to 

Rome, at the time of the short-lived republic. 

Rome, attacked by the French, was defended 

with enthusiasm for a time, till at length she 

fell, and the leaders of her defenders, amongst 

whom Gavazzi was the chaplain-general, being 

dispersed, Gavazzi came to England, where he 

was received cordially by many new friends; 

thence he proceeded to the United States, where 

his reception was most encouraging; after 

which he accepted invitations to visit Canada, 

his mission apparently being to preach a cru

sade against Popery, as he stated it was ini

mical to the liberty of the people. 

Gavazzi declared that he was neither an 

apostate nor a sceptic, neither a follower of 
Luthcr or Calvin, but simply a disciple of the 

Catholic Church founded in purity by St. 
Peter. 

It would be well if these maxims could 

be adopted and followed out by eneraetic 
. d b 

m10 s, at the same time discretion temperina 
their zeal. b 
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<:c III the world's broad field of battle, 

In the bi VOllllC of life, 
Be not like dnmb, driven cattle, 

Be a Christian in the strife! 

LilVes of gre~t lllen aJlremind us 

lVe can make our lives sublime; 

And, depo.rting, leave behind us' 

Footprints on the sands of time." 

Gavazzi's first lecture in Canada was delivered 

at Toronto, where, the Protestants and Orange

men being in the majority, no molestation was 

offered to him. From Toronto, passing Mont

real, he appeared at Quebec, the ancient capital 

of the province, where the French Canadians 

and Irish Roman Catholics, in the population 

of 40,000 souls, much Dutnumbered the other 

denominations. It was dangerous ground for 

him, particularly among such an excitable class 

as the lower order of Roman Catholics. 

The first lecture, which, doubtless, some of 

the Irishmen attended, to ascertain the nature 

of his oratory, was in the Wesleyan Church. 

The sheriff, Sewell, was in the chair; but this 

lecture, as probably there was no time to orga

nize opposition, was allowed to proceed without 

interruption. However, broad hints were given 

that there might be danger if another lecture 
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were attempted. The Wesleyans declined again 

to risk their handsome chapel, and, on the 6th 

June, 1853, the second lecture took place in 

the" Chalmers" Free Church-a very neat and 

appropriate building, ornamentr.d with Gothic 

spire and windows. 
At eight o'clock in the evening, a large and 

highly respectable audience of ladies and gentle

men assembled in the Free Church. The 

subject chosen for lecture, as had been intimated 

by hand-bills, was-" The Ancient and Modern 

Inquisition," A number of rough-looking fel

lows, evidently bent on mischief, collected in the 

street and about the door of the church. The 

police were also there, in their blue frocks, and 

armed with truncheons; but, as it unfortunately 

happens here and elsewhere, they were chosen not 

by the general government, but were put into 

their offices by the members of the corporation, 

and they were too often connected bv feelinG' and 
• b 

by religion with rioters and indifferent char-
acters. 

The lecturer described in fearful terms the 

severities practised in the InquisitiDn-among 

others, the torture by water, the face held up, 

the water dropping on the cloth muffling the 
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mouth, and he acted the gradual choking of the 

sufferer with such effect, that one lady we know 

(and there may have been others) left the 

church overcome by her feelings. 

Nine o'clock had struck; it had become 

dusk; when, in talking of Ribbonism in Ireland, 

that combination for murder and violence, 

Gavazzi asserted that the priests did nat try to 

put it down, when a voice from the body of the 

church called out, " It's a lie !" whereupon there 

was a cry of " Turn him out" The interrup

tion seemed to be a signal for a general out

break. The greatest confusion and tumult im

mediately ensued, and a volley of stones was 

thrown from the outside through the windows 

and in at the doors towards the pulpit. Dr. 

Cook, the eloquent and excellent minister of 

St. Andrew's Church, got into the precentor's 

or clerk's seat, and attempted in vain to address 

the excited multitude. The sheriff Sewell, 

and Mr. R. Symes, the energetic magistrate, 

tried also to restore order; but rioters from the 

outside rushing past the unresisting police, and 

joined with those already inside, first hurled 

Bibles and Psalm Books fi'om the pews at the 

head of Gavazzi, and then attempted to storm 
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the pulpit, which is lofty, stands out from the 

wall, and is ascended by two stairs in the rear. 

The design of the rioters seemed to be to tear 

Gavazzi from the pulpit, and to beat him to 

death with bludgeons on the spot. He knew 

he was in great peril, and that the most 

strenuous efforts were required to preserve his 

life. His muscular power and well-knit frame 

stood him now in good stead. Seizing the 

chair which stood in the pulpit, he struck down 

the first rioters who ascended the stair, and he 

battled with this weapon valiantly. A gallant 

sergeant of artillery, "Lawson" by name, an 

honour to his corps (and afterwards presented 

with a gold watch by some of his civilian ad

mirers), seeing the fearful odds mustering 

against Gavazzi, sprang to the rescue, got into 

the pulpit with Gavazzi, and fought by his side. 

His aid was very important; likewise that of Cap

tain Haultain, RA. and Lieutenant Noble, R.E. 
The chair was torn from Gavazzi's grasp. 

when he seized a stool, and wielded it also with 

effect; till his assailants, climbing up behind 

when he was occupied in front, overpowered him,_ 

and the sergeant and the padre were hurled out 

of the pulpit by the legs. Fortunately there 
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was a crowd of rioters and Gavazzi's friends 

struggling below. He fell fifteen feet, on their 

heads, and thus escaped death from the fall. 

Regaining his feet, he hurried into the base

ment, where his secretary was also ~arried, 

though with black eyes and much bruised. 

The m~zee went on for some time in the 

church, and outside some of the gentlemen 

among the audience, were much injured. The 

howls and yells of the rioters were mingled 

with the cries of the terrified ladies. One or 

two strange inci?ents occurred, not reflecting 

much credit on the gallantry of the sterner sex, 

one of whom, having escorted a lady to church, 

after the tumult began, climbed into a safe posi

tion, and then, looking down at the lady, said

"Can you get up here?" " No," was the ago

msmg answer. "\Nell, for God's sake, take 

care of yourself," said the hero. Mr. Bu

chanan, the emigrant agent, was knocked on 

his back in the dark, and cut severely about the 

head. He called out his name and asked why 

he was struck, when his countrymen, who 

were battering him, apologised and helped him 

up. 
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" They met with a friend, 
And for love knocked him down." 

When the rioters slackened in their violence, 

the police made a show of interfering, when the 

cry was raised, " Send for the troops." Colonel 

Grubbe, of the 66th Regiment, the command

ant of t.he garrison, quickly turned out a party 

of his regiment, and of the Royal Artillery, 

and marching them to the scene of the riot, it 

immediately ceased. The citizens who had re

mained in the church were enabled to retreat to 

their homes, and Gavazzi regained Russell's 

Hotel. 

A telegraphic message conveyed the above 

particulars to Montreal, with the addition that 

Gavazzi was about to visit this, the largest 

city in Canada, of 60,000 inhabitants. Many 

of these were accustomed to arms since the 

rebellion of 1837-38, when the loyal people 

turned out most gallantly in the cause of the 

Queen, and subjecting themselves to great 

hardships, and risk of loss of property, health, 

and life, marched and fought alongside of the 

regular troops. May they ever remain faithful 
to the old flag! 
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The Montrealers are an excitable people, 

active-minded, and rapidly adyancing in pros

perity and intelligence; yet still, in 1853, there 

was a strong leaven of party spirit among them, 

which it was dangerous to rouse into action. 

From having seen many fights in the streets 

of Montreal at elections, and stones, pistols, 

and axe-handles freely used, the military called 

out, followed by pursuits and captures; and 

having also, in charge of troops, assisted to 

preserve order, I knew what would be the 

result of the injudicious invitation to Gayazzi to 

lecture in this city. What had just occurred at 

the usually peaceable Quebec ought to have been 

a sufficient warning of what would be likely to 

happen in Montreal. The invitation was given 

"to maintain a principle"-freedom of speech 

for Protestants as well as Roman Catholics

the recent convert from Protestantism, Brown

son, having been allowed to lecture against his 

previous form of religion uninterruptedly; but 

the result of the Gavazzi lecture at Montreal 

was most lamentable. 

Expecting a disturbance from the moment of 

Gavilzzi's arrival, desirous also of seeing what 

might occur, and wishing to be of service in 
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preserving peace and order; on the 9th June, 

I walked, at an early hour, from my quarters in 

Notre Dame Street, to the steam-boat landing. 

Gavazzi had been accompanied from Quebec 

by a number of friends carrying concealed arms. 

He was met on the wharf by the Rev. Messrs. 

Jenkins and Campbell, and others, and was 

escorted to his hotel by a body of friends, too 

numerous for the would-be rioters to encounter; 

some of whom, however, well-known hired 

combatants at elections, were lurking about and 

watching the chance of a tumult. 

During the day, Gavazzi held a sort of levee 

at the St. Lawrence Hotel, and walked the 

streets, accompanied by a Protestant clergyman 

and zealous Orangeman, the Rev. MI'. Campbell. 

Hand-bills announced a lecture by Gavazzi at 

Zion Church (the congregational) in the even

ing, and in the afternoon I went to reconnoitre 

the ground about it, to consider how troops 

could be placed to the best advantage in case of 
a serious riot. 

The Haymarket, where Zion Church is 

situated, is a large open space at the west end 

of the city. There are houses on the west side 

of the market, a fence enclosing a wood-yard on 
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the east side, a detached weigh-house at the 

upper end of the market, in a diagonal line 

from which is Zion Church; opposite are some 

enclosed gardens, above which the ground rises 

towards the Unitarian Chapel and Lagauchetiere 

Street. Craig Street runs across the bottom of 

the Haymarket, and south of it there is another 

open space called Commissioners' Square, with 

a detached fire-engine house. I thought that if 

a body of troops were placed inside the garden

fence opposite Zion Church, and ready to act in 

a moment if required, there could be no serious 

riot. A different plan was adopted. 

Some of the respectable merchants and store

keepers went to the magistrates, and offered to 

enrol themselves as special constables. U n

fortunately the mayor, thinking that his police 

could maintain order, declined the offers of 

service tendered to him. A Protestant wine

merchant, whom I encountered, told me, "VvT 

e 

will be prepared in the church to meet force 

with force." 

The relief of the 20th Regiment, which had 

been for some time in garrison at Montreal, 

happened to take place this day, the 26th 

Cameronians taking thetr place. This was 
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another misfortune; for the 20th Regiment 

were acquainted with the character of the 

people of the city, whereas the new regi

ment, just landed from Gibraltar, came into 

a strange place, of the inhflbitants of which 

they were as yet quite ignorant; by outward 

appearance, irrespective of deeds, they could not 

form a conjecture who were peaceable and who 

were riotously disposed. 
At six in the evening, I rode with Lieut. 

General Rowan, commanding H. M. Forces, 

to see the head-quarters of the 20th Regi

ment embark in the steamer for Quebec, 

previous to sailing for England. 

After the troops were on board, and the 

General having no further occasion for my ser

vices at the time, and I being anxious to hear 

so remarkable a character as Gavazzi, I went in 

undress uniform to Zion Church, buying a ticket 

at a book-store on the way. It was after seven 

before the church was reached. 

I met with no obstruction, though I thought 

it not improbable I might do so, as I passed 

knots of rough-looking men in the Haymarket 

Square. I overheard one man say to another, 

"There are some military in a house in Craig 
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Street" (about 500 yards off). The mayor had 

brought them there. 

In front of Zion Church, I saw about forty 

policemen drawn up, armed only with their blue 

batons, which I always thought were quite inade

quate to deal with the pistols and bludgeons 

carried by the disturbers of the peace. On the 

right of the church, in a narrow street, two po

licemen were keeping the ground, where I saw a 

door leading into the basement, a convenient 

sally-port if necessary. 

On entering the church, I found the heat very 

great; the afternoon was close and sultry, indi

cating thunder. The interior was filled with 

respectable-looking men, with a few ladies in 

the gallery. The windows on the left of the 

pulpit were boarded up for fear of stones coming 

through them, as had happened at Quebec. 

I was invited to take a seat at the far end, 

below and near the platform; but, anticipating a 

disturbance and the calling out of the troops, I 

declined to sit down, and remained standing at 

the right of the cross passage, near the door of 

entrance. There I could see and hear perfectly 

well, and felt myself comparatively at liberty to 

act as the occasion might require. 
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This hand-bill I had just seen in the streets, 

but I did not think that the Irish Roman 
Catholics would pay much attention to it, though 

the Canadian Roman Catholics took no part in 

the subsequent riot :-

"CATHOLICS OF MONTREAL! ! 

Keep the peace, and let Gavazzi say what he 
will; do not disgrace yourselves by creating a 
disturbance for the sake of a worthless fellow; 

keep quiet, and take no jlotice of what he says. 
Your Protestant fellow-cl\izens will be ashamed 
of their renegade friar yet. 

"By order of the Catholic Institute. 

(Signed) " S. O'GRADY, Secretary. 

" ~Iontreal, June 9, 1853." 

Father Gavazzi was addressing the audience 
in Zion Church from the front of a temporary 
platform. On three sides, behind him, were 
seated about a dozen and a-half of gentlemen, 

among whom were some clergymen. Gavazzi 
Was conspicuous by his commandinO' fiO'ure 10nO' 

.. b M , Co 

hair, and black gown, with large crosses on the 
breast and left shoulder, as he is usually seen in 
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pictures. He spoke in English, and it was 

not easy to follow him at first. He was 

discursive, and his accent was of course peculiar. 

He was calm, and energetic, and violent by 

turns. 

He talked of the errors of Popery, of the danger 

of Protestant parents sending their boys to 

Roman Catholic schools and colleges, and their 

girls to nunneries, for education; recommended 

Protestants on no account to allow their precious 

Bibles to be banished from their seminaries; 

said he could hardly believe that this was a land 

enjoying freedom under British rule, since, 

though Brownson (before mentioned) had been 

allowed to lecture violently, and several times, 

against that Protestantism he once professed, 

yet he (Gavazzi) had been attacked with sticks 

and stones at Quebec. He" suited the action 

to the word," threw about his arms, and clenched 

his fists, occasionally flinging the loose folds of 

his gown over one shoulder, whilst his hair at 

times streamed over his face. 

The whole scene and appearance of the lec

turer must have been startling to those with 

weak nerves, and there was a lurid glare of 

light shed through the southern windows of the 

VOL. I. N 
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1 h ", t " church. I strongly fe t t at commg even s 

do sometimes, indeed, "cast their shadows be

fore them," 

The audience maintained a deep silence for a 

time; but I thought, that if I had bee~ a 

Roman Catholic, and heard Gavazzi's powerful 

denunciations against my creed, I must have 

been greatly stirred and moved against him, and 

that his manner of lecturing' amongst, possibly, a 

mixed audience, was dangerous in the extreme. 

I also wondered at the boldness of the man, and 

how little he seemed to regard his own life, or 

the peril he then was in, and of the dangers he 

had already so frequently passed; indeed, "a 

baptism of blood." 

By and by, as he went on, there were encour

aging cheers from the audience, and some de

risive ones also near me; and a person whispered 

to me that one of the leaders of the Irish Roma'n 

Catholics was in the church. Gavazzi now went 

on to give a ludicrous imitation of the apparently 

meek and gentle demeanour of a Romish priest, 

whilst speaking of Gavazzi, of his errors, his 

delusions, and clasped his hands, and whined 

as if pitying. It has been truly said "C'est la 
r' d' 1 . t " ' 

1 lCU e qUI ue; and the leader above men-
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tioned now got up and left the church, just as 

the gas was lighted. 

Immediately cheering and shouts were heard 

outside, and those inside becoming excited, 

Gavazzi ceased speaking. Some got over the 

. backs of the seats. I asked what was the 

matter, and was answered that there was a fight 

outside with the police. A party of men from 

the audience now rushed past me, and dis

appeared below by a side door. I thought they 

were escaping by the basement, but they pre

sently reappeared armed, some twenty or thirty 

of them, with fowling-pieces. They went out

side. There was some more noise, but the 

tumult soon subsided, and the armed party re

turned inside. The gentleman (Mr. 'vV. Lyman) 

in the chair behind Gavazzi, now came forward 

and assured the audience that all would be well, 

and the orator continued his address; but again 

there was a disturbance outside, the church was 

attacked by a mob, and a man was brought in 

wounded in the head. 

I thought it now time to see what the troops 

were doing, and left the church, in which the 

only officel' I saw was Captain Crespigny, 20th 

Regiment; also two artillerymen near me. I 

," 
.) 
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directed the latter to come out. I saw the front 

of the church clear of the police: they had been 

attacked by the mob and beaten off the field. 

The two chiefs of police, the brothers Ermatinger, 

though fighting manfully, had been ov~rpowered, 
and severely cut in the head. The rioters had tried 

to storm the church, but were repelled; shots 

were exchanged, two or three men were knocked 

over, the rioters fled, and were pursued towards 

Craig-street by some of the church party. The 

rioters then drew up in a dark mass near the 

engine-house in Commissioners' Square, and 

their opponents shouted at them, waved their 

hats and guns at them, and defied them from 

the corner of the Weigh-house of the Hay

market. It was an exciting scene. 

The charging party passed me on their way 

back to the church, and I now saw below, the 

military, 100 rank and file of the 26th Regiment, 

under the command of Bt. Lieut.-Colonel Ho

garth, C.B.~ (now no more), march along Craig

street, and draw up in a line facing the rioters, 

as if to separate them from the church party, 

or to enable the discomfited police to rally. I 

~ent towards the troops, and asking, on my way, 

if any of the people who had been hurt were 
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neal', J was directed to the Weigh-house, where 

I found a man in a coarse shirt and trousers, 

lying on his side, and in great distress from a 

gun-shot wound through his ribs. "It was 

just a poor boy* coming from his work," said a 

man beside me, "and he's used in that way'" 

But he had been engaged in the melie. As 

Dr. Macdonald lived across the way,) got two 

men to assist to carry him, and I ldt-him to the 

care of the Doctor, who had his hands full 

before the night was over. 

I found the mayor, the Hon. Charles Wilson, 

and the town-major, McDonald, with the troops. 

The mayor said that the police had been beaten, 

and I understood that he also had been struck. 

There seemed to be a difference of opinion be

tween the mayor and the town-major about the 

disposition of the troops; Colonel Hogarth, who 

was a stranger to the place, was desirous to get 

distinct directions what he was expected to do 

with his men, and he said he would immediately 

do it. The line was then faced about, and 

marched a little higher up the Haymarket, then 

divided; one-half under Lieutenant Quartley 

halted and faced about towards the rioters, the 

" Donelly by name. 
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other fifty men, under Captain Cameron, with 

whom was Lieutenant Chute, moved on obliquely, 

were halted and countermarched at fifty yards 

from the other party of the 26th Regiment; they 

thus faced outward, one flank of each sub-division 

restinO' on the side walk on the west side of the b 

Haymarket, the other flank being en l'air. 
I now took the liberty of suggesting to the 

mayor, with whom I was well acquainted, the 

expediency of marching part of the soldiers past 

the front of the church, and occupying the hiH 

above, the rest of the troops remaining below 

(whilst the bulk of the audience in Zion Church, 

and Gavazzi himself, who was still inside, could 

retire); but the movement I proposed was not 

thought necessary; so, taking up a position on 

the side walk in front (but clear) of the sub

division facing the hill, I waited to see the 

people come ou(of church; the police in the 

mean time drew up again south of the \Veigh
house. 

Some of the rioters had got round by the 

back of the church, there being too few police 

~o observe them, and I saw a scuffle take place 

In front of the church; the people about me, 

among whom were some females on the side 
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walk, seemed much excited. Colonel Hogarth 

was in the clear space between the two sub

divisions of his party, the mayor was moving 

towards the lower party from the police. I now 

saw some shots fired from the rioters near the 

engine-house, apparently in the direction of the 

troops; and I understood afterwards that the 

balls whistled past their ears; many of the party 

knew the sound of balls, as they wore Chinese 

medals; there was also much shouting, and a 

rush towards the troops. 

The soldiers had loaded by desire of the 

mayor previo1ts to coming on the ground. The 

mayor now, hurriedly, read the Riot Act, which 

is very short. I was too distant to hear it, and 

I understood that some one called out, it was 

alleged to have been the mayor, " Fire! Fire! 

Fire 1" which was done, first by the lower party 

as if rapidly file-firing, shots were fired from the 

hill towards where I stood, and this seemed to 

draw the fire of the soldiers facing the hill

there was a round from each sub-division; I 

heard no word of command from any of the 

officers, and whilst I drew back towards the 

houses out of the line of fire, and pushed the 

people near me back also, and into a doorway, 
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the buO'le sounded loudly" cease firing." The 
to 

whole was the work of half a minute. 
Some of those about me laughed, and thought 

that the troops had fired blank cartridge: but 

they were undeceived when some people were 

seen lying towards the top of the hill, yet the 

troops fired high, and, I am sure, discharged 

their pieces merely to obey what they thought, 
amidst the noise and confusion, was an order, 

and without any other feeling, having j1iIst 

arrived in Montreal. There were bullet marks 

very high up on the pillars of the Unitarian 

Chapel at the top of the hill, and a Mr. Drum

mond, who was in his house in the Haymarket, 

near which house one of the sub-divisions stood, 

told me that he remarked that the soldiers 

generally elevated their pieces, and fired at an 

angle of 45°, in proof of which, next morning, 

he drew my attention (when I was occupied 

sketching the ground for General Rowan) t(} 

several large bullet marks high up on a brick 

wall at a blacksmith's shop in Commissioner's 

Square. Mr. Dawson a bookseller, also told me 

that he saw the troops fire high, and he thought 

they were merely" emptying their pieces:' 

It was now eight o'clock and dusk, and the 
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spirit of evil seemed to be moving about among 

the crowd, and the groups of agitated people. 

Colonel Ermatinger, the police magistrate, and 

Captain Ermatinger, chief of police, were bleed

ing profusely from their temples, their men had 

been scattered with large stones chiefly, after 

resisting, in the first instance, the rioters ad

vancing to the steps of the church. There was 

still skirmishing going on at the outskirts of the 

mob, towards McGill Street, the rioters attack

ing at close quarters those going home; more 

than two-thirds of the casualties-and there 

were perhaps fifty in all, killed and wounded

took place from pistol bullets and knives, and not 

from the large military bullets. Persons from ten 

years of age to sixty suffered, including gentle

men and workpeople, with English, Scotch, and 

Irish names, 'Ii' two ladies were wounded, and 

some good people, though apparently not dan

gerously wounded at the time, died afterwards 

with much suffering. 

Colonel D'Urban, who had been, as Deputy

Quartermaster-General, superintending the em-

* Pollock, P. Gillespie, C. Clarke, Hutchison, Adams, 
O'Neil, Welsh, M'Grath, M'Auley, Clare, Guy, Wallace, 
Benally, &c. 
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barkation of the 20th Regiment, noW came on 

the ground mounted, and gave directions that 

a party of soldiers should go to the church and 

escort Gavazzi and his friends in safety to his 

hotel in Great St. James Street. They were 

followed by a mob, and a reinforcement of 100 

men having arrived under Captain Carey, the Co

lonel patrolled with part of the troops along 

Great St. James Street and down McGill 

Street. The town-major and myself accom

panied this patrol, and we saw that the rioters 

immediately dispersed on the approach of the 

soldiers. I do not see how a considerable body 

of troops, of some kind, can ever be dispensed 

with at Montreal, being required, among other 

reasons, to keep in check the workmen engaged 

in the numerous public works there. 

There was a very angry feeling displayed 

towards the mayor, and not towards the soldiers, 

at the time, by those who had narrowly escaped 

from the fire as they came out of church, or 

whose friends had suffered. Several gentlemen 

crowded round his Worship, shaking their 

clenched fists in his face, and denouncing him 

as a murderer for ordering the troops to fire, 

and declaring that he himself should be mur-
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dered on the spot. I thought his life ,YaS In 

danger, and as he had no escort of police or any 

magistrate near him, I took him by the arm, 

and put him among the soldiers, and advised 

him on no account to let a crowd close on 

him. He was so occupied with the responsi

bilities of his situation, that he seemed to me to 

be regardless of his personal safety, and he had 

done very good service on previous occasions 

of disturbance. 

General Rowan, to whom I was on the eve 

of going to report and to ask his orders, having 

heard the firing from his house in Sherbrooke 

Street, now came on the ground on horseback, 

also Major Ro~an, Military Secretary, Captain 

the Hon. F. Keane, R.E., and Lieutenants 

Noble and Lambert, R.E. A party of troops 

and of police were stationed at the weigh-house 

to prevent Zion Chuch being set on fire during 

the night, another party, with an officer, was 

placed in the hotel, Great St. James, where 

Gavazzi was, and an officer's party also protected 

the mayor's house. The artillery, under Captain 

Rotton, patroll{)d the streets as a troop of 

cavalry, and the remainder of the night was 
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passed in quiet, except by those who mourned 

the loss or attended to the wounds of friends. 

Though some insisted that Gavazzi should 

lecture again, strongly guarded, yet it was 

eventually more wisely decided that he had 

better leave the city; and he did so, and I 

afterwards heard him lecture in Italian in New 

York. 
Great excitement prevailed in Montreal after 

the disastrous proceedings of the 9 th June. A 

public meeting was held to investigate the 

causes of the riot, and to concert measures to 

maintain the peace of the city. A proclamation 

was issued, enjoining all peaceably inclined 

citizens to refrain from going abroad unneces

sarily after sun-down; several people were 

knocked down, abused, and fired at; among 

others, Mr. Augustus Heward, a bold and 

active man of the church party, had some 
narrow escapes. 

A coroner's inquest was held, and continued 

its sittings for a month. The inquest was most 

impartially conducted under the direction of 

Messrs. Jones and Coursolle, the joint coroners 

for the city. There was much conflicting 
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evidence among the military. Some of the 

soldiers maintained that they had got a military 

word of command to fire. They l1Wy have 
thought so; but I am certain that they did not 

get the words, "Ready, present I" from an 

officer. 

A remarkable evidence appeared in the 

person of a Scotchwoman, Mrs. Parker, who 

had been a teacher in Upper Canada, and had 

lately been employed in a store in Montreal. 

She was in the crowd at the Haymarket, at one 

side, and between the two subdivisions of the 

military; and she said that a man came from 

the left of the lower subdivision, and when the 

words, "fire I fire I" were given by some one, 

there was a little delay, when the man, who 

looked like an Irish labourer, placing his straw 

hat under his left arm, and putting his hand to 

his mouth, gave the military command, in 

military style, "Ready, present I" The lower 

subdivision then fired, and he said, smiling, 

"It's nineteen years since I took the lousy 

shilling (enlisted), but all that time I had not 

the satisfaction I have this night." Mrs. 

Parker lost sight of him for some time, but 

saw him again with two or three others, ap-
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parently his comrades. She taxed him with 

being the cause of the troops firing, and the 

loss of life, when one of the men said, " It was 

not him gave the word; it was the Holy 

Virgin !" 

If Mrs. Parker's evidence was correct, it clears 

up a great mystery. I saw her two or three 

times afterwards, when she was exposed to risk, 

and even wounde(l with a pistol-bullet, for her 

evidence, and I had no reason to doubt her 

veracity. 

A court of inquiry was assembled, by the 

direction of the Lieut. General Command

ing, on the conduct of the military on the 9th 

of June. The firing of the troops may be 

accounted for, as far as I could explain the 

matter from what I observed, in the following 
manner. 

The police had fought as well as they could 

in front of Zion Church. They were few in 

number compared with the mob opposed to 

them, and they were very inadequately armed 

with their blue sticks only. The mob had 

sticks, stones, and pistols. The chiefs of the 

police were severely wounded; they fought 

bravely, and did all they could against such 
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odds. The mayor, as is well known, had on 

former occasions done very good service, and 

had shown a great deal of zeal and activity. 

This ought not to have been forgotten on the 

present occasion. Seeing what had happened to 

the police, and to quell further riot, the mayor ran 

off for the military, 100 rank and file, who 

were posted (I think) much too far from the 

scene of action, at a fire-engine house nearly a 

quarter of a mile from Zion Church. 

The military were hurriedly called out of the 

engine-house (next to the police station, Craig

street), and were directed by the Mayor to load, 

to quell a serious riot, and save the police. 

The police magistrate came up wounded and 

bleeding, and called out, "The troops! the 

troops!" The soldiers saw and heard this. 

The troops were marched rapidly to the 

Haymarket, ready loaded. This was unfortu

nate. The act of loading before a mob has a 

useful effect. Few of the people at the 

Haymarket knew that the soldiers were loaded; 

I did not know they were loaded when I joine.rl 

them. 

From what the soldiers saw and heard as 

they came on the ground, and from the confu-
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sion near them, they were probably somewhat 

excited, and some of them may have thought 

that this was to be a "Six.mile Bridge" affair 

(when the troops were attacked by the mob); 

also when fire-arms were used in front of both 

parties of the soldiers, and it is given in evi

dence that some pistol balls passed among the 

soldiers. The word was given by some one 

(not by an officer) to fire. The soldiers thought 

they should fire, and they did so (probably 

thinking a magistrate gave the order), first 

the lower division and then the upper divi
sIOn. 

The 26th Regiment has a high character in 

the army for steadiness. A very handsome 

general order was issued when the regiment left 

Gibraltar for Canada in May, 1853. Many 

of the old soldiers wore medals for the China 

war; the others were a fine set of young men, 

who may never have seen a riot before. The 

regiment had been only thirty-six hours in Mon

treal when this unfortunate "Gavazzi riot" 

occurred. The men knew neither Catholics 

nor Protestants on the ground. One-third of 

the men were Roman Catholics, two-thirds 

were Protestants; the senior officers who 
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commanded at the Haymarket were Presbyte

nans. 

The men fired from misapprehension-it was 

a mistake; and I am sure they regretted ex

tremely, as we all did, the innocent people who 

fell by that fire. There was much to be said 

in excuse for the men. 

One thing was important, as far as the 

military were concerned, and which seemed to 

have been forgotten, This I remarked during 

the riots in 1849, when the Houses of Parlia

ment were burned. They would not have 

been burned if the military had been called out 

a little sooner then. At that time, 300 horse

pistols, and the same number of cutlasses, were 

issued from the ordnance stores, to arm a civic 

force. Very few of these arms were returned; 

180 pistols were still in the hands of the 

people. They carried a large ball; about as large 

as a musket-ball. One of these was in court 

to compare with a musket-ball. I believe that 

several of the wounds by large balls, inflicted 

on the evening of the 9th June, did not proceed 

from military muskets. 

Finally, I believe that many of the soldiers 

VOL. 1. o 
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fired high on purpose, else the loss of life would 

have been much greater. It was unfortunate 

that one divi:;,ion fired against a hil1. As I said 

before, if the troops had not been on the 

ground at all, from what I saw of tbe angry 

feelings of the contending parties, at least 100 

lives, instead of twelve, IT,ust have been lost in 

and about Zion Church. Until thrre is less 

rancorous feeling and party spirit abroad, we 

cannot disnense with armed men. 
1 

There were three consecutive years of disaster 

in Montreal. In 1852, terrible fires swept. 

across the city. In 1853 was the Gavazzn 

tragedy just described, and in 2854, a fearful 

visitation of cholera. Fourteen hundred citi

zens and emigrants perished in July and August. 

May we hope, that with the radiation of rail

roads from Montreal, the success of the numerous 

factories rising in the suburbs, the appearance of 

the flags of all nations on the waters of the St. 

Lawrence-and among them ever pre-eminent 

the red-cross flag of Britain-the triumphant 

completion of one of the world's wonders, the 

Victoria tubular bridge, the subsidence of party 

spirit, and the spread of charity and brotherly 
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love, and, above all, by the blessing of the 

Almighty Ruler of events, that Montreal, like 

its glorious mountain in the leafy month of 

June, "Viret in reternum !" 

o 2 
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CHAPTER X. 

Tllc White Mountains of K ew Hampshire-Portland in 
Maine-The Founuery-C<tpe Cottage-The Portland 
People-A notion of Camuians-Serrnon of Bishop Lee
Glen House-Directions for Waiters-Visit the Crysbl 
Palace, New York-Fellow Jurors-Ml'. Collins-General 
Scott-Strange petrifieu Group-The bearded Lady
High tide of Enterprize-Discussion on' Slavery-Accom
pany the ALlministrator of tbe Government to Quebec
Amusements there-A Snow Fort-Snow Shoe Races
Great Ceremony to re-inter the Bones of IYarriors-Burn
iug of the Parliament House-Yisit the Lower St, Lau
rence-The Habitans-JI.I, Bonenfant-Trout, Salmon 
and Whale-Fisbing. 

To the White Mountains of New Hamp

shire, and to Portland to look for sea-bathing 

quarters, a most agreeahle journey was made 

after the "Gavazzi riots." By way of the 

valley of the St. Francis, by the lake called 
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Island Pond, we reached the fine group of 

the White Mountains 5 and 6,000 feet high. I 

ascended one of them, and was highly pleased 

with the wild forest scenery, and the panorama 

of mountains around, the view extending east

ward as far as the broad Atlantic. 

At the beautiful River Androscoggin below 

the mountains, there is good fishing ground, 

and the journey down the Connecticut River is 

through a pleasant and fertile country. Port

land is a clean-looking, cheerful place, with 

plenty of trees shading the streets, a fine bay 
and a rising trade. I had the pleasure of 

making the acquaintance of the family of the 

President of the St. Lawrence and Atlantic 

railroad there, the Hon. Josiah Little. A gen

tleman who kindly piloted me in Portland, was 

Mr. J. Dublois, whom I met at Miss Jones' 

boarding-house, one of the cleanest and best 

I was ever in, and with some very agreeabl~ 

ladies and gentlemen to converse with. Mr. J. 
Brown, one of the most enterprising of the 

merchants, showed me his extensive w(jrks for 

converting molasses, which he imports in large 

quantities, into a capital brown sugar, which is 

extensively used in the States. 
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At the Portland Foundery, I was pleased ta 
see the behaviour of the men at noon; instead 

of going with dirty hands and faces to their 

meal at that hour, they all washed and put 

themselves to rights, (" slicked up" is the 

phrase) for dining. They begin work at seven, 

after their breakfast, have an hour for their 

mid-day meal, and work ten hours altogether, 

and wen too. American superintendents and 

contractors are not to be trifled with. Some 

don't allow a pipe to be lighted, or a word 

spoken during working hours. This is hard! 

on "Paddy" at first, who likes to take' a 

"shough of the dudeen," and to "discoorse," 

resting on the top of his spade. 

The common workmen got three quarters of 

a dollar per day at the Foundery, the next class 

one dollar, mechanics one dollar and three quar

ters, or seven shillings British-more than the 

pay of British lieutenants of the line. 

At Cape Cottage, on the sea shore, a short 

distance from town, there was a good bay for 

bathing, a grove of trees behind for a noontide 

wall", and the Atlantic dashed incessantly in 

great white waves over a group of rocks before 

the windows. It was altogether a place where, 
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'3.S the American phrase is, "one could have a 

good time." 

At Portland is the head-quarters of the 

Maine Liquor Law party, and I can testify to 

the quiet and order which was preserved in the 

iStreets at all hours, helped, also, no doubt, by 
]ending libraries, an excellent museum of natu

ral curiosities, a well-regulated post office, at 

which letters could be written if required, and a 

iown band, paid out of the taxes, which also 

assisted to keep the people quiet and amused, 

and tended to inspire them with self-respect. 

Between thirty and forty ships were built 

about this time annually in Portland, and its 

exports V7ere fish, lumber, ice, &c. Its inhabi

tants numbered about 24,000. The people 

looked healthy generally, and the ladies were 

"fair to behold," facts attributable to the good 

climate, the long rocky promontory on which the 

city is built, being swept by the pure breezes of 

the ocean. The deep bay here never freezes, like 

that of its rival Boston. 

I much admired the islands whieh stud the 

bay, for they seemed to promise "no end" 

of pleasure, in the way of pic-nics and fishing 
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expediti.ons. Altogether, I consider Portland 

quite a model town, and I am happy that the State 

of Maine, with its fine people, " away down East," 

:are now in a manner" hooked on" to Canada by 

means of the St. Lawrence and Atlantic rail. 

As we know more of the citizens of the 

Union, and they of us, I hope and trust that 

Christian charity will mutually abound, igno

rance is the parent of ill-will and jealousy. 

An old Yankee, at the late Boston jubilee. 

had a curious opinion of Canadians, many of 

whom were invited there, and he remarked to 

an acquaintance, 
"Wall, Sir, there be a considerable of Cana

dians to Basting neow. I never seed much of 

them Canadians, be'nt they raither an Indiany 

kind of folk ?" 
I journeyed back towards Canada with a 

pleasant party. At the hotel, at the foot of 

Mount Moriah, I spent Sunday, when Bishop 

Lee, assembling a congregation in the public 

room, and taking as his text one of the yerses 

of scripture inscribed on the tombs at Cape 

Riley, over three of Franklin's sailors, " Consider 

your ways," drew such an affecting picture: of 
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what must have been the sufferings of the brave 

and devoted Arctic leader and his people, that 

1 saw now clearly the excellerlt feeling which 

had suggested the Grinnell searching expedition, 

under the intrepid Dr. Kane from the port of 

New York, so very creditable to our transatlantic 

brethren, and now followed by the restoration 

of the abandoned "Resolute," to the British 

Government. 

I visited Ellis Falls among the mountains, and 

put up at an excellent hotel for excursionists, 

desirous of ascending the 6800 feet of Mount 

Vi,T ashington opposite. In the dining saloon 

there was this characteristic notice: 

" Glen House, White Mountains, 20th June, 

1853. RULES FOR THE GLEN HOUSE DINING

ROOM, to be obeyed by particular request of the 

proprietor of this house, by the servants in the 

dining-room. 

"There shall be no dancing, singing or 

whistling while waiting on meals,-there shall 

be no remarks made upon people sitting at the 

table. No smoking, chewing tobacco, or 

spitting round the room,-thcl'e shall be no 

stopping to eat while waiting on meals, or 

taking anything off the table to go aside. No 
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servant is allowed to take any liberties with any 

lady or gentleman in the dining-room. 

J. ~I. THo:lJPSON, 

Proprietor of the Glen House, 

ISAAC KENDALL, 

Head-\'\T aiter." 

Said head-waiter, by the way, was a smart 

coloured man, and he kept good order among 

his white and dark assistants, and placed 

abundant and wholesome fare on the long 

tables. 

There is some sport to be met wit.h on the 

White Mountains; what I did in this way was 

to catch a porcupine with my plaid, but like 

the man who won the elephant in the raffle, I 

did not know what to do with it. In Africa, it 

would soon have gone into the pot, but here 

after it had parted with several score quills in 

my garment, I let the poor creature go, not 

agreeing with the wish of the guide to " kill 

the porcumpine with a club." 

Invited, at the end of 1853, to attend as a 

juror from Canada, on the arms, &c., of 

Class 8 in the New York Crystal Palace, I 

journeyed thither with Major Rowan, R.A. 
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Military Secretary, and "we had a good 

time." 

The Crystal Palace was a very creditable 

undertaking for those who originated it, and 

though it did not turn out a profitable specula

tion, it caused to be collected and exhibited in 

a vast structure of glass and iron, works of' art 

of great interest, useful machines, the most 

improved implements of' husbandry, valuable 

articles of porcelaine, glass and jewellery, cotton 

goods and broad cloth, cutlery, ships' iron boats 

and life boats, cannon and mortars, pictures and 

statues, arms of all kinds, some of which were 

lent from the Tower of London, revolvers two 

hundred years old, &c. 

My fellow jurors in the section of arms, 

&c., were Colonel Page, Colonel Hazard, Major 

Mordecai, U.S.A., Captain Cullum, U.S.A., 

Mr. E. K. Collins, Mr. Bell, &c., they wtre 

pleased to appoint me chairman, and M,00r 

Mordecai, who was at the head of the arsenal at 

Washington, an officer of great scientific attain

ments, rendered valuable assistance as recording 

secretary. We carefully examined the arms of 

American and foreign manufacture, some of 

which were of the most costly description, and 
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awarded medals to the best of our judgment, 

and without partiality. 

One afternoon Mr. Collins, the well known 

principal proprietor of the fine line of ocean 

steamers from America to England, named 

after him, (the rivals of the Cunard line) shewed 

me over one of his ships; she seemed in high 

order, and the accommodations very luxurious. 

It was understood that the American steamers 

did not last so long as the British, owing to the 

great (luantity of fuel consumed, and the 

consequent "wear and tear" of the machinery 

in the desire to beat the Cunard line; this is 

now altered. From what I saw and heard of 

Mr. Collins, I should think he follows what I 

observed hung up in his office, whilst waiting for 
him. 

A GOOD RULE. 

'Tis well to walk with a cheerful heart 

Whercver our fortunes call, ' 

With a friendly glance and an open hand, 
And a gentle word for all . 

Since life is a thorny and difficnlt path, 

Where toil is the portion of man, 

We all shoulL! endeavour, whibt passinO" alonO" 
T k' " '" o rna "C It as smooth as we can. 

~flr. Collins is greatly to be sympathised with 
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for the terrible domestic calamity which, after 

this, befell him, when the Arctic steamer was 

run down and lost off the coast of Newfound

land. 

Major Rowan and myself paid our resp8cts 

to the Commander-in-Chief of the American 

army, General Scott, who fought well for his 

country against our troops in the war of 1812, 

and also was the chief in the Mexican war. 

He is a tall and robust man, with white hair 

and a quiet demeanour, he was suffering from 

the effects of a recent accident, having tripped 

up and fallen over a projecting stone in the 

street. 

He said, though jealousy and animosity had 

led to the last war with Britain, yet since then a 

kindly feeling had sprung up towards the old 

country. It would be absurd to go to war now, 

our interests were so blended, there was enough 

in the world for both nations without quarrel

ling, and he thought, that if there ever arose any 

combination against England, that her American 

descendants would immediately step forward to 

assist her. The progress of Canada was dis

cussed, in assisting at the invasion of which, 

long ago, the General was severely wounded at 
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the battle of Lundy's Lane. It was considered 

that Canada would be a fatal gift to the States, 

and would cause a dissolution of the Union. 

Among the remarkable objects I saw at New 

York at this time, was a group consisting of an 

Indian and his horse in the fatal embrace of an 

immense scrpent, all .converted into stone, and 

said to have been found in a forest of South 

America. The horse was on the ground, the man 

stooping over it, and partly concealed by the 

folds of the monster. This was not exhibited 

by Ml'. Barnum, but the bearded lady was, and 

she was certainly a wonder. Madam Clofulhia 

was a Swiss, age about 34, and was born with a 

beard, and as she told me, had a son ten years 

old with whiskers. She was a short and stout 

person, with a sallow complexion, not a happy 

expression; and she invited me to touch her 

black whiskers to see " there was no mistake" , 
and there was none. 

TIYO men and a woman from the country, 

sight-seeing, came up to the bearded lady, who 

'.vas sitting in the middle of the room, and one 

of the men, touching her bare shoulder as if 

~t had been a piece of statuary, remarked, :, there 
IS hal' (hair) here!" 
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We \vere very hospitably entertained by my 

friend Mro Hoge, and I was much pleased to 

meet again, among other old friends, the very 

intelligent Mr. So Ruggleso * 
We left the great pulse of New York beating 

high and strong, there is no rest thereo A 

country manager hired a man to blow a horn, 

he rested for a timeo 

" vVhy don't you blow?" cried the manager. 

"There's a rest of fifteen bars here," said the 

mano 

" I hired you to blow, not to rest," said the 

other. The busy world is always blowing at 

New York, and sometimes there does not seem 

time to finish what had been begun in earnest 

A cook was asked her opinion of a particular 

childo "It does not seem done enough," said 

the cuisiniereo One thing, however, seemed to 

have been well finished here at this time; that was 

a fire-proof safeo The inventor, Mro vVilkes, 

bet five hundred dollars as to its power of 

standing fire; and he won his wager. It was 

severely tested for four hours, then opened, 

* I claim connexion with New York, as a Member of the 
Historical and Ethnological Societies the reo 
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when a live cock walked out of it, shook its 

feathers and crowed! 
After this, we returned to Canada, hearing, 

by the way, in a rail-car a discussion on slavery 
between a man from the South and a New 
Englander. The last said: 

" I may give it as my opinion that if slavery 
war (were) unprofitable, you would let the slaves 
go free; but as long as you make money by 
them, slavery will go on. Almighty money, 
that is the God the Yankees worship." 

" 'd "Why, if slaves were free to-morrow, Sal 

the other, " you would require an army to pro
tect the whites." 

"Well, you have got an army," said the 
New England man. "We have got none here, 
in Vermont. One Yankee boy and his rifle 
will keep everything quiet here. There's a 
mob now and again, that is the everlasting 
politicians, because we are governed by law." 

" Yes," said the southerner, " more law than 
justice;" and there was a laugh all round. 

Lord Elgin having gone to England, General 
Sir William Rowan became the Administrator 
of the Government for nearly a year; and I 
accQmpanied his Excellency and Lady Rowan to 
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Quebec, near which the Governor-General's 

residencr. at Spencer VV ood is one of the most 

agreeable in America, high above the St. Law

rence, in a park of seventy acres. Gardens, trees, 

walks, fine prospects and fine air all combined 

in rendering it attractive. Looking over the 

bank in front, one saw a characteristic Canadian 

prospect, a perfect" desert of rafts," which had 

been floated down for shipment in the fleet of 

vessels, timber which lay under the shadow of 

the rock of the citadel. 

Close to Spencer Wood is the path by which 

the chivalrous Wolfe and his troops climbed 

to fight the battle of the plains of Abraham; 

and not far off, a handsome pillar, surmounted 

by a Roman helmet and sword, erected by 

the troops, in Canada, in the time of Sir 

Benjamin D'Urban, marks the spot where he 

fell. A well beside this, afforded him his 

last draught. 

People at Quebec live nearer each other than 

in Montreal, and are very sociable and hospitably 

disposed. There were big and little dinners, 

balls, private theatrieals and music. When the 

winter set in with all its Siberian force, we put 

VOL. I. p 
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on the light and broad snow shoes, amI went 

straicrht on end over fields and orchards. On o 
one occasion of a fancy ball in town, and the 

three miles of road from Spencer Wood being 

impracticable for horses, owing to a partial 

thaw, and followed by a hard frozen surface, 

whilst the branches of the trees by the wayside, 

cased in ice, rattled like immense bundles of 

arrows. Aides-de-Camp WetheraIl, Colborne 

and myself were obliged to "pursue pleasure 

under difficulties," by snow-shoeing into town 

in our blanket coats, and with our fine clothes 

dragged over the snow in a hand sleigh or 
toboggin. 

But the grand doings in winter are at the 

frozen cone of snow and spray, eighty feet high, 

or more, below the Falls of Montmorenci, where 

crowds of people "in fine spirits" go out to 

slide down the cone on hand sleighs. A gentle

man taking a lady in front Qf him, and steering 

with one leg behind, till they happily end their 

rapid career far out on the bosom of the St. 

La"Tence. A mishap may cause them to descend 

head foremost, and plunge into as now wreath 

amidst the laughter of the spectators. 
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Of late there have been skating rinks covered 

in, where ladies and gentlemen, in appropriate 

costume, display their graces and improve 

their health. Curling is practised with ani

mation at Quebec. As a native of Caledonia, 

I had a severe day on the open ice as umpire 

at a grand match between the Scotch and the 

Barbarians, as all others are facetiously called; 

and then followed a big dinner and speeches. 

A large Snow Fort, complete, with ditch, 

bastions, a high keep and flag staff in the centre, 

an abattis of boughs and trous-de-Ioup, or pit

falls, outside, was constructed after some weeks' 

work, at Spencer Wood, by means of the forty 

men of the 66th Regiment stationed there as a 

body guard. A party of cavalry was improvised 

amongst the grooms for reconnoitering pur

poses; defenders were placed in the fort, and five 

hundred men of the two Regiments at Quebec, 

the 66th and 7lst, with a battery of the Royal 

Artillery, were marched out to attack it with 

scaling ladders, &c., in the month of March. 

When martial excitement was at its height all 

over the civilized world, we had our little practice 

among the snows of Canada. 
p 2 
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The programme was, that an attack being 

threatened on the fort, and the enemy ap

proaching, a reconnaissance took place with the 

cavalry, who retired on ascertaining the strength 

and apparent designs of the enemy. The fort 

was then invested, when a sortie was made from 

the fort by light infantry on snow shoes. 

The guns of the artillery opened on the fort 

for a time, and the skirmishers retired. The 

enemy now closed on the fort, their riflemen 

in advance, and were received by volleys from 

the fort. The enemy retired twice, and finally 

ad\'anced, covered by a heavy fire, to the ditch. 

Some however, including a fine tall fellow, 

Segrave, of the 71 th, who led them, disappear

ing, to their surprise, in the trous-de-Ioup at the 

salients. The ladders were lowered into the 

ditch, some carried to tbe opposite parapets, 

which were scaled amidst showers of snow 

balls, when a short scuffie took place inside, in 

which some bruises took place. A part of the 

garrison, not captured, retired to the citadel . , 
mtending to hold out, but the eaO"er assailants 

• b 

applymg ladders to it also, the place fell, and 

the flag was hauled down amidst great cheering. 
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Great interest was occasioned by the garrison 

snow shoe races for prizes this winter; and the 

citizens became so excited after the second com

petition, that they subscribed for a third, both 

officers and men contended, also some civilians 

at the last. Marvellous jumps were taken over 

hurdles, and much amusement was occasioned 

by the accidents which occurred, without any 

injury to the person, from the keenness with 

which the contest was kept up. 

After the fall of Quebec, in the winter of 

1760 a large French and Indian force coming 

from the direction of Montreal, under M. Levi, 

attempted to surprise the city, and beat back the 

troops who were incautiously and hurriedly, 

sent out against them. M. Levi afterwards 

besieged Quebec for some time, but reinforce

ments arriving from England, the siege was 

raised. 

A highly respectable and energetic French 

Canadian gentleman, and Scotch by his mother's 

side, the Honourable Colonel Tache, collected 

subscriptions, in the spring of 1854, to erect a 

monumental pillar at the scene of the desperate 

conflict which took place between part of the 
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Quebec garrison and the force of M. Levi, 

round an old windmill, on the St. Foy road, 

and not far from the residence of my esteemed 

friends, Mr. and Mrs. Okill Stewart of Holland 

House. 

The bones of the dead were to be seen in 
summer on the banks of a rivulet there, and they 

were being washed away at the melting of the 

snow in spring. A great procession, accompanied 

with a funeral car, was got up, at which the 

garrison assisted, to collect these honoured re

remains, and re-inter them where British, French, 

and Indians, once foes, were now mingling their 
dust. 

This affair, coupled with the happy union 

of the flags of France and England in the ex

pedition organizing for the East, had the best 

effect in dissolving lingering jealousies of the two 

races in Canada, where it is the sincere desire of 

the government that all the colonists should be 

on a perfect equality, and as equally partake of 

the offices and appointments under the Crown as, 
old-country men. 

In fact, a colonist has now a much better 

chance of getting office, if he is capable of 
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holding one in his own colony, than an old

country man with interest, and seeking employ

ment in a colony. This I was told by the late 

Lord Sydenham, Governor-General, when desir

ing to be employed in exploring and surveying in 

the Oregon Territory. 

There was certainly no want of variety this 

winter in Quebec. Among other incidents of 

note, was the burning of the fine Parliament 

House there. It overlooked the broad St. Law

rence, and occupied a commanding site in the 

Upper Town, and where, at the conquest of 

Canada, stood the Bishop's palace. It consisted 

of a centre, ornamented with a handsome portico 

and dome, and two projecting wings. The 

whole had been built at great expense; it con

tained the Halls of the Legislative Council, and 

House of Assembly, a large and valuable library, 

the chambers of many of the public offices, 

an interesting Museum of the Literary and 

Historical Society, and pictures of British 

Sovereigns. 

The want of a watchman inside, and an over

heated stove, were the causes of the catastrophe, 

at which, though the cold was intense, 20° below 
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zero, Colonel Grubbe, the commandant, with hig 

regiment, the 66th, Colonel Stack, with the 

71st Light Infantry, Colonel Thomdyke, with 

his Artillery, and Colonel V\T olfe and the Royal 

Engineers, assisted most vigorously and zea

lously. Yet the wooden partitions and stair

cases inside got the better of them, and the 

building was burnt out. Some of the books, 

pictures, and furniture were saved. The city 

firemen could render little assistance fo1" want of 

water. Another large building was immediately 

after in the course of being fitted up for the 

Parliament, and that, too, was burnt before it was 

used, owing to the accumulation of shavings by 
the workmen, and perhaps some carelessness 

about a pipe. Finally, the Parliament took refuge 

in a handsome Music Hall, which was hired for 
its deliberations. 

Summer, at length, came round, and it was 

a hot one. No rain for weeks, and the dust 

thick on the roads and streets of Montreal 

and Quebec; there was an outbreak of cholera' , 
and some esteemed citizens were cut off. Ge-

neral Rowan took a farm-house on the Lo

wer St. Lawrence, for sea-side quarters, at the 
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scattered French Canadian village of Cacona; 

and the air and drives were very enjoyable 

there. 

Nearly opposite Cacona, the great river 

Saguenay, poured through its immense walls of 

rock its deep flood into the St. Lawrence, and 

there was the fine mountain range on the north 

shore of the latter river, on whose waters the 

white sails of merchant vessels were continually 

observed, giving constant life to one of the 

finest pictures that can be conceived. 

From Quebec to Metis, two hundred miles 

of excellent roads conduct one through a 

primitive French Canadian population. The 

inhabitants cultivate their fields and gardens there 

in peace, and their pastures are ever green, whilst 

in other parts they become yellow in the fall of 

the year. 

The glittering tin roofs and spires of the 

churches are frequently observed along the river; 

and the population, from the social disposition 

of the people, may be said to be continuous, 

though not thickly set. 

The houses are picturesque, vyooden generally, 

of one story, with high roofs and dormer win-
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clows; inside perfectly clean, and a clay oven 

usually outside. At the side of the great barns 

there is seen a peculiar kind of windmill for 

grinding the corn. 

The priests have great influence amongst 

these simple people, and there are many 

excellent men among the ecclesiastics, who 

have O'ot a colleO'e at St. Anne's. Large crosses b b 

are seen by the wayside, and sometimes 

figures of our Saviour and the Virgin, as large 
as life. 

The men are small, of dark complexion, and 

dressed in home-spun cloth; the women, in 

summer, are in printed gowns, and with enor

mous, but useful, straw hats. All are per

fectly polite to one another, and to strangers. It 
takes some time to understand their patois 
French. 

It was in a house of one of these worthy 

habitans, that we lived for some weeks. M. 

Bonenfant was an old bachelor with a bustling 

housekeeper, and some nephews to assist him on 

his farm; and his avocations were various in

deed. At one time, he might be seen felling a 

tree; next making hay with a wooden-pronged 
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fork; then on his knees milking a cow; again he 

would be observed at the wash-tub, preparing 

his shirt for Sunday; and, lastly of an evening, 

occupying himself, ' spectacles on's nose,' with the 

spinning-wheel. No occupation seemed to come 

amiss to Bonenfant. 

Judge Meredith, greatly esteemed in his pro

fession, had taken a house not far off, and as we 

were in the best fishing region in Lower Canada, 

we arranged to wet our lines at lakes Vaseaux 

and St. Simon, the latter thirty miles from 

Cacona. We went in a caleche, and hired canoes, 

and caught many dozen of excellent trout with 

the fly, in fact, I never saw fish so abundant be

fore as here on the south shore of the St. 

Lawrence. 

On the north shore, there is a mine of wealth 

in the way of salmon fishing, which is not ge

nerally known. One river in Scotland used to 

rent for £12,000 a year-there are thirty rivers 

below Quebec as good. With new and increas

ing means of transport, fresh salmon could be 

caught N. E. of the Saguenay, and sent to the 

United States, &c., under most remunerative 

circumstances. A couple of armed schooners 
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cruising there would prevent poaching and pre

serve order. When formerly employed explor

ing and surveying in the forests of New Bruns

wick, and in Canada East, for a military road, I 

was grieved to see so many fine rivers destroyed 

by dams across them, and no Queen's gap, 

so that the fish could not get up to spawn 

in the proper beds, and when they at

tempted it below, the spawn was carried off 

by floods or devoured by other fish. Valuable 

streams were, and are, ruined for the sake of 

benefiting one individual. It is to be hoped 

the Government will see to this important 

matter. 

The month of June is that in which gentlemen 

fishermen engage pilot schooners at Quebec, 

freight them with tents, skiffs, cooking apparatus, 

preserved meat, liquors, fishing tackle, fowling 

pieces, mosquitoe nets, &c" and move down 

below the Saguenay, for what is considered by 

many, more exquisite sport than any other in 

the world, the pleasure of catchino- a fine 
o . 

s31mon. 

Five or SIX weeks are sometimes spent 

among the rapid, cold and clear Labrador 
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rIvers In salmon fishing. The expense may 

be about 100 dollars for each person, if three 

engage a fishing smack, and the return may 

be fifty or sixty fish with the rod, and a 

large brown or black fly. The Esquimaux 

Indians there, spear the fish by torch light, 

also some white barbarians do the same. 

The white porpoise of the lower St. Lawrence 

is a curiosity in these waters, where there 

is also seal catching, and plenty of sea-fowl 

shooting 

The Bay of Chaleur, New Brunswick, is like

wise visited by fishermen for its fine salmon river3, 

particularly the Ristigouche with its wild scenery 

and rapid career. Micmac Indians will be found 

about it. There is a magnificent pool for 

salmon belm\' the great falls of the river St. 

John, near where the writer owns a farm of 

fine land. The Nipissiquit, also, in New 

Brunswick, is a favourite salmon river, and 

the Gold river in Nova Scotia. I fished in 

the Mirimachi, and ate delicious salmon there 

for some weeks, without ever tiring of it. 

Rod fishing in these countries, however, re

qUIres this preparation, a few drops of 
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creosote m some oil to smear the face and 

hands, and so repel insect tormentors m 

summer. 
The gentleman fisherman who visits the 

Lower St. Lawrence in his schooner will see 

siO'hts like this: he is becalmed, maybe, and 
to 

there is a partial fog on the water; he sees a 

strange object near; by and bye it turns out to 

be a whaleboat with a crew; then another is 

seen, and the white sails of a whaling schooner. 

A couple of whales blow; the boats row towards 

one of them, perhaps a ninety-feet whale; the 

harpooner rises in his place, and drives his 

weapon into the whale; it rushes off and circles 

for three miles, the boat being towed after with a 

wall of water on each side of its bows. At last 

the monster stops; the boat approaches again; 

twice is a lance plunged rapidly into its vast 

back; with a roar of pain and rage its head and 

shoulders are thrust above the surface; after 

many struggles for life, at last it vomits 

blood, falls back, and is secured. The other 

whale may be its cub, which swims con

tinually round its mother, and is also soon 

lanced. A round of good beef is taken out 
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from under the fin, which eats well; but 

with the exception of this particular morsel, 

the meat of a whale tastes like an old 

lamp. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Propose to visit Lah Superior-Suggested Yacht V oyage
Leave "Montreal for the "W est-Americau Settlers, anec· 
dote of one-The Victoria Railroad Bridge-Progress of 
the Country-Firewood difficulties-Toronto-Leave for 
Lake Simcoe-Difficulties on a Rail-Bush Travelling on 
IY1,ec1s-Pensioncrs-A break down-Reach Penetan
guishine-The Voyage on Lake Huron-Shebanoning
Indian Settlements-The Bruce Copper Mines-Bears
Agreeable Sailing-The S<lult St.·Marie-The new Ship 
Canal-Indians Fishing-A Canoe Voyage-Remarkable 
objects on Lake Snperior-The five great Lakes-Mines
Shoot the Rapid of "The Soo" -The interesting island of 
},1ichilimacinac-Inciclent at Lake St. Clair-Detro it
Story of a Widow-Hamilton-Berlin-German Settlers
Retnrn to Montreal. 

As one of the real order of travellers is not 

content till he has traversed a considerable 

portion of the mountains, valleys and sands of 

Africa, with its novelties of scenery and dangers 
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m the shape of savage men and wild beasts, so 

I was not contented, when about to leave 

America, till I had sailed on the waters of that 

vast inland sea, Lake Superior, so clear, so 

deep, surrounded with alpine rocks and cliffs, 

fringed with mighty woods, falls of flashing 

water pouring into it, at many most picturesque 

localities, and its shores abounding in exhaust

less stores of mineral wealth. 

The beauties of Lake Superior are as yet 

unsung and comparatively unknown, but they 

will not remain so long, now that the ship 

.canal is completed between the waters of Huron 

and Superior, at the Falls of St. Mary; ou;' 

adventurous yachtsman seeking a new excite

ment, will be able to leave England in "the 

merry month of May," cross the broel;l 

Atlantic, be tugged up the St. Lawrence, wit!} 

its grand mountain ranges about the coasts of 

Labrador, and visit the ancient capital Quebec, 

the scene of the conquest of Canada, by the im

mortal Wolfe. Taking then a new start, he 

will pass on to the thriving and enterprising 

city Montreal, see there one of the greatest 

monuments of human skill, the Victoria Tubular 

VOL.!. Q 
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Bridge, next pass up the great river, its banks 
variegated with the smiling fields of an active 
population, and the remains of primeval forests, 
circumvent the rapids by means of canals, 
linger about the Lake of the Thousand 
Isles, and at Kingst.on enter the waters of 
Lake Ontario. 

Sailing onwards he tarries awhile at Toronto, 
the capital of Western Canada, he then drops 
anchor in the Niagara River, and visits the 
great Cataract, the world's wonder, passing 
round it by means of the Welland canal, he 
navigates Erie or the Mad Lake, then the 
strait separating American from British 
territory, next Lake St. Clair, and enters the 
great Lake Huron, clustered with islands at its 
northern part, and abounding in the finest lake 
salmon and white fish, which the Indians of 
the Manitoulin islands know so well how to 
secure. At length, he will reach the Mecca of 
his pilgrimage at the bright waters of the River 
St. ::\bry, and engage there a half breed pilot 
to assist in the navigation of Superior-the 
father of lakes. 

[f we had yet to see all that the above 
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voyage promises, there is no undertaking we 

would sooner engage in for three or four 

months in summer, than a voyage from 

England to Lake Superior, and we no\y 

heartily recommend it to the notice of our 

enterprising yachtsmen. 

Expecting a summons to the east before long, 

to assist in the great contest which was then 

raging, and for which at its, commencement, as 

was my duty (having been in Russia and in the 

Crimea before) I had volunteered, in the 

autumn of 1854, I got leave to pay a parting 

visit to some relations in the West, resolving 

whilst there to see, what I often tried in vain 

to do, Lake Superior. 

With a pleasant party, which J happened 

to meet on board the Champion steamer, 

commanded by a fine manly specimen of 

a lake sailor, Captain Sutherland, we los <1 
from the wharf at Lachine, nine miles fr:Jr:, 
Montreal, and by Kingston we t'each,] 

Toronto. 

In Canada, there is now a considerable ad

mixture of Americans among our British 

population, and a genuine Yankee is not un

Q 2 
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common among the settlers; our fine land 

tempts them over the lines, they make 

improvements, and then "make tracks" for 

ano;her location; but they always preserve the 

cool independence of their original "diggings." 

Tl:us an officer encountered in a narrow 

road near New London, a hay cart driven by an 

American citizen. The bigger load usually 

holds on its course, and the lighter vehicle is 

expected to give way to the other, and whilst 

the Y an kee held on to the "crown of the 

causeway," our military friend disputed this 

arrangement with his dog cart; both pulled 

up, and the officer taking a newspaper from 

his pocket, read it for a time, and then crumpled 

it up. "Mister," said the owner of the hay 

cart, " if you're done with that paper, I'll take a 

spell of it." After this "the Britisher" 

seein~ it was useless to hold out any longer, 
gave m. 

Though the navigation of its lakes and rivers 

has been of the greatest use and advantage to 

Canada in summer, and the frozen tracks over 

the snow have facilitated intercourse and traffic 

during winter, yet, in this rapidly progressive 
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age there was a call for railroads here as elsl'

where, so that in summer and winter one might 

pass freely along the length and breadth of the 

land. 

The Canadians felt their way with some 

short railroads, next the Montreal and Port~ 

land, and then the great undertaking of the 

Grand Trunk Railroad, connecting the chief 

cities and extending a length of 850 miles, 

was begun, chiefly with British capital, and 

is now just completed. The vast and fertile 

regions of Michigan, Minesota, Wisconsin, 

and the Far West generally, of the American 

States, will be thus connected with the St. 

Lawrence and the Atlantic at all seasons of the 

year. 

The giant work on the line of the Grand 

Trunk of Canada, is the Victoria bridge, the 

cost of which is estimated at £1,250,000. Its 

great square iron tube, two miles long, rests on 

24 lofty stone piers 100 feet high, with sharp 

edges up the stream of the St. Lawrence above 

Montreal, to cut and splinter the large sheets of 

ice which descend on it in November. The 

span between each pier is 242 feet, and 350 
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over the navigable channel in the centre. The 

Victoria bridge, constructed on the principle of 

the Britannia bridge at home, will be well worth 

a voyage across the Atlantic to examine it, 
besides the peculiarities of the works on American 

railroads in general. 
The progress of Canada has been immense 

since I first landed at Montreal on a mud bank 

a number of years ago, before the splendid 

stone quays, to be compared only to those on 

the Neva at St. Petersburgh, were built, when 

a sailing vessel sometimes took a month to 

complete the voyage of 180 miles between 

Quebec and Montreal, and when the prospect 

of having 1400 miles of railroad would have 

been considered an idle dream. But this has 

been realized and much more; for instance, the 

St. Lawrence has been tapped and sent by 

water works seven miles long, to the highest 

buildings in Montreal, under the direction of 

the Canadian Engineer T. Keefer. Then the 

deepening of the rapids, and removing large 

boulders in them, was an important work in 

progress when I left Canada, the importance of 

which, and its value to the mother country 
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cannot be over estimated. Would that many 

British statesmen would only visit this colony 

before legislating for it. 

There were several good specimens of clever, 

calculating Americans on board the Champion, 

and we soon got acquainted, one said: 

" Firewood is high in Montreal, ten dollars the 

cord." 

"Then what is your remedy?" I enquired. 

"Why this, let a smart Yankee come along 

with a steam tug and two barges, buy wood for 

two dollars along the banks, and sell it for five, 

why don't some of your folks lay hold of 

this ?" 

A Scotch farmer from Chateauguay, said that 

all the firewood about him was used, and they 

must now burn the fences, and throw several 

fields into one. He had both French Canadian 

and Irish labourers, the former were more 

willing than the latter to work, but did much 

less, being lighter men. 

We rounded the long and low spit of sand 

forming the harbour of Toronto, its fine build

ings and church spires rising before us along 

the flat beach, with numerous lake craft and 
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steamers in the foreground. \Vhen I first saw 

Toronto, in the time of that admirable public 

officer Sir John Colborne, (Lord Seaton), it 

contained 3000 inhabitants, now it numbers 

45 000 and when we walk throu2:h its streets , , ~ 

and see its handsome stores, filled \ .... ith choice 

goods from Europe and the States, and observe 

the business air of the well-dressed inhabitants, 

the: good horses and vehicles moving actively 

about; we cannot be surprised to hear that 

property bas increased enormously in value here, 

and that labour is in great request, sometimes 

two dollars or Ss. 4d. per day being the wages. 

Tllcre is no direct taxation, the merchants and 

traders are in good credit, and education is 

carefully attended to in excellent schools and 

colleges. The fertile soil of the back country. 

with thriving farms up Young Street (or 

road) &c., may have been the chief cause of 

the rapid growth of this tine city; and as 

railroads are now radiating from it, its onward 

progress will, no doubt, be amazing. 

Still let the inhabitants of Britain, who can 

live in tolerable comfort at home, he made 

aware that the American climate is trying for 
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many constitutions, and" ages" a person sooner 

than that of our native island. The heat is 

great in Toronto in summer, when the lake 

becomes a great basin of tepid water; and in 

winter the ice boats and skaters wheel rapidly 

over some feet of ice on the frozen bay, when 

furs, and stoves, and all the appliances to resist a 

severe winter are in demand. 

I drove out of Toronto to the Milton Mills of 

Mr. Gamble on the Humber River, and tarried 

there for a day or two with his amiable family. 

The country and woods were very attractive 

about Mr. Gamble's place, six miles from Toronto. 

I also stayed a night with myoId friends, Mr. 

and Mrs. Widder, on the shores of Lake Ontario. 

Mr. Widder is the chief commissioner for the 

Canada Land Company, (proprietors of the great 

Huron Tract &c.), and is a gentleman highly 

esteemed for his ability, and for his attention to 

his important duties. The company sell and let 

land. 

Next morning I was up at five, and off to the 

station of the rail which led north of Toronto 

towards Lake Simcoe, &c., where formerly I had 

ridden with the Lieutenant Governor to see a 
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mile of experimental wooden tram-way, we 

had now the iron path extending towards the 

Georgian Bay of Lake Huron. But matters 

were as yet conducted roughly, the man 

who took me in a cab to the station, asked 

me a dollar for the short journey, on my object

ing to the charge, he said, he had to get up 

and get his breakfaf>t before bringing me 

along. 

Then there was no cover for passengers at 

the terminus, and the baggage was thrown 

down on an open platform; the conductor 

having called out "all aboard!" the cars began 

to move on, and as no one had taken charge of 

my portmanteau and bag, nor of twelve others 

lying there, I called out that the baggage 

was being left behind, whereupon the guard 
cried: 

"Get on board yourself, jump! and we'll 
take your baggage !" 

I saw it thrown on board, and pitching my 

roll of cloaks on the step of one of the cars, I 

sprung after them catching hold of a rod of 

iron. Now all this was dangerous and very 

bad, a lady could not have taken a flying leap 
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without the risk of losing her life. But in 

America, one requires to keep the" eye skinned," 

as the saying is, or life, limbs and baggage 

may suffer. 
The night before an attack had been made 

on the train, with what object it was impossible 

to conjecture. Three men were observed at a 

place called the Cross; they lowered the tele

graph posts as the locomotive came up and cut 

the engineer under the ear with the wire, 

and followed this up with a volley of stones 

which knocked out two of his teeth, he stopped 

the engine, and ran back, but they were off. 

The sheriff of Barrie was in the car. We 

stopped at a station on Lake Simcoe, and he 

asked me to get out and look at a new steamer 

there. To my surprise, I found my baggage on 

board, and about to make a voyage without me 

on the lake, I got the things back on the cars, 

and we reached Barrie, when the sheriff politely 

looking out for a covered conveyance for me, 

I got into it, and found two handsome 

young women in it; and we journeyed on 

together towards Penetanguishine, 38 miles 

off, through the woods, and by a rough road. 
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At "Hamilton's," the half-way house, a 

country inn, where the young women left us, 

we stopped to refresh. I found some old soldiers 

there, hanging about; and, addressing myself 

to a fine tall fellow who saluted me, and rejoiced 

in the name of Paddy Murphy, I asked him 

his corps. He replied, the 13th Light Dragoons. 

I said I had been in that regiment in India, 

when immediately, in a state of great excitement, 

he called out to the others (late of the 79th 

Highlanders), "Oh! blood and ouns, here's 

an officer of myoId corps !" and wanted to treat 

me. I said, I hoped he did not indulge in 

drinking; and as he was an old Peninsular and 

had been wounded at Salamanca, he ought to 

take care of himself, he replied: "I will die, 

Sir, and then there will be an end of the 
drinking." 

Charles, the half-Indian coachman, asked me 

if I wanted some dinner. I said, I did; and 

he and a friend of his, also a bois brule, sat 

down with me to bacon and eggs, cheese and 

tea. The two were very polite to me, and to 

one another. After our repast, a little man 

came up, looked at me, and asked me if I was 
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the Bishop of Toronto. I had a broad-brimmed 

white hat on, blue neck-tie, dark shooting-coat 

and vest, and thick 42nd trousers. J certainly 

did not expect to pass for, even in the woods, a 

dignitary of the Church. 

I replied, I was not a bishop, and enquired 

why he asked. He said, he was expecting the 

Bishop to come along that way. His daughter 

was going to be married, and he wanted her 

to be confirmed first; then, pulling out a 

square of tobacco, and biting a piece off it, he 

added, winking his eye at the same time, 

"I expect we'll be able to marry her without 

it." 
As we drove off, the dragoon came up to 

shake hands with me, and to borrow a quarter

dollar, of course not for bread. 

The road did not improve as we went on 

through the forest. First, in a deep rut we 

lost a wheel. This was put on again. N ext an 

iron under the pole broke, and the horses turned 

round, and looked as if to see what had hap

pened. A stout fellow came up and helped us, 

exclaiming, "that's the music!" as things 

were painfully screwed into their places with the 
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drag-chain and a rope. 

jolted and lumbered on. 

It fell dark, and we 

Like the ship-boy, 

"On the tall and giddy mast," 

I can sleep almost anywhere; but I was suddenly 

awoke from a doze by a violent pitch forward 

of our vehicle, which then remained stationary 

with its stern in the air. The pole, fore

wheels and horses had become detached from 

the body of the elegant conveyance, and the 

two half-breeds were laughing, whilst they were 

trying to hold on by the reins and pick themselves 

out of the mud. We had lost an important 
bolt. 

Charles said to me," Will you ride one of 

the horses to Penetanguishine, Sir?" 

"What will you do with the portmanteau '? 
You can't strap it on a horse." 

" No, we will leave it in the bush." 

"That won't do; I will remain with it, and 

you go on with a horse the twelve miles for 
help." 

\Vhilst this was being arranged, we heard 

voices and the noise of wheels in the wood , 
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and three teams with waggons drove up. I 

transferred myself and baggage to one of them, 

and found they were freighted with Lake Superior 

miners, their wives and traps. There was a 

discussion whether we should stay at a wayside 

inn or not. 

" No, sirree! I'll stay in h-- rather," said 

one of the wild fellows, "bad fixings there, the 

bread is sandy." 

One of the women who had no cloak on, and 

was sitting on the top of some harness, com

plained of cold as we "squirmed along," as 

they termed it, through the deep road, so I 

put a plaid about her. 

"¥/illiam," says one of the men to the 

husband, "you'll lose your wife now." 

" No fears," I said, "unless I want two." 

At last, after I had begun to be fearful about 

the state of my habiliments from the rough 

seat, we arrived at the inn at Penetanguishine, 

and getting into my travelling night-bag, I 

slept like a top till half-past five; then, re

freshed with a country walk before breakfast, 

cleaned my boots as I best could. Grease 

is more used than the" incomparable Warren," 
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m these mining, lumbering, and hunting 

regions. 
There is a fort and barracks at Penetangui-

shine. A staff officer of pensioners, Captain 

Hodcretts was there with his family, and he 
o ' 

had charge of the pensioners. The place is 

beautiful in summer, with its bay, woods, and 

heights, its wild fowl shooting, and fishing; but 

in this remote part, away from all society, the 

long winters are terrible. Some of the pen

sioners cultivated their patches of ground, and 

grew the best potatoes on a sandy soil, (Pene

tanguishine means" moving sand") I ever saw. 

Some drank, and some had married young 

wives 1-""ith the difference of years, 20 and 

50, much domestic happiness could not be ex

pected. 

The Lake Huron steamer, Kaloola, coming 

in from Stur!2:eon Bay, I put my licrht baO'0'30'e 
'-' b cb ~ 

on board, and we stood out into the waters of 

the Georgian Bay, and were assailed by a strong 

wind and a rough sea, Captain Currie was a 

good specimen of a Lake Huron skipper, an 

Argyleshire Highlander, never without his blue 

bonnet, and hardly ever off the deck. 
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" I wish I had never learnt this route," he 

said, "the dangers are many, there is no good 

anchorage to save us from being driven on 

shore, and there are no lights here to guide us, 

the government has not done anything yet for 

the lake." 

We touched at Owen Sound Settlement at 

an early hour. On board there were several 

singular characters, including Ben, the porter, 

who cleaned boots, and wrote verses on the 

passengers, including Lord Bury, who passed 

up about this time with Mr. Lawrence Oli

phant, the author of some very clever works, 

"Minesota," "The Shores of the Black Sea," 

&c. The indignation of the Italian steward, a 

tidy man, had been excited by the whittling 

practices of an American, whom he followed 

round the deck to pick up his chips; at last, he 

looked the unlicensed whittler in the face, and 

said: "Next place we stop at, I'll go ashore 

and get a d--d big log for you 1" (to 

whittle). 

It is supposed that a .man's character may 

be judged by his manner of whittling; 

thus, if he does it away from himself, he is :J. 

VOL. I. R 
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foolish and careless person, but if he whittles 

inwards, he is evidently thoughtful and care-

ful. 
After passing Horse Island, we witnessed a 

lively scene; half-a-dozen sharp-ended, and 

bro;d-beamed Macinaw boats, with crews of 

fine, active-looking, and noisy half-breeds, fish

ill" for salmon, trout, and white fish, with gill 
'" 

nets. They salt and export the fish, and thus 

make their living. 

Y\' e next reached the Indian settlement of 

Shebanoning. The houses here, among grey 

rocks, were the smallest, with door and window 

I eyer saw. There was a fertile meadow behind 

them \\'here fat cattle grazed, in the fore

ground were some conical wicrwams canoes, 
~ to , 

and long-haired squaws, and papooses (or 

children) swaddled and strapped on back 

boards, to keep them out of mischief, Indian 

fashion. 

Settlements like this at Shebanonincr and at 
to' 

1hnitowaning on the great Manitoulin Island, 

(which we also saw) are not likely to improve, if 

the Indians are collected and are left unmixed 

with good settlers to set them an example of 
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industry. The poor red man, if left alone, is 

apt to live from hand to mouth, and to rely on 

the uncertain produce of the chase and the fish 

spear; but in good hands, he can be brought to 

attend to seed-time and harvest like his white 

brethren. Thus, at Assinaboyne, in the Red 

River settlement, the Rev. :Mr. Sutherland col

lected some Crees, got them to plough, sow, 

and plant, by setting them the example himself, 

and they all have fields and gardens, and all the 

winter, eat potatoes with their wild meat, whilst 

others are in great want and misery. 

If Indians are encouraged to cultivate the 

ground, and get spades, ploughs, and harrows, 

they may alter their mode of life; but if they 

are supplied by the white men (for his advan

tage) with guns, powder, and bli!l1kets only, 

and are told, "What is the use of farming to 

you? do as your fathers did, hunt, and we'll 

take your peltries," they will always remain 

hunters, and the vast regions in Prince Rupert's 

Land continue merely a great preserve for wild 

beasts. 

'Ne were now on the North shores of the 

great Lake Huron, the La Cloche Moun

R 2 
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tains rising to the height of 2,000 feet inland; 

and we presently approached the long wooded 

heights, below which are the Bruce copper 

minE's, where we descried rows of houses, in
dicative of a large establishment. I bnded at a 

wharf, and found an intelligent superintendent 

of the mines in Mr. Barron. He had prepared 

for a visitation of cholera, which had been 

moving through the country; had removed all 
accumulations of dangerous matter, and had 

attended to the drainage. Out of the 600 

people usually employed about the mines, he 

had not had a death for two or three years; 

only one woman, and she was ill when she 

came there. 

I saw some Cornish miners employed, also 

French Canadians, half-breeds, &c. The wages 

were £ lOa month for those employed below 

the surface, and 68. 3d. a day for surface work. 

The miners, though they had good wages, are 

unsettled in this part of the world, and "track 

df" as soon as they hear tales of what is doino' 
. ~ 

elsewhere. \\Tinter is the best season for work 

for then they cannot get away bv coastincr alon; . .. ~ ~ 

III canoes for the Sault Ste. Marie, &c. 
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I was rather interested about copper mining, 

having brought from Africa, as I believed, the 

first rich specimens of copper from the Orange 

River; and which region has lately attracted 

much attention on account of its mineral 

wealth. 

At the Bruce mines, I saw the open cuttings, 

the steam crushing mill, the jigging house, 

where, by wa~hing) 15 per cent of mineral 

was got, but it was hoped that by the new 

dressing machine, 25 per cent would be 

realized. A steamer takes the ore to Buffalo 

periodically. Another intelligent gentleman, 

Mr. Pilgrim, whom I found at the mines, recom

mended extensive explorations, by the Govern

ment, of the north shores of Huron and Supe

rior for minerals, and thus prevent, in future, 

the practice of mining parties buying large 

tracts of land on the mere chance of finding 

mineral wealth, and often throwing away their 

money uselessly. 

This was a region of bears, and there was 

much talk of them, their habits, their emigra

tions, points of land where they cross straits by 

swimming, and where the Indians lie in wait for 
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them, and pursue them in canoes, and knock 

them on the head in the water. A boy had 

dlOt a cub and its mother had fled, next day 

she had returned to the place and partly de

voured her offspring-a singular mode of proving 

her affection. Elsewhere, when a calf dies, the 

body is stuffed with hay, and the mother gives 

down her milk; but, in licking her dead off

spTing, the lacing sometimes \ gets loosened, 

the hay appears, and is quietly eaten by the 

afflicted mother, which comforts her, poor 

thing! 

I was awoke in the night with a disturbance 

on board the' Kiloola;' a convivial party from 

the mines had been indulging too freely. 

" Sam!" cried one," you said you would 

beat me and my brother, Davison; now I'm 

ready to box you, and to box naked-real 

thumpin' -that will hold-ye said so, me and 
my brother !" 

Then another man wanted to fight anybody 

for half an hour, and he told the captain 

so, who replied, whilst trying his utmost to 

preserve order: "There's one on board who 

will beat you in ten minutes." "Where is 
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he-show me him!" cried the other, and he 

searched the boat for him. Captain Currie 

meant the brandy bottle he had in his hand, 

which would soon knock him flat. One must 

be prepared for some rough scenes in these 

remote ' diggings.' 

After daylight, we sailed through the most 

beautiful scenery imaginable, up the St. Mary's 

River, twenty-five miles long, and connecting 

Lakes Huron and Superior, where rocks, trees, 

and clear water, and pure air, exhilirated the 

senses. I saw no fort built here to command 

the channel, which I was surprised at. It is to 

be hoped, however, that by the exercise of 

common sense and Christian feeling, on our 

side, and on that of our neighbours, it will 

never be necessary to have here 

" Towers along the steep." 

We had the high land at Lake George on the 

right; the Echo Lake there is worth exploring, 

and pensioners might be advantageously placed 

about here. It blew hard against us down the 

St. Mary's River; and where a squall of rain 

crossed us, the captain said there was rain there 
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every day of the year, unless I suppose" when it 

snawed." 
A great object of attraction ,vas now before 

us and on which we could not cease to gaze 

wi'th intense interest, the Sault Ste. Marie, usually 

called ' the Soo,' or the waters of the great 

Lake Superior coming tumbling and foaming 

down past wooded islands, in the form of a 

broad rapid, with Fort Brady and an American 

town on our left, and a fort of the Hudson's 

Bay Company, and a scattered British settle

ment on the ri::;ht. 

"Simmary," as the Americans call Sault Ste. 

~Iarie, will rise to be a place of great importance, 

,tS no doubt a vast traffic will pass through it, 

now tbat the s',li;) canal is constructed, to enable 

uninterrupted navigation from the centre of the 

::J orth American continent to the Atlantic. 

111'. Allan :Macdonald, a vel'}- well-informed 

gentleman, a chief of Lake Superior Indians, and 

with considerable influence amoncr them came b , 

off, and I accompanied him on shore to an inn 

kept by a very civil man, Mr. Pym; here we 

found others connected with mining; and 

copper ore, and specimens of different kinds , 
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were seen in all directions in the house. In the 

passages were the bundles, and the rifles, and 

axes of explorers. 

After dinner, we essayed to cross to the 

American side in a boat; an equinoxial gale was 

blowing; a sail-boat was capsized before us, and 

I loosened my shoes for a swim; but we ma

naged to reach the other side with only a wet 

jacket. The first remarkable objects we saw, 

were masses of pure copper lying on the wharf, 

ready to be shipped off; one was marked 2000 

and odd pounds weight, another 4542 pounds! 

These masses had been painfully cut out of the 

mine, by means of a chisel and sledge-hammer; 

but miners find it is easier to deal with the 

sulphuret of copper, by means of stamping and 

washing, and more profitable than cutting out, 

with great labour and expense, solid pieces of 

nearly pure me:J.l. 

After inspecting Fort Brady-a square enclo

sure of stout palisading, and containing wooden 

barracks, where Captain Clarke commanded, 

and with him two subalterns and forty men-I 

lost no time in proceeding to view a work of 

great importance, and which, if some of our 
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legislators in Canada had acted wisely, would 

have been on the British side; I mean the ship 

canal, a mile in length, connecting the waters of 

Superior and Huron, and thus overcoming the 

impediment of the' Soo.' 
We saw 1200 workmen, mostly bearded, 

employed in excavating, blasting, and build

ng along the course of the canal. These. 

labourers were either Irishmen or Germans. I 

conversed with Colonel Glen, the state engineer, 

and I remarked there was one objection I had 

to make to the canal, it was on the wrong side. 

"Well," he said, "we waited for you to make 

the canal on the north side; but, as you did 

not, we did it on ours." 

The dimensions of the ship canal at the Sault 
Ste. Marie are these: 

The length 5694 feet 
Depth at low water mark 12 " 
Width at the bottom 64 " 
At the water level 100 " 
At the top of banks. 115 " 
The locks each in length 350 " 
The width of ditto 70 " 
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The cost of locations, construC'tion, &c., 

is estimated at 1,066,75 J dollars. The exca

vations are mostly through rock and granitic 

boulders. 

The locks are supposed to be the largest in 

the world. I saw a quarter of a mile of solid

faced masonry, twenty-five feet high, ten feet 

thick at the base, with heavy buttresses every 

twelve feet, all of which was laid in hydraulic 

cement; and the stone for facing was brough, 

several hundred miles from Sandusky. There 

was increased cost of work in 1854, labour and 

prOVlSlons were high, dysentery also prevailed 

and cholera cut off the constructor and head 

carpenter. 

Five hundred thousand acres of pine land, and 

two hundred and fifty thousand acres of mineral 

land have been located in connexion with the 

canal, that is the Federal Government granted to 

the state of Michigan seven hundred and fifty 

thousand acres to raise funds to get the canal 

through. 

I went out with two Indians, in a canoe, to 

the bottom of the Sault, to see the method of 

catching white fish, here most delicious, with a 
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scoop-net at the end of a pole. One man stands 

at the bow, looking over it keenly into the 

clear and rapid water; the other steers, and 

keeps the canoe up to the proper places where 

the fish are running up stream. The quickness 

of eye of the Indians is wonderful in detecting 

the fish, and their dexterity great in fishing it 
out. They also use fish-spears, and the life of 

a white man was saved by one of the latter 

some time ago here. Some adventurous 

young men, in a sail-boat, not taking any 

Indians used to the Sault with them, thought 

they could shoot it; they got into the boiling 

water; the boat pitched over, head foremost; 

two managed to cling to her, and escaped; 

one only of those who missed his hold of 

the boat and was hurried down the Sault was 

saved; an Indian in a canoe was fishing 

below, and seeing a body come down under 

water, he drove his fish-spear at it, caught the 

man by his clothes, and brought him on shore 
half dead. 

I now put myself in the hands of a clever 

Indian named Canaush, or white man-as he 

was fairer than the others about him-in order 
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that I might have a short r,ruise on the waters of 

Lake Superior. My friendly landlord, Mr. 

Pym, stowing away some provisions in the 

bottom of a fine' north' canoe, we commenced 

with a crew of four stout Indians to pole and 

track up the side of the Sault among some 

islands, then paddled away past Point aux 

Pins towards Gros Cap on the right, and Point 

Iroquois on our left-so named from a great 

massacre of the tribe there by some of their 

enemies, who had surprised them when en

camped, and expecting no harm from the 

lake side. 

Lake Superior abounds in remarkable natural 

curiosities; there is an immense scope for the 

pencil there, and curious Indian legends may be 

gathered there, connected with its lofty head

lands and caverned bluffs. 

The painted rocks are great objects to visit 

at the lake, where they stand out fantastically 

into the water, are hollowed out into caverns by 

the action of the waves, and are crowned with 

foliage. The lichens which cover the cliffs are 

of various hues: yellow, grey, burnt sienna and 

deep brown; whilst bright blues, greens and 
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scarlets are not wanting-the effect of the 

whole is wonderful. 
On some of the painted rocks on the lake, 

the dates of early voyages are still on the 

lichens, 1764 is one of tbese; whilst rude 

figures of alligators, by Indians, indicate a 

traveller from the Missisippi. Horses have 

also been scratched on the rocks; wild swans 

drinking water with thcir heads raised; bears 

pursuing hunters, &c. Pic Island is remark

able, as it overhangs its base like a mushroom, 

and is difficult of access; a strange and silent 

lake, cliff bound, is in the interior of the island. 

At Gargatua Point the canoe is usually 

stopped over the dark water, to allow the 

stranger to observe the rocks, jutting up from 

great depths in pinnacles under the surface, 

whilst the gigantic figure of Manebajou, 60 feet 

high, sits on his rock and looks side,vays 

and solemnly across the vast lake. Offerings 

are made to him of tobacco by the Indians 

to help them to a good wind for their western 

voyages. The Indians also expect the white 

voyager to contribute a piece of money; any

thing will do that has any '"<tllle. 
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Isle Royal, rich in copper, belongs to the 

Americans, as do the beautiful Apostle Islands 

on the south shore. Thunder Cape, a great 

promontory on British territory, rests like a 

huge lion, 1,400 feet high, by the side of the 

lake. Cariboo Point is where the most curious 

of the hieroglyphics are seen, handsome agates 

are also found there. 

Canaush said, in describing the perils of the 

navigation, that he had taken a young English

man and his tutor, some years ago, to see the 

painted rocks on the south coast, it came on to 

blow so hard that the canoe and passengers 

were cast by the waves right in among the trees 

and bushes of an island, where they lived on 

berries for six days, getting only one white fish 

from an Indian after a walk of twelve miles for 

it; at last, after the wind subsided, they got 

away from their prison. 

The five great Lakes of North America cover 

an area of 90,000 square miles. Ontario is 

180 miles long, 65 broad, and with an average 

depth of 500 feet; Erie 250 miles long, 

80 broad, and 200 feet deep; Huron 200 

miles long, 160 broad, and 300 feet deep; 
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Lake 1Iichi::ran 360 milrs long, 108 broad, 

and 900 feet deep; whilst the great Lake 

Superior is 355 miles long, greatest breadth 

160 miles, mean depth 988 feet, its elevation 

above sea level is 627 feet, its area 32,000 

square miles. 

Lake Superior has its dangers like the other 

great lakes, and is subject to squalls and 

tempests, raising waH'S, unlike the long swell 

of the Atlantic, but quite sufficient to engulph 

those who are not prepared to encounter their 

power. 

Mr. J. L. Wilson, mining on Michipicotton 

Island, said that, in navigating the lake in open 

boats in gales, when he got on the crest of a 

wave and saw white \Yater on both sides, his boat 

then might sink for wa;lt of support; in which 

case he would succknly 10\ver his sail and let the 

wave go past. 

The copper mines of Lake Superior appear to 

have been worked long ago by the Indians 

with rude tools, and their descendants, as I under

stood, know from their ancestors of several 

valuable mines still undiscovered by the white 

men, and the localities of other mines have be-en 
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communicated from time to time' for a consider. 

ation j' yet much, it is said, remains to be 

revealed. 
ThouO'h the land close to the lake, in many 

o 

places, appears barren and unfruitful, and the 
vegetation of black and white spruce, red pine, 
birch and aspen stunted, yet inland, at some 
distance, this is not the case j trees increase in 
size with a deeper soil, and corn, fruits and 
flowers, reward the industrious cultivator of the 

useful and the beautiful. An American shewed 
me some very early wheat which he was introduc
ing at Lake Superior, and which he said would 
be ready for the sickle in seventy days after it 
was sown. He was also taking up turnip seed 
from Quebec, where seed imported annually from 
Scotland produces the best turnips ever tasted 
anywhere. 

The whole of the coasts of the lake are rock 
bound j the southern, or American shores are 
comparatively uninteresting in the way of scenery, 
but the north, or Canadian shore, consists of a 
series of the most picturesque islands, of crags 
and cliffs descending sheer into the clear water j 

nature being exhibited there in her most fan-
VOL. I. s 
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tastic gUlse. There also is the great cataract 

of Kakabeka (or straight downfall) near Fort 

Willi~Hn, 130 feet high and 450 broad, besides 

miilf'r falls on the numerous rivers which feed 

the lake from the north. 

The salubrity of the climate of Lake Superior 

is a great recommendation, and it is very 

br<1cing for invalids exhausted by the heats of 

the south. The Americans say that at Keweena 

Point the cold is not more severe there than in 

: i13 ?\few England States. The temperature of 

tl]0 water throughout the year, in the centre of 

the lake, may be stated to be from 30° to 40°. 

The lake from its great depth does not freeze in 

the centre, but sometimes as far out as 15 miles 

hom the shore, the ice can be traversed with 

safety with dog sleighs, that is when storms are 

not breaking it up. Bears and deer are some

times seen taking an involuntary voyage on a 

detached floe of ice. 

Dr. Jackson, U.S. geologist, re-discovered, 

from the old French records, those valuable 

copper mines which have since yielded so abun

dant a supply of ore, on the southern shores. 

The operations of the Lake Superior copper 
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company commenced in the year 1844, at 

Eagle River, were not successful; but their 

successors, the Phrenix Company have raised 

and exported from the Cliff mines, great 

quantities of ore. They also discovered a 

quantity of the black oxide of iron. Copper 

has been found in masses of 100 tons weight 

at Eagle River, and 900 tons are said to have 

been got out in one year, also silver. Stamp 

ore is that which requires to be crushed along 

with the rock in which it is diffused, and barrel 

ore consists of lumps which are shipped in 

barrels. 

Before these American lakes were touched 

by railroads, the value of their commerce was 

estimated at 327,000,000 dollars; what it will 

be since the iron horse has reached them is lU

calculable. 

The fisheries of Lake Superior are very 

valuable, the Indians depend greatly on the fish 

for their living, though bears, Alpine hares, 

porcupines and wild fowl reward the successful 

hunter. 

From Fond du Lac, at the west end of Supe

rior the great Mississippi River is not far 

S 2 
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distant, rolling its turbid flood over the Falls of 

St. Anthony, and towards the waters of the 

Gulf of ;,Iexico; but to see and enjoy wild life, 

the activc traveller might arrange, at one of the 

Hudson's Bay Company's Forts, an excursion 

throurrh the forest and wilderness land north-
'" east of Lake Superior, and not stop till he 

reaches Hudson's Bay, and then ship himself 

for home at York Fort. 

We paddled, sang boat-songs, refreshed on 

shore, and the Indians smoked their kinnikinic 

leaves mixed with tobacco. A Lake Superior 

excursion is very enjoyable; I could not make a 

long exploration, for two reasons, it was late in 

the season, and it was hard work paddling 

against the north wind in the end of Septem

ber; then I expected to hear of my regiment 

?oing to the Scat of War from Malta, and I 

had the prospect of my leaving the staff to join 

it, so, as a finish here, we " shot" the rapid of ~he 

Sault Ste. 1brie, which \Yc recommend to 

those fond of excitement. 

The Indians took a moderate " horn" of fire 

water before attempting this, tightened their 

belts, and Canaush going to the post of honour, 
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the head of the canoe, to guide it with hi~ 

paddle and clear the rocks, the man at the stern 

had to obey the short and sharp orders of 

Canaush. 

The water was sooth at first, and we glided 

along quietly, the paddles dipping to keep the 

head of the canoe in the proper direction; as 

we looked at the bank we observed the great 

velocity of our course, it increased as we got 

among IQudly threatening and wildly tossing 

black waves with white crests, and were 

pitched and dashed through them, Canaush 

standing up in a fine attitude w"tching the 

rocks, and the dangerous eddies among them; 

we shot past the wooded islands, and reached 

the bottom of the rapid, amidst great noise 

of angry waters boiling and sparkling round 

us. 

A scene of great excitement was exhibited 

elsewhere on this day, the Battle of the Alma 

was being fought, and some old and valued 

friends were being violently hurried into the 

eternal world, whilst we were "shooting" the 

Sault Ste. Marie. 

We passed Indians" scooping" for white fish, 
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and heard of accidents from drink at the Sault. 

Indians tumbling out of their canoes and being 

drowned. Indulging in fire water does not 

suit such a fall as that of Ste. Marie. 

Parting with some new friends at " the Soo," 

I embarked in a noble steamer, the 'E. K. 

Collins,' with one of the finest and loftiest 

saloons I ever saw afloat, apparently 16 feet 

high, painted with zinc colour and dead white; 

velvet-covered couches were provided, and there 

was a great display of plate in a glass case. 

Alas! all this bravery could not save her from 

destruction, this was the last voyage of the 

(E. K. Collins,' she was burnt to the 

water's edge one night near Sandwich, and 

some of the hands and passengers perished 
by drowning. 

\Ye had well-dressed ladies on board, and 

rough-handed miners, \vho had "paid their 

money and took their choice" of the best that 

was going, their appetites were "a caution." 

\Ve had beautiful clear weather, and enjoyed the 

scenery down the St. Mary's River, past Sugar 

Island, Neebish, St. Joseph's, and Drummond 

Islands; on one of these, a retired officer 
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solaces himself with literature, and two wives

Mormon fashion. 

After a time, we steered due west for the 

entrance of Lake Michigan, and saw before us, 

resting on the waves, the Island of Michili

"Ilacinac, or Mackinaw, like a grc:ot turtle, 

which its name implies. This isl::tnd is re

markable in the history of the west, as being the 

scene of the massacre of the British garrison by 
the Indians, instigated by the French colonists 

in the days of Pontiac. This great war chief 

flourished about the year 1760, when Canada 

passed from French to British hands. A" ball 

play:' was got up outside the Fort to attract the 

garrison to witness it, squaws were. sent into 

the fort, with tomahawks concealed under their 

blankets, unarmed Indians strolled in, their 

weapons were handed to them by the women, 

and inside and outside the fort, the garrison 

were surprised, and fell under their savage 

butchers. 

In the war of 1812, Mackinaw was surprised 

and captured from the Americans by a small 

British expedition, and at the end of the war was 

given up, as was also Detroit, Fort Niagara, &00 
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But the chief claims Mackinaw has to our 

attention, are its picturesque beauty, its pure air 

and the deep clear water around it So healthy 

is it, that the Americans say, "if a man wants 

to die, he must go somewhere else." 

vVe passed the Jesuit Mission House, now ~. 

hotel and saw a curious old church with a , 
quaint spire. The houses of the settlers were 

built along the beach in a crescent shaped bay> 
where were also the tents and canoes of 

some Ojibbeway Indians; above was the fort 

\vith block houses at the angles, mounted 

with brass guns, and over all the stars and 

stri pes floating. 

It is worth while to pass two or three days 

at ~Iackinu\V, good wholesome fare and mag

nificent trout and white fish will be found there. 

Also an old. fort inland to examine, a natural 

arch, the pinnacle rock, and the cave of sculls, 

where one tribe of Indians smoked another tOt 

death; and wild raspberries, whortle, and straw

berries are found in "the fall," whilst one 

wanders about inland. 

The highest part of the island, which is 2-

mass of brecciated limestone, is 1100 feet above: 
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the lake. "There are some rogues at Mackinaw," 

said a fellow voyager, "it used to be a thriving 

place, but by the change of routes, it's not 

going ahead at present, so there's some 

sharking done here, a man will eng8ge to 

take two or three strangers out in a boat to 

fish, will put off the time, and charge them 

10 dollars ahead before he brings them back 

again." 

It came on to blow after leaving Mackinaw, 

and sea-sickness laid low many of the passengers, 

as we passed the level shores of Michigan; at 

New Port we took a large scow or flat bottomed 

boat in tow, for what reason I could not 

ascertain at first, as it impeded our progress, 

but when we stuck fast on the shoals below 

Lake St. Clair, and heard this order "Gents 

who are not sick or asleep get on the flat t" 
along with a deck load of potatoes and sand 

ballast in barrels, I found out the use of the 

scow. 

The current carried us some distance from 

the steamer, but the passengers made the best 

of our "unpleasant fix," some ate peaches, 

others played at a gambling game called euchre, 
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the wind rose a little, and an Irishman called 

out "Bi' mi' sowl we'll niver get to land!" 

whilst a facetious American answered, "it's all 

rio-ht chanae your quids, trim the boat, and 
b' to. 

take a reef in that bag of potatoes!" At last, 

after six hours knocking about on the fiat, 

we were towed back safe to tea; after which a 

negro band, three of the waiters, producing a 

guitar and fiddles in the saloon, and singing out 

as a sort of accompaniment the figures of the 

dance: "Gents advance;" "hands around;" 

" Ladies chain ;" &c. induced those so disposed, 

as it was elegantly termed, "to take the knots 

out of their legs." 

I disembarked at the thriving city of Detroit, 

a fort and village were only there when the 

gallant Sir Isaac Brock* captured it, and now 

it contains 40,000 inhabitants. I put up at 

\Vindsor, on the British side, for the convenience 

of getting away by rail on Monday, I attended 

Divine Service at St. Paul's Cathedral on 

Sunday, and was much pleased with the slow, 

* ~Irs. Drake, of Amherstbmgh presented me with the 
chair he used at her house, before his success at Detroit, a 
highly valued reliet of a noble soldier. 
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deliberate, and distinct manner of reading there, 

and which seems to be the style io the States 

generally, and is decidedly the best, also the 

church serVIce was judiciously shortened, 

though the entire worship occupied the usual 

time. 

Cholera had lately visited Detroit, but though 

severe at Pittsburgh and elsewhere, it \Y3.S 

moderate in its demands of victims at Detroit, 

which is a healthy place. As there are many 

absent proprietors of the wild lands about 

Detroit, by putting up at the hotel of an old 

sporting friend and excellent shot, Mr. Fellers, 

bears, deer, ducks, and prairie" chickens" m~y 

be got not far off. 

The Great Western Railroad, through one of 

the most level, fertile, and promising regions of 

Canada was now just in operation, the names 

not yet painted at the stations, and the working 

of the line not yet perfected. I \yas fortunate 

here, as I had been with the 'E. K. Collins.' 

A terrible accident, after I had passed along 

the line, occurred at night (though accidents 

are as yet comparatively rare on Canadian 

lines) when three or four score people 
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were smashed together, from a sand truck 

being left in the way, and several were killed. 

There were few passengp,rs going p,ast in the 

car with me, which was calculated to hold 

fifty. Elsewhere, under similar circumstances, 

a down-east Yankee, lean and tall, was 

travelling, and seated behind a widow, after 

several efforts "he caught her eye" - and 

addressed her, 

" In affliction ?" 

" Yes Sir!" she replied. 

" Parents-father or mother?" 

" l'\ 0 Sir." 

" Child p'raps, a boy or girl ?" 

" X 0, Sir, not a child," she answered" I have 
no children." 

" Husband then, 'xpect?" 
"'-,, th 1 1 l es, was e S lort rep y. 
" Hum-cholery ? a tradin' man, mebbe?" 

"My husband was a seafaring man, the 

captain of a vessel, he didn't die of cholera, he 
was drO\yned !" 

" Oh! drowned, eh?" cried the other, and 

after a moment's consideration, he continued, 
" sa\'e his chist ?" 
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"Yes, the vessel was saved and my husband's 

effects. " 
"Was they?" said the interrogator, his eye 

brightening, " pious man ?" 

"He was a member of the Methodist 

Church." 

.{ Don't you think you got great cause to be 

thankful that he was a pious man, and saved his 

chist ?" 

"I do," said the widow abruptly, and looked 

out of the window. For the last time, the 

Yankee returned to the attack, and leaning 

over the back of the seat, he said confiden

tially. 

"Was you calc'latin' to get marryed 

again ?" 

"Sir," said the widow, "you are imperti

nent!" and moved to the other side of the 

car. 

"'Pears to be a little huffy," said the bore, 

turning to a passenger behind him, ,I she 

needn't be mad, I didn't want to hurt her 

feelings,-what did they make you pay for that 

umberel you got in your hand? It's a real 

pooty one !" 
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At Hamilton, I visited friends living in 

capital houses, r-Ir. Isaac Buchanan and Mr. 

White, on the cool ridge, whilst it was blazing 

hot below. A handsome verandah, glazed, at 

the residence of the former is worth trying, 

as in winter it keeps out the cold wind, 

and in summer the reflected heat and glare, 

thus preserving inside an equal tempera

ture. 

I next went to visit my relatives, Mr. and 

Mrs. J. Colquhoun, up the Grand River, with its 

beautiful banks, to Berlin (originally a Gcrman 

settlement), where everything is rapidly im

proving, with a rail going through the settle

ment. There is little crime in these parts, 

for when I visited the new Court-house and 

jail, I only found one prisoner in the latter, 

a horse thief. 'When Germans quarrel, they 

take out a knife and score one another; 

but they are generally quiet, kind and 

peaceable. 

I was pleased with the style of farming about 

here, the huge wooden" bank barns" 1 00 feet 

long, placed against a bank, costing from 800 

to 1 000 dollars, and containing besides the corn 
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and hay, the horses and cattle, well arranged for 

feeding" by the head." It was quite a picture 

to see the farmers' daughters, not sitting on 

piano stools, but along side of the cows in the 

evening, milking, and neatly dressed, after the 

fashion of their old country, in stuff gowns with 

pink trimming round the bottom of the short 

skirts, and red handkerchiefs on their heads. 

They were fresh and clean, and in good case, 

and would no doubt make thrifty partners for 

country folks. 

Bidding adieu to that land of great promise, 

Canada West, I went from Hamilton by steamer, 

and encountered an equinoxial storm on Lake 

Ontario, accompanied with thunder, lightening 

and hail; the Arabian steamer rolled and pitched 

terribly, and alarmed both male and female 

passengers, some prayed, and others sang hymns. 

We reached Kingston in safety, and then sped 

down the rapids of the St. Lawrence "like a 

hurricane" with the west wind blowing strong 

behind us. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

,":::,,-,_ .\mcnca for the Seat of War in the East-Embark at 
TIodon-Fellow passengers and their pecnliarities-An 
Abolitionist-Arrive in Englanrl~Ordered to Cork-Ge
neral ~hnsel-Doillgs of young Soldiers-Tile Author is 
done by Old ,Yomen-The Saldanha Transport-Messing 
on r;"ard-A tilt against the Rum Cask-Occupations on 
Board-A Fire Parade-The Coast of Spain-Beautiful 
yacllt-sailing through the Pillars of Hercules-Scene of a 
IV reck-The Coast of AfricCl-Pantalaria-Arrive at Malta 
-Excursion there-The Climatc--Advertisement of a ge
ni"s-Sail for the isles of Greccc-The Ship on Fire-The 
Darcbnelles-Constantinople-The Hospitals at Scutari
The fatal Slide - A pngnacious Priest - The Opera
-Eu;ucry-Thc BospllOl'us-The Black Sea-Anchor at 
Balaklm-a. 

AT length the order, long expected, came in 

the beginning of 1855, for Europe and the seat 
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of the war. It took very few days to pack, to 

take leave of valued friends, and to quit 

America, probably for the last time, and to 

undertake the tenth voyage across the Atlantic. 

The weather was clear and cold as we journeypd 

by Burlington to Boston, thence shipped 

in the Canada steamer for Liverpool. The 

sturdy pilot in beard and moustache stood on 

the clean deck, the weather was bright, and a 

chilly N.W. wind blowing as we glided out of 

the harbour. We left a snowy track behind us 

in the black waves with their white crests; gulls, 

following after, dipped their wings in the brine. 

Though I had left, I believe, many friends in the 

land of the West, I felt exhilirated under the 

influences around me, and what was in prospect. 

Nothing could have induced me to go back, or 

to step into the clipper schooner with its white 

cotton sails which conveyed Mr. Going, the 

pilot, ashore. 

Our fifty passengers remained very quiet 

for a time, till they had become accustomed 

to the motion of the vessel, and then their 

peculiarities became apparent. One, a French

man, was a first-rate pistol shot, could drive 

VOl,. I. T 
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a cork into a bottle of champagne placed 

horizontally and could hit at one shot, five . , 
times out of eight, six bullets placed on an 

iron plate; this is done by the ricochet, and 

hitting the plate in front of the ball. 

vVe had a strong abolitionist of slavery on 

board, and there were very hot arguments about 

"the domestic institution." Among' other 

anecdotes he gave of his experience of slavery 

\\as this: "I lived, he said, " on one occasion a 

week with a planter; he was a careless sort of 

a man, and left the charge of the house and 

e\'erything in it, to his coloured housekeeper, 

a bustling woman fifty) ears of age, whom he 

used to consult, and called always 'Aunty 

Kitty: vVe had many arguments about slavery, 

and the last morning I was with him he said, 

'We don't want any slavery here, it's a bad 

thing; we would free our slaves if we got the 

money for them. Aunty Kitty, what is there 

for dinner?' 

" 'Don't Aunty Kitty me, you brute,' cried 

the housekeeper, 'you talk abolition before the 

stranger, but you didn't tell him you sold my 

daughter to a nigger driver, and she has gone 
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south.' The planter hung down his head 

and said nothing. I enquired privately the 

particulars of this affair. The housekeeper 

said, it was quite true that her daughter 

had been sold, she was nineteen, and a pretty 

girl." 

If a man has slaves left him, what can 

he do? he cannot sell them at once, and so 

starve himself and family, but he can always 

improve the negro and prepare him, by 
careful tear-hing, for eventual emancipation, 

and that event might not be distant, if the 

northern people would help with their money, 

as Britain did with ber millions, to free 

the slaves. Yet, too hurriedly did emancipa

tion take place with us, for the good of 

either white proprietor or black slave, as I 

had occasion to notice in a progress through 

the West Indies years ago, and also saw the 

effects of sudden emancipation of slaves at the 

Cape of Good Hope, in causing the emigration 

of the Dutch Boers in thousands with their 

slaves. 

Arrived III London, we were allowed a 

short run to "the north countrie," to visit 

T 2 
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home and friends; and as we turned south 

again, we could not help rt'peating these old 

lines: 

Adieu fair Sllawdown'" ,,·ith illy towers hie, 

Th.v Chapel Royal. park, and table rOllnd, 

:Jlay, June and July, would I dwell in thee, 

"\ r ere I a man, to hear the hinlis sound. 

But it was some weeks Lefore H.M. Transport 

'Saldanha,' was ready for the detachments I 
had to take charge of to Malta and the Crimea. 

In the meantime, the Emperor and Empress of 

the French arri\'ed in England, and left in the 

midst of great enthusiasm. This was the event 

in the spring of 1855. At last, I was ordered 

to Cork, and found 28 officers and 750 men 

of the 3rd, 9th, I-lth, 39th, and 89th regi

ments l'I'ady to embark, in the stout and 

well found ship, of \\-hich Captain \Yylde was 

the acti,'e and zealous c:ommander, with 

Lieutenant Ha\vkey, R N., an old ship mate 

on the coast of Africa, as the Admiralty 
Agent. 

General R. Mansel, ICH. commanding the 

* Stirling. 
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Cork division, was quite in his element in 

preparing the troops for embarkation, and 

seeing them placed on board. He was con

stantly at work, in or out of his office, 

and rendered most valuable servICe during 

the war, at a very important point of de

parture. 

There was a delay of some days at Cork, and 

after the morning's work ,','as over, I had great 

satisfaction in viewing the environs under the 

kind pilotage of the Messrs. Jennings, seeing 

Ballincolig Castle, and Kilrea Abbey and Castle, 

ancient upright stones, commemorative of the 

fall of chiefs in battle, Raths and inscribed 

Ogham stones. I had formerly visited Blarney 

Castle, and kissed the stone which possesses 

such a power of "sootherin," and 1 listened 

with pleasure to the bells of Shandon, and 

entering into the spirit of these touching 

lines: 

I've heard bells chiming 

Full many a clime ill 

Tolling sublime ill 
Cathedral shrine, 
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While at a glib rate 
:Brass tongues would vibrate; 

:But all their music, 
Spoke nought like thine, 

or memory dwelling, 

On e:lCh proud s,re'ling 

Of thy belfry knelling 

Its bold notes free, 

~Iade the bells of Shandon 

Sound far more gra~d on 

The pleasant waters 

Of the River Lee. 

The young soldiers \';ho were scrambled up 

and sent to the war, were necessarily imperfectly 

drilled and disciplined for want of time to do 

this, the best was done that was possible with 

them under the circumstances. 

A set of villains got hold of them sometimes 

in Cork, who "hocussed" them In public 

houses, and \"hen thf'y were asleep stole their 

ammunition-boots, and thus many came into 

barracks of a morning \'iith bare feet. 

One day the General gave them a lec

ture and threatened to confine them to 

barracks, when suddenly a large number 
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took a start from the ranks, and Jumpmg 

the barrack wall disappeared, they were 

brought back, or came back by degrees 

when their money was gone, and they had 

" had their fling." 

At length, the "Saldanha" arrived from 

Liyerpool. I went down to the ship at Queen's 

Town to make arrangements with five officers, 

one hundred and fifty men and the baggage, 

returned and mustered the remainder of my 

charge at an early hour next day on parade; it 

is dangerous for soldiers to take leave of an 

afternoon to the tune of the "Girl we left 

behind us." I was pleased to march the 

remaining six hundred young fellows out of 

the barrack square all "sober and alert," 

followed by a crowd of women, the men 

cheering, the band of the 2nd Somerset 

militia playing us down the hill, and an Irish 

boy saluting me at parting with "God 

speed ye, Sir J" 

I thought-of all these boys, officers and 

men, rejoicing in their youth, who will return ? 

perhaps half according to the rate of the 

casualties hitherto in the Russian war. We 
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\YCDt dO\m the river in two steam boats to the 

-;hip. I watched closely for drink, but sa\y 

nonc, however to my great annoyance out of 

the hold of the other steamer many men rolled 

up drunk, and it was difficult to get them over 

the side of the "Saldanha," with their packs 

and muskets handed up. On investigating 

this, I found that certain old \Yomen had stowed 

thelTlsel\'(-,s in the second steamer, and sold milk 

"laced" with ,,\'hiskey, "an iron band in ~l 

velvet glove" to knock a m~n down, hence 

the mischief, and how tbe old \'omen "done" 

me. 

But all \Y21'e shaken into their places as soon 

as possible, and everyone was searched for 

lucifer matches, and tbose that were found were 

thrown overboarcl. The men were berthed, 

divided into messes, arms placed in the racks, 

chakos over them, the pouches with ammuni

tion were stowed away in barrels in the ship's 

magazine out of the way of danger, and a few 

pouches left out for an emergency; best clothes 

'.",we put away, and old ones looked out for the 

The "Saldanha" of 1563 tons, and 60 men 
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of a ship's company, was too crowded \yitb 28 

army officers and 750 soldiers besides-838 

souls in all. We had 100 too many for 

comfort; there were standing bed places for 

350 sick hom the Crimea, but we could not 

swing hammocks com·eniently for the additional 

numbers going to the seat of war; however we 

tried to make the best of it, though it was 

difficult to keep the ship as dean as ,;ye wished, 

and tried to do, with such a crowd. A gooe! 

mess was established for the officers, it cost, 

with a pint of wine, beer, and a glass of grog at 

night, 38. 6d. each; the ship was well found in 

provisions for the men. I vvish it were the 

custom in the service to give no grog on 

embarking, only tea, coffee or cocoa,-beer 

might be allowed, ifit were not too expensive and 

did not take up too much room. In a week and 

after a bout of sea sickness, men would not miss 

spirits, if they got two or three times a day 

something warm to comfort them, exhilirating 

but not intoxicating. I tested this system twice 

exploring, and proved its advantage with men 

accustomed to daily spirits,-without spirits, 

after a month, they would feel so much better, 
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that many might leave off their nse ever after. 

The human body cannot be healthy or well 

prepared for wounds with daily drams, the 

finest muscle loses its power, more or less, 

under alcoholic influence; a man's temper is 

generally better without than with spirit 

drinking. 
At this time of writing, St. Patrick's Day, T 

see men and women, boys and girls staggering 

out of town, the worse for liquor, that infernal 

whiskey, and which is seldom tempered with 

water Ly the \vorking classes; many youths will 

date their ruin from this day. 

\Ye sailed with a favouring breeze, the 

soldiers in the castles, at the mouth of the river, 

turning out and saluting us with bugles which 

we replied to. In the evening we saw the old 

head of Kinsale. 

Next day, I observed the decks unaccountably 

wet after breakfast, and I found the men had 

thrown about their cocoa, and had not drank it. 

I enquired the reason of this, "they did not 

like it, they were not used to it-it was like 

dirty water," I waS obliged to harangue them 

by detachments, from the top of a hen coop, 
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explained to them that they had the best of 

food on board, that they must get accustomed 

to the cocoa, and that they would be glad of it 

after a week on service ashore; that every justice 

would be done them by their officers, and 

though we were crowded, yet all must en

deavour to be contented and to be pleasant 

to one another. vVith more "sweetening" 

to their cocoa, they took to it, and all went 

on well. 

After they had got over their sea sickness, 

they were marched and trotted round the decks 

with a drum and fife for exercise. We had 

foils, boxing-gloves and single sticks, sea quoits 

and shuffie-board for the officers. All our 

books were thrown togdher to form a library for 

the officers; there was also a stock of books and 

tracts for the men's reading during the day, 

and a fiddle in the evening for dancing. We 

had much singing, and a couple of conjurors 

frequently exhibited their skill; one of them 

had an egg bag with him, and other apparatus 

of the black art. We had variety enough on 

week days, and on Sundays the religious 

duties were devoutly attended to, the Presby-
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terians swg1l1g their psalm tunes with great 

fervour. The oificers were gentlemen, and 

an excellent Adjutant was found in Lieutenant 

Terry of the 9th Regiment. 

A "stout party" on board wa:,; accused of 

pretending illness to a\"oid his turn of watch. 

Perhaps he was of that great familY, one of whom 

said of himself:-

"I've ne'er had a ganius for work 

It is not in the blood of the Bradys 

But I'd make a most elegant Turk, 

Being [and of tobacco and ladies." 

It was said of the above worthy, 'vVhy is he 

like England?' 'Because be expects every man 

to do his duty.' 

"Warned by long experience of sea voyaging, 

and by the late fearful example of the' Europa' 

transport, which took fire, it was supposed, from 

a lucifer match, and the destruction of which 

was fatal to Colonel ~.Io()]"e of the dragoon 

guards, ,('\"eral non-commissioned officers and 

men, and all the horses of the detachment on 

board-as soon as our people had got their 

sea legs, a fire parade was arranged, crews 

were told off to the boats, the boatswain 
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and his mates were appointed to the charge 

ofthe fire engine, hose and \vater tubs. Bayonet 

sentries were placed, under the orderly officer, 

along the upper deck to preserve order, enable 

water to be passed, and prevent a rush to the 

boats; the rest of the soldiers were below 

under their officers, and ready to pass water, 

or be otherwise employed. The Captain of 

the ship, of course, bad the command on his 

own quarter-deck. The fire bell was rung, and 

we went through the form of extinguishing a 

fire in the fore-castle. 

I think this matter, though we had no orders 

for it, is of the greatest importance, viz: a fire 

parade in troop ships, it prevents hurry and con

fusion on the occasion of a fire, and it should be 

practised as soon as practicable after leaving the 

harbour. 

The fifth day after leaving Cork, we sighted 

the high mountains on the coast of Spain, with 

their varied outline, and the ext(~nsive buildings 

of Cadiz in the distance; far out at sea black 

and high prowed boats were pulling ovcr the 

waves as if going to fishing grounds, then a 

mountain near Trafalgar appeared, with beautiful 
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effects of light and shade on its bare top and 

gr,1~sy sides; next the red andyellow flag of Spain 

waved over tIll' castle and towers ofTarifa, remark

able in the Peninsular \Yar for its siege and stout 

defence. The coast of Afric:1 now rose before us, 

the rugged Apes' hill, backed by the giant Mount 

Atlas, its flanks loaded with snow. Our enthu

siasm was roused as we passed through the 

pillars of Hercules into the :Mediterranean Sea, 

"deeply, darkly, be:mtifully blue;" and on 

our left, Gibraltar's high promontory, its 

fl\\n-coloured tOVill clearly seen, and two 

hundred ships detained at anchor by the 

west wind. 

" This is beautiful yacht sailing," said one. 

"But have you secured a return ticket from 

Sebastopol? " asked another Yl)yagcr. 

" \Yell we must' put our trust in Providence, 

and keep our pmvder dry,' that's all we can do." 

'Ye passed the magnificent ridges of Sierra 

l'\ evada in Spain, then Galita and the Serti 

Rocks, where Her Uajesty's ship "Avenger," 

Captain N"apier commanding, was lost. The 

" Avenger" was one of two steamers which left 

Gibraltar in 1 S..J: 7, they raced in a gale of wind. 
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One went north, the "Avenger" south of 

Jalita, and thus she smashed on the Sertis. 

Lieut. Rooke was saved by a miracle almost, he 

was in his cot after his watch, ran on deck \"hen 

the vessel struck, and got off in a boat with the 

carpenter and a boy, all the rest \yere drowned; 

but the Lieutenant never got over the shock, he 

died sometime after, and the carpenter and the 

boy went to sea again, and have never been 
heard of. 

We passed Cape Guardant, Bay of Tunis. 

Twelve miles from Tunis are the ruins of Car

thage, they are now about three miles from the 

sea, an aqueduct remains "to point the moral' 

of its fall, of Carthage which ruled three hundred 
African cities. 

Next was Cape Bon and the fine Neapolitan 

island, thirty miles in circuit, of Patalaria; a 

volcano is four miles inland, and a lake in the 

crater with siJes rising a hundred feet above the 

water, which is unfathomable. Patalaria has 

craggy ridges, is well cultivated, producing 

figs, olives, cotton, vegetables, &c., - many 

white houses appeared among the fields. 

There are foUl' thousand fi\"e hundred souls 
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on it, and some of the Neapolitan nobles are 

banished there, they l1liC!ht be in a much 

worse place, "apperiently," according to the 

pronunciation of an Hospital Sergeant. 'How's 

that man to day, Sergeant?' 'He is apperiently 

better, Sir.' 

\\' e \yere not far off the place \\' here Graham's 

Island, a mile round, rose from the wave to a 

height of one hundred and eighty feet, had the 

British flag hoisted on it in 1831, and sank 

again in 1832 ! 

After a splendid run of thirteen days, 'we 

:,igllkd ~lalta, and at night, as we rounded in 

hy the south coast, it was exciting to see the 

planet Jupiter shining over the lighthouse of 

the Castle of St. Elmo, as our guiding star. 

\Ye sent up signal rockets, a pilot came on 

board, the anehor plunged into the water of the 

harbour, and we were soon on shore and climbing 

the steep streets of Valetta to the Strada Reale. 

I paid my respects to the General, Sir James 

Ferguson, visited a relative Miss Mavne, 

well known and mueh esteemed in society 

at iII alta, and then returned on hoard, pre

\'ious to a hot day's \York, which consisted 
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in disembarking some of the detachments, 

and taking on board others as "food for 

d " power. 
There was a delay of two or three days at 

Malta, till all was ready for the continuance of the 

voyage, and I took the opportunity to see as 
much of this remarkable island as possible; the 

church of St. John, the Palace of the Grand 
Masters with their portraits, and a curious 

Armoury, containing old swords and firelocks, 
suits of armour-some of which were dented 

with balls, about the time when it began 

to be disused; light and handy scymetars of 
the Turks, of the period, when they took, 

after desperate fighting, the Castle of St. 
Elmo; the black armour of a Spanish 
giant, &c. 

The view over the harbour from the Bar

racea was not omitted, and an inspection was 

made of some of the magnificent auberges, 
of the different languages of the Knights 

of St. John. Then at an early hour in 
the morning, off in a caleche, with Captain 

1. Lewis of the Buffs (my new Adjutant), 

to Citta Vechia, in the middle of the island. 
~ 
VOL. I. u 
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The treeless country at Malta IS not very 

attractive to a stranger, driving between stone 

walls and along a dusty road, yet one cannot 

help admiring the industry of the inhabitants 

in the cultiyation of their fields, and off 

the hard rock by forced soil and manure, 

producing the crops they do. The well

watered garden at St. Antonio, the sum

mer residence of the Governor, Sir William 

Reid, K.C.B. with its trees, flowers and 

walks was inviting: as a half-way house. 

The cactus plants, and a palm or two by the 

road side, waving their fringed leaves in the 

air, indicated that we had got to the land of the 

sun. At the old capital, we saw the church 

and grotto of St. Paul, in the latter a statue of 

the earnest servant of God. A priest, for a 

honorarium, conducted us, ""ith a boy carrying a 

light, through the catacombs there. Above 

ground we were assailed, as is usual here, with 

old women extending the hand and whining 

out, with their head on one side, '; Miserabile! 

:Miserabile !" 

Malta in winter, that is for seven months of 

the year is very well, but the other five months 
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are killing. I have seen the three doctors of a. 

regiment ill at once there, and all the officers 

very piano from the heat, and on the sick list 

constantly. Singular that at Malta it has not 

been the custom to wear white cap covers as in 

India. I have a wholesome respect for an 

eastern sun, and know well its power on an 

European head. 

I was in the Opera House at Valetta, but it 

was hot work, one advantage it has for the 

British frequenter of it is, that it helps to the ac

quisition of Italian. Many professors of the 

language are to be found at Malta for the 

seeking, and willing to impart their knowledge 

at a reasonable rate. One card I got, surmoun

ted with the Royal Arms, was comprehensive 

enough and ran thus: "The Rev. J. Florian 

teaches the French, Italian, and Latin languages, 

the piano-forte and the guitar; he takes daguer

reotype likenesses; prints on brass or lithographic 

stone, guilds and plates, bronzes, washes and 

cleans gold, makes busts of different colours, on 

forms, black, blue, and red ink, copies music, 

makes mirrors, &c.) 

St. Francis Convent, Strada Reale." 

u 2 
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Representing to the authorities at Malta, that 

we were O\'er-erowded by 150 men, I got that 

number less, and we breathed freely with 600 

soldiers on board,-we left Malta towed by the 

" Cambria," a powerful steamer, and stood away 

towards the Isles of Greece. At the Horse 

Guards, I was told I had to stay at Malta 

six weeks and drill a battalion, but I was 

ordered on at once, I never asked the reason 

of the change, but I was afterwards very 

glad of it. 
For the benefit of the new detachments, I 

gave directions for another fire parade. Some 

of the officers seemed to think it unnecessary, as 

our voyage might be a short one, however, we 

had the parade, and half an hour after it was 

over, and whilst the men were at dinner, the 

orderly officer ran down to where I was reading 

in the cabin, and said, " Sir, there's a fire in the 

ship t" I could hardly believe him at first, 

however, on going forward I found the main 

deck full of smoke, and that there really was a 
bad fire. 

It appeared that the baker, a landsman, 

had left the ash-tray out in his bakery, and 
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the live cinders dropping on the deck had 

burnt through it in his absence, and the 

sergeants messing below were half choked with 

smoke. 
The fire bell was immediately rung, all knew 

and took their places, the engine was rigged 

and brought into play. Lieutenant Hawkey, 
and Dr. Bews, staff-surgeon, were particularly 

active with wet blankets, the deck was broken 

into through the bull's eyes, the burning 

wood deluged with water, and after half an 

hour's hard work all danger was over. This 

was a practical illustration of the use of fire 
parades. 

We had two young doctors on board, who 
were full of zeal and anxious for cases; at 

dinner a report was brought to the youngest 

of them that a female was unwell, and near 

her confinement, he bustled about and got 

what he thought was requisite for the emer

gency, but returned to table much discon

certed, and sat down amidst great laughter, 

when the interesting case turned out to be that 
of a sheep. 

We reached the rocky coast of the Morea, 
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and passed between Cape Matapan and the 

Island of Cerigo; opposite the Gulf of Athens 

appeared the bare heights of Zoea,-then Cape 

Colonna, with the pillars plainly seen of a 

ruined temple of Minerva, excited the greatest 

interest as the scene also of Falconer's "Ship

wreck." Next was the considerable Island of 

Andros with its white town and vessels of 

quaint rig stealing out of the harbDur; presently 

the interest was changed to the shores of 

Asia Minor, to the site of Troy, to Mount 

Ida 5,700 feet high, to Tenedos, behind 

which the Greeks hid their vessels after the 

stratagem of the wooden horse was success
fully practised. 

We entered the Dardenelles between the 

eastles of Europe and Asia. The field of 

Marathon was not far off, and we were ill 

the midst of scenes of the highest interest in 

history. The walls of the fortresses com

manding the strait were deeply marked by the 

hand of time. We observed where Byron 

swam from Sestos to Abydos, a French 

three decker was passing up there, towed by 

two steamers, then came the "Montezuma" 
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towing a frigate full of French soldiers at 

the entrance of the Sea of Marmora, its islands 

famous for marble quarries. 

We kept Her Majesty's birthday on board, 

fired the ship's guns, three volleys of musketry, 

and hoisted all the colours, and soon after 

saw the "Seven Towers" of Constantinople 

the Magnificent, and brought up amidst a 

fleet of ships opposite the Golden Horn, 

on which looked down mosques and mina

rets, the walls of the Seraglio and vast 

piles of building relieved by the fresh green 

of the interspersed trees, - a glorious pano
rama. 

We landed first at Scutari, and Major Sillery, 

commandant there, was so good as walk round 

the great hospital with me, and showed me the 

arrangements which seemed perfect. The wards 

were well ventilated, beds and bedding in first 

rate order, a shelf at the head of each bed for 

books, cooling drinks or any little article the 

patient might stand in need of, good medical 

attendance, a corps of nurses, and 111 

a cellar plenty of good Marsala and beer 

for the convalescents. Rows of wounded 
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men in bed, and officers moving about 

on crutches, told the tale of war not far 

distant. 
Rowing towards Seraglio Point, a broad shoot 

or slide of wood is seen commencing from a 

door ill the upper part of the garden wall, and 

terminating in water running rapidly past 

below. Strange stories are told of this slide; 

apparently it is for shooting garden rubbish 

into the Bosphorus, but it is said that it has 

been employed also to get rid of faithless ladies, 

who, brought in sacks to the fatal door, were 

hurried down the descent, and disappeared 

beneath the wave. That cries of distress have 

been heard at night by men-of-war anchored 

near, armed boats put off to assist, nothing 

seen at the time, but next day another ship 

corning in, turning up with its prow sacks with 

beautiful females in them, so it is related. 

The streets of Pera and Galata were crowded 

as usual with men and women, Oriental and 

European costume mixed up with many red 

breeched French soldiers. The barracks of the 

French were on the Constantinople side of the 

Bosphorus. I went off in a light caique to 
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visit the new and splendid palace nearly 

finished, of the Sultan, at Dolma Bagche, 

and fell in with a pugnacious French priest 

there; we were refused admittance at the first 

door at which we presented ourselves, which 

roused the ire of my friend, "we must get in 

here," he cried. 

" How?" I asked. 

"Draw your sword and go in as our officers 

dol" 

"That won't do with us," I said, "let us try 

another door." 

We did so, and saw workmen employed on 

the beautiful blue, white and golden walls of a 

magnificent hall. A handsome mosque was 

near, I proposed to go and see it; we were 

stopped at the door as I expected, and a man 

pointed at our boots. 

" Draw your sword l" again said the priest. 

"No, no," I said, "pull off your shoes if 

you want to see the inside," and he was 

reluctantly obliged to do so. 

lt is only right and proper, and no hardship, 

to comply with this custom, as there are mats 

to walk on in the mosques, and though 
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this priest said so, I do not belie\'e the 

French officers forced their way in Turkey, 

sword in hand, into places to which access was 

refused. 

I paid my respects to Rear-Admiral the 

Honourable Sir Frederick Grey, K.C.B. in 

command at Constantinople, and then went to 

see what was not thought of, when I was last in 

these regions, the opera. I heard some" loud" 

performance there, but the smell of the place, 

and the dust on the floor were not agreeable, 

though I can put up with a good deal of 

lIIisere; the charge for the boxes was about 

fo ur shillings. 

We now got bales of summer clothing for 

the men, consisting of a drab tunic and trowsers 
like sacking, and made at Trieste by contract. 

The bales were said to contain 300 suits each, 

and I was asked to sign for a certain number of 

bales. I declined till a bale was opened and 

counted; to the surprise of the officer appointed 

to issue this clothing, not only for our people 

on board the Saldanha, but for others at the 

seat of war, one hundred suits were deficient out 

of three hundred. Here was wholesale roguery. 
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We moved up the Bosphorus with all its 

beauties of natural scenery, and cheerful with 

oriental architecture, trees, gardens, and fields. 

Transports were coming down with sick and 

wounded, and many more besides ourselves were 

pressing onwards, freighted with men and horses 

for the great struggle in advance of us. The 

Sardinians were with us, and they swarmed like 

bees on the British steamers in which they were 

embarked, crowded on the decks and sitting 

along the hammock nettings, in hundreds, In 

their grey-undress. 

The contest had been flagging for some 

months, in fact since the bombardment in 

October nothing very important had occurred, 

now however it was commencing again in 

earnest, from all we saw as we entered the 

Black Sea. On our right was an old Castle, 

where two English ladies, incautiouslyapproach

ing to sketch, with only one attendant, had lately 

made a narrow escape from a wild garrison, 

some of which tried to detain them. 

Fogs impeded our progress across the Euxine, 

then clearing off, we saw the wild and rocky 

coasts of Crim Tartary before us, breasting the 
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waves with high cliffs of dark red and ochre 

colour. As we sailed on, two beautiful doves 

alighted on our taffrail, emblems of peace, with 

burnished wings of yellow and bronze. We 

listened for the sound of cannon as we dropped 

our anchor outside Balaklava Harbour, we soon 

heard the solemn boom of a large gun, then 

others at intervals, "the deep breath of the 

cannon's mouth." We knew then that we were 

in time, that the great siege was still going on, 

and that though peace might be expected even

tually, yet from all the preparations we saw 

around us for the vigorous prolongation of the 

contest, scenes of great excitement and interest 

must ensue before we could expect the end of 

the Russian War. 
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CHAPTER I. 

Sevastopol-Recollcctions of a former Vioit to it-Dish'i
bution of the besieging Armies-The Right and Left 
Attacks-Good spirit of the Soldiers-Their Duties in 
the Trenches-The General's Hut there-Casualties in 
the Valley of Death-Imprudcnce of youL§': Soldiers
Hardships and sufferings of the Siege ill Winter-Sol
dier's Song-Trench Life in Summer-CoDlmissal',Y
General Filder, C.B.-Lieut. Donelly, R.E.-Death of 
Captain Maunsell-A Hot Place-The Sailors of the 
Naval Brigade-Incidents of Trench Work-Sergeant 
O'Grady-Faeetious Soldiers and Sailors-Retul'll to 
Camp. 

THE household word, " Sevastopol," is 

attended with many strange, pleasing, and 

distressing recollections. "This fair and 

VOJ~. II. B 
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false city," growing up from the small 

Tartar village of Aktiar, on the north side 

of a maanificent harbour, to the dim cn-
b 

sions of a metropolis, with handsome public 

buildings, ornamented with tower and spire, 

and massive columns, with ,,,,ide streets of 

capacious houses, and with suburbs extend

ing to the east and west like the wings 

of a spread-eagle, was first known to the 

writer several years ago, when Field-Marshal 

Diebitch \Vas victorious at the Balcan, and 

Admiral Greig commanded in the Black 

Sea. Several very agreeable excursIOns 

were made from Sevastopol in those days. 

The crypt town of Inkerman of the Tauri, 

who are said to have had human feasts, 

was examined; the city of the rock, Tchufut

Kale of the Karaet Jews; the fortress of 

?Il:mgoup Kale of the Genoese; the charm

ing valley of Baidar; the highly picturesque 

south coast was explored; Kaffa, Simphero

pol, and the Tartar city of Bakteserai were 

visited. The unpleasant recollections of 

Sevastopol were those of a long detention in 
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quarantine after a voyage from the seat of 

war in a Russian frigate with the plague 

on board; of a confinement in the north 

fort, Severnaia, on suspicion of being an 

emissary of the government, after the un

expected visit to the harbour by Captain 

Lyons with the frigate Blonde, and a forced 

journey to St. Petersburg In winter as 
a prisoner, though previously a volunteer 

with the army; lastly, the bloodshed and 
loss of friends at the ever-memorable 

siege, and the long months spent on the 

bare, bleak, and dreary plateau of the Hera
cleo tic Chersonf'se. 

During the siege, and after it, the 

British divisions were pitched in white rows 

of tents to the south of the city, and the 

French occupied ground to the right and 

left of the British, ravines intersecting the 

encampments, and becoming deeper as they 

approached the ramparts of Sevastopol, 
which were thickened with well-rammed 

earth, and bristled with thousands of 
cannon. 

B 2 
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The British force was divided into the 

Right and the Left attacks. The Right 

attack had to deal with the great Redan 

chiefly, and the works to the right and left 

of it. The attention of the Left attack 

was chiefly occupied by the Garden battery, 

the Craw's Nest and Street batteries. How

ever "a shell from the Redan!" was nearly 

as familiar, as a warning, to those engaged 

on the Left attack as to their brethren on 

the Rigbt. 
Every evening during the hot summer 

months and the autumn of 1835, till the 

fall of the place, did two bodies of trench 

g'uanls, 2,300 and 1,500 strong, march 

down the centre ravine and the Valley of 

Death to relieve those on duty in the 

trenches the previous twenty-four hours. 

A general was daily on duty in the trenches 

of each attack, a colonel commanded the 

trench guards, and subordinate officers 

commanded detachments of the regiments 

of which they were composed. 

In the forenoon, the colonel got from 
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the brigade-major the details of the guards, 

he then took the pleasure of the general 

as to their disposal in the trenches, or 

was allowed to make his own arrangements, 

if considered capable of doing so, and it 

was a very responsible task. He went in 

the evening to meet the guards at the 

place of rendezvous at the head of one of 

the ravines, saw them march off, and ac

companied one Df the detachments into the 

trenches. 

The men were in forage caps, red 

coatees, cross-belts, and dark trousers; 

they carried, with the light and handy 

Enfield rifle and bayonet, six:ty rounds of 

ball-cartridge, their great-coats and water 

barrels; following them was a keg of rum, 

and last of all the stretchers-blood-stained 

-to carry the slain warrior to a hastily

prepared grave in the trenches, or the 

wounded soldier back to his hospital in 

camp,' after being treated at a sheltered 

place in the trenches. 

Though the men knew full well that 
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some of those who went nightly down to 

the trenches in the pride and strength of 

manhood would never come back, or would 

he borne h~lpless and in pain to their camp, 

there to lose a precious lim b, or to die after 

a lingering illness in hospital, yet they went 

down always gaily, full of "chaft'," and 

talk, and joke, though some of a grim 

llaturc certainly; and while marching down 

with parties, even singing and whistling as 

they went, it was distressing to think how 

transitory might be the joyousness of many 

of those fine fellQ\vs, and how their tune 

would be altered on the morrow; but, as 

the song of the immortal vVolfe says-

" ·Why, soldier, why 

Should we be melancholy boys? 
·Why, soldier, why, 

Whose business 'tis to die P" 

The place of rendezvous, Left attack, was 

in the hollow between Cathcart's Hill and 

the left picquet. house, where the detach

ments assembled, and where the colonel met 
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them, called the officers about him, and 

gave them their instructions as to the dis

posal of their parties in the trenches by 

night and by day, but ever varying as the 

trenches were advanced to the front, towards 

the Garden, Creek, and Barrack batteries. 

A careful commander would give instruc

tions in writing to each leader of a party, 

so that there could be no mistake. There 

was a major, second in command, and an 

adjutant attended the colonel as his aide-de

camp, and a bugler to carry his waterproof 

and havresack. Two doetors were also de

tailed for duty for each attack-of those of 

the Left, one took up his position in a 

bomb-proof between the third and fourth 

parallels, the other at Green-hill, in the 

rear. 

The W oronzoff road, that admirable ma

cadamized highway, planned and executed 

by our enlightened quasi-foe, but real friend, 

the Count W oronzoff, carrying one into Se

vastopol from the south coast through 

beautiful scenery I and terminating in a deep 
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and battery-commanded ravine at the Kara

belnaia surburb, was a point to be especially 

watched against sorties. A smart captain 

with a hundred men was usually selected to 

lie in this road, behind a small mound 

forming a rude traverse, vrhilst detached 

from the party, and in front, were a subal

tern and thirty men to guard the chevaux

dejri::e of iron which ran across the road. 

The Woronzoff road was no quiet sleeping 

place. All night through, round shot or 

whistling grape might be expected up it, or 

a sortie from the Russian picquet-house 

near the termination of the road. In the 

early morning, the party \Vas withdrawn 

from the road, and retired by the right of 
the second parallel. 

Then between four and five hundred 

men would be told off for that position of 

excitement and of shells, the fourth parallel, 

and twelve double sentries in the fifth 

parallel, whilst others were thrown out to 

the edge of the ridge. Every officer and 

man was told off as at quarters on board 
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ship. The men were posted behind those 

parts of the parapet over which they could 

fire easily, and not at those places where 

the banquette or step wa~ not completed. 

It was hard and rocky ground to work on, 

the sound of the pick immediately drew fire, 

and little soil, and that painfully collected, 

was there to afford shelter. White stones 

and rocks in many places formed the 

parapet, soon to be dashed with blood. 

The best mode of disposing of the advanced 

sentries, was found to be to distribute them 

along the parapet, first of all, in skirmish

ing order, then to make them go over at 

once and take up their positions. They 

were thus more rapidly placed, and avoided 

observation, as they were not collected in 

groups and posted one after the other. 

Latterly, a subaltern remained out with the 

sentries, and a captain, as before, went 

round and occasionally visited them. 

The cemetery with its stone tombs and 

black crosses, low down and on the left of 

the fourth and fifth parallels, was a post of 
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danger. About one hundred and fifty men 

by in this by night, and were constantly 

liable to be stirred up with shell and vertical 

O'rape thouo-h safe from round shot by b , b 

reason of the terraces which crossed the 

ravine in rear of the cemetery. 

On the left of the fourth parallel were 

caves or " ovens," in these lay fifty or more 

men to watch the enemy who might crawl 

up from the houses and gardens below. 

The cemetery party was almost all with

drawn by day to the fourth parallel, where 

the major was posted to keep up, with about 

four hundred men, a fire at any of the enemy 

showing themselves in their works. The 

reserve was disposed to the right and left of 

the second parallel by night, and withdrawn 

into the caves overlooking the Valley of 

Death during the day. 

No men except gunners were latterly left 

in the third parallel, which became a mass 

of gun and mortar batteries, from whence 

and to which a constant storm of laro-e and 
/:) 

deadly missiles was kept up, over the heads 
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and sometimes into the bodies of the occu

pants of the fourth and fifth parallels. 

Double sentries connected one part of the 

zigzags with the other, and communicated 

between those in the W oronzoff road and 

Cemetery. 

The colonel's place was usually by night 

in the fourth parallel, occasionally he moved 

about to see that all were on the alert, or he 

rested for a time at a traverse, or in the 

rifle-pit in the centre of the parallel, but 

always wide-awake, ready to start up and 

direct the men to meet a real or supposed 

sortie, of which there were several right up 

to, and over the advanced trenches. The 

colonel's position was sufficiently lively, when 

it was directed that a steady fire of rifles and 

musketry should be kept up all night by 

good shots from the ad vanced trenches, of 

both attacks, on the Redan and the works 

in rear and on the flanks of it, to prevent 

the enemy repairing the injury done to 

their works by the bombardment during the 

day-the artillery at night assisting the in

fantry with fire-balls. 
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At early dawn the colonel left his post in 

advance, and went with his adjutant to the 

second parallel, where was the General's 

Hut occupied by the general of the trenches, 

who, if all was quiet, at five o'clock, usually 

returned to camp with his A.D. C., and the 

colonel took his place for some rest in the 

hut. 
The hut was a small chamber, con

structed of sand-bags and covered with 

planks and earth. It was supposed to be 

bomb-proof, though a good-sized shell, falling 

plump on the roof, would probably have 

penetrated it-as it was, shot and shell 

struck the outside repeatedly, and men were 

killed all about it. It was a hot place for 

fire, and hot inside, in June, July and 

August, from the blazing sun. 

A table occupied the centre of the hut, 

and two narrow benches on two &ides, where, 

on a watch-coat, a sort of uneasy sleep was 

attempted till the soldier-servant brought 

one's coffee, biscuit, and bit of meat from 

the camp. 

I have some agreeable reminiscences of 
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the General's Hut. After looking about 

in the morning to see that all was regular, 

and when not making my rounds at other 

times during the day, it was a pleasure to 

invite the junior officers, lying in the 

trenches neal', to partake of the shade (hot 

though it was) of the hut, to eat their 

rations there, and talk about the progress 

of the siege. I made many esteemed 

acquaintances in the General's Hut. 

It was not always reached from the place 

of rendezvous for the trench guards without 

casualties. The Russians pitched shells 

and fired round shot at the reliefs coming 

down the Valley of Death, and some took 

effect. Two of the 68th lost limbs as 

they came down as part of the guards. 

On another occasion a round shot was 

noticed to be hurtling towards some hun

dreds of the trench guards on the march 

down. All threw themselves flat to avoid 

it except one man. He f'tood up, but in 

a moment he fell back a bloody and 

headless trunk, struck by the iron mes-
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senger. It was an ugly sight. One day, 

when I ,vas III tbe trenches, a dozen of 

the Royal Irish, coming across, and exposed 

to firinO" were struck by a shell; some were 
0' • 

slain outright, and seven amputations be-

sides were the result, whilst Major Harri

son, 68th, riding oyer the iron-encumbered 

gro~nd near Stony-hill, towards the first 

parallel, instead of keeping to the ravine, 

as he ought to haye done, (but it was 

only his second trench, I believe), was 

knocked down, man and horse, by a round 

shot, and he died on the spot. 

The Valley of Death was appropriately 

named. ShallO\v at the top, near the camps, 

it becomes deep, narrow, and solemn, as 

it approaches the city. Cliffs of shell 

limestone, with caves in them III many 

places, rise on either hand; in the caves 

dwelt owls, which screeched at intervals 

during the long nights of vigil, and the 

stunning noise of pieces of artillery was 

accompanied \vith the plaintive cry of a 

bird, whose note resembled the noise of a 
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shell in its passage through the air-" he 

heeo, he heeo." 

One night the moon had risen, and the 

ground was clearly seen between the first 

and second parallels from the Great Redan. 

A troop of ammunition mules was im

prudently crossing this space, with noise 

and clamour of the Croatian drivers, to 

make a short cut to a trench magazine. 

I was watching the result as I entered the 

second parallel from the valley, when, 

with a loud "whish" and bright blaze, 

crash came two gun shells among them, 

scattering them in a moment. The mules 

threw off their powder barrels, the drivers 

gathered up their baggy trousers and took 

to flight. More shells were then pitched 

among us in the trench. A stout fel

low limped to the rear, struck with a 

fragment of shell, and leaning on his fire

lock, and I passed a poor corporal, struck 

into a mangled heap in the first zig-zag 

leading to the third parallel. 

Young soldiers were imprudent on enter-
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ing the trenches. It was difficult to prevent 

them making short cuts across open spots, 

and they invariably, if not checked, carried 

their arms on their shoulders, instead of 

trailing them out of sight, in moving 

through the parallels and zig-z0gs. 

The Russians wcre very particular in 

having their embrasures secured with 

mante1ets of thick rope, and even the guns 

themselves had a circular mantelet of the 

same material; so that they were fired 

with comparative safety, \YiJilst the British 

embrasures were generally open. Our 

people had not the facilities which a naval 

arsenal afforded the Russians, to make 

bullet-proof screens; it was, therefore, 

dangerous to pass our embrasures for the 

stinging :Minie bullet, or whirring frag

ments of shells. A big round shot would, 

of course, smash through any ordinary 

mantelet. 

Who of those "who live at home at 

ease" can fully understand the extreme 

misery and wretchedness of our soldiers, 
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who nightly wept down to the trenches in 

the winter months of 185-1-55, on rations 

of salt meat and hard biscuit, inducing 

thirst and disease, plunging through mud, 

and arriving at their posts wet and weary, 

unable to lie down in the slush of the 

trench, and keeping a miserahle vigil till 

dawn showed the pale, haggard, and mud

be-grimed" Crimean heroes?" 

Frost, snow, and rain then alternated. 

If the trench guards sat down, they werc~ 

perished with cold and wet: if they walked 

about, out of the trench and in rear, they 

exposed themselves to be shot, as the 

parapet was not sufficiently high to protect 

them. One night three poor fellows, over

come with fatigue, went outside the parapet 

to sleep on a dry place, risking the 

Russian bullets-they were all three shut. 

Trench life was not a pastime, certainly, 

summer or winter, yet some officers rf:llly 

took an interest in it, and I heard tlw.t 

deservedly esteemed and gallant sold:er, 

Sir John Campbell, rally a field ofiieer 

VOL. II. c 
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one day about his partiality for the fourth 

parallel. 

Shot and shell kept up the excitement, 

and this, with the labour of the pickaxe and 

shonJ, tended to make the blood circulate; 

but it was wretched work altogether in 

these \yinter months. Our gallant dragoons 

saw and testified what the infantry under

went. No reward is too high for the men 

who passed through this fearful ordeal un

complainingly. Sometimes they dropped by 

the way to or from the trenches never to rise 

again, their comrades not ha\'ing sufficient 

strength to carry them home; or return

ing to camp they would enter a damp tent 

of single canvas, and then sometimes hunt 

in vain for fuel to cook their slice of pork. 

But Russians and all suffered at this time, 

and the Czar allowed a month of the siege 

to count for a year's service. The mor

tality at this time, the winter of 1854 and 

1855, \y~S 35 per cent. There were gloom 

and anxiety both at bome and at the seat 

of the Eastern campaign. Y ct, strange to 
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say, there were occasionally heard from a 

soldier's tent by night the strains of the now 

familiar air, "Cheer, Boys, Cheer!" to 

which these words are adapted ;-

"On, soldiers, on! 
Once more the path of glory 

Opens its view before your longing eye. 
March, boldly march! 

And add to Briton's story 

A page of valour that shall never, never die. 
France, gallant France! 

Fights valiantly beside you, 
Shares in the toil and glory of the field. 

The bands of conq)lest firmly willnnite you; 
The foe, though daring, shall be forced to yield. 

(Chorus, with energ!J.) 

On! soldiers, on! 
Your banners proudly streaming; 

On! soldiers, on ! 
You battle for the right; 

On! soldiers, on ! 
Sword and bayonet gleaming; 

On! soldiers, on! 
Till victory crown the fight. 

" On! soldiers, on ! 
Our prayers, our hopes attend you; 

C 2 
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A nation's blessing cheers you on the way; 

The mighty God of battles shall defend you; 

Hearts deeply grateful will your toil repay. 

Weep for the slain who die our cause defending; 

Hallow their names and hand them down to fame; 

Help the mourners on our aid depending, 

They who love their country will admit their claim. 

Chorus-On! soldiers, on!" 

In June, the nights were, of course, warm 

enough, and the men not on sentry lay 

down in the trenches, or sat dozing with 

their backs to the parapet in their red 

coatees, forage caps, and white belts-a 

rather dangerous and conspicuous dress, to 

go over the parapet of a clear moonlight 

night, whilst the vigilant Russians were 

lying in wait in the Woronzoff Road, and in 

rifle-pits of loose stones at the bottom of the 

hill, on which were traced our lines of the 

Left attack. The Russians in their long 

drab great-coats could hardly be seen at 

night till one got very close to them. 

In the hot summer months, the trenches 

were exhausting during the day, and the 
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thirst was great. Some canvas screens, 

provided at first, were carried off to the 

camp by soldiers and sailors, and those 

men who followed suffered. Firelocks were 

arranged here and there, and great-coats 

spread so as to afford partial shelter. But 

what with the heat, and the indifferent water, 

and sometimes stringy beef, (though the 

commissariat deserves the highest credit 

for indefatigable exertion to procure the 

best rations for the army), bowel complaint 

supervened after a twenty-four hours' trench. 

In Canada, Commissary-General Filder, 

C.B., was well known as a most zealous 

and untiring public officer, working inde

fatigably himself, and making everyone 

under him work also. Though he was 

careful of the public money, yet he was 

always desirous, and exerted himself to have 

the troops supplied with excellent rations, 

and I believe that in the East, under great 

difficulties, he fully bore out the character 

he had established after long Peninsular 
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experience, and at the head of his department 

in the West. He was selected for the 

Eastern expedition on account of his pre

vious high reputation as a commissariat 

officer, but his health broke down in Balak

lava the pestilent, where perished our old 

and much esteemed friend Admiral Edward 

Boxer, C. B., a man of unequalled zeal 

and activity in the service of his country. 

Colonels in command of the trench

guards had their own several ways of doing 

their duty before retiring to the General's 

Hut by day. Perhaps, the better way was to 

wait in the second parallel till the old guards 

had passed out, and the men had taken 

their places in advance, than to go round 

by the zig-zags to the fourth and fifth 

parallels, seeing that all were properly posted, 

according to the previous written directions 

at the rendezvous; then passing by the 

right along the third parallel, and taking 

up a position on the left of it, or in the 

middle of the fourth parallel, where there 
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had been an old rifle-pit, till it was time to 

go the rounds again, and see that the 

officers and non-commissioned officers were 

keeping the men on the alert against sorties, 

and alive to jump out of the way of shells. 

On the left, between the fourth and 

fifth parallels, was, as I said, the cemetery 

where, on the 18th of June, Sir William 

Eyre, K.C.B. led his brigade, and was 

fortunate to have escaped with his life 

(though with the loss of 700 men) from a 

sort of pit of hell, a bowl into which the 

Russian batteries pitched shot, shell, and 

grape from the front and flanks. The gar

dens and houses partially protected our men. 

It was most fortunate they advanced no 

further than they did, after gammg 

possession of the cemetery (which was 

held to the fall of the city), for then that 

most formidable work, the Creek Battery, 

with its ship-guns, musketry, five lines of 

trous de loup, and mines, besides the cross 

fire from both flanks, would have caused 

double the amount of casualties. 
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I here beg to record the gallantry and 

{food j'ud,j'ment of Lieutenant DoneUj', R.E. o 0 

The night after the cemetery was gained 

by our troops, they retired for a time, after 

their great exertions, with their wounded to 

the rear, and ascended to the trenches 

above them. Next day there was to be a 

flag of truce to bury the dead. Lieutenant 

Dunnelly, seeing the necessity of at once 

resuming possession of the cemetery, got 

leave to call for volunteers to reoccupy it 
Sergeant Cooper and twenty men of the 

I-lth Regiment, and ten riflemen, sprang 

forward, and they went down the slope under 

nre with Lieutenant Donnelly and occupied 

the cemetery, thus preventing the Russians 

l'ntering it-Lieutenant Bradley and thirty 

more men, 1 J.: th, strengthening the first party. 

During the flag of truce, the British were 

thus in possession of the cemetery, which was 

afterwards a post of importance, and one also 

of periL 

One night, when not in the trenches, I 
was awoke by feet passmg my hut, and a 
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VOIce said: "vVe must find the head doc

tor;" and another replied, "We will be all 

killed and murdered at that place." This 

was a party bringing up, on a blood-stained 

stretcher, from the cemetery, Captain Maun

sell, a fine young man, of the 39th Regi

ment (our next neighbours in camp). He 

had left for the trenches a few hours before, 

full of health and in good spirits; popular in 

his regiment, and beloved by his friends at 

home. His post was on the right of the 

cemetery, where there was at first indifferent 

cover. A shell was seen in the air. 

"Look out! look out!" was the cry. It 
plumped down amongst the party and 

burst; the fragments took effect on a cor

poral and five men, whilst one of poor 

Maunsell's precious limbs was carried clean 

off, and was not found till next day. He 

jumped up and hopped about, and said to 

those assisting him, "Never mind me; see 

if anyone is worse hit." There was some 

unavoidable delay in bringing him up to 

hospital. The hemorrhage was great, and 
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as he was carried past the brigade office, 

his pulse was low and his body cold. He 

died before he reached the surgery, and we 

attended his funeral, an impressive one, next 

day at Cathcart's Hill, where repose many 

noble remains of gallant men. 

The hottest place for fire, I found in the 

Left attack, was a traverse in the 4th parallel. 

I took up my post there one night for some 

time with the party, commanded by an old 

Canadian friend, Captain Hawley, 89th 

Regiment. Four men looked out for shells, 

of which the Russians . were particularly 

liberal. \Vhen our people sent one shell 

from the batteries in our rear, the Rus~;' 'IS 

returned five, and then stopped till our sitle 

began again, and this went on for hours. 

"'When number one of the Russians came, 

"Look out!" was the word, "and count 

four more." They flew close over our 

heads, and burst behind us, and in the 

trench beside us. We escaped on, these 

last occasions by a rapid rush and tumble 

of all hands round the traverse, I must say 
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in a very undignified manner, but there 

was no help for it. I happened to be on 

duty when the order was first given to keep 

up an incessant fire by good marksmen 

all night on the Russian works, to prevent 

by night the repairs of the damages by 

the bombardment during the day. The 

Russians sortied just before this began, and 

covered the sortie by volleys from their 

ramparts. Round shot, shell, and grape, 

were plied from both sides; the air was 

full of iron and lead; the missiles screamed 

and· whistled overhead; the bellowing of 

great guns prevented one hearing; the 

f""hes of light were blinding, and the smoke 

uffocating. Our people's blood was up; 

they stood up bravely to their work, and 

cried, "Let us jump over the parapet 

and meet them. They're coming on!" 

Soon, however, some of them were groan

ing and bleeding in the bottom of the 

trench. 

The storm of great guns and small 

arms raged so fiercely, that it appeared in 
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camp as if a general attack was made 

on our lines, and soon Lieut.-Colonel the 

Honourable Francis Col borne jumped down 

into the trench, sent (as an Assistant

Quartermaster-General) to ascertain what 

was the state of affairs. The violence of 

the storm ceased, though not without leaving 

many casualties, and the rifle-balls vexed 

the Russian defences till daylight. The 

losses of the Russians were at this time 

very heavy. 

On different occasions, I had as &!y 

adjutant, or A.D.C., Lieutenant Phillips, 39th 

Regiment; in moving through the trenches, 

and in keeping our vigils till daylight, we 

providentially escaped. About two in the 

morning, the eyes became heavy; with 

some effort we kept a\YQke, assisted by the 

shot hurtling overhead, shells bursting near 

us, and grape-shot rushing over the 

parapet, like the noise of the fiiaht of o 
large birds, and then pattering in succes-
sion into the soil beyond. 

::\ear the General's Hut, on the left, 
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looking towards Sevastopol, our gallant 

sailors of the Naval Brigade fought their 

guns and mortars most valiantly; they also 

replied to the sunken long-range guns of 

the Russians with two or three guns of 

large calibre, also sunk at an angle in 

the ground. One of these, a 68-pounder, 

they said, sent the balls clear over the 

harbour, and further than they could tell 

beyond it; the others crashed among the 

buildings of the town. 

The sailors went to their duties with 

extraordinary alacrity, and did their work 

with their usual daring and activity; would 

put in a couple of shells, if they had the 

chance of doing so, to get rid of their 

pile, and fired at conspicuous buildings to 

produce an effect. One facetious character 

among them, George Adams by name, was 

fond of reciting poetry, and when it was 

sentimental the effect was ludicrous enough. 

"Would that I were a careless chy-ld, 
Still dwelling in my highland C[1ve," 

was often in his mouth. 
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It was tantalizing to see the large 

Russian ships in the harbour, and for a 

long time apparently untouched by our 

missiles. It was supposed that their decks 

were covered deeply with sand-bags, and 

that it might be difficult to sink them if 

sails were hung over their sides, and their 

interior filled with bales of wool, &c. A 

French battery was expected to open on 

them from the right of the Mamelon, 

which it will be remembered fell with the 

quarries on the 7 th of June. 

\Yhilst the siege was at its height, the 

stories that one heard III the hut of 

wounds and death were painfully exciting; 

body wounds rendering fine strong young 

fellows invalids for life, arms and legs 

carried off, rendering others cripples to 

their dying day. 1 t was the general wish 

that the Russians would come out and 

have a fair stand.up fight as at Alma, 

Inkerman, and Balaklava; at last they did 

so on the Tchernaya. I shall allude to 

this hereafter, also to the bloody day of 
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the 18th June, and the fall of the strong 

city on the 8th of September. Incidents 

connected with the trenclwwrk are what 

I am treating of in this (~hapter, remini

scences of the days of fierce bombardments 

on our part, and replied to gallantly and 

unflinchingly by our Muscovite antagonists. 

Watching, on one occasion, for a while 

beside a traverse at midnight, I heard steps 

approach; four men are carrying a body 

on a canvas stretcher. 

" Who is it that is struck?" 

"A corporal of the 4th, Sir; he is 

knocked to pieces. We are going to bury 

liim here; he was struck with a shell in 

coming in over the parapet from the sen

tries outside, and Captain Paton, beside 

him, was wounded on the head by a piece 

of the corporal's body." 

A grave is dug at one side, and the 

poor remains are at once consigned to 

their final rest. A religious sergeant 

used to carry a prayer-book with him, 

and on occaSIOns of this sort read 
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the serVIce by night or by day over the 

dead. 
Towards the close of the siege incidents 

like the above became very frequent. Thus 

I had the first night half-a-dozen casual

ties, then eleven, fifteen, and so they 

increased. There were at last forty and 

sixty in the Right attack alone; whilst the 

French, more numerous than ourselves, 

would have one hundred killed and 

wounded in the twenty-four hours. 

Captain Paton being disabled, as was just 

related, I was moving along the fourth 

parallel with difficulty among the legs of the 

trench guards lying down, when a shell, 

with its eye of fire, came on us from the 

Redan, pitched, and exploded with a deafen

ing crash close to us. I was then particularly 

pleased with the activity and zeal of 

Sergeant O'Grady, of the 4th Regiment, 

who had taken his wounded officer's place, 

and went about encouraainO" men to be on 
b b 

the alert, either for shells or sorties. " Look 

alive, men! Don't go to sleep!" said he, 
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whilst he stirred them up with his foot. 

I recommended him to the favourable notice 

of his commanding officer, the energetic 

soldier, Colonel Williams, and he gave him a 

colour on his arm. 

During the hottest part of the siege, 

and when casualties were rife, and the cries 

of the wounded were heard in passing 

the hospital huts, I saw a band of imitation 

negro minstrels singing and playing on the 

banjo and bones in the Guards' camp, whilst 

amongst the sailors, ridiculous figures, as a 

clown and Mary his wife, followed by a 

crowd, visited the different divisions, afford

ing fun by their rough jokes. 

I said the General's Hut was a warm place 

for fire. Thus, one Snnday, as Lieutenant 

Raby, R.N., of the "Wasp," was reading 

under his awning there, whilst a sailor was 

occupied with his Bible on the other side 

of the traverse, a shell came and burst. 

Then all seemed quiet, when a man reported 

that the poor Bible-reader was dead, a piece 

of the shell having passed from left to right 

VOL. II. D 
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through his stomach. A man boiling 

coffee there had a leg carried off by a 

round shot through an embrasure, and a 

third had a gabion knocked on his head, 

the spikes of it making numerous festering 

holes on the skin. 

But enough of these details in the 

mean time: we must not "sup full of 

horrors." Let us now, having seen our 

guards pass out of th~ trenches, and the new 

guards occupying them, after twenty-four 

hours of exhausting heat and of hot firing, 

wend our way with our bugler past the 

caves in the Valley of Death, picking our 

steps amongst the rocks and stones and 

innumerable shot and shell, of huge and 

of ordinary size, lying in the bottom and 

on the sides of the ravine, recalling to mind, 

whilst we do so, those beautiful words of 

Scripture-" Yea, though I walk through the 

Valley of the Shadow of Death, I will fear no 

evil; Thy rod and Thy staff they comfort 
me." 
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CHAPTER II. 

Admiral Boxer, C.B.-His Energy-His Death-The 
Frame Huts-How to manage a Tent-Effects of im
pure Water - The Sardinians - Sir William Eyre, 
K.C.B.-Admiral :Michell, C.B.-A. Bombardment
Lord Raglan-General Pelissier-Omar Pasha-The 
Mamelon assaulted and carried-Also the Quarries
Burial of the Dead-The Russian Hand-Uines-Anec
dote of an American-Hospitals-Cholera from im
prudence-The fourth Bombardment-Preparations for 
an Assault - Colonel Waddy and the Stormers
Casualties in the W oronzoff Road-Repulses at the 
Redan and Malakcrlf-The Honourable Captain Agar
English Navvies-Bad effects of Rum-Eyre's Brigade 
-Fight at the Cemetery-Lieutenant James, R.E., 
Captured-Divine Service. 

"BLESS me! I am very happy to see 

you," was the friendly greeting of that most 

worthy and hard-working man of war, Ad
D 2 
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miral Boxer, as I ranged up alongside of 

his two-oared boat in the harbour of 

Balaklava: "You ha,'c just come in good 

time; something of consequence must be 

done immediately," and so it came to pass. 

In May, 1855, everything about Bala

klava harbour bespoke the zeal and 

energy of Admiral Boxer. At the entrance 

of this remarkably deep and secure haven 

(land-locked by its enclosing hills, which 

were of reddish ochre colour, and nearly 

bare of vegetation) there appeared a strong 

chain cable, the extremities only seen as it 

was sunk by day and hauled up at night, 

as a protection against fireships or rafts 

from without, whilst inside 200 vessels of all 

sizes, were crowded, but all in perfect order, 

with their sterns to the shore, and leaving a 

clear space for vessels entering or leaving, 

and for boats in the middle. 

A police boat rowed about to see 

that cleanliness was attended to, and every 

precautiun was taken against fire. It was 

at first a wonder to me that none occurred 
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In Balaklava harbour during the summer 

and autumn of 1855, but remembering 

who organized the arrangements there, and 

superintended them, my wonder ceased. 

"That blessed Admiral," (as a merchant 

captain, anchored among thirty other ves

sels outside, said,) "gi.ves us no rest; he 

is up at four every morning, and not only 

sees that all is right and square inside, 

but comes outside with a pair of oars and 

rouses up the captain or agent of the ves

sel to give us our orders." 

In America we had many proofs of the 

value of Admiral Boxer as a public officer, 

and had several communications with him 

regarding the defences of the St. Law

rence, &c.; his ideas were very excellent, 

and I cannot forbear paying a passing 

tribute to his memory. When I visited 

his tomb on the hill-side near Cossack 

Bay, opposite Balaklava, the inscription 

was then, with regret I say it, only on 

wood, "Sacred to the memory of Rear

Admiral Boxer, C.R, who departed this 
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life June, 1855." At his feet lies his 

nephew, Sydney Boxer, R.N.: both perished 

at their posts of cholera. 

As the admiral predicted, " something 

of consequence" did take place in June, 

after the lull since the heavy bombardment 

of Sevastopol in April. Transports swarm

ing with Sardinians and Frenchmen, besides 

red jackets, arrived, and good news of the 

fall of Kertch reach€d us at this time; 2,000 
Russians having abandoned the place after 

blowing up the magazines, and leaving one 

hundred guns, clothing for forty thousand 

men, two hundred and forty vessls, great 

stores of corn, flocks and herds, In the 

hands of the victorums expedition to thc" 
Sea of Azotf. 

For the work of the siege, and the 

business of the trenches, the greatest ac

tivity prevailed on shore, between Balaklava 

find the sea of tents in front, on the plateau, 

overlooking Sevastopol. Parties of troops 

moved about on fatigue in grey linen 

suits, and the forage caps of their regi-
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ments. There were lusty and light dragoons 

on horseback, carts driven by Turks, Tar

tars, and Orientals of various nations in their 

turbans, red fezes, or fur skull-caps, em

broidered round jackets and baggy trousers, 

whilst subaltern officers (facetiously called 

"rabbit skins," from the grey fur-lined 

jackets served out to them in winter) 

hurried past on their ponies, eager for 

supplies for their larder from the ships. 

Atrived on board a merchant vessel or 

transport, they, whilst effecting their pur

chases from the steward, told terrible stories 

of what went on in the trenches, about the 

General's Hut there, of legs, and arms, and 

heads carried off, so that one doughty fellow, 

a fresh arrival of a branch of the service 

which did not require to move behind a 

parapet, and who had laid a bet of fifty to 

one that he would go into the trenches and 

see all about them, said, when he understood 

that life was not worth half an hour's pur

chase there, that he would rather pay forfeit, for 

he was led to believe that the danger was so 
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great, that everyone who went in there 

carried a sand-bag with him! 

The frame huts, which some of us occu

pied at this time, were like young barns; 

the difference between the officers' hut 

and the men's was chiefly this - both 

had a door in one gable, and a glass 

window over it, and a corresponding win

dow opposite. The officers' hut had a 

partition in the centre, and the floor was 

boarded all over; whilst the men's had 

no partition, and the bare earth was seen 

in the passage up the centre. Centipedes 

of several inches in length, six or seven 

sometimes, infested the huts III May; 

mice, also, nibbled one's boots, then rats, 

of cat-like size, skirmished over one's body 

at night. Those who dwelt near the 

commissariat stores were tormented with 

myriads of flies, and at all times there 

was some plague or another, not the least 

of which was a numerous and active race 

of fleas, which oft-times "did make niaht 
b 

hideous." 
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Among the white canvas towns and ham

lets which spread far and wide over the 

bare steppes in front of Sevastopol (and 

which city at this time appeared bright 

and clean on its elevated site, backed by 

the great harbour), many valuable hints 

could be picked up by the uninitiated in 

camp life, as to making oneself tolerably 

comfortable in a bell tent. Thus, the floor 

might be sunk two and a-half or three feet, 

the pole supported on a barrel or stout piece 

of firewood, and a table "rigged" in the 

middle, on the top of the barrel; another 

barrel might be cut into the form of an 

elbow-chair, the bottom being filled with a 

bundle of hay, a strap with hooks enabled 

the forage cap, sword, revol ver-pistol, teles

cope, small water-harrel, waterproof cape, &c" 

to be suspended from the pole, a cross-legged 

bed with barely room to turn in it, and 

covered with a double blanket, from which 

sheets had been long divorced, stood at 

one side, whilst recesses cut in the earth 

of the sides contained tin plates, knives and 
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forks, canisters for tea, coffee, preserved 

meat, ration biscuit, &c.; a bottle of ration 

rum, or something better for a visitor, might 

also be found there. Beer and porter were, 

in May and June, two shillings a. bottle. 

In the cold and wet weather, a few boards 

formed the floor of the tent, and a small 

fire-place was made in the earth opposite 

the door, and a chimney outside, contrived 

out of a piece of stove-pipe, conveyed away 

the smoke" into thin air." 

A valuable addition to a tent is an 

Algerine gourbie, that is, an oblong leafy 

bower set up beside it, a few upright stakes 

with boughs wattled between them, a flat 

roof of branches, and a door and window 

or two. In this pleasant retreat (of per

fect shade, and through which the breeze 

whistled), the afternoon may be comfortably 

spent. I found two on the hill where the 

celebrated Omar Pasha had his tent, between 

Balaklava and the great camp; some of the 

French Generals also had them thouah our , 0 

people, perhaps from gourbies being new 
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to them, and also being some distance from 

trees, did not adopt them. But, in truth, 

I believe, that except those officers who had 

previously served, and (like myself) suffered 

for a time from the rays of an Oriental sun, 

the generality of the British ,vere too in

different to what the sun could do in 

striking them by day, also "the moon by 

night." We had both sun-stroke and 

moon-blindness in the Crimea, and I did not 

rest till I got white linen cap covers as soon 

as possible for all the men with whom I had 

to do. How the French Zouaves held out 

in their little red fezes, rakishly worn uff the 

forehead, was to me a standing wonder, 

whilst I was so frequently inclined to cry 

out, "0,_ quis }l}e~ in gelidum nemus Hremi 

.sis~~t ?"-" Oh, who will carry me to the 

cool groves of the Balcan ?" 

About the General's Hut in the trenches, 

and all round the camp, the water in 

summer was full of impurities; dip a cup of 

it in the evening, and examine it next 

morning, and a thick coat of sediment 
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would be found at the bottom. This, of 

course, would have all been swallowed in 

solution if the water had been drunk the 

night before. I am convinced that the 

impure water, though the taste was not 

disagreeable, save a little earthiness about 

it, was one of the chief causes of bowel 

complaint in summer. Most of the officers 

and men who did not take the trouble to 

boil the water before using it, or make tea or 

coffee with it, felt derangement of the 

interior, some partially, others to such a 

degree that they either invalided or died. 

Stringy beef, salt pork, and the work of 

the pickaxe and shovel in those warm ditches, 

the trenches, superadded in some cases to 

the feverishness occasioned by the alcohol 

imbibed the previous evening, induced a 

raging thirst, when the thermometer was 80° 

and upwards (and we had it lOgo in the 

shade), caused great consumption of dirty 

water. A well-known drinking place was 

in rear of the second parallel Left attack; 

there, though exposed to the Russian bul-
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lets from the Garden batteries, &c., the 

poor fellows drank the turbid water and 

suffered. 
In the end of May, the Sardinians, 15,000 

strong, complete in drill, discipline, and 
transport, arrived; they were clustered first 

about the hill-sides of Balaklava, but the 

enemy retiring from the plain, where the 

celebrated charges of British heavy and light 

cavalry took place, the valuable accession of 

strength to the allies, the Sardinians, moved 

out there also, and took possession of the 

ground about Kamara, and a green-topped 
and white-walled building called "the Pago

da ;" beyond these they commenced carefully 

and neatly to construct field works. I had 
previously seen the "Armada Sarda" in 

their own country, and the picturesque and 
valuable Bersaglieri, or light troops with 

round-topped hats and green cock's-tail 

feather, and short rifle with a spike at the 
butt for sticking-into the ground. The 

Bersaglieri are taught to run, leap, swim, 

and climb trees; and when I rode out with 
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others, highly pleased to be released from 

the confinement of the camp by the retiring 

of the enemy, and refreshed by the rank 

vegetation and wild flowers of the plains and 

hill-sides, suddenly would start up from his 

lair a Sardinian rifleman and challenge, 

and afterwards become invisible in the long 

grass, truly an " anguis in herba!' to the enemy. 

In returning from the Kamara Hill 

with Colonel vVood, and the Hon. F. Col

borne, a tall figure of dark complexion, and 

in a blue surtout, rode in front; in this I re

cognised an old R. M. College comrade, Sir 

William Eyre, K.C.B., with whom "I had 

wrestled a fall," and who has attained his pre

sent distinguished position in Canada by close 

attention to his arduous duties, and by his 

activity before the enemy both in Cafferland 

and in the Crimea. 

The vast preparations for carrying on the 

siege were now observed, not only on land, in 

the tens of thousands of troops, but also at 

sea; English and French line-of-battle ships, 

frigates, and steamers watching Sevastopol 
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seaward. The harbours of Balaklava, Kami

esch, and Kazatch were black with transports 

and merchantmen. J had occasion to visit 

the noble man-of-war, the 'Queen,' at this 

time, commanded by a relative, Captain (now 

Admiral) Michell, C.B., and which had played 

its part with eclat in the previous bombard

ment of the 17th October, so as to elicit at 

the time the signal from Sir Edmund Lyons. 

"Well done, ' Queen !'" The' Queen' went 

in to relieve, and draw off the fire from the 

• Agamemnon' and ' Sanspareil,' and suffered 

herself; she also lost many officers and men 

in the trenches. 

Arrangements were now in active progress 

for another bombardment, and on the 6th of 

June we saw, from our huts and tents, on the 

plateau, the ships opening fire, whilst shot 

struck the water round them in all directions. 

The guns in our batteries had been changed 

from 24-pounders (which were only throwing 

cricket-balls against the massive earthen 

parapets of the beleaguered city) to 8-inch or 

68-pounders, and lO-inch or 96-pounders. 
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The flash and roar of artillery extended from 

right to left in our front, whilst shells cur

vetted and burst in the air, or in our bat

teries. 

The General's Hut in the trenches became 

a post of considerable excitement, being in 

the midst of the smoke and the fray, \vhilst 

the reverberation among the rocks and caves, 

and deep ravines of the VV oronzoff Road 

leading into Sevastopol, and the Valley of 

Death, were grand and sublime. One became 

irresistibly impressed with the idea that the 

Lord of hosts, the God of battles, was order

ing these great conflicts for some wise 

purpose. 

I went from the camp to the picket-house, 

Left attack, and then down the slope in front 

of it to watch the effect of our shot on the 

city, and on the enemy's lines. Shot flew 

overhead with threatening crash, or stole 

through the grass, or, bounding, raised a 

cloud of dust; whilst shells cracked, and the 

fragments whirred and hummed in exciting 
proximity. 
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Next morning we were ordered to be in 

readiness to turn out at a moment's notice; 

and looking to the hollow ground in our rear, 

we saw immense columns of French and 

Turks moving past to our right, and pro

ceeding towards the Russian works on the 

Mamelon hill. The impression on the mind 

was-here is war on a grand scale; if num

bers give confidence, here they are in great 

masses of dark uniforms and bright steel 

overhead. 

" Entrancing, 
With sword and bayonet glancing, 
And plumes in the gay wind dancing." 

A cheer on our left called attention to 

another source of attraction. Lord Raglan, 

in blue surtout and white-covered cap, rode 

along, accompanied by a lady, the wife of 

General Estcourt, Adjutant-General. A nu

merous staff of gold-peaked officers followed, 

also Hussar orderlies. Then the sturdy 

soldier, Pelissier, appeared, in red and gold

bound kepi or forage-cap, and white Arab 

VOL. II. E 
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cloak, \vorn for coolness over his uniform. A 
crowd of officrrs in blue and gold rode be

hind, also his Algcrine spahie in white flowing 

robes; the tricolour guidon was carried by a 

standard-bearer, and the braided jackets of a 

party of red Hussars composed the escort. 

It was altogether a brilliant cortege. Lastly, 

Omar Pashrl galloped past to tile front in his 

red fez and gold-bound coat, and attended by 

two or three offi(;crs; among them myoId 

bush-ranging friend, Colonel Simmons, R.E., 

and Turkish orderlies, armed with sword and 

pistol. 

All the preparations had been well consi

dered on this occasion, and all wen t on pros

perously for the allies \\ith a few exceptions. 

The French rushed from their trenches, and 

advanced rapidly against the works of the 

Mamelon in line, led by a little figure. 

\Yaving a sword, he disappeared over the 

parapet, the Russians pouring out at the rear. 

The French, carried away by the excitement 

of finding themselves in possession of the 

Mamelon, passed through the works, and did 
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not stop until they had advanced several 

hundred yards beyond, towards the abattis of 

the Malakoff Tower and outworks. The 

Russians, supported by artillery, rallied in a 

hollow, poured in a murderous fire; the 

French retired and went through the 

Mamelon, but recovering themselves on the 

south side, they re-occupied it; and hoisting 

the tricolour, they held the works. 

The British assaulted the open space called 

the' Quarries,' in front of the Great Redan, 

carried it gallantly, and held it obstinately, 

notwithstanding the persevering attp,mpts of 

the enemy to recover it. Here some of the 

62nd Regiment, whilst on the ground for 

partial cover, experienced the fatal effects of 

a round shot; it lobbed in among them, a 

Lieut.-Colonel, Major, Captain, Colour-Ser

geant, &c., were the casualties on the occasion. 

Our loss altogether was 45 officers and 

600 men. 

Watching the Mamelon, after its fall, from 

Cathcart's Hill, in company with Colonels 

Warre, 57th, and the intelligent commander 

E 2 
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of light troops, N orcott, R.B., " See how our 

poor friends are suffering !" said the latter, as 

shell after shell from the Russians burst in 

and over the Mamelon. 

Next day I rode to the Victoria Redoubt, 

opposite the Mamelon, affording a com

manding view of it, of the works on the 

right (where 12 Russian officers and 400 

men had been made prisoners), also of ths 
Malakoff Tower, and part of Sevastopol. A 

French general was sitting behind the parapet 

of the redoubt with his cap off, talking and 

gesticulating to himself: he was soon after 

killed. One of my companions, on this oc

casion, on a visit to our hut, was a fine young 

man of the 81st Regiment, from India, 

Major Sorel, who, seeking service in the 

Crimea, died of cholera a few days after

wards. Death was now busily claiming his 

victims by various and sudden modes of 
removal. 

On the 9th of June, a flag of truce was 

displayed from the Redan, to enable the 

dead, which lay about the Quarries, &c., to 
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be buried. I set off on foot to the first 

parallel, Left attack, then went down the slope 

to the Woronzoff Road, and went along it 

till I got within sight of the town. Shot 

lay thick in the road. The quantity of shot 

and shell the Russians expended was enor

mous, from first to last, shmving the vast 

stores accumulated by the Czar for Eastern 

conquest. Ascending the steep side of the 

ravine to the right, I found myself in 

Gordon's Battery of the Right attack, and, 

going in advance, came upon two bodies of 

soldiers of the 55th Regiment smashed with 

round shot, and lying together in a zig-zag. 

General Airey, the Quartermaster-General 

(always on the alert), rode past, also General 

Dacres, commanding the artillery, accom

panied by Colonels Gordon and Hamley, the 

latter the author of several much esteemed 

works. 

The Redan is close at hand; a high para· 

pet with two faces, and on its salient angle 

appears a short flagstaff and white flag. 

Embrasures are in the faces; and in them, 
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beside the guns, appear Russian gunners in 
flat canvas caps and frocks, as if prepared for 

hard work in the sun. An abattis of trees 

stretches across the front of the Redan, and 

at some distance from it a line of Russian 

sentries in green prevent approach to the 

abattis, and facing them is a line of British 

sentries; between are some Russian officers 

conversing with the British. Men of both 

armies are at work with stretchers re

moving and burying the dead, some sorely 

mangled. 

A subaltern, fresh from England, toils 

through the trenches, proudly laden with 

Russian swords and muskets, his trophies of 
the late fight. 

Four soldiers carry past me, from the 

Quarries, an officer on a stretcher; his left 

hand is twisted into the waistband of his 

trousers. He looked life-like, and I has

tened to place his cap on his head on which 

the sun was beating, but the features were 

fixed in death, and wounds on the forehead 

and stomach told that his warfare was 
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over: this was Lieut. Webb of the Connaught 

Rangers. 

A puff of white smoke and an explosion 

soon drew my attention to the left. One of 

our people had trodden on the glass tube of 

a Russian fougasse or powder box, sunk in 

the ground, and which in some instances 

occasioned fatal effects. On searching about, 

these hand mines, as they may be termed, 

were discovered in various directions, and 

dug up. They consisted of a large tarred 

box, like a tea-chest, containing many 

pounds of powder; on the top was a contri

vance like the letter T, a horizontal tin tube 

enclosing a glass one, in which was sulphuric 

acid. A match descended into the box 

through the leg of the T, and the tubes 

being crushed by the pressure of the foot, 

ignition and an explosion resulted. The 

least injuries I saw from this were scorched 

legs. War rejoices in hellish inventions to 

mar our Maker's image! 

There is no doubt that there were 

Americans at this time in the service of 
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Russia, probably medical men chiefly_ 

It \vas said that whilst the flag of truce 

was flying, two British surgeons were 

near the Malakoff, and were accosted by 

an American: 

"British, J presume! 

after wounded, I guess. 

Tower ?" 

" Yes." 

Doctors looking 

Like to see Round 

" \IV ell, I'll take you in." 

He did so, and introduced them to "the 

governor," or the general in charge there. 

Two blank guns were fired as a warning that 

the white flag was about to be hauled down, 

and the work of death to recommence. The 

surgeons looked uneasy. 

"I'll make it all straight," said their 

new fri.end, and took them out again. 

In June, the British hospitals (whatever 

shortcomings there were at the commence

ment of the war, which "vas at first by many 

never expected to come to more than a 

demonstration) were now in the highest 

order-good beds, clean sheets, abundant 
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supply of medicines and medical comforts, 

and skilful attendance. A French surgeon 

said to an English visitor at one of their 

hospitals, 

" How ours are so much cried up 

we don't know; yours are much better, 

We have only two huts for a ,vhole division, 

whilst you have three for a regiment, and for 

that regiment the medicines of a French 

division." 

In winter we had broken down for want 

of transport for food, medicines, and forage, 

but all this, thanks to Lord Panmure, was 

remedied in spring and summer. 

"I have been looking in at some of your 

hospitals," said a Zouave to me, one 

afternoon, "and I should not mind, 

Monsieur, being sick, to get into such 

good quarters." 

We had cases of cholera at this time, 

commencing with derangement of the bowels, 

which, neglected for hours and days, occa

sionally terminated fatally. I remember the 
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case of a temperate sergeant of the regiment, 

who died after a few hours' illness. 

" ,Yhat had he been doing?" 

"l\othillg out of the way, Sir." 

Still I thought he might have committed 

some imprudence, and it came out in a few 

days, from the man who cleaned his appoint

ments, that the day before he was seized was 

his birthday, and he asked two or three 

friends "to make merry," got a bottle of 

bad champagne and a bottle of pickles from 

a canteen, partook of both freely, and filled 

a Crimean grave next day. I remarked in 

the East J ndies, and in the West, that when 

cholera is in the air, the least imprudence 

" sets one off." The receipt of Dr. Barry, a 

well-knmYJ1 and experienced army doctor, 

"vas, on the appearance of bowel complaints, 

" Put a teaspoonful of best white wine vine

gar in half a tumbler of water. Drink it, 

and rub the stomach with flanne1 moistened 

with camphorated spirit. Don't use astrin

gents, for the bowels are the cloaca maXLma 

.)f the system." 
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Some men with" proud stomachs" despise 

all precautions, and say it is "nonsense to 

consider what a man should eat or drink;" 

but we have followed many a stout fellow of 

this class to the tune of the" Dead March," 

and hold that clean feeding and "mixing 

water with your wine" is the best rule for 

holding out under work. 

The French and English successes at the 

Mamelon and Quarries had inspirited the 

chiefs to hurry on another serious attack, to 

give the enemy as little breathing time as 

possible; but occurrent nubes, clouds will 

intervene. 

There had been constant firing all along 

the three miles of the town defences, and 

from the rifle-pits in front (those dangerous 

semicircles of stone, with the earth scooped 

out behind, where one or more, sometimes 

as many as eight, Russian, French, or 

English, lay like spiders watching for their 

prey), but not a sustained bombardment, 

to fill the air with missiles, and to rend it 

with the thunder and crash of artillery, till 
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the 17th June, when the fourth commenced. 

It was Sunday, and serious people considered 

that it did not augur well for success recom

mencing the hot and heavy cannonade on the 

sacred day of rest. But so it was; and 

at 3 A.M. another act in the great drama 

opened. 

The earth shook from the discharge of 

great guns and mortars, and large rockets 

ever and anon shot into the air, accom

panied with a long train of screw-like 

smoke, which next waved like a gigantic 

aerial serpent, and then went to leeward as 

a white cloud. Three French and four 

English steamers approached the works, got 

within 2,000 yards, fired their heavy guns 

in succession for some time, and circling 

round retired. This vexed the enemy con

siderably, both in their works antI in the 
town, seawards. 

We were warned to be ready for a grand 

attack on the enemy's works on the following 

morning, the anniversary of vVaterloo. It 
was thought that this day was selected that 
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the allies conjointly might efface the recol

lection of what had come to pass before, 

and inaugurate the 18th of June with a. 

new victory. Revolver-pistols were fresh 

loaded, a few hasty lines were penned to 

those far away, some comforts were placed 

in the havre sack, and those who had flasks 

filled them. The men were in a high 

state of excitement, and after the long and 

tedious trenches, they thought they now had 

the prospect of a termination to them, and 

talked of pots of porter in the "pool." 

The greater number of the men did not 

go to bed at all, and the camps were 

lighted up like a mighty fair, the men 

talking and smoking till it was time to 

stand to their arms In the dark, long be

fore daylight. 

Columns of French were destined for 

the attack on the Malakoff Tower, with 

all its earthen outworks and supporting and 

flanking guns. Twelve hundred British 

stormers, under Sir John Camphell, were 

intended to sally out of the Quarries and 
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trenches of the Right attack, and assault 

the Great Redan, and make a lodgment in 

it. Both faces and the salient were to be 

attacked, sailors, carrying scaling-ladders, and 

sixty artillerymen, volunteers, were intended 

to accompany the stormers, to spike the 

guns, or turn them against the enemy. 

Another column, under Brigadier-General 

Barnard, in which was the 14th Regiment, 

was directed to proceed to the front, down 

the \Voronzoff Road, and be ready to attack 

the Barrack Battery (by going over eight 

hundred yards of open ground) as soon as 

the Malakoff fell and the Redan was at

tacked; whilst on the left, Brigadier-General 

Eyre was to lead eighteen hundred men 

dmvn the Great Ravine, into which the 

Valley of Death falls, and, continuing on 

to the cemetery, opposite the head of the 

Admiralty creek, was to bring up his left 

shoulder, and co-operate with General 

Barnard in the attack on the Barrack 

Battery. Success was confidently antici

pated, and a separate order was issued as 
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to our conduct in keeping the troops to

gether, &c., when we should drive the 

enemy out of the town and take posses

sIOn. 
Though some doubtless considered vic

tory as certain on this occasion, I own I 

had not the least idea of success myself. 

I had watched almost every morning from 
the front the state of affairs in the town, 

and on the enemies' works. I knew that 

they were strong, well-prepared, and not in 

the least inclined as yet to yield to our 
pressure, also that they had not been suf

ficiently beaten, or our works pushed close 

enough to their principal line of defence, 

to give assurance of success. Of course, 

our duty, whatever we thought of what was 

likely to happen, was to do our best, to com

ply strictly with our orders, to put a bold 

face on the matter, and to express no 

doubts, but to encourage one another "to 
quit ourselves like men." 

Putting our effects in order, in case of 

our never returning alive to the hut, and 
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getting a couple of hours' rest, we rose at 

midnight of the 18th. There was a hum 

of voices all over our camps, we fell in 

whilst it was dark, and a strong party of 

stormers being told off, we moved away 

towards the right, crossing in front of 

Cathcart's Hill. The dust was suffocating, 

and the night sultry. We marched in 

sections down the ravine, and whilst ob

jects were indistinctly visible, we found our

selves, with portions of the 4th, 39th, and 

89th Regiments, in the Woronzoff Road, 

here commanded by the enemy's guns. 

We were directed to ascend to the right 

and occupy the rocks above, and we did 

so, like birds clustering there. 

Colonel Munroe, 39th, commanded the 

reserve. He was well used to warfare in 

India, and moved about with zeal and in

telligence amongst his charge. We were 

joined on the hill-side by Colonel Norcott 

and some of his rifle brigade. Colonel 

Waddy, 50th, headed the stormers. He 

had acquired a high character for daring, 
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and, in fact, exposed himself more than 

most men on all occasions in the trencheso 

He now turned out in his shell-j·d:l'7 

without flask or havresack for refreshment, 

but in one hand carrying a pistol, and in 

the other a naked sword (th2 scabbard 

left at home) which he had captured in a 

combat in the East. There was no mis·" 

take about the intentions of the gallant 

Waddy. "Do or die," seemed his motto. 

Soon balls, great and sman, l;egur. to 

pitch among us, and as the day broke, the 

roar of the combat became louder and 

louder. We were near the Great Redan, 

which we saw lower down the ravine of 

the W oronzoff Road; the Malakoff was 

on our right, and shot and shell from 

it flew over us, and ploughed up thE 
ground on the left of the road. All thE 

while our batteries of the Left attack 

briskly and incessantly fired at the 

Redan. 

The first casualty we observed was a 

sapper, who was sitting down waiting the 

VOL II. F 
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order to move nearer the enemy's works. 

He was struck with a round shot, which 

came lobbing down the hill-side from 

the Malakoff, and taking him III the 

back of the neck broke his spine, and 

knocked him a few yards down the hill, 

where he sat as if asleep) his face turned 

up, but he was stone dead. Conversing 

with an old Canadian friend, now first 

seen for many years, Skinner, 89th Regi

ment, about" the land of the West," a 

man behind us uttered an exclamation of 

pain, and on looking round at him he 

was holding his left arm with his right 

hand. He had been struck with a frag

ment of shell. He was sent to the 

doctors, who, with the quarter-masters, 

with supplies of ammunition, water, and 

the mid-day rum, &c., were at an angle 

of the ravine below us. Continuing our 

discourse, another piece of shell grazed 

our heads, and we began to think we were 

in a hot place. Grape-shot now lashed 

among us, and occasioned casualties among 
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our stormers, who were advanced with the 

scaling-ladders. N ow and then there was 

a cry of "Round shot-look out!" which 

was avoided by being on the alert to 

throw ourselves behind a rock-then up 

agam. 

Below us we saw sailors carrying slowly, 

on stretchers, wounded messmates up the 

road from the Redan, whilst the shot 

knocked up the dust and gravel about 

them. A corporal of sappers came along 

the hill-side from the direction of the Redan. 

I asked him what was the news of the 

assault from the trenches of the Right 

attack. He said, "Bad news." The 

French had failed at the Malakoff; our 

people had tried the Redan, and had been 

forced to retire with great loss; and Sir 

John Campbell, who led the attack, and 

many field officers and others, were killed 

and wounded. 

A party of sappers, mixed up with our 

men, suffered greatly on this occasion; as 

the stormers of the 14th turned the corner 

F2 
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of a rock, the sergeant-major of the sappers 

was shot dead with a round shot, and I 

think about eight others of them were 

killed and wounded. Grape shot broke 

legs among our people, Corporal Brown's 

thigh was cracked in this way, and a poor 

fellow named Lynch, was struck sideways 

on the chest with a passing round shot, 

he fell on his face and never moved. 

Ensign Glancy and another picked him 

up and opened his jacket, he did not bleed, 

but his breast was soft like woo], and a 

tear was in his left eye, he was quite dead, 

and was buried on the spot with the 
entrenching tools. 

Our General, Sir Henry Barnard, know

in6 the folly of attempting the eight hundred 

yards of open ground between us and the 

Barrack Battery, crossed as it was by lines 

of annihilating fire from the Redan, and 

other heavily armed works, held his men 

in hand, and thus saved the utter and 

inevitable destruction of his brigade, with

out the possibility of doing any good; that 
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is, without the previous fall of the Malakoff 

and the Redan. 

The Redan now clearly saw us in red 

masses, relieved against the grey rocks, 

and the Russians were observed to be 

busy cutting away part of their parapet 

to get another gun to bear upon us. We 

were accordingly directed to descend the 

hill-side, to cross the W oronzoff Road, and 

ascend to the second parallel, Left attack 

We did so leisurely. 

We had some difficulty in getting along 

the parallel, for a crowd of ammunition 

mules was found at the top of the ascent, 

the enemy all the while crossing us with 

round shot. The men were directed to 

keep in the bottom of the trench as much 

as possible, but some more careless than 

the rest, or sometimes it happened out of 

mere bravado, remained high and unprotected 

by the parapet. A round shot took a party 

of three exposed in this way (though Major 

Dwyer and myself were directing them to 
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keep lower down), knocked them off their 

legs, .;tl-iking off a couple of their pouches 

like crows in the air. One poor fellow, 

whose bowels were carried clean out of 

him, remained on his knees for a minute 

wiping his face, confused and ignorant of 

the mortal wound he had received, then 

fell over, and was covered with a great

coat by his comrades_ I was much pleased 

to observe, on this occasion, the zeal and 

the fearless conduct of Assistant-Surgeon 

Hyde, who moved about among the wounded, 

doing all in his power to assist them. 

Lord Raglan and his staff were not far off, 

and in a yery exposed position. Officers 

and men "vere killed and wounded beside 

him. Among the latter was that valuable 

engineer officer, Sir Harry Jones. Seeing 

that the attack on the Redan had failed , 
his lordship sat down with his back to the 

parapet, and Sir George Brown seemed to 

be comforting him; but neither his lordship 

nor the mild-mannered and excellent Ad-
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jutant-General Estcourt ever got over this 

black day. They sickened and died soon 

after at head-quarters. 

It was understood that there was to have 

been three hours of severe bombardment 

on our part, and that of the French before 

they attempted the Malakoff, and, it falling, 

then the English to go at the Redan. But 

on the evening of the 17th, Lord Raglan 

reluctantly consented to the proposition by 

the French commander-in-chief to omit 

the preliminary bombardment. * Then it 

was understood there was a mistake in the 

signal to attack on the 18th. A war 

rocket was mistaken by the French officer 

of the first column, to be led against the 

Malakoff, for the signal rocket. He advanced 

too soon, and was not supported till too 

late by the other columns. The powerful 

works of the Malakoff not falling first, 

the attack by the British on the Redan 

* Perhaps the French thought that the bombardment 

might have warned the RuSSiallS to be well prepared for 

what was to follow. 
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failed. There was great slaughter tjl~l'~'J 

besides what oc=,tllTcd elsewhere, thus, of 

the 120 sailors, carrying scaling-ladders, 80 

fell, and our loss altogether was 90 officers 

and 1,400 men . 

.. From distant lands the deep reverberations 
Of Waes loud thunder o'er the seas resound, 

Where on the ba,ttle-ueld earth's mightiest nations 
Stain with brave blood the dark, unconscious ground. 

" Where raged the battle many a form is sleeping, 
Whose heart once beat with hope and courage high, 

And in their homes-once happy-vigil-keeping, 
Is many a broken heart and tearful eye," 

It seemed that, after the dashing way 

in which we took the Quarries, and the 

French the Mamelon, on the 7th June, 

we were a little too proud, and required 

humbling. Yle seldom have it all our 

own way in this world, and are doomed 

to frequent disappointments; and thus we 

.retired along our trenches, "bent" some

what "but Dot broken," and carrying our 

wounded on stretchers, passing the fine 

fellows of the Royal Artillery, stripped to, 
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the shirt and trousers, and lying after 

their superhuman exertions alongside oi 

their guns and mortars, grim-looking, and 

reposing for a while after the late ~evere 

" tussle." 

With Colonel John Watson and the last 

men of the regiment, I descended into the 

Valley of Death, and was invited into a tent 

there by a friendly officer of the Land Trans

port Corps, who gave me a refreshing cup of 

wine and water, which Father Mathew him

self could not have refused, if he had been so 

choked with heat and dust as I was at the 

time. But groans and exclamations of p?,ir:: 

outside the tent directed attention to a group 

of men round a prostrate figure. This 

was the Hon. Captain Agar, of the 44th 

Regiment, as handsome a man as there 

was in the army, who had got both legs 

severely injured with a round shot, and 

was being painfully carried on a stretcher 

to the camp; but he did not survive, and 

after death he was visited as a picture of 

manly beauty, with a fine beard. " Take 
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my legs off," he had said to the doctor, 

"and give me a chance, till I am prepared 

to die." But it was impossible to comply 

with his desire, and 

"Voices familiar once no more he hears!" 

Hearing that my young connexion, Evelyn 

Wood, a naval aide-de-camp to Captain 

Peel of the 'Diamond,' had been wounded 

in front of the Redan, I went to see him, 

and found him suffering from a severe 

wound from a grape shot in one of his 

arms; also Mr. Hunter, R.N., lying con

tuseu in the same tent. They had truly 

passed through a storm of death. The 

grape-shot was as if a man was sowing 

corn at the abattis, and the wonder is how 

they escaped with their lives. Outside the 

tents I found two stout English navvies 

lying on the ground in the blazing hot 

sun. Well knowing the consequences of 

sun-stroke, I got one on his legs to move 

him into the shade, but he wrestled with 
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me and tried to trip me up. His friend 

011 the ground was embedded in some lime, 

and when he was got up, with the assistance 

of one of the naval brigade, he presented 

a ludicrous spectacle, his face being half 

red and half white, from the mingled effects 

of the drink he had had and the lime. 

"D--n it!" he muttered, "we came 

up to see the place taken, and they've 

not done it;" and so they had taken a 

drink out of vexation. 

We were now in the middle of the 

Crimean summer: for three days about 

eighty-six degrees of heat, then more 

moderate, and hot again. We were thank

ful the nights were not sultry. Among six 

hundred men there would be found about 

one hundred sick from fever and bowel 

complaints, chiefly in those regiments in 

which the men got their day's grog all at 

once. Many men took it off " neat." They 

would thus make themselves feverish, swal

low a gallon and a-half of ravine water 

during the day, and then came dysentery. 
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In those corps which gave the grog III two 

portions there was less danger to health, 

particubrIy if the men had the common 

sense to use three-water grog. The rum 

itself was good, and not too new; still 

alcoholic drinks, especially with a temperature 

of eighty degrees, are bad. By degrees the 

men began to see the advantage of cocoa and 

rice, which they were prejudiced against at first. 

They are both most valuable portions of 

soldiers'rations. vVhat numbers of fine men 

would now be walking the earth and enjoying 

God's sunlight, if there had been no spirit 

ration from the moment of embarkation! As 

I proved on dangerous expeditions in Africa, 

and on toilsome ones in the American 

forests, rough pioneers of the wilderness 

soon forget their daily longing for spirits

if they don't see it, and have a good stock 

of black tea to comfort them instead. 

The whole of the afternoon and evening 

of the 18th, there was great anxiety in camp 

regarding General Eyre's brigade of the 

third division, which at one time was reported 
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to have been cut off in the suburbs at the 

bottom ofthe Great Ravine, at the Admiralty 

Inlet. The Royal Irish had rushed forward 

like blood-hounds, till they were brought up 

amongst the houses by a tremendous fire 

opened on them from the batteries above 

them, which poured their shot, large and 

small, as it were into a basin. The walls of 

the houses were a feeble protection, as the 

iron crashed through them, the stones flying 

in all directions. Some old men, women, 

and children were in the houses. Books, 

love.letters, mirrors, cocked-hats, guinea- pigs, 

and a gooseberry-bush, were captured among 

other spoil; also a woman followed the 

fortunes of "a bould sodjer boy." The 9th, 

28th, 38th, and 44th, were the other 

regiments of the brigade. All suffered in 

men and officers, and all behaved very well. 

It was impossible to remove some of the 

wounded till nightfall, when they were 

brought up by Colonel Sparks (38th) to the 

fourth parallel, Left attack. 
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It was reported tlmt General Eyre was 

killed; but on visiting his tent I found him 

sitting up (in company with the stalwart 

Scottish warrior, Sir Colin Campbell), with 

his head bandaged, from a wound inflicted 

by a fragment of a tombstone beside which 

he had taken up his position in the cemetery. 

His aid-de-camp, Robertson, was also con

siderably bruised and jaded with fatigue. 

The previous evening, the General, when 

inquiring what co-operation there was to be 

on the part of the French, was told to 

communicate with a French general at 

Kamiesch. He rode there, and found that 

he was on the Tchernaya; he set off there, 

and it appeared that no orders had been 

given to this French officer to co-operate 

at all. General Eyre came back to dinner 

at eleven, P.M., tired, and was up again at 

one to lead his men down the ravine. A 

small party of French assisted in taking a 
rifle-pit on his left; but if thousands had 

co-operated in the direction of the Garden 
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Battery, the result of the day's work might 

have been very different. The above is a 

specimen of the evils of a divided command, 

and of desultory attacks with small bodies. 

Altogether this 18 th of June was "a black 

Monday." 

It was distressing to see the ambulance wag

gons and mules, with litters on each side of 

them, coming constantly, for some hours, into 

camp, loaded with the pale and maimed vic

tims of the fight. The surgeons were fully 

employed. Our huts were in the same row 

with those of the General Hospital. Sounds 

of suffering were everywhere heard, buckets 

full of legs and arms lay at the doors of the 

hospital huts, and figures tied up in blankets 

were carried out to the dead tent in the rear 

for interment. Some of the Irish recruits 

made very light of their wounds, hopped 

out of bed on one leg if they required 

anything, and " shied" arms and legs at each 

other in play, when not watched. 

"Bedad, I'll get a good pinsion now, 
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anyhow, and no more trinches, but it's bad 

luck to us we can't get into the ould ' pool' 

yet." 
One of Eyre's brigade, wounded, was left 

in an open space under the fire of the 

enemy; he was seen lying there, and 

occasionally waving his hand for help. The 

adjutant 48th (Horne), asked two men to 

go with him to try to get the sufferer away. 

They tried in vain. He then lay all night, 

and not till the flag of truce, on the 

afternoon of the second day, could he be 

iteached. He still survived, and said that a 

Pole had come to him the night before, and 

had given him water and something to eat, 

and promised to come again if he was still 

alive. Honour to the humane Pole, though 

fighting in the Russian ranks! Those of 

them who came out said, it was to fight 

against the Russians they had deserted. 

About this time Lieutenant James, R.E., 
was captured. He was employed in the 

\Voronzoff Road, across which there were 
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iron chevaux-de-frise, with trenches right 

and left, running up the sides of the ravine, 

to connect the Right and Left attacks. 

On returning to the Quarries, in the 

dark, he kept too much to the l~ft, and 

fell among a dozen Russians, who took him 

through the Redan to a Russian generaL 

He also saw Todleben, \Vho planned and 

executed the earth works of Sebastopol 

which gave us so much trouble; he was in 

bed, wounded with a musket-ball. James 

was confined at first in fort Nicholas. His 

clothes were sent to him, and his pony and 

some other effects were disposed of in camp. 

Eventually he was marched into the interior, 

and we did not see him again till he \yas 

exchanged, months after. 

Except on the 17th June, as before 

alluded to, Divine service was regularly 

performed every Sunday to the troops, both 

Protestants and Roman Catholics. The 

brigades were drawn up in hollow squares, 

clergymen officiating in the midst-great 

guns and mortars bellowing in the front at 

VOL. II. G 
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intervals, reminding the listeners of " a 

sudden summons." The whole business of 

the camp, both as to the religious and mili

tary duties, was conducted with every regu

larity that circumstances wo-uld admit of. 
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CHAPTER III. 

Visit the French Works about the nfamelon-The Gnards 
of the Trenches-How Embrasures should be blocked 
-Visit the French Works opposite the Bastion du 
Mat-Casualties-Examine a French Mille-Visit the 
French Lines at the Quarantine-Death of Lord 
Raglan-Funeral Procession to Kazatch Bay-Women 
in Camp-Trench Incidents-Ride to Vernutka-A 
Blast against Tobacco-Discover an Old Acquaintance 
-Story of Mr. Willis-Impatient Newspaper Article~ 
-Anecdote of a Zouave-Ride to the Baidar Valley-
A Land-Transport Sergeant-Mortality-Trench Anec
dotes-Establish a Regimental Canteen-Gambling
Cooking-M. Soyer-Danger from the Sun's Heat. 

THE French trenches and the Sardiniao 

field-works were very well worth visiting, as 

studies in the great art of war, during the 

G 2 
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memorable siege of Sebastopol; the latter 

were chiefly about the Tchernaya river, on 

the left bank, towards Kamara, and were 

also boldly pushed across the river above 

the Traktir bridge. These field-works of our 

Italian allies were remarkably well finished; 

gabions well and strongly made, fascines 

securely bound and neatly placed; parapets, 

embrasures, and ditches all sharp and perfect 

of their kind. 

Soon after the Mamelon fell, I got a 

French" Trench passport," and set out with 

Captain Hall and Lieutenant Warren, 14th, 

to visit it and the trenches about it. vVe 

rode down the Centre Ravine, thickly lined 

on both sides with British graves, and des

tined still to bear a greater crop. At this 

time I remarked only one stone monumental 

cross-that over the remains of the Hon. 

Cavendi:sh Brown; he was slain by the 

pistol of the Greek or Albanian chief, who 

had volunteered, out of hatred to the allies, 

to lead some sorties against us, and who at 

last fell himself, in all the pride of lusty 
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manhood, and quite a subject for a painter, 

as he was carried out of the trenches of the 

Right attack in his gold-braided jacket and 

vest and white fustanelli or kilt. 

Lower down the ravine, where shot and 

shell were beginning to be rife, were long 

mounds of fresh earth, sprinkled with white 

lime-dust: these covered hundreds of the 

gay sons of France recently slain-

"Earth walketh on the ev.rth glistering like gold, 
Earth goeth to the earth sooner than it wold, 
Earth buildcth on the earth palaces and towers, 
Earth sayeth to the earth, 'All shall be ours !' " 

Then we came to pickets of the Imperial 

guard, arms piled, some sitting, others lying 

or moving about, but all grave and soldier

like, all prepared for immediate action, in 

their dark uniforms and red facings, and 

black moustache and beard. They took 

the bearskin to the Crimea with them, 

which requires epaulettes or wings on the 

shoulder to carry it off, otherwise it seems 

too much for the figure. 
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We left our horses with part of the 

French 20th regiment, trench guards, and 

going up a trench to the right followed a 

man of the 25th French, carrying camp

kettles to the Mamelon, and with his firelock 

slung at his back. VVe discoursed of the 

late losses, and passing here and there small 

parties of trench guards reclining under their 

great-coats spread out from the parapet, and 

supported in front by firelocks. 

VV-e were very sensible, as the weather was 

very hot, of the necessity for a greater 

supply of lime and the deodorising process 

in the boyaux; but it is absurd to be too 

particular (unless when health is really 

endangered) in the time of war. 

Large round shot had crashed through 

the crest of the parapet in various places, 

or demolished a gabion, and a few "Minies" 

flew past like the sound of the "little busy 

bee," but carrying a more fatal sting. 

Generally the French trenches were deeper 

than ours; there was more shelter overhead , 
and I saw in some places two or three tiers 
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'Of banquettes; every facility was afforded 

for mounting up to fire, and there was 

security (except from the all-searching shells) 

when it was not required to mark down a 

foeman over the parapet. 

Arrived at the round-topped hillock, or 

Mamelon, we found what had been the front 

of the works towards the French, now open 

and become the rear; inside the parapet 

there was at the first glance utter confusion 

(but progress was being made to make order 

out of disorder); there were massive tra

verses and underground shelter for the late 

garrison, all knocked about, Everywhere 

the effects of the shells were visible. Small 

craters were in all directions where these 

missiles had buried themselves and burst; 

disabled Russian guns were pointing in 

various ways, some in the air, others to the 

ground or were half buried. The French 

were strengthening the new front towards 

the Malakoff (distant 500 yards) with a 

double tier of gab ions and sand-bags innu

merable, whilst some howitzers were ready 

to scatter their death-bearing fruit, over the 
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crest of the work, at the enemy's columns. 

who might, at any moment, advance to 

endeavour to regain their lost ground. 

A duel now commenced between some 

batteries to the right of the Mamelon and 

those of the Russians on the left of the 

Malakoff, that is about the little Redan; 

as seconds of the fight we watched it for 

some time from the Mamelon, joining company 

with a French lieutenant of artillery, who 

politely offered to guide us about, warning 

us, where balls most frequently came, to 

march " plus vite ici !" 

Is it that our people are more defiant, or 

what is the reason of it, that our embrasures 

were not blocked in the careful manner those 

of the Russians and French were'? By no 

possibility could we see through the former, 

and very partially through the latter. The 

heavy rope mantelet or screen of the Russian 

naval arsenal's embrasures could perhaps 

only be managed at that locality, unless 

imported ready-made, but the brace of sand

bags stuffed with hay and suspended from 

a bi1ton, over the guns in the French 
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batteries (and four sand-bags laid on the 

gun) can always be applied, and doubtless 

prevent many casualties. Young· soldiers 

passing slowly, open embrasures get knocked 

over unnecessarily. As an old assistant R.E., 

I cannot refrain speaking out on this matter, 

at the same time desiring to accord every 

credit to our excellent engineer and artillery 

officers, whose zeal and intelligence generally 

were most laudable. 

Having" done" the Mamelon, and got as 

near as convenient to the Russians on the 

right on this occasion, and with better 

success than a Sardinian officer (who, poor 

man, going on the same errand as ourselves, 

lost both his precious legs from a round shot 

from the opposite side of the harbour), 

I next, on a subsequent day, with Ma

jor Hammersley, D.A.Q.M.G., rode down 

the ravine to visit the very extensive 

French trenches on our left, and working 

towards the Bastion-du-M&t (the Flag-staff 

bastion), &c. 
We left our horses with some French 
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soldiers at a cave, and slanting upwards 

found ourselves in a mortar battery formerly 

one of the British sailors' batteries, and 

which, stinging the Russians severely, and 

being sunk in the hill-side, suffered very 

little itself. We next got into a battery of 

the marine artillery under the charge of a 

respectable-looking old captain; all was in 

excellent order, guns ready for action, 

sponges and rammers resting against the 

merlons, arm-racks for the fusils of the men, 

shot neatly piled, and all swept up as if for 

an inspection. 

We looked over the parapet and saw 

below us the dangerous ground-" a punch

bowl of batteries" -where our 9th, 18th, 

&c., had lately fought and suffered. Our 
new friend, the "vieux moustache," con

ducted us along the parapet to a covered 

recess where we had the pleasure of making 

the agreeable acquaintance of a very intelli

gent young French officer of good family, 

M. de Graney, of the Imperial Navy, 

Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. We 
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obtained much information from M. de 

Graney, and with the assistance of one of 

his powerful telescopes, we saw the great 

store of Russian guns and shot collected at 

the Admiralty Creek, and the bridge across 

the creek, where the enemy were crossing 

to and fro rapidly. 

News was brought us from another part of 

the trenches of some casualties which had 

occurred there :-a party was sitting eating, 

there was a cry of "bomb, bomb !" they had 

no time to jump up, and two were killed and 

eight wounded. 

One of the slain was carried clean out 

of the circle of his comrades, and another 

lost both his legs. Much feeling and sym

pathy were exhibited by our new friends 

at what had just happened to these ten ' mal

heureux.' 

The trench guards were as usual reclin

ing during the day under their great coat 

canopies, and on questioning a French 

officer in the part of the lines opposite 

the Flag-staff bastion, about the mine there, 

he asked us if we wished to see it; we 
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said " Very much," and we followed him 

to it. 
There was a door cut in a mound 

of earth, and miners were about it. 

There was something very peculiar in the 

appearance of some of these men, some

thing wild and reckless in their eyes-and no 

wonder, as their service was one of great 

danger; the enemy no doubt was busy coun

termining the French at that very moment, 

and preparing to blow them into the air if 

they could. Meeting death in this way is 

less agreeable than in a fail' fight under the 

canopy of heaven. The officer ordered bougies 
to be lighted, and, preceded by a miner 

crawling backwards and facing us along the 

gallery, we went as far in as we could. On 

our right was a machine, a sort of fanners 

turned by a man, for driving fresh air through 

a tube to the remotest parts of the mine. 

The sides of the gallery were cut out of 

marl like out of a cheese; we crawled along 

on our hands and knees till the mine divided 

into two branches, and we went so far that it 

seemed we had got under the flag-staff itself. 
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When we came out again, with dirty hands 

and jackets, the officer said, "Vvould you like 

to see the effects of our explosions '?" We 

said we should, and he conducted us to where 

the earth was heaved up in mounds and sunk 

into craters; under the cover of these mounds 

the zig-zags were made towards the Russian 

bastion. 

"Where is the enemy'?" we asked. 

" A few yards off," was the reply: "there! 

-at that broken abattis," pointing to some 

stakes sticking out of the top of a mound 

thirty yards from us, whilst the flag-staff was 

forty-five yards off. The Russians· and French 

were watching each other like cats; the sharp 

crack of the rifle was constantly heard, and 

the whish of the balls cutting the air, when 

the least portion of a foe was seen at these 

close quarters. 

Of course one is wide awake and active in 

such a position as this, Russian rifle-pits 

being round the corner; and following the 

directions of our guide to stoop here and 

spring to the right and left there, we got 

safe through our visit to the salient angle of 
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the Flag-staff bastion, soon after destined to be 

a scene of terrible slaughter. 
Many of the old soldiers of the trench

guards, perhaps on duty for months, seemed 

indifferent whether they lived or died; lying 

on their backs on the ground and legs crossed 

in the air, they talked quietly over the occur

rences of the siege, or they sipped their 

moderate portion of ration rum, or smoked 

away the hour, seemingly adopting the maxims 

contained in the toper's song-

"Drink, brothers, drink! man's life is but a bubble, 
Dancing a moment in the lap of death; 

Smoke, brothers, smoke! and blow away all trouble; 
What better use for transitory breath !" 

A third visit I paid to the French lines, for 

information, was on their extreme left towards 

the Quarantine, and beside the cemetery, 

where a fierce fight had taken place in April, 

the church and cemetery remaining in the 

hands of the French; the marble and stone 

tombs and iron railings were terribly mutilated 

by the Russian shot. Leave was required to 

be got at the quarters of the general of the 
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trenches at the Russian country-house called 
the Cloche ton; * in going from this to the 
advanced trenches there was a bank, on the 
left, of several hundreds yards, closely pitted 
with balls which had come over from the 
town works, and was as it were honeycombed, 
the balls had struck it so thick. There was 
a mine of round shot there. 

In one of the well-constructed batteries in 
front, two French naval officers were on the 
look out, with several glasses, over the parapet, 
and below them was a party of men, with a 

gun which they had just fired; they had re
loaded it and laid it again, and the hand with 
the lanyard was looking along the piece with 
a tiger-like glance. 

"What are you watching for so keenly?" 
was asked. 

"A party of soldiers has just gone past 
that opening," was answered, " and we expect 
them to return immediately." 

* A permanent general of the trenches must know 
more of them, and be better able to direct the officers 

commanding the guards, than when the general is 

changed daily. 
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Alas! for human nature, what delight it 
would have given to these cannoneers to see 

a dozen arms and legs go into the air to 

testify the correctness of their aim! 

A fatal attack of cholera having terminated 

the long and honourable military career of 

Lord Raglan, preparations were made for 

conveying his remains to his own country with 

every respect. Guards of honour were sent 

from every regiment towards head-quarters, 

and to assist in lining the road to Kazatch 

Bay. At the appointed hour, the funeral car 

left the house, viz., a gun carriage, with its 

gun appearing in the rear under the coffin; 

the pall, a British flag, was surmounted by his 

IOTdsbip's cocked hat and sword. The pall

bearers, Marshal Pelissier and General Sir 

J ames Simpson, General Della Marmora and 

Omar Pacha, rode on each side. Then fol

lowed after, his lordship's charger with boots 

reversed in the stirrups, next a large body of 

staff and other officers of the four armies. 

British and Sardinian lancers rode in advance, 

the red and white pennons of the first, and 

dark blue of the last, dancing in the breeze. 
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Our men looked lusty, and rode excellent 

horses. The Sardinians, too, made a gallant 

show; the officers had abundant silver lace 

about them, and seemed to ride with pride. 

The French horse artillery, in fur caps and 

red-braided jackets, had a remarkably fine 
appearance, followed by the light and active 

Chasseurs d' Afrique in sky-blue jackets and 

red trousers. Next came, in the strength of 

manhood, Imperial cuirassiers in their glitter

ing steel helmets and cuirasses, and manes 

hanging down their backs, but the finest men 

who passed along seemed to be our own 
Horse Artillery. 

Turkish cavalry in their fezes and with 

carbine on their thigh assisted on the 

occasion, also our 10th Hussars and our 

broad-backed heavy Dragoons, their metal 

helmets judiciously covered with white cotton 
against the blazing sun. Last of all some of 

the Land Transport, in red jackets with 

black braid, brought up the rear, under the 

command of General Sir Charles Napier'S 

son.in-Iaw, the energetic Colonel Macmurdo. 
VOL. II. H 
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As the body passed we presented arms, 

reversed arms, and rested on our arms 

reversed, and the whole ceremony was per

fectly conducted, till the ship bore Q\yay the 

remains of" the Duke's" favourite follower to 

England, another distinguished victim of the 

great war. 

One night there was a sudden alarm that 

the Russians were coming up the ravine on 

our left; we heard a shot, and the sailors 

immediately jumped out of their tents 

on the side of the ravine, and I heard the 

cry: 

"Turn out, my lads, with your cutlasses !" 
There was a rush, then all was quiet. 

Inquiring into the cause of the excitement, 

it appeared that a Frenchman, belonging to 

a camp on the other side of the ravine, had 

found his wife, a vivandiere, in a tent where 

she ought not to have been; he had fired at 

her, and then rushed off pursued through 

the sailors' tents. ·What was the upshot of 

the business I never ascertained. 

We had no women kind with our regi-
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ment, and it was as well, though some corps 

had half-a-dozen, but they had better have 

been away. The idea was that they would 

be of use in washing or mending clothes for 

the men, but a soldier is not "worth his 

salt," who cannot repair his clothes in a 

common way, and wash his shirt; as to the 

poor women, from the scrambling way they 

were sometimes put up, it was almost 

impossible they could preserve their self

respect, and either look well or feel comfor

table on the wild Crimean steppe. On 

service, if women are unavoidably there, they 

should be Bloomerised, and turn out in neat 

hats, jackets, short skirts, and loose trousers, 

it la vivandiere: straw bonnets and drag

gling petticoats are absurd in the field. 

In the beginning of July, before the fourth 

parallel, Left attack, was sufficiently provided 

with traverses across it, a single shell, as it 

burst, knocked over twelve fine riflemen. 

At the same time, a man of the 14th, shot 

with a Minie through the body, and knowing 

his end was near, desired those carrying him 

H 2 
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out of the trench to stop at the varIOUS 

groups of the regiment, and he took leave of 

them all in turn-
" Good-bye, Bill-good-bye, Tom !" 
It was affecting enough to hear this, and 

to witness the last shake of the hand. 

Working in the trenches in the dark, near 

where this poor man was laid to rest, a 

party of the regiment suddenly disinterred 

a Russian previously slain in a sortie; the 

remains were sickening to those near them, 

before they were rolled into a new grave. 

One Saturday I rode off with Majors 

Hastings, R.A., and Douglas, 14th, towards 

the Baidar valley. We passed the Sardinian 

camp, the tents of which were screened as 

much as possible from the sun with boughs 

stuck in the ground round them, or a long 

porch of branches was contrived in front 

of the tent to keep off the glare. The 

mountain scenery beyond was quite Scotch

like, only wanting the heather and the 

" caller air." There was also the well-made 

vVoronzoff Road, like one of the military roads 
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of General Wade, winding along the hill-side 

with wooded crags on the left, and ~ deep 

ravine with rocks and water at the bottom 

on the right. We kept "an eye in our 

neck" for Cossacks coming down the ravines 

and cutting us off. Then we opened into 

the oval valley, where the villages of 

Vernutka and Miskomia lay, composed of 

Tartar houses of wattle and daub (clay), with 

the low minarets of small mosques rising 

above the roofs; fields with abundance of 

meadow-grass, and plum and cherry trees 

were about the villages. 

Something was going on in our front, for 

Turkish troops were retreating, and a French 

infantry regiment was piling arms on the 

roadside; then Pelissier himself, with his 

usual strong escort, trotted past us. We 

were approaching the pass which separates 

Vernutka valley from that of Baidar beyond, 

when three regiments of French cavalry, 

which had evidently been in advance recon

noitring, and accompanied with artillery, 

showed themselves. We pulled up on the 
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roadside. Pelissier came back at a rapid 

pace, and we asked the last of the troops 

if there were any of their people in Baidar ; 

they said not, only Cossacks; so we were 

constrained to turn our heads, and made 

a rough pic-nic from our havresacs under 

some trees, determining to try to reach" the 

Valley of l'Tightingales," Baidar, on some 

other occasion. 

We returned by the hills above Kamar3, 

and with the sea on our left. We saw the 

Turlcish battalions in their tents, and luxu

riating among the trees, and taking their 

"kief," or indulging in a dreamy state of 

repose in company with the everlasting 

chibouk. \Vill not our young men be apt 

to enervate themselves, and fall into a state of 

kief, if the too prevalent habit of smoking 

extend much further? The hot bath 

destroyed the energies of Rome, the fumes 

of the Virginian weed will neutralize much 

of the Anglo-Saxon energy_ If it is an 

advantage to look prematurely old, a young 

man will take to the pipe. I have a lively 
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recollection of the terrible mouths of some 

young foreigners, with whom I was as

sociated long ago, and from whose broken 

and decayed teeth, the meerschaum eternally 

hung; such men cannot be acceptable to the 

refined portion of the fair sex. I do not 

intend this "blast against tobacco" for the 

moderate smoker of a cigar or two "of an 

afternoon;" a mild havannah per diem has 

no doubt a soothing effect on some constitu

tions. I only exclaim against the abuse of 

the fashionable narcotic. A much valued 

friend, slain at the Alma, spent £60 a-year 

on tobacco-he was" a slave of the pipe." 

I discovered living at the monastery 

of St. George, with his wife and small 

family, an old Sevastopol acquaintance, .[\fr. 

Richard Willis, who had been in the English 

navy, and was lent to the Russians to help 

to repair some of their ships of war at 

Gibraltar many years ago. He was after

wards asked for by the Russian government, 

and entering the imperial service became 

a master constructor at Sevastopol. 
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When I was in trouble, as mentioned 

previously, at the end of the Turkish war 

of 1829 (suspected of being a British 

emissary), Mr. Willis assisted me most 

generously, and took me into his house 

when it was a risk for him to do so. Mr. 

"Willis had retired from the service in 1854, 

having broken his leg, and he got only one 

year's pay and a gold medal, as he had 

never become a Russian subject; however, 

having a good vineyard (where the French 

head-quarters were afterwards established), 

he lived independently enough, making wine 

and storing it for two or three years, when 

it fetched a good price, but to his great 

misfortune, and that of thousands of others 

the war broke out. 

Mter the Alma, some of the Russians 

came on his farm and were obliged to 

use some of the trees for fire-wood; 

he assisted some of the officers to food, 

they were half famished; then there was 

an irruption of French soldiers, who, like 

others in war time, are not very SCl'll-
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pulous, and they pulled the place about 

considerably, also taking off poor Willis's 

boots, having need of them, and not knowing, 

of course, who or what he was. He had 

been of some use to Sir Edmund Lyons 

in getting him some supplies, when he paid 

his unexpected visit to Sevastopol in the 

'Blonde,' in 1829; he had now applied to 

the admiral, and through his means got 

rations, and leave to live at the monastery. 

It was Willis's opinion, that if the allies 

had gone into Sevastopol from the south 

side at once, after the flank march to 

Balaklava, it could have been easily ma

naged, as there were only two or three 

batteries to oppose them, and very few 

men; but from my previous experience of 

the Russians, they are wonderful people to 

keep up appearances, and though they were, 

no doubt, considerably paralyzed after the 

Alma, yet they contrived to hide their real 

condition, and put a bold front on their 

weakness. It was written in the book of 

destiny, that there was to be a siege, and 
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much loss and suffering, and so it fell 

out. 
It was understood by ·Willis, at the be

ginning of the siege, that there were immense 

stores of flour, oil, &c., in Sevastopol, and in 

July, 1855, he saw no immediate prospect 

of the fall of the place, as the Russians 

could speedily, by means of their large boats, 

kept at the inlet, called Golan die, throw in 

20,000 additional men, at short notice, to 

increase the force of 80,000 permanently 

garrisoning the city. 

I was able to be of some small service to 

Mr. Willis, and I got him a passage to 

England, but he did not avail himself of it, 

and remained at the monastery, and at 

K urani till the end of the war, hoping to 

do some good yet for his family at his vine

yard, though he is now well stricken in years 
and lame. 

It was annoying about this time to read 

some impatient articles in the papers from 

England, complaining that nothing was being 

done. "Why don't they go in and take the 
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place ?-when is this siege to end ?-are 

there not men, ammunition, and all sorts 

of means enough to do it ?" Well, we were 

doing our best, and there was no backward~ 

hess that I saw in putting ourselves in the 

way of "shaking off this mortal coil" in the 

country's service. vVe believed that we 

were needed here, and consequently should 

not on any account shrink from our duty, 

but take all that happened to us as a 

matter of course. I think this was the 

general feeling; also among many, I trust, 

it was esteemed a high honour to have the 

opportunity of serving their country on this 

interesting field. The conflict we were 

engaged in was a serious one, the issue of it 

most mysterious, and which could not bo 

calculated, so that we hoped our friends at 

home would have a little patience, and 

believe that since it had pleased Divine 

Providence to remove so unexpectedly the 

Czar Nicholas, the prime cause of the war, 

Success would ultimately crown the efforts of 

the allies. 
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An anecdote of a Zouave impatient for 

military distinction, may be here given. He 

had not been long in the service, and he 

said to his brother, "I have got no decora

tions !" " You have the best of decorations," 

answered the other. "What do you mean ?" 

"Vous arez vos quatres membres. You 

have got all your limbs about you!" Those 

men who returned safe and sound from the 

Black Sea haye much reason to be thankful, 

after witnessing the fate of thousands of their 

less fortunate comrades. 

I made another attempt to get to the 

valley of Baidar, and succeeded this time, 

in company with Lord Mark Kerr, 13th 

L.L the Hon. Colonel Colborne, A.Q.M.G. 

the Hon. W. Colville, A.D.C., and Ma

jor Coxe, 13th L.L, though I nearly 

had my leg broken by the kick of a vicious 

horse on the occasion. We got at first 

involved in extensive swamps, under the hills, 

on the ,yay to Kamara, and found herds 

of buffaloes lazily wallowing in the mud 
there. 
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Passing by Vernutka we visited the hunt

ing seat of Count Perowski, an oriental kiosk 

on a raised terrace, and ornamented with 

tower and cupola and minarets. Inside, the 

French had covered the walls with crayon 

sketches, showing "the humours" of the 

camp. 

Coming out of the charming Baidar 

valley, there were Turkish horses laden with 

hay, and strings of arab as, low four-wheeled 

carts drawn by oxen and buffaloes, and 

driven by Tartars in their fur skull-caps, 

brown vests, and loose white trousers. This 

hay in the arabas, had been collected by the 

industry of the French as provision against 

winter. The supply of compressed hay of 

the British commissariat was kept up to the 

last, and was indeed a wonderful provision, 

unknown to the ancients I suppose. Homer 

fails to tell us about the Greek commissariat 

at the siege of Troy, or supplies either 

for man or beast. They had, of course, 

stomachs for something besides fighting! 

We found some Tartar families in the 
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village of Baidar, and I encountered a good 

lookino- Tartar maiden at a well, in a sheet-o 

like garment. When I first knew Baidar 

long ago, its beautiful encircling hills and 

shaggy woods looked down on green slopes 

and meadows enlivened with the flocks and 

herds of the peaceful Tartars dwelling in this 

Crimean Arcadia; now there was silence on 

the hill side where formerly was life, and the 

shepherd's staff was supplanted by the 

weapon of war. Beyond Baidar the most 

advanced troops towards the pass of Pharos 

were the indigenes, the North Afi-icans, in 

light blue embroidered jackets and fezes, 

some of them as black as night, but with a 

good character for fighting. 

I got into conversation with some of them 

as they sat sipping some ration wine and 

spirits under the trees of a garden, enjoying 

themselves with their pipes and taking their 

"kief." They said they were engaged for 

two years, had been put in advance at the 

late attack on the Malakoff, were rushing on 

when they heard "too-tao-too," from the 
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bugles behind them, and a general retreat. 

These Arab warriors had lost many of theil' 

numbers on this occasion. 

We had a pleasant ride back by the hills, 

and the marine heights above Balaklava. 

One of the party had joined company with 

a sergeant of the Land Transport riding along 

the road; he had belonged to the 97th 

Regiment, and he was asked how much he 

got in his new corps. 

" We get 58. 6d. a-day," he replied, « but 

I would rather be back in the old corps, as 

we are not reverenced where we are ;" "D
the reverence I" was remarked; "you get 3d. 

a-day more than an ensign !" This" shut 

up" the sergeant. 

To give an idea how the mortality was 

going on up to this time, the middle of July, 

1855, of the 55,000 British who had 

originally left England, 17,000 had been 

killed or had died of disease in fifteen 

months, and in one regiment, as an example, 

95 had died of cholera and fever in January, 

1855; 80 in February; 70 in March; then 
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in April, May, and June, only 18-a change 

for the better. 
Some examples came to my notice about 

this period, of the difference between old 

soldiers and raw hands, in the way of getting 

through a trench, parties of each going in, 

and the former losing only one, and the 

other fifteen before the morning. Some 

young soldiers were observed to be needlessly 

exposing themselyes beside some gabions in 

the Left attack. An officer of the navy 

went up to them, and said, " You had better 

come down out of that, my men !" 

" There's no fear, Sir," was the reply. 

"There may be no fear," he answered, 

"but a good deal of danger." A Minie 

ball at the same time breaking three of the 

fingers of one of them, they soon jumped 
under cover. 

Whoever desires to carry out the divine 

injunction, to love our neighbour as ourselves, 

and to make "the better man the better 

soldier," will promote temperance in all 

things by precept and example. On service 
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it is particularly desirable to do so, on the 

score of health, of morals, and of efficiency. 

Intemperate men cannot be depended on 

for a day for the rough business of a cam

paign; they may appear well, but put to 

the test of extra-fatigue or exposure, they 

invariably break down. They are alsu 

generally lax in their morals, inclined to 

insubordination, and cross and insolent after 

a debauch. 

Our troops were much belied in the 

Crimea. It is true there was an outbreak 

of drinking when the arrears of field allow

ance were paid the men, yet, on the whole, 

compared with former times, there was 

much less drinking than might have been 

expected, considering the heat of the Crimean 

summer, and the temptations presented by 

the Maltese and Greek canteens. 

"I admire your soldiers," said a Frencll 

officer to me. 

"Why?" 

"From the letters I have read which 

they sent to their friends from the seat of 

VOL. II. I 
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war: there is so much patient resignation 

in thpm, so much excellent principle disclosed, 

besides other good qualities." 

"There are good qualities in the soldiers 

of both nations," I replied, "which should 

lead to mutual respect and regard." 

I tried a private canteen in the regiment, 

and it was successful.* A committee of 

officers managed it; a steady sergeant kept 

it in a marquee, which I got as a matter 

of favour; a storehouse was dug out of 

the ground next this, and we sold every

thing but spirits: these were strictly pro

hibited. Of course, the men could get 

them elsewhere, but we had wine, malt

liquor, tea, sugar, tobacco, herrings, everything 

that the men might fancy-save destructive 

alcohol; they were bought at wholesale 

prices from the merchants at Kadikoi, &c., 

and retailed at a very small profit to cover 

breakages, carriage, &c., and the fund thus 

created was laid out, from time to time, 

for the benefit of the men. We got them 

* The Quarter-lIaster, Mr. John O'Connor, was of 

grClt service, assisting in its establishment. 
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tin plates, pewter washhand-basins, smock

frocks for fatigues, &c. To keep the men 

also about their own camp as much as 

possible, a school was established in a tent, 

and a reading-room in another adjacent; 

all the papers and pamphlets and odd 

volumes that could be collected were placed 

there. 

In the way of games, skittles, quoits, 

and rounders were "got up," and "nine 

holes" were played with shot large and small. 

Means were also adopted to enable the 

men to bathe by placing half-a-dozen ha1f

casks in a spare tent, and filling them every 

morning from the water-bags of the mules. 

The savings-bank was not neglected; £150 

were put into it in one month, and in three 

months £600 were remitted to friends at 

home from the non-commissioned officers 

and men of the regiment, besides £60 

subscribed" by all hands" to the NightingalQ! 

fund, to raise a corps of army nurses. 

The stout fellows of the naval brigade 

beside us would play "rounders" in a ring, 

1 2 
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with a ball, with many a rough joke and 

loud laugh, till the moment of going in, 

of an evening, to the trenches; then they 

would scuttle off at a rapid pace in groups, 

with a monkey-jacket or waterproof under 

their arm, stick in hand, and" cutlash " for 

an expected sortie, usually going right across 

the "open," and despising cover. Perhaps 

in a couple of hours a ball through the 

head, or a broken limb from a bounding 

round shot, would lay some of them on 

their "beam-ends," but their remains were 

always honoured with head-boards and in
scriptions by their messmates. 

Gambling was discouraged, of course, in 

all the Divisions; still, in going about the 

outskirts of the various camps, small groups 

might be seen squatted in out-of-the-way 

nooks engaged with an old pack of cards, 

or half-a-dozen fellows would be observed 

anxiously watching the effects of tossing 

into the air sundry coins of the realm. In 

ravines, and still more retired places, larger 

groups were sometimes noticed forming a 
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a nng and seeing fair play, whilst two 

" parties" who had quarrelled were settling 

who was the best man at fisticuffs. 

Man is said to be a cooking animal, but 

the art does not come by nature: some 

instruction is required. The celebrated Soyer 

being at "the front," I took the opportunity 

of visiting him at the Guards' camp, and 

partook of his excellent soup made from 

the rations. He had entered into a spe

culation in large cylindrical kitchens to use 

in the open air in all weathers, and save 

fuel. Those I saw were not portable, but 

he promised to let me see others which 

would be a load for one mule, firewood 

and all, but I never saw them. I sent 

cooks twice to M. Soyer to watch his 

operations, but something interfered, and 

he said he would call and explain various 

things to us; but somehow this also never 

came off, and we did the best we could 

without the great artist's instructions. * 
* Whether he was paid or not by our goverllDlent I 

don't know. 
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One trick we found out was to make 

a good soup out of the common salt beef, 

and in this wise :-boiling for an hour the 

meat without previous steeping, changing 

the water, adding to the beef whatever 

potatoes, rice, or broken biscuit we had, and 

boiling the whole for another hour, meat 

and all; this was quite palatable, and the 

beef not so much "in rags" as to prevent 

its being eaten. But the grand discovery 

was making a good moist stew out of very 

indifferent fresh beef or mutton, which would, 

by the usual way of cooking, have turned out 

stringy, bad, and indigestible. The receipt 

was this: Take an earthenware jar or 

pipkin; cut the meat small and put it into 

the vessel with potatoes or any other vege

tables at hand; add pepper and salt, and 

close the mouth of the jar with a cloth; 

place it in a camp-kettle full of water, but 

so that no water enters the jar; simmer 

or boil for five or six hours slowly;-at 

the end of that time a capital moist and 

well-flavoured mess will be turned out fit 
) 
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for any gentleman to sit down to. This 

was our pet dish, and a fowl done in thi~ 

way is "first-rate" for a patient. 

If no trouble is taken with soldiers to make 

them cook decently, they will tire of their 

everlasting common stew of beef and potatoes, 

hurriedly cooked and hard maybe; and 

feeling uncomfortable after a meal of this 

sort, they will take off some "raw stuff," or 

what an American teetotaller used to call 

"liquid damnation," to try and relieve them

selves of their uneasy sensations. Soldiers 

require some variety in their messes as well 

as othel' people, and to have good cooking. 

Our plain cooks generally would do well to 

study among other things, how to dress 

vegetables and not spoil them, as they too 

often do, with rapid boiling. 

A cup of comfort in the evening, in the 

shape of warm tea or coffee, with a biscuit, 

is an important help in promoting temper

ance, and ,,,hen a man has got this to look 

forward to he may keep quiet. 

Commend we heartily to our readers our 
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friend (and successor in African travel on the 

west coast) Galton's "Art of Travel" for 

plain and excellent directions how to find 

water, how to cook, how to take care of 

oneself, generally, on the road and in the 

wilderness. I give here the African receipt 

to make a fire without matches: Take a 

bunch of dry grass and make it loosely up 

like a ball; take a smaller quantity of grass 

and rub into it some moist powder; put it 

into the large bunch, light some tinder (or 

touch-paper prepared with gunpowder) with 

flint and steel, apply that to. your powdered 

grass, swing the whole concern round in 

the air: it will soon ignite; have some small 

sticks handy, and you will soon boil your 
kettle. 

By all means be careful of the men's 

heads in cooking in the open air in summer; 

get cover if you can for them against the 

terrible sun, or make them wrap towels, 

handkerchiefs-any thing-round their heads. 

In hot climates, our nothern people don't 

know the direful effects of the sun when the 
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temperature of the air in the shade is 800 and 

upwards. The trenches during the Summer 

months, with the glare from the white soil, 

were most exhausting. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Sir James Simpson-Anticipated Fight-The Russians 
muster at the Tchernaya-Battle-field described-Rus
si3.ns assault the Fedouchil1e Heights-Desperate 
fight at the Traktir Bridge-The British Guns there
Defeat of the Enemy-Visit the Field of Battle-The 
slain and wounded-The Enemy fire on the Ambu
lance-Colonel Hamley, R.A.-The long-range Shot in 
Camp-A hot night in the Trenches-The Caves by 
Day-Effects of disobedience of orders-Dr. Home's 
Servant-Dreadful death of an Artilleryman-A Sailor 
tries to burn the Russian Ships of War. 

GENERAL SIR JAMES SIMPSON, of Penin
sular and Oriental experience, was now 

the British commander-in-chief. The siege 
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had progressed steadily, but with Increas

ing casualties (as the trenches got nearer 

the massive Russian works) till the mid

dle of August; it then became evident, 

from all we heard from deserters, that the 

enemy intended mischief outside, and would 

probably make a bold attempt to raise 

the siege. We heard of Imperial Guards 

transported on light carts by way of 

Nicholaef and Perekop, to the north-side 

of the harbour of Sevastopol, and of 

ammunition for the mouth as well as for 

the engines of war being still abundant. 

We were kept continually on the alert; 

thus, in the evenings, a sudden order 

would come to turn out, at two in the 

morning, a whole brigade or division, 

and, marching down to the head of the 

Valley of Death, we there remained till 

the day was well advanced. The heat 

for three days was 94° in the shade. 

We had practised this several times, 

when, on the 16th of August at sunrise, 

we Were made aware of a battle being 
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fought on our right, whilst we were 

closely watching the ravines against sorties 

from the city:-

" Screaming shot and bursting shell, 
And bellowing of the mortars," 

were incessant towards the' Tchernaya 

Valley. The Russians had come down 

from the Mackenzie heights the previous 

evenmg, In force about 60,000 men, 

cavalry, infantry, and artillery, and ap

parently with the intention of forcing 

their way towards Balaklava through the 

French on the Fedouchine heights, and 

the Sardinians and Turks higher up the 

valley. It was a bold but a wild at

tempt, unless a powerful and successful 

diversion had been simultaneously made 

on the allies on the plateau before Sevas

topo!. The ravines being so well guarded, 

the Russians did not seem inclined to 

come on in that direction, although we 
expected them there. 

Early in the morning at the first shots 
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on the Tchernaya, with great alacrity did 

the French and British Dragoons, under 

General Morris and General Scarlett, 

spring to the summons to "boot and 

saddle;" and, mustering in force, rode 

down in column to the valley so admir

ably adapted for cavalry evolutions, and 

where the memorable charges of the heavy 

and light dragoons took place on the 

25th October previously. The heights 

of the plateau of Sevastopol and of 

Kamara towards the sea, ·look down 

on this valley, on the right of which, in 

support, was posted the 13th light in

fantry (formerly part of the " llustrious 

garrison" of J ellalabad) under Lord Mark 

Kerr. A heavy battery of British 18-

pounder guns, and 32-pounder howitzers, 

under Captain Moubray, R.A., took up 

a position on the Fedouchine heights, 

in aid of the Sardinians there. The 

Turks were drawn out on the upper 

Tchernaya: thus the whole of the allies 

co-operated in the coming struggle. 
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The extremity of the cavalry valley is 

shut in from the broad river valley of 

the Tchernaya by the Fedouchine heights, 

round topped and capable of being as

cended with tolerable ease; the principal 

road from Balaklava to the :Mackenzie 

heights runs through these heights, and 

by which part of the celebrated flank 

march from the Alma to Balaklava was 

executed in September 1854. Emerging 

from the shadow of the Fedouchine, an 

aqueduct is reached full of water, 10 

feet broad and 4 deep; this is crossed 

by a bridge; beside it was a small 

octagonal building, in which Lord Raglan 

had slept on the advance to Balaklava 

aforesaid. There are several of these 

buildings along the line of the aqueduct; 

they probably served as guard or watch

houses for those entrusted with the care 

of the aqueduct. Beyond is the Traktir 

bridge, or" bridge of the inn;" it is well 

built of white stone, and crosses the clear 

and lively Tchernaya, with a couple of 
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arches; III front of it, towards the 

enemy, was a breast-work, or te'te de 
pont, thrown up by the French. 

What recollections of a fierce and 

bloody encounter does not the mention 

of this bridge call up I-of the roar of 

artillery and of volleys of musketry, of 

smoke and dust, of man contending 

against man, of intense suffering and 

hundreds of violent deaths, all in a small 

space; whilst the waters of the nver 

and of the aqueduct, crimsoned with 

blood, were eagerly swallowed by the 

parched wounded. 

Looking from the Traktir towards the 

the right, the steep hills and broken 

country above the village of Tchorgoun 

are observed, and beneath them the old 

tower of Tchorgoun, perhaps built by the 

Genoese as a fortalice for the village. 

There is another bridge there. 

In front of the Traktir, and across the 

broad and grassy plain, was the line of 

the craggy Mackenzie heights, and on 
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them were placed, faintly seen, Russian 

batteries. Far to the left were the ruins 

of the Genoese castle of Inkerman, and 

beside it the hill-side was honey-combed 

with the caverns of some of the oldest 

inhabitants of the Crimea. The battle

field of the Tchernaya was thus one of 

deep interest. 

The Turks, as I said, occupied the 

country about the upper Tchernaya and 

towards Tchorgoun; then the Sardinians 

extended from Tchorgoun to the left, 

whilst the French guarded the centre op

posite the Traktir and away towards 

Inkerman. 

The Russians on the night of the 15th 

of August made demonstrations towards 

the upper Tchernaya, seemingly feeling 

their way, but did not attack there; but 

another body, descending from the Mac

kenzie heights, drew close to the Sardinian 

field-works, which had been boldly con

structed on the right bank of the Tcher

naya, and, attacking them with powerful 
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columns at daybreak, drove the Sardi,1ians 

back to the river; at the same time, 

pushing other columns towards the river 

and aqueduct at the foot of the Fedou

chine hills, they crossed the river at 

fords, and carrymg with them small 

wooden bridges, like hand-barrows, they 

laid them over the aqueduct. 

Singular enough the French had not 

entrenched themselves on the Fedouchine 

hills, though they had been there for 

weeks. The Russians, always " wide 

awake" in the way of espionage, must 

have seen and known this, and imagined 

that, once across the aqueduct, which a 

person without arms or ammunition could 

jump across, all else would easily follow. 

The water of the aqueduct was intended 

for Sevastopol, but it was turned off 

and wasted itself III the plain lower 

down in the valley, being retained only 

at the Fedouchine to help in the defence 

of these heights. 

Perhaps if the French had been cleared 

VOL. II. K 
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off the Fedouchine heights and sent in 

disorder into the plain behind them, an 

attack would have been made on the British 

from the town, to prevent our falling on 

the Russian flank in their progress towards 

Balaklava. The Russians having attacked 

the small Sardinian force in the midst of 

a fog at early dawn, put the whole force, 

French, English, Sardinians, and Turks, on 

the alert. 

On the left of the French, under the 

Sevastopol plateau, the Russians, covering 

the plain with skirmishers, and advancing 

with heavy columns, made a vigorous effort 

against the division of General Camou. Cross

ing the river by fording, and the aqueduct 

by means of their hand-bridges and planks, 

they advanced up the slope, were received by 

Zouaves and infantry of the line, and were 

forced across the aqueduct and river again. 

Russian guns, brought up opposite the Traktir 

bridge, pounded the French in that direction 

and towards the Fedouchine heights; the 

French guns replied vigorously. The 
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enemy's skirmishers, pushing on towards 

the bridge, followed by the columns under 

the cover and smoke of artillery fire, 

advanced against the bridge, their long 

grey coats and flat caps, relieved by 

their glittering bayonets-a sea of sleel 

-the French were obliged to fall back 

at first, and the Russians, rapidly crossing 

the river and aqueduct, hurried up the 

road and gained some part of the heights 

which rise on each side of it; but the 

French rallying above, and bringing up 

supports of infantry of the line-Chasseurs

a-pied and Zouaves-the former in their 

little red caps and blue great-coats tucked 

up, the latter conspicuous in their rcd 

fezes, embroidered jackets and red baggy 

trowsers, all life, activity, and unencum

bered, the Russians were driven across 

the stream again, leaving many dead 

and wounded, and four hundred prisoners 

behind them. 

The artillery practice still continued, 

K 2 
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and the Russians were rallied for a third 

attempt against the bridge and the heights, 

crossed again, and were agam repulsed 

with musketry and an oblique fire of 

artillery, and were followed by rockets; 

the Sardinian and Turkish batteries, also 

firing from the heights, acting on their 

flank. The British heavy battery did 

excellent service, from its commanding 

position, on a Russian battery. The first 

shot struck the ground close to the Russian 

guns, the next struck them, the third 

took effect on the gunners, and at the 

fourth they were seen to disperse rapidly, 

and abandon their guns. 

French Horse Artillery, Chasseurs 

d' Afrique on their wiry horses and in their 

gay light blue hussar jackets, mustered 

along with what General Pelissier called 

"the numerous and valiant English cavalry," 

also Sardinian lancers, all ready to take 

the enemy in flank; whilst reinforcements 

came from the rear, and six battalions 
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of Omar Pacha's army, under Sefer Pacha, 

from the right, General Sir James Simpson 

and staff also appeared on the field. 

The morning mist having cleared away, 

and the batteries of the allies having full play 

on the Russian masses, they retired behind 

their guns of position, followed for some 

distance by the ever alert sharpshooters of 

the Sardinians, the Bersaglieri, conspicuous 

with their round hats and black cock's tail 

plumes, who preceded some Sardinian batta. 

lions, securing in their advance 100 Russian 

prIsoners. 

The enemy were now seen to retire in 

three bodies-one towards Tchorgoun, another 

disappeared behind the advanced· Sardinian 

works captured in the morning, and the third 

took the road to Mackenzie's Farm, the whole 

covered by their cavalry and guns. 

The gallant Della Marmora of the Sardi

nians advanced to re-occupy his lost ground, 

notwithstanding an overpowering force of the 

Russians was before him, and going forward 

with four squadrons, observed at least fifty 
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squadrons of Russian regular cavalry distri

buted in twelve bodies, and drawn up with 

artillery to cover their retreating infantry. 

These were also under the guns on the 

"Mackenzie heights, which continued their 

fire all day towards the Traktir Bridge, 

careless, seemingly, of their own wounded 

which strewed the plain. The Russian 

Commander-in-chief, Gurtschakoff, had ta

ken up his position on the heights, and 

there witnessed the defeat of his army. 

The loss of the Russians, suffering so 

much as they did from artillery fire, amounted 

to from 8,000 to 9,000 men, including the 

Scotch General Read (brought up in Russia), 

and another general, killed. The French loss 

was 1,000, and the Sardinians 200, inclu

ding the General Count Montevecchio. 

The allies had much reason to be proud of 

this brilliant action, and the enemy also are 

deserving of great credit for their bold and 

repeated attempts to force their way over, and 

through the Fedouchine heights. 

There being no appearance of any sortie 
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from the town, and the battalions guarding 

the ravines having been sent back to camp (I 

had previously succeeded to the command of 

the regiment), I asked and obtained leave 

from Brigadier-General Barlow to ride to the 

field of the Tchernaya where the firing was 

still going on. I saw several hundred Russian 

prisoners brought up from the river, their 

faces, long great-coats and boots were covered 

with the dust of the combat, their cheeks 

like parchment, and their expression stolid. 

There were some grey-headed men among 

them and young boys; Chasseurs d' Afrique 

escorted them with a smile of triumph on 

their countenances. Then a wounded French 

OffiCCl,: was carried past on a stretcher, 

apparently in considerable pain, from a shot 

in the leg. Other indications of the combat 

appeared in the shape of ambulance wagons, 

whilst on the plain, clouds of dust shewed the 

retreating Russians followed hy a1li~d cavalry; 

the enemy seemingly trying, but unsitcceh

fully, to lead our people into a Balaklava 

charge amongst the guns. 
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After this, accompanied by my friend 

Major Dwyer, 14th, I rode along the aque

duct from the left of the French position to 

the Traktir bridge, and the sights we saw of 

the effects of shot, shell, and bullets on frail 

humanity were very painful, whilst some 

parties who had not probably been in the 

fight bore past us, exultingly, arms and other 

trophies of the battle. 

Along the line of t?e aqueduct, and well 

on the French side of it, lay Russians in 

various attitudes, grey and bloody; then the 

red-trousered French on their faces and on 

their backs as they fell; some had died at 

the edge of the water, after drinking their 

last draught, whilst among other strange 

effects of shot, a fine young Zouave lay stiff 

on his left side, but in the exact attitude of 

taking aim, left foot and arm advanced, right 

hand brought up to his head; his piece was 

gone, but he seemed still to watch the foe 
and pull the trigger. 

Here and there lay the hand-bridges

two stout pieces of wood with cross battens, 
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also scantlings and planks, with which it 

was intended not only that infantry, but 

also artillery should cross the aqueduct. I 

am not aware that any of the latter did 

accomplish this, but there were numerous 

traces, in the shape of dead men, of the 

advance of the Russians up the heights; 

the highest up and much in advance was 

a brave young officer, who lay for a time 

on his face, undisturbed, and sword in 

hand. Next, we came to portions of broken 

artillery waggons and guns; then a group 

gathered round the body of a Russian 

officer of rank, tall, and of a good coun

tenance, with superior under-garments, his 

great-coat of fine cloth, and with 14 on 

a button behind-this was General Read; 

in his pocket was found his instructions 

as to the mode of attack. Where he fell 

there was a number of dead horses, perhaps 

of his staff. It appeared that he had not 

only directed his troops, but headed them. 

The Russians on the Spur battery, in 

advance on the Mackenzie heights, were 

all the while looking angrily towards the 
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scene of their late defeat; and they sent, 

ever and anon, a ball over our heads, or 

directed them at bodies of the French on 

the hill-side; then a shell burst in front 

of the Traktir bridge, where the killed and 

wounded lay thick. It was provoking this 

behaviour of the Russians, and cruel towards 

their own wounded. I was pleased to see 

the care the French bestowed on the disabled 

Russians, in spite of the fire from the 

Russian guns. They put pouches under 

their heads, assisted to place them in eaf'y 

attitudes, and went for water for them. 

Some of the poor fellows groaned in their 

agony, others lay on their backs glaring at 

us, seemingly to expect a thrust of the 

bayonet to put them out of pain, instead 

of being cared for, as they afterwards were, 

with every solicitude in the hospitals of 
the allies. 

Along the line of the aqueduct, the French 

had thrown up here and there short parapets 

of earth, to form rifle-screens, commanding 

the aqueduct and river, but, as I said before, 

they had not regularly entrenched themselves, 
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which was an error; but if they had, per

haps they would not have had the glory 

attending the battle of the Tchernaya. A 

little French sentry, near the Traktir, was 

marching about at his post in high spirits, 

and on my asking him about the combat, 

he repeated that the enemy had tried the 

assault "trois fois, trois fois, monsieur, mais 

cree nom," &c., whilst some civilians from 

Balaklava, coming for plunder, fled past us 

up the road out of reach of the shot from 

the Spur battery. 

Next day there was a terrific bombardment. 

We hurried out in the dark, as if to attack 

the Malakoff, but we were back again by 

five in our camps, which it was thought 

the Russians might have attempted from 

the town, to regain their credit after the 

failure of yesterday. At seven I walked 

to the front to observe the effects of the 

heavy fire to and from Sevastopol, and 

noticed, in advance of the left picket-house, 

a single military figure with a golden beard, 

seated on a rock, and closely observing 

what was going on. A shell soon burst 
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in the air over his head, and the fragments 

hummed and fell all about him. He was 

unnecessarily exposed. He got up deli. 

berately, and sauntered back to where I 

stood, on higher ground. This was the 

author of "Lady Lee's Widowhood," of the 

"Campaign in the Crimea," &c., Colonel 

Hamley, R.A. We stood conversing on 

the progress of the siege, and J must say 

he was more hopeful of the speedy ter

mination of it than any officer I had 

previously conversed with. " If the alliance 

hold good, the Russians cannot hold out 

much longer. Men, food, money, must 

fail them soon, but they keep up their 

supplies wonderfully." 

Hamley, conspicuous in his gold-peaked 

staff cap, and I wearing a white, loose 

dress for the heat, we were marked by the 

Russians, and a gun shell was sent at 

us, which kicked up the dust, and cracked 

in the midst of a group of horses grazing 

before us; they snorted and galloped 

about the fragments. But another came 

still closer. We stooped for shelter behind 
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Major Swinton's headstone. The heavy 

pIeces flew about us, one of which 

Hamley picked up, smoking hot, and gave 

it to me. It was time to beat a retreat, 

which we did" as if we didn't care." 

The loud burst and flash of a shell 

in front of my hut one day brought me 

out. I thought it was a long range, but 

it was a Russian loaded shell which some 

of our artillery-men had brought up from 

the trenches to examine its fuze, groups 

of them gathered round, the fuze was 

attempted to be drawn, and the shell burst 

causing a serious loss of life and limb 

among the unfortunate fellows. 

I was again on duty in the trenches, 

and on my way saw where the long range 

balls fell in the 4th and 89th camps, and 

the narrow escapes which both men and 

horses made. The foot of an officer's iron 

bed was smashed by a great round shot, 

as he sat reading later than usual in his 

tent. We had a very hot night of it in the 
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trenches from great guns and mortars; shot, 

shell, rockets, and Minie balls were in 

the air together; at times it was a sort 

of hell upon earth. Our gabions were 

a good deal knocked about, and men 

killed and wounded beside them in the 

fifth parallel. 

The Russians came out in three bodies, 

but went back again to their works, and, 

thinking they were attacked, commenced 

yelling, bugling and firing from their 

parapets furiously. Colonel Ferryman was 

general of the trenches that night, and 

he brought up the reserves to the front. 

When the excitement was somewhat abated, 

and the more regular firing going on, 

I took up my position with a few men 

for a time in the rifle-pit of the fourth 

parallel, with a man looking over the 

parapet, to watch for shells coming our 

way, and dispersing for a moment when 

they cracked and burst beside us. 

In some parts of the trenches in the 
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advanced parallels, for instance, the men 

stood thick; whilst in other places, to 

keep up the communication along the 

boyaux or zigzags, the men were posted 

two together at intervals; and in moving 

about in the dark to see that they were 

on the alert, I found two of the 14th 

listening and watching beside the opening 

into a zigzag, and they said " the grape-shot 

is coming down that way every minute, 

sir." I waited till the next blast passed, 

and got along unharmed, and thankful 

for the warning. 

In broad daylight riflemen occupied the 

advanced parallels; the gunners worked in 

the third parallel at their numerous bat

teries, and the rest of the trench-guards 

of the Left attack took up a position in 

the caves of the Valley of Death. The 

caves were cooler and better than the 

hot General's hut for the officers, and 

gave shade to the men, but they were 

shallow, and some of them capable of 

sheltering only three men, who formed 
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a picturesque group crouching inside. I 

went to see our opposition long-range 

guns in the second parallel. The breach 

was sunk in a pit to prevent recoil, and 

the muzzle elevated at an angle of fifteen 

degrees, with a couple of stout batons 

alongside to keep the gun in its place. 

Balls were sent into the town or over 

the harbour, a couple of miles, and with 

the same irritating effect as the Russian 

long range guns had on our camps. 

One of the officers who had wandered 

to the third parallel, to see the mortar 

practice, came back to the caves with a 

contused knee; a thirteen-inch shell came 

in upon twenty of them, wounded an 

artillery officer behind a traverse, and 

grazed the back of a gunner. Shot and 

shell flew thick over the caves all the 

afternoon, and we had a couple of casual

ties there from stones flying about. A 

cheerful companion on that occasion was 

Captain Jasper Hall, King's Own Regi

ment, a relative of, and afterwards aide-
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de-camp to, Sir William Codrington. Strong 

and hearty at that time, he lately sickened 

and died, to the great regret of numerous 

friends. 

Dr. Price, of the 14th, was standing 

at the door of the General's hut, and 

looking at some artillerymen coming over 

the open towards the second parallel. * 
The Russians saw them, and sent a 

hail-storm of rifle balls at them. One 

man fell, shot through his red nigh;;-cap; 

the rest dispersed, two lying down for 

shelter under a low wall. A sailor came 

along, "dodging" the balls; he looked 

at the body, seized it up, and carried it 

to the doctor. The spirit had for ever 

fled, but the act deserved a medal. 

Disobedience of orders usually brings 

its own punishment. Thus an artillery~ 

man was told to load a gun in No. 17, 

after dusk. He went in daylight at six 

" This was said to have been allowed by a young officer, 
ust joined, and new to the trenches. 
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o'clock, took out the gabion from the 

embrasure, and was proceeding to load 

when a round shot came Ill, killed 

him, wounded two others, and dismounted 

the gun. 

We were greatly tormented by flies by 

day and fleas by night in August. Those 

who lived near commissariat stores suf

fered the most from the former; they 

swarmed on the food and stuck to the 

face, whilst the worry of the latter in "the 

watches of the night" was very harrassing. 

The long range bothered a good deal 

some civilians. A Maltese servant of my 

friend Dr. Home gave warning. He had 

not bargained, when he came from the 

nankeen-coloured island, to have his rest 

disturbed by a round shot tumbling in

to bed with him, as happened to a 

poor artilleryman close beside us in 

front. He was lying in his tent with 

seven other men, and a ball, making a 

great hole in the tent, passed through 
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his body in his sleep, burying itself two 

feet in the ground below him. The 

rest thinking it was a shell lay still till 

it would burst, but as it did not they took 

up their groaning comrade, who said, 

"Let me die-its of no use boys-I'm 

gone." It was believed that Russian 

spies-pretended canteen keepers-told the 

enemy where and how to fire; but with 

all this, not a tent or hut was removed, 

and shells burst close about General Eyre's 

quarters. 

It was tantalizing all this while to 

observe a line of Russian ships-of-war, 

sailing vessels and steamers, extending 

across the harbour behind the ships, 

which at the commencement of the siege 

had been sunk to obstruct the entrance. 

Some battery, we trusted, would at last 

be able to touch and tear to pieces these 

vessels, reduced to their lower masts and 

yards; but another manceuvre was at

tempted at this time by an enterprising 

British boatswain's mate. John Shepherd 

L 2 
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volunteered to go in a small boat at 

night among the ships, and endeavour to 

set fire to one of them. Twice this 

boat passed my hut, carried towards the 

upper part of the harbour by stout sea

men. The man, in his low and almost 

invisible craft, tried to accomplish his 

ohject, but did not succeed. The enemy 

had too many of their own boats rowing 

about at night. However, Shepherd was 

rewarded with money and the Victoria 

Cross for his gallant attempt. There 

would have been no cruelty in it, as the 

crew of the devoted ships had plenty of 
means of escape. 
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CHAPTER V. 

Effect of Rain·storms in Camp-Use of the Rail
Colonel N orcott's :Jl.Iisfortune-The Commissioners 
M'Neil and Tulloch-The Duke of Newcastle
General Markham-Ladies at the Seat of 'Yar
Visit :Miss Nightingale-Effects of Spirits after 
Amputations - Installation of the Order of the 
Bath-Sorties - Great Explosion at the },imnelon
The Rev. JILl'. Cannon-The Siege recommended to br
raised-Colonel U nett-The Long Range Balls ill 

Camp-Mr. Russell, of the "Times"-The Russians 
case-mate their Batteries-The Naval Brigade Theatre. 

THE heavy rain, at times was a serious 
inconvenience, though it served to cool the 
air, and promote health by carrying off many 
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impurities; yet the difficulty of movmg 

about was great, laden at each foot with 

pounds of sticky mud, whilst the horses 

looked half drowned at their pickets, but 

which the wet enabled them to draw from 

the soil and carry off, scampering among 

the tent ropes. The earthworks were, of 

course, always considerably damaged, and 

the siege retardp,d by heavy showers, and 

the dead in their shallow graves were 

sometimes exposed. 

The great use and advantage of the 

seven miles of railroad from Balaklava was 

now most apparent, the trenches and bat

teries devouring "no end" of shot and 

shells. Guns and mortars could not have 

had their insatiable appetites satisfied with

out the railroad. This valuable application 

of modern science to the purposes of war

fare was most evident in and after these 

drenching Crimean storms. 

Colonel N orcott of the Rifle Brigade, 

who was always very zealous in the 

trenches, and never spared himself-. walk-
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iog usually to his camp after his work 

was done in front-had a misfortune in 

the latter part of the siege. The weather 

was sultry, and on one occaSIOn he 

ordered his horse to come for him to ride 

back to the camp. His groom stopped a 

while at Green Hill in rear of the Left 

attack, and had dismounted, when a round 

shot came over the hill and destroyed in 

an instant both man and horse. About 

the lower caves in the Valley of Death 

was the safest place for a horse to wait 

for one, after an exhausting twenty-four 

hours' trench. 

In the 14th Regiment, as in other 

corps, there was a large proportion of 

very fine men who would "go any

where, and do anything" they were put 

to; there were also some strange charac

ters who had taken to soldiering as if by 

accident, one of this last class joined in 

the Crimea. The first time he went 

into the trenches, the men were "sniping" 

at some trees below the Left attack, where 
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Russians were supposed to be in hiding; 

a man fired at a tree and a bird flew 

out of it, which occasioned much derision; 

the recruit then asked leave to try his 

luck, he fired, when a Russian dropped 

dead from a branch, to the horror of the 

marksman, who immediately fell on his 

knees before his officer, and crossing him

self, cried out :-" Oh, Musha! Musba! 

\',urra ! wurra! it's miself has killed a 

Christian, it's to hell I'll go for this, 

Holy Mother save us! Oh, preserve us! 

I'll die for this. Oh, murder, murder!" 

A sergeant standing by, trying to con

trol hi:; bughter, could hardly get him 

on his feet again, but he continued all 

rby muttering prayers and crossing him

self, thi~:kil1g that he would never get 

O\'er the bloody action of which he had 

been unintentionally g:J.ilty, and that his 

own death would certainly follow. 

The Commissioners, Sir John M'l'\ eil, 

G.C.B., and Colonel Tulloch, had com

pleted their examination of many evidences 
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as to the causes of the losses and tear and 

wear of men and material during the first 

winter. They worked indefatigably: no one 

knew their opinions, of course. I had 

known the first of these gentlemen long 

ago at the Court of Persia, and the latter 

as a student at a Scotch college; and I 

thought that the selection of these gentle

men, for the important mission they ful

filled during the Crimean war, was very 

wise and judicious. We all now know 

that mistaken economists and believers in 

the impossibility of great wars in the 

nineteenth century, had caused the military 

resources of Britain to be reduced very low; 

and some most sagacious public officers 

would not believe that the Russians would 

hold out for war as they did, and that 

there would be a declaration of war, till the 

day it was made, and then it was thought 

it might be a mere demonstration, and a 

80rt of agreeable pic-nic about the Medi

terranean, or to the beautiful shores of the 

B08phorus. But it turnoo out a very 

serious affair-war m earnest with a 
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mighty nation; and then there was the 
hurried gettinO' too-ether of men and munib b . 

tions of war; some confusion and some 
mistakes, as in all human arrangements. 
But this I think we ought to bear in 
mind for the national credit-I heard of 
no instances of peculation, or the making 
away with stores for private purposes; 
no cases of bribery or of unlawful gains at 
the commencement of the war, or during 
the time it lasted. 

The Duke of Newcastle, a most devoted 
and hard-working public officer, and who 
had done everything in his power to carry 
on the war vigorously, was relieved, for 
political reasons, in his high office by Lord 
Panmure as Secretary of State for War. 
He also with the greatest diligence attended 
to his duties. The Duke then came to 
the Crimea to watch the siege, and I saw 
him frequently riding about in a white cap 
cover and light grey tunic; he was pro
vided with a handsome beard and he , 
watched from Cathcart's Hill, of an evening, 
the endless cannonade in front, and shells 
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pitched among the parties of trench-guards 

going down to their night work. He lived 

in a small stone house on Cathcart's Hill, 

and there experienced the Crimean com

plaint which more or less prevailed in camp. 

I was one day at head-quarters (at the 

white-washed long and low country-house, 

with its red-tiled roof, small Tartar chim

neys, large back-yard, and out-houses, and 

grape garden sloping down from the 

front) paying my respects to the Com

mander-in-Chief, Sir James Simpson, of 

whom the Scotch were proud as a firm 

and resolute old warrior, and who had 

acquired a high character as a regimental 

and staff officer, when I observed in the 

porch a new face, sallow and furnished 

with a black and grey beard. The ex

pression of the countenance was that of 

fatigue, of exhaustion. This was General 

Markham, much distinguished in Canada 

for forward courage and activity during 

the Rebellion of 1837-38, and where he was 

badly wounded, and for exploits in the chase 

in India. He was so highly thought of 
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by the authorities at the Horse Guards 

that he had been sent for all the way 

from Upper India to take a command 

before Sevastopol, and probably to head a 

party to storm it, or the Mackenzie heights; 

but he was exhausted, poor man. Truly 

the spirit was willing, but the flesh, by 

this time, was weak. He had travelled in 

the hottest season rapidly to Calcutta, and 

thence came on to the seat of war; but 

his energies, by the time he arrived, were 

at a low ebb, though he struggled against 

his failing health, and did his best while 

in command of a brigade of the Right 

attack. I encountered him one evening 

riding with his aide-de-camp on the 

heights above the great plain of Bala

klava, for cool air. He asked the hour, 

and this was our only intercourse. 

A few ladies visited the seat of war; 

and the authoress of a book, Mrs. Duberly 

(the wife of a cavalry officer), was a long 

time in Turkey and in the Crimea, some

times living on board ship, at other 

times in the cavalry camp, and very often 
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seen, m her felt hat and drab skirt, 

observing the firing in front, and not 

hesitating to ride about the field after a 

fight among scenes of peculiar fascina

tion. 

The Countess of Errol, an old acquam

tance in America, was with her husband in 

Tnrkey, and afterwards assisted him when 

wounded at the field of the Alma. She 

exhibited always great energy, was a great 

favourite, and did much good among the 

sick and wounded. She was quite ready 

to expose hersf'.lf to danger, and carried 

arms when they were required. 

Mrs. Monro and Mrs. Tinley, wives 

of officers of the 39th, felt uncomplain

ingly all the inconveniences of a camp life 

in their husbands' huts, as did Mrs. 

Birne, the wife of an officer of Royal 

Engineers. One lady-Mrs. Straubenzee 

-was wounded with a piece of shell on 

the foot. It was an anxious time till 
the twenty-four hours' "trench" was over, 

and it happened more than once that an 
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officer was brought up bleeding and dying 

to her who had shared his tent on this 

field of slaughter. 
A lady with a small party, among 

whom was Sayer, rode past my hut one 

afternoon, in a short and useful looking 

skirt. She was of a good figure and 

lady-like, with a composed expression. This 

was Florence Nightingale, one of the 

noblest of her sex. Whilst our troops 

were suffering under privations such as 

few men have ever been called on to 

endure, half the infantry engaged at the 

siege having heen cut off by disease in 

the winter of 1854-55, besides those who 

were killed in action or died of their 

wounds, let us here record, very briefly, 

Miss Nightingale's services after she left 

all the enjoyments and endearments of her 

English home: her admirable arrangements, 

in co-operation with the army surgeons 

at the military hospitals, and indefatigable 

exertions to provide linen, aided by the 

., Times' Fund;" her engaging all those 
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who could wash, to do so for the helpless sol

diers, and to cook for them. Her vigilance 

and attention were unremitting, constantly 

working with her own hands, or moving 

about along the long rows of invalids 

sighing, and, whilst trying to suppress 

their groans, watching with glistening eye 

their ministering angel in human shape. 

She got large additional accommodation for 

the sick and wounded, and when the 

means for furnishing new wards were not 

immediately at hand, she provided at her 

own charge (afterwards repaid) the necessary 

supplies. The government, however, did 

all that could possibly be effected to 

remedy first deficiencies on a new field 

of action, with unexpectedly crowded hos

pitals. In 1855-56 no hospitals were so 

well and amply provided as the British. 

I rode one day with a medical friend

Dr. P. Frazer K.T.S. formerly in Por

tugal with Admiral Sir Charles Napier, at 

the time I was there during the civil 

war-to visit Miss Nightingale, "the 
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soldier's friend," at the row of hospital 

huts below the old Genoese castle of Balak

lava. I always make friends with doctors, 

not that I have often required their help 

in many changes of climate, but because 

we know they are educated men, and, 

experiencing much, they can communicate 

much useful and interesting information if 

so disposed. The conduct of the army 

and navy surgeons in Turkey and the 

Crimea, generally, was most praiseworthy; 

they were most attentive to their duties, 

cunstant in their attentions to the sick 

and wounded, and a large number of them 

died at their posts. 

It appears that from the petits verres 

of spirits of the French, daily imbibed, and 

often indifferent food, also from our own 

salt meat and raw rum, that the body 

was not in a good state for wounds. The 

healing process was interrupted; and thus 

out of several hundred amputations, though 

skilfully performed, five-sixths died. Of 

600 Frenchmen amputated, 100 survived. 
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Much camomile ,;yas used in the French 

hospitals, and tisans of barley-water with 

liquorice in it. For a time there was a 

deficiency of blankets, and other conve

menees, the French sick and wounded 

lying in their great coats. From first to 

last the proporti.on of the mortality among 

the French was much greater than among 

the British (though that was heavy enough), 

but the French authorities, perhaps wisely, 

prevented the amount of suffering being 

known. 

Miss Nightingale's page, whom we met 

on the hi.ll side above Balaklava, said his 

mistress was at home, and we found her in a 

clean room in a wooden hut which over

looked, with many others, the Black Sea; 

the grey towers of the castle of Balaklava 

being above them. Miss Nightingale had 

been suffering from fever, looked thin at 

this time, and was dressed in a bonnet, with 

a black dress and shawl. Spare white 

sheets on the walls formed a sort of 

VOL. II. M 
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tapestry to hide the boards; the table 

before her was covered with papers and 

work. She had visited the 14th hospital 

huts, and approved of their condition; and 

she offered Dr. Frazer, for the general 

hospital, (to which he was attached) pillows 

with holes in them for bed sores. Aware 

of the carelessness of some of the hospital 

orderlies, she was anxious to know if a 

supply of nurses would be of use in front, 

but it was thought not safe to send them, 

for unless the huts were surrounded with 

palisades and shut off from the rest of the 

camp, the nurses might be interfered with. 

One object of my visit to Miss Nightin

gale was to ask where we could get schoo]

books for the 14th Regiment; she promised 

some help, and I afterwards got a liberal 

supply of copy-books from her and many 

numbers of the "British Workman" 

(monthly paper), which, with the Bible, 

were used as school-books. We took leave, 

much pleased with our visit; and on the 
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occasion of another visit I had the satis

faction of seeing Miss Nightingale looking 

quite recovered, and well and cheerful. My 

countrywoman, Miss Shaw Stuart, a coad

jutor of Miss Nightingale in works of 

humanity and mercy, I also saw; she was 

well adapted, constitutionally, for the 

labours she underwent among the suffering 

soldiers, and is deserving of the highest 

honour. 

I was present at head-quarters at the 

grand ceremony of installing Knights of the 

Bath-when the Ambassador, Lord Stratford 

de Redcliffe, came from Constantinople for 

that purpose. There was a sort of canopy 

erected at the rear entrance of the Com

mander-in-chief's house, in front of it were 

the flags of the four allies-French, British 

Sardinians, Turks, with the royal standard 

in the middle. Infantry facing inwards, 

backed by Lancers, formed a large square 

in front of this. Artillery were outside, 

staff and other officers, spectators, were 

inside the square; salutes were fired, and 

M 2 
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an address was delivered by the Ambassa

dor, and replied to by Sir Edmund Lyons, 

Sir Colin Campbell, &c., on receiving their 

decorations. 

In August, there were two sorties of the 

Russians on successive nights; they were 

determined to show that they would not 

give in easily, Captain Frazer, 97th, waf; 

killed on one of these nights, and Captain 

Forbes lost an arm; men suffered also, and 

the Russians threw down some of the gabions 

of the Right attack before they were dnven 
back. 

One night, about nine o'clock, I was 

suddenly awoke, and felt as if I would be 

shaken off my stretcher by a terrific ex

plosion; I ran to the door of the hut, and 

saw a vast column of smoke in the air, 

slowly passmg away from above the 

Mamelon; a large magazine there, of several 

tons of powder, had been blown up by a 

Russian shell striking an ammunition cart, 

unloading, and 200 of the 1st Voltigeurs, 

officers and men, were said to have suffered. 
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A deep pit was left after the explosion, and 

the Russians fired vigorously towards the 

scene of the disaster, but did not at all 

interrupt the progress of the siege. 

After this, the French purposely sprung 

a couple of mines to assist in the prosecu

tion of the works; one had a very striking 

effect as I watched it from my parade

ground. A vast column of black smoke 

rose and resolved itself into a gigantic bust, 

like the King of Terrors, looking grimly 

towards the Malakoff; it gradually 

dispersed, and had altogether a very ominous 

appearance. 

Among the friends I made during the 

siege, was the Rev. Mr. Cannon, military 

chaplain, attached to the 72nd Regiment, 

a gentleman who gave up a quiet parish in 

Scotland for a more extended field of use

fulness in Turkey and the Crimea. He is 

the brother of General Cannon, well known 

in connexion with the war since 1854. The 

Rev. Mr. Cannon, among other deeds of 

active benevolence, had assisted, with others, 
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to establish the Inkermann Coffee-house 

for soldiers recovering at the Scutari hos

pitals. At first there had been much irregu

larity among the invalids there, but a remedy 

was ap;)lied, and at the coffee-house they 

had good rooms, books, papers, writing 

materials, dominoes, drafts and bowls, coffee, 

lemonade, &c., all appliances were found the 

men to make them comfortable and happy 

during their convalescence. 

The siege was closely pressed, and 

was immense firing on both sides. 

losses nightly were forty and fifty. 

there 

Our 
The 

stretchers were black with gore, and it was 

an ugly sight for raw boys joining, to see 

such things carried down into the trenches 

behind the columns, and knowing that they 

would not be long empty. Few cOl,lld con

jecture when all this would end. About 

this time I saw the copy of a letter from an 

officer of rank and experience addressed to 

Lord Clarendon, the Foreign Secretary. 

This officer had objected to the Crimean 

expedition, and to the siege, in the first 
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instance, but since it was determined to 

undertake a siege, he thought the Katcha 

river was the point that ought to have 

been attempted at first with French, British, 

and Ottomans; but, as that was not done , 
he imagined that the best way now was to 

raise the siege, make an advance into the 

open field, and cut off the communications 

with Baghteserai and SimpheropoL The 

allies, he said, were not in sufficient force for 

both operations, and there was no probability 

of reducing Sevastopol now, and Kamiesch 

and Kazatch were good harbours to fall back 

on, in echelon of detached forts, to hold 

during the winter; that the 40,000 Turks 

who had gone to Eupatoria had done good 

service there: they had well fortified them

selves, had made a gallant defence against a 

formidable attack, and French, British, and 

Turks had marched and fought successfully 

outside. Great advances could not be made 

from that point for want of water. 

MyoId friend, Colonel U nett, 19th, 

soon afterwards slain, called one day, and we 
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discussed the possibility of cutting off the 

Russian convoys along the coast towards 

Sevastopol, by landing cavalry, whilst 

infantry entrenched a place of arms, and, 

gunboats being posted at both ends to flank 

it, dashing on the convoys ,,~ .. ith the cavalry, 

and retiring, when necessary, to the infantry 

and the defences. 

There was a reconnoitring cavalry expedi

tion about this time, fourteen miles beyond 

Baidar, descending the Phoros Pass, and 

going along the coast. At a deserted 

country-house was found much wine and 

furniture, including slabs of the Russian 

luxury, malachite. Some Greeks there in 

ambush were said to have shot two or three 
of the mounted party. 

In riding round the camp one evening 

after dinner, for pleasure, with an old 

brother officer in the 42nd-the Hon. 

Robert Rollo, now Assistant Adjutant

General, Canada-.-our conversation was 

interrupted by a long range ball, which 

dashed beside us into the midst of the camp 
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of the 50th Regiment, and occasioned a 

considerable commotion among the horses 

and mules, knocking down one of the 

latter, and collecting a crowd. Sometimes 

as many as thirty of the long range a day 

would come among us: "There goes another 

of these brutes," an old hand remarked, 

as one hurtled angrily through the air not 

far off. 

Our cannonade was of the greatest 

service to the French, by enabling them to 

make their approaches through the soft 

ground on the right towards the Malakoff. 

They used to begin a trench at two ends, 

by placing and filling gabions and connecting 

them under cover of their own and the British 

artillery fire. General Pelissier, being 

large and heavy, and only occasionally 

riding on horseback, was seen now in an 

open carriage, attended by his aides-de

camp and hussar escort. Sir James Simp

son and staff were continually on the alert 

at various points. Men's slumbers were 
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light and short at this time, particularly 

whilst the Russian telegraphic lights flashed 
alona the Inkermann and Mackenzie heights. 

'" The Russians frea uently threw bouquets 

of small shells among our people, and 

they scattered and fell at night with fine 

effect. The soldiers called them, from 

their brilliant appearance, "The happy 

family." 
I encountered occasionally on horseback, 

and on the famous look-out, Cathcart Hill, 

Mr. Russell, the celebrated 'Times' corres

pondent. He is powerful in person as he is 

a writer, and was furnished with a Crimean 

beard. I remember an instance of the effect 

of his writing in Canada. An eminent 

physician in Montreal tried to read to his 

wife the description of the preparations for 

the heavy cavalry charge at Balaklava and 
the results, and he was obliged to lay down 

the paper: his emotion prevented his going 

on. I tried the same, broke down also 

from excitemeut, and I consider this chapter 
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iIi "The War," by W. H. Russell, as a test 

of a man's control, or otherwise, over his 

feelings. 

In talking to a French officer as to the 

means of destroying the heavy Russian 

earthworks which the allied balls pock

pitted, but could not, breach, he said it 

was rumoured that a late invention was 

to be tried, and which was effectual in 

making great gaps among forest trees, viz: 

-firing 100 pounds of powder enclosed in 

a strong cylinder, or cask, with a fuse 

attached; this bursting at the proper mo

ment, would, it was supposed, breach any 

mound of earth. On visiting an old 

Canadian friend, Major George Bent, R.E., 

then in charge of the Left attack, a most 

painstaking and intelligent officer, he said 

that it had been remarked, in addition to 

the mysterious bridge of 1000 yards of 

rafts and boats which the Russians had 

now extended across the harbour, either to 

facilitate escape, or to bring in easily men 

and munitions to the south side, that the 
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enemy was casemating and covering with 

large timbers and thick earth, the Gar

den Batteries, &c., exposed to our withering 

fire. I sat for some time with another old 

R.E., friend, Major Brown, most active and 

zealous in the Right attack opposite the 

great Redan, where .the hardness of the 

ground and the necessary exposure to 

cross-fire, in forming the advanced trenches, 

had resulted in a dangerous wound to 

the Major through his left shoulder and 

arm. Captain Oldfield, R.A., than whom 

none worked harder or took more interest 

in the trench work, after being daily and 

closely passed by death during the Jast 

ten months, was at length struck on the 

head by a fragment of shell at a battery of 

the Left attack, and, to the great loss 

of the service and the regret of many 
friends, never spoke more. 

It is singular to record, that, in the 

midst of all this "battle, murder, and 

sudden death," the sailors of the naval 

brigade enclosed a space for scenery, and 
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erected a theatre on the slope of their 

ravine, where, sitting on the hill side sub 

Jove, after the manner of the ancients, 

the audience had this bill of fare placed 

before them:-

THEATRE ROYAL, NAVAL BRIGADE. 

" By particular desire, will be performed this 

evening, Sept. 1st, the laughable farce of 

DEAF AS A POST. 

After which, a variety of comic songs and 

dancing, to be followed by the farce of 

THE SILENT WOMAN. 

Interludes of singing and dancing, to 

conclude with the laughable farce of 

SLASHER AND CRASHER. 

A finale by the company, singing, &c.

Seats to be taken at half-past seven, perfor

mance to commence at eight." 

As we sat there enjoying the mirth and 

music of these honest fellows, I was sur

prised that the Russians, whose information 
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was so good of the doings In camp, did 

not pump in amongst us two or three long 

range shot; they had sent them as far 

before, and might now have caused us to 

substitute groans of pain for laughter and 

applause at some very respectable perfor

mances. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Indications of a Crisis-A ladder Bridge-The Russian 
Ships at last touched-Horrors of a besieged City
A hot Bombardment-Bridge across the Harbour
The British siege Train-The state of the Trenches
Occurrences on the 7th Sej)tember-The eventful 8th 
September-Distribution of Dragoons and Highlan
ders-The Third Division-Rencontre with General 
Pelissier-The Cannonading dies away at noon-Ap
pearance of the Redan-Storming of the Malakoff
Assistance rendered by British Artillery-Colonel 
Strange, R.A.-Assault on the Redan-Generals Cod
rington and Markham-The Stormers repulsed-The 
causes of this investigated-The Sappers-The Killed 
and Wounded-General Wyndham-The French re
pulsed-Great Slaughter-Arrangements to renew the 
attack on the Redan-Violent explosions-Sevastopol 
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in Flames and Evacuated-Examination of the Rus3ian 
Works-Anecdotes of Sailors-Reflections on the Fall 
of Sevastopol. 

"THERE is something going on in the 

French Engineers' yard, near where I live 

in camp," said a very intelligent and attentive 

army surgeon, Dr. Longmore, 19th Regi

ment, who paid me a visit in the beginning 

of September; "they have got some ladders, 

together with planks on them, and are 

practising running them over a ditch." 

"No doubt a practice for the Malakoff," 

I replied, "and I wish our people might have 

the ch:lnce of co-operating there also." 

"The beginning of the end" was not 

long in appearing, and in a very striking 

and brilliant manner. On the evening of 

the 5th September, there had been much 

shelling from our side, and I turned out of 

my hut at nine o'clock to look round. I 

observed a glare of light over Sevastopol, 

as if it were on fire, and looking in upon 

Brigade-General Barlow, I said, "The city 

seems on fire," which broke up a small 
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party there. J then went to Cathcart's Hill 

to get a better view, and there saw a grand 

sight, a large ship in the harbour on fire 

from stem to stern, touched at last by the 

missiles of the allies. The ribs of the black 

hull were seen through the blaze, and the 

flames licked her masts, and a thick canopy 

of smoke rolled over and a\Y(1\' from her 

towards Fort Constantine; her guns went 

off at intervals; the red flames were reflected 

in the waters of the harbour, where steamers 

were seen to ply backwards and forwards 

as if to help their consort; but help was 

vam. The ship after a time blew up and 

disappeared; next day another frigate took 

fire and was consumed. "The plot was 

thickening. " 

What was doing all this time inside 

Sevastopol ? No doubt there was a vast 

amount of misery and suffering, for our 

shot and shell seemed to search every part 

of the city, crashing through roofs, descending 

into the lower stories, and dashing on the 

open streets in a cloud of dust and gravel. 

VOL. II. N 
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There was a look-out place on the British 

extreme right, and in advance, where an 

officer was posted all day with good glasses 

and a note-book, and sheltered from' the 

sun by a slight awning on four uprights. 

I was twice there, and saw our shot bursting 

into large buildings, and a flight of soldiers 

and women from them afterwards, and the 

apparent uncertainty of the unfortunate 

peojJle where to go or what to do. Theirs 

must have been a life of continual harass

ment; destruction, danger, and death 

continually before them. 

"The bursting shell, the roof-tree torn asunder, 

The r~ttling musketry, the clashing blade, 
And ever and anon, in tones of thunder, 

The diapason of the cannonade. 
\ r ere half the power that fills the world with terror

IVere half the wealth bestowed on camps and courts
(j,ven to redeem the mind from error, 

There were no need of arsenals or forts." 

On the 7th of September the weather 

was cool, but the fire was the hottest we 

had yet seen-a continual cannonade and 
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bombardment. A dozen shells were seen 

aloft at once; the air was rent with missiles, 

balls, bombs, and rockets crossing each 

other; the rattle and roll of musketry and 

great guns was replied to by the enemy; 

the smell of "villanous saltpetre" filled our 

nostrils; the wounds and death around 

roused the worst of passions in many 

breasts; the projectors of the missiles
c 

thirst

ed for each other's blood, and Imrr:c:d on 

a cnS1S. The devil seemed to be abroad 

this day, and hell to have broken loose. 

Since the beginning of the month we 

were losing at the rate of a regiment in 

ten days, and the French, from their greater 

number, a brigade in the same time. 

The French had been in the habit of 

late of exploding small mines to facilitate 

their advance on the Russian right. The 

explosion of these, accompanied with strong 

jets of flame, and a burst of smoke into the 

air, was followed by crushing fire all along 

their lines, whilst our people continued a 

steady and incessant practice against the 

N :2 
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Redan and right flank of the Malakoff in 

co-operation. Our musketry practice, at 

niaht particularly, must have resembled 
to • 

hornets about the Russian batteries, and 

behind them in the town; the flight of 

the Minie ball is so far, that no place could 

have been safe from the terrible torment of 

missiles of all kinds. The cheeks of the 

embrasures of the Russian batteries were 

torn and ragged, the gabions sticking out; 

the attempts of the enemy to repair them 

must have been attended with great loss 

of life. 

The floating bridge across the harbour 

to the north side was observed to be much 

used now. At one time quantities of stores 

seemed to be carried across from the town; 

at another time furniture apparently; then 

great bundles of forage were brought to 

the tOY'ill, possibly to assist in giving shelter 

against the streams of missiles; next, large 

bodies of the enemy would be seen to come 

across to the south side, to strengthen the 

garrison in resisting an expected assault on 
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the place; whilst signalling went on along 

the heights, and we anticipated another 

attack like that of the 16th August, as 

another attempt to raise the siege. 

Our artillery practice seemed perfect 

Every ball and bomb appeared to tell exactly 

where they were intended. The British 

had now in operation 

34 13-inch mortars, 

27 10-inch ditto, 

16 8.inch ditto, 

20 5~-inch cohorns, 

Total 97 mortars and two Lancaster's, 

61 32-pounders, 

37 8-inch guns, 

7 10.inch guns, 

6 68-pounders, 

3 9-pounders, 

Total 114 guns. 

The hammering from such a forge may 
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well be fancied to have been terrible on the 

doomed city and its defences, besides the free 

use of the munitions of war from the 

French batteries. The expenditure of mus

ket ammunition was so great, that it was 

understood to have been 150,000 rounds 

by the British alone each night, at the 

last bombardment. The Russians seemed 

fond of vertical fire, and sent showers of 

iron on our advanced works. 

Our losses were heavy. About this 

time, Captain Pechell, 77th, Captain An

derson, Assistant Engineer, Captain Snow, 

R.A., and Captain Buckley, Scots Fusilier 

Guards, were killed; Captain Verschoyle, 

Grenadier Guards; Lieutenant Chatfield, 

49th, and Lieutenant Phillips, 56th, were 

woun;'21; and about one hundred non

commissioned officers and men were killed 

and wounded daily, including the losses of 

the Naval Brigade, who were working hard 

with their large ordnance near the Gene

ral's hut in the Left attack. There we 

could not well push our advances farther; 
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with the fifth parallel we had got to the 

edge of the rocky tongue of land over

looking the Admiralty creek, flanking, as it 

were, the Garden batteries of the Russians. 

To descend to the W oronzoff Road with a 

sap, and climb again towards the Barrack 

batteries, was possible, but the labour would 

have been great, and the loss of life heavy. 

The Right attack had got also to " the 

length of its tether," and had come to 

ground 250 yards from the Great Redan, 

which was hard as a paved street, and 

crossed by the fire of scores of Russian 

cannon. 

The French had pushed their zig-zags 

from their five parallels, between the Mame

bn and Malakoff, working through soft 

81d favourable ground (this was their good 

fo~tune), to within twenty yards of the 

edle of the ditch of the Malakoff, though 

hmassed not only by direct fire from the 

Maakoff and the curtains about it, but 

alsc flanked and raked from the south 

side of the harbour (this was their misfor-
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tune), but thcy persevered nobly. They 
were not far off the Little Redan, east of 

the Malakoff, say one hundred yards; on 

the left they had got within a few yards 

)f the counterscarp of the Flagstaff bat

tery, and about a hundred yards from the 

jitch of the Bastion central. Such was 

the state of the approaches to the Russian 

works on the evening of the 7th Septem

ber, when also a considerable force of Sar

dinians was marched to the French Left 

clttack to assist there. On the French 

fight, at least 30,000 men were collected 

<lbout the Mamelon, and towards the Ma

lakoff. 

A Council of "Val' \vas held on the 7th 

at the British head-quarters; Generals Pelis· 

sier and Della Marmora were there. TiD 

crisis had evidently come, and any doub;s 

about it were set at rest by an order to 

clear the hospitals of patients who codd 

be got to the rear, and to make ready for 

a large number of expected wounded. 

The morning of the eventful 8th of 
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September was clear and cold. There was 

a bright sun, and there were clouds indi

cating rain, but none fell till the afternoon, 

and then slightly. A strong wind, bring

ing with it a sharp dust, blew towards us 

from SevastopoI. The weather was uncom

fortable, but few thought of it, as expec

tation was raised to the utmost to watch 

what was going to happen at this stage of 

the great drama of the war. 

Dragoons-heavies, hussars, and lancers 

-rode to the front from their camp at 

Kadekoi, under Colonel Hodge, and were 

distributed as a chain of videttes, to pre

vent stragglers coming into our trenches, 

or crowds of spectators about Cathcart's 

Hill; however, there were many anxious 

gazers in oriental guise, and camp fol

lowers, on various knolls around. The 

Highlanders were marched up from Ka

mara, under Brigadier-General Cameron, 

and were in reserve at the Right attack. 

The Guards were posted in the W oronzoff 

Road. Part of the first division held the 
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trenches of the Left attack, and the se

cond and licrht divisions were marched into 
" the trenches of the Right attack opposite 

the Great Redan. 
Our third division was directed to move 

to the front by regiments, and muster be

hind the heights, so as to be ready to co

operate when our services should be re

quired. I ,vas riding towards the rendezvous 

across the level ground in front of our 

huts, at the head of the regiment, which 

was in good fighting order, when Major 

Dwyer galloped up from the rear, and said 

that General Pelissier and staff were ap

proaching us from the left. He appeared 

with a numerous staff and escort, and one 

man displaying a large tricolour flag, ap

parently to hoist on the Malakoff, if it 

should fall, which, from the bearing of the 

General, he seemed to have little doubt of. 

I carried arms to the old warrior, and he 

passed on, but was immediately after stopped 

by a British sentry, and directed to make 

a detour more to the rear, which the Com-
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mander-in-chief immediately did, though, 

doubtless, not without some maledictions 

on the part of his suite. 

General Eyre massed his division and 

piled arms, and then rode off to the se

cond parallel, Left attack, to which we 

saw Sir James Simpson, Sir Richard Airey' 

and Colonel Packenham proceeding. Soon 

after this, we observed a figure carried to 

the front on a stretcher by sappers; they 

were preceded by two mounted officers. 

We supposed it was the funeral of a 

sapper, though it seemed to be a strange 

time for it; but it was the gallant and in
defatigable Sir Harry Jones, the command

ing Royal Engineer, who, though suffering 

much from illness, and unable to ride, had 

himself taken from his bed to be present 

at the assault. By and bye more stretchers, 

with wounded men of the Naval Brigade, 

were carried from the front, and then an

other stretcher was brought past us; this 

bore Major Chapman, 20th Regiment, As

sistant Engineer, an old acquaintance, who 
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had now, after many escapes and much 

trench duty, got a wound in the knee, 

from which he sank and died, 

The cannonading went on briskly in the 

morning, and died away towards noon, to 

deceive the Russians, who usually rested 

themselves at that time. At Seringapatam, 

in the East, long ago, the same manceuvre 

had been practised, and successfully. After 

twelve o'clock, Major Robertson, A.D. C., 

rode up, and said-" General Eyre sends 

to say that the Malakoff has been as

saulted and carried, and the British have 

entered the Redan;" also that we were to 

move more in advance; we did so with 

alacrity, and halted in full view, and within 

range of the Russian works. 

Our attention was directed to the Redan. 

To our surprise we saw our batteries 

throwing shells into it, scaling ladders 

lying on the exterior slope of the parapet, 

and dead bodies all about it; something 

unaccountable had happened. Presently, 

round shot came from the Redan, directed 
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at us. The first came dashing towards us 

right in the teeth of the division, knocking 

up the dust and stones, dispersing a group 

of lookers-on; then the word was "Look 

out on the right!" and my grey charger 

was nearly knocked off his legs by a ball 

which threw the dust up in the faces of 

the grenadiers. There had evidently been 

a desperate struggle at the Redan, and our 

people had failed to hold it, but we doubted 

not that another bold effort would be made, 

and, though ordered to move a little to 

the rear, the whole afternoon we were ex

pecting the order to cross the Valley of 

Death and the W oronzoff Road, and try 

the Redan with the third division. Some 

one suggested this to our Commander-in

chief, but he said, "They had better stand 

fast," it was not the proper time. Again, 

if we had attacked in the dark, after mid

night, as was also suggested, there might 

have been considerable crowding and con

fusion at the ditch; of course, great 
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slaughter, wounds, and death, and horrors 

in plenty; many were quite willing to risk 

all this, but after four in the morning was 

evidently the best time to assault it again. 

I sent to the huts to get up some tea, 

biscuit, &c., for the men. The wind con

tinued cold and bitter. Some got up fires, 

and after dark the order came that we 

were to go back to our camp, and be 

ready to turn out at a moment's notice. 

It was understood that for some weeks 

past 10,000 men of the Russian reserves 

came at night to the Malakoff to strengthen 

the force there, and, if all was quiet, they 

returned over the bridge of the Admiralty 

Creek at half past eleven A.M. The same 

arrangement took place on the 8th Sep

tember. At this hour also, the old General 

commanding in the Malakoff, coming out 

of his subterranean bomb-proof chamber, 

under the ruins of the Malakoff tower, and 

looking round, said to some of his officers, 

"I don't think they will attack us to-day, 
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but be prepared for to-morrow;" and so all 

went into their holes again to dinner, when 

suddenly they were surprised by the appari

tion of Zouaves and Voltigeurs on the para

pets, running along them and jumping 

down among the guns, with their numerous 

traverses and well-sheltered interior works. 

At noon the French had sl~ddenly issued 

from their advanced sap carrying a wooden 

roller on uprights, planted it at the edge of 

the narrow ditch of the Malakoff, run over 

it five 30 feet ladders to which planks were 

fastened, stuck them into the earthen slopes 

of the parapet opposite, and rapidly crossed 

and ascended-slanting-the high parapet. 

They also, as a French soldier told me, got 

in more to the right, by descending into 

the ditch and scrambling up the opposite 

scarp aBd slope of the parapet. It was quite 

a surprise for the Russians, and well ar

ranged. A few shots were fired, the gar

rison retreating with a scattered fire out of 

the Malakoff, which, very well enclosed all 
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round, was occupied by large numbers of its 

nimble assailants. The blue St. Andrew's 

cross on its white ground was hauled down, 

and the tricolour we had seen carried to the 

front, a short time before, was run up on the 

flag-staff: a very proud moment for France. 

By this time the Russian reserves before 

mentioned were moving towards the bridge 

over the Admiralty Creek, and, obserying 

some commotion about the Malakoff, they 

tried to go back and assist there; a British 

officer prevented them, and materially assisted 

in enabling the French to hold the Mala

koff. Major H. F. Strange, R.A., was in 

command of the batteries in the Quarries; 

and, after the French columns had attacked 

the Malakoff, and were trying to establish 

themselves in it, he percei\·ed masses of the 

enemy pushing forward to repulse them 

through some streets of the Karabclnaia sub

urbs, which were enfiladed by only two of 

the guns of No. 17 Battery, where he was 

commanding. Promptly cutting away with 
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his artillerymen the left faces of the five 

other embrasures, he brought the guns to 

bear in the same direction as the other two, 

though it threw them off their platforms, 

and was enabled to direct a crushing fire of 

round shot and shrapnell on the Russian 

reserves coming up in support. 

The Russians came on to the open ground, 

but the shot and shell told on them fearfully, 

and arms and legs flew into the air; they 

retired, but, again attempting to run this 

terrible gauntlet, they were driven back a 

second time. The energetic service per

formed by Major (now Lieutenant-Colonel) 

Strange, C.B., at a critical moment, was 

most valuable. * The Russians, giving up 

the Malakoff, ran towards the Redan, fill

ing the wide space behind the breastwork 

which crossed it. Thus the enemy at the 

Redan became overpowering, and this ac

counts for what now ensued. 

As soon as the change 

observed on the Malakoff, 

of flags was 

four signal 

* Though hitherto not generally known. 

VO~ n. 0 
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rockets went up from Chapman's battery, 

for the British to attack the Redan. This 

was considered necessary as a diversion, to 

assist in securing the French in possession of 

the Malnkoft: and to draw off a large por

tion of the enemy to other quarters. Yet 

it might have been delayed till the guns of 

the captured Malakoff could be brought to 

bear on the rear of the Redan, which it com

manded. In the mean time, however, the 

assault was to be made under the great disad

vantage of the '250 yards of hard open space, 

crossed with the fire of round shot, grape, 

and rifle balls, to be traversed from the fifth 

parallel before reaching the ditch of the 
Redan. 

The previous evening the scaling ladders 

had been placed behind the gabions of the 

imperfectly finished sixth parallel, which ex

tended a short way in front of, and to the 

right of the fifth parallel, so that, as the 

troops issued from the fifth parallel, they 

could pick up the ladders and go on with 
them without loss of time. 
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General Codrington, all animation and 

life, and General Markham, feeble from ill
ness, but with an unquailed spirit, were in 

the advanced parallels, directing. It should 

be remembered that General Codrington, 

always Qll the alert, had first discovered the 

enemy at Inkerman when going his rounds 

before it was light, on that bloody morning. 

The covering party of 200 men, Buffs and 

riflemen, were under Captain John Lewis 

(my former adjutant in the transport' Sal

danha,' and whom I well knew to be an 

excellent officer), and Captain Hammond, 

who bore the admirable character of a Chris

tian soldier. Captain Maude, Buffs, and 

Major Welsford, 97th, carried the ladders 

with 320 men. The rest of the stormers 

consisted of parties of the Buffs, 1st, 19th, 

23rd, 30th, 41st, 47th, 49th, 55th, 62nd, 

77th, 88th, 90th, and 97th regiments, with 

a party of sappers and miners, to make a 

lodgment, under my lamented friend, Ran

ken, R.E. The whole were under Brigadier 

General Wyndham, who physically and men-

o 2 
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tally was well calculated to hold a post of 

such honour and danger. 
EaO"er to enO"[we and enter the mound of o 0 0 

dull red earth before them, with its short 

flag-staff - the Great Redan - which had 

devoured for months such tons of shot 

and shell, and from whose flanks had 

issued such deadly missiles, the moment 

the signal was made that the Malakoff 

had fallen, our people, jumping over the 

parapet of the fifth parallel, rushed to the 

head of the single sap before them, amidst 

showers of shot and rifle-balls from the 

Garden batteries and flanks of the Redan. 

Stopping for a moment for breath, and to 

take up the ladders, they moved on again 

over the open ground, raked and crossed 

with a murderous storm of iron and lead, 

dust and smoke blowing in their faces

(numbers of officers and men fell before they 

passed through the abattis of trees broken 

with shot)-and reached, at the salient 

angle, the edge of the ditch, into which 

the ladders, fifteen feet long, were lowered, 
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and found rather short, but the men scram

bling down to the bottom of the ditch, some 

of the ladders were transferred to the other 

side, and were then eagerly mounted. The 

work was entered over the crest of the 

parapet, and through the embrasures, the 

Russians firing from the interior, and 

retiring, as our men showed themselves, to 

the shelter of heavy traverses between the 

guns inside, and of the breastwork which 

ran across the Redan some distance from 

the salient. Our people charged down into 

the interior, but so many were killed and 

wounded at first, that there were not sufficient 

left to reach with effect the breastwork. 

Our men got as far as the fifth traverse 

on the left, and parties held the rear 

traverses, firing at the Russians, and from 

the crest of the parapet. The force of the 

Russians behind the breastwork was con

stantly increasing when ours was melting 

away. The Brigadier sent for supports to 

General Codrington; they were sent, but 

from the murderous fire to which they were 
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exposed as they crossed the open space, 

they were mere driblets by the time they 

reached the Redan. If a great wave of 

assailants could have been sent in entire, 

there might have been a different result, 

but poor humanity was annihilated under 

an intense cross-fire. Our people did what 

they could, and acted as a powerful diver

SIOn, and laid down their lives in their 

country's service, whilst the French were 

establishing themselves in the Malakoff. 

From the nature of the Redan, with its 

narrow point, where, beside the flagstaff, 

was a platform, on which our people, as 

they came over the crest of the parapet, were 

crowded and exposed, from the traverses 

between the guns taking up the area, and 

also an inner parapet to save the Russian 

gunners from the effects of shells bursting in 

the interior of the work, it was impos

sible to get our men collected in suffici.ent 

numbers to make a rush at and over the 

breastwork which commanded the interior 

of the Redan. Many attempts were made 
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by the Brigadier and other officers to get up 

a force for a charge, first on one side, th~n 

on the other, but the officers turned out to 

be destroyed, and the men fell beside them. 

This went on for nearly two hours; human 

nature could hardly do much more. 

All this while the sappers, under Lieu

tenant Ranken, R.E., were hard at work in 

the ditch of the Redan. After assisting to 

plant the ladders, they pulled down gabions 

from the parapet of the work, filled them 

with stones and earth, and made on both 

sides of the salient, as well as the flanking 

fire up the ditch allowed them, cover for the 

men crossing the ditch, also an easy descent 

into the ditch, and a ramp to ascend the face 

of the parapet, without ladders being required 

at all. Captain Montague, R.E., had first 

asked for and obtained 100 men as a work

ing party, and then 200 more, in case a 

lodgment had been made within the Russian 

works. 

Officers and men were now observed to 

stagger out of the Redan, and try to get to 
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the rear, severely wounded; they stooped, 

they fell, and rose no more. Colonels U nett, 

Emans, and Handcock, were carried to the 

rear mortally wounded; the wife of the latter 

was anxiously watching from the right piquet

house. Lieut. and Adjutant Dyneley, of the 

23rd, who had acquired the character of a 

good and zealous officer, struck through the 

body, moved to one of the Woronzoff 

eaves, where he was found in a dying 

state. The boy-Captain Lockhart, 41 st, 

only a few years a subaltern, who had 

come with me from Malta, a fine little 

fellow, and no doubt much beloved at 

home, was shot through the head. Young 

Goodrich, 90th, had a narrow escape. He 

had taken out his revolver to use it as he 

advanced to the Redan, but replaced it in 

his belt; three balls struck it and broke 

it, but did not enter his body; his sword 

was destroyed in his hand, and he re

ceived a ball from above through his 

shoulder and out at his back, from which 

he recovered. Colonel Lysons, 23rd, had a 
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ball in his thigh outside the Redan, but 

with the help of a bandage, he managed 

to get to the rear painfully, and witnes

sing many casualties in his fine regl

ment. 

The ammunition of the men was nearly 

expended. General vVyndham's messengers 

for reinforcements in formation had been 

knocked over; he saw the emergency of 

the case, and determined to go himself to 

bring them up. Telling an officer in the 

Redan why he went, he passed through a 

storm of shot on his way to the fifth 

parellel, and found General Codrington at 

his post. 

"I want more men immediately and 

formed up," said the Brigadier. 

"Take the Royals," said General Cod. 

rington, "they are the nearest;" but at 

this instant a change for the worse 

appeared at the Redan. The men had 

clung to it inside and outside for a long 

time, though many of them believed it to 

mined. The Russians, in overpowermg 
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masses behind the breastwork, had got 

field-pieces through it to play on the 

interior of the salient; then advancing 

along the interior parapet, they were met 

by our men in diminished numbers; 

mortal hand-to-hand conflicts ensued, and 

bodies were afterwards found mutually 

thrust through, or clasped in a death 

struggle; but the great torrent of Russians 

prevailed, and our men were driven through 

the embrasures and into the ditch, where 

they were fired on from above, and shot 

pitched on them. Some, like "Redan 

Massey," lay there unable to rise; others 

scrambled out and regained the fifth parallel, 

from which heavy firing opened on the 

Redan, which cleared the exterior of the 

Russians. 

Thus had the Great Redan been assaulted 

and carried, and held for two hours; and 

though it was mortifying that it was not 

held longer, it was so ordered by Divine 

Providence; and probably if our people had 

retained it in force during the night, they 
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would have all been in the air before the 

morning. We know there were wires laid 

to blow up the magazine in the Malakoff, 

which were only discovered by the French 

picking up earth to throw on the burn

ing gabions used to smoke out some of 

the enemy who fired from the lower part of 

the tower, and refused at first to sur

render. 

Our people did what lay in their power, 

and are not less thought of or esteemed by 

their comrades than the repulsed assailants 

of the breach at Badajoz, covered with 

harrows and crows' -feet, and bristling at 

the top with sword blades. The slaughter 

at both places was great; a great sacrifice 

was required, and it was given. It was 

never intended that we should have invariable 

success, we might become insolent when 

we are enjoined humility; and balancing 

our successes afloat and ashore in this war 

against our reverses, we have much reason 

to be thankful for what we have been 

permitted to achieve. This is my view of 
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the matter, and I hope I am not singular in 

these opinions. 

Let us see what the French and Sardi

nians were doing on the left, towards the 

Central bastion and Bastion du mdt, posses

sion of the latter being the great object of 

their ambition, and towards which miles of 

trenches were directed. They issued gal

lantly from their lines, made desperate efforts 

against the enemy's works, but were beaten 

back, and their dead formed two great piles 

at both these places. Again, at the Little 

Redan, they made bold attempts on it, and 

on the adjacent curtains. On both sides 

the combatants fought without cover, the 

Russians exposing themselves on their para

pets, and the French in the ditch and on 

the crest of the glacis, firing away, and fall

ing rapidly. A battery of field artillery was 

run down through the French lines, levelled 

in places, and blocked temporarily with 

gabions to let the guns pass, and play on the 

Russians, but it was obliged to retire with 

heavy loss of men and horses. The rattle of 
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the musketry was incessant and distressing 

to the ear; clouds of smoke rose and hung 

over the scene of blood and death. The 

dead at the Little Redan on both sides lay in 

rows, and after a time the French gave up 

further attempts in that quarter, and, like 

the unsuccessful assailants at the other as

saults, are sympathised with and honoured 

for their bravery. 

It was fully intended, as I said, to renew 

the attack on the Great Redan; the third 

division made sure that the honour of this 

would be theirs, as the division was strong, 

and was kept in good fighting order. The 

Guards and Highlanders and the fourth divi

sion, no doubt, expected to have shared in 

the enterprise; but there was a valuable body 

of men who might have been also employed 

with advantage at the assault on the Redan. 

Unlike some of the young soldiers who had 

lately joined to make up the number of 

those who had perished from the exposure 

and hardships of the previous winter, and 

who had not come to their strength, the 
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Royal Marines of the fleet, numbering 1000 

or 1200 men, all of them stout fellows, most 

of them five or six years in the service, lusty 

and full of fight, would no doubt have 

given a good account of themselves, and 

rendered valuable aid at the storm. Perhaps, 

however, those who had picked and dug 

and fought so long in the bloody trenches 

might have been jealous at new hands shar

ing with them the honour and perils of the 

assault. 

Besides the French and English naval bri

gades in the trenches. the fleet was not idle 

on the 8th September; and though the large 

vessels could not anchor in safety from the 

violence of the wind outside the bays, the 

gun and mortar boats, from Strelitza Bay, 

kept up a heavy fire towards the works 
about the Quarantine. 

In the afternoon the wounded began to 

appear in camp, in twos and threes, walk

ing slowly along; others were carried on 

stretchers, groaning with pain and asking 

for water; next the mules with their loads 
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uneasily swinging on each side; and lastly 

the ambulance waggons, full and dropping 

gore on the dusty steppe as they proceeded to 

the hospitals. Stretchers, mules, and wag

gons, as they discharged their loads, re

turned for more. When we regained our 

hut in the dark, the sounds of suffering 

were distressing all round us, from the 

general hospital huts. Balls were being cut 

out, and amputations performed, with all 

the accompanying anguish. About a score 

of men died beside us in the night, and 

were laid out in their blankets at the dead 

tent in the morning. 

In the light division there were 88 

officers and 1,058 men killed and wounded. 

In the second and other divisions, 158 

officers and 2,026 men killed and wounded 

on the 8th September. The Sardinians 

lost 40 men; the French are said to have 

suffered to the extent of 9,000, the Rus

SIans 1I,000, on this occasion, but 20,000 

more within the last few days, under the 
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" infernal" allied fire, which gave them no 

rest or respite. Their officers lay thick 

about the Little Redan, having boldly 

exposed themselves to encourage their 

men. 
I had not long lain down in my clothes, 

for an early turn out, before a violent ex

plosion in the front shook the ground, 

followed by others, whilst a glare of light 

was over Sebastopol. I thought that the 

Russians were endeavouring to retake the 

Malakoff, and I expected every moment 

the summons for the Redan. Those near

est to it in the trenches observing no 

movement in it for some time in the 

night, Corporal John Ross, R.E., crept up 

to the ditch and entered the work. This 

was reported to Sir Colin Campbell, who 

was lying in wait to assist with his usual 

energy at the expected storm. He called 

for volunteers to go up and examine the 

Redan. Men of the 93rd Highlanders im

mediately came forward, got into the ditch, 
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slippery with blood and choked with dead 

and wounded, climbed into the work, and 

heard sounds of distress about them from 

wounded men; but the defenders were 

gone. Our troops took possessIOn, and 

two British flags were hoisted on the 

Redan. 

It appears that the previous evening, 

the Russians having collected combustibles 

to destroy the town as much as possible, 

set fire to them, and blowing up their 

magazines, and keeping up for some time 

a musketry fire from their works, began 

to move across their long bridge in the 

dark. There must have been considerable 

pressure at the south end of the bridge, 

for a battery of field artillery, men and 

horses, were hurried beneath the water near 

the dock. At half-past 6, A.M. on the 9th 

of September, except some stragglers in the 

town, the main body of the Russians had 

passed over, and were seen on the north 

side as if undecided in their future move-

VOL. II. p 
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ments, like sheep without a shepherd. The 

ships were scuttled and sunk; the long 

bridge was disjointed, and floated over 

to the north side. Steamers covered this 

movement, and towed also barges across. 

The evacuation was very well managed, 

and Gortschakoff deserves great praise 

for it. Zouaves and British sailors were 

soon III the town, though the French 

continued to fire steadily into it, to hasten, 

prohably, the retreat of the last Russians; 

and spoil was carried into the camps, in the 

shape of Russian helmets and uniforms, 

pictures of saints, priests' vestments, chairs, 

looking-glasses, &c. The explosion of the 

magazines continued, and canopies of black 

and grey smoke rose over the ruined city, 

whose fall would occasion such gratification 

in the countries of the allies. 

"But mingling with the shouts of joy victorious, 
Come wafted o'er the tones of grief and woe 

From stricken hearts, who mourn the battle glorious, 
Whose hand has laid the loved and cherished low. 
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But falter not! no glorious end was ever 

Gained but by strife and suffering, and tears, 

And those who fell in this great cause shall ever 

Be crowned with honour by yet unborn years." 

I went to the front to see Sevastopol in 

flames, and met a sailor with a Russian 

axe in his hand; he said to some of our 

men, brandishing his weapon, 

"I would not sell that for a sovereign; I 

killed a Rooshian with it, and here is his 

blood on it yet. I goes into the Redan 

with Charlie, my mate; I looks about, and 

I says, ' Charlie, what's that?' 

" 'It's a man's head,' said he, 'coming 

out of the ground.' 

" 'It's a bloody Rooshian,' says I, 'and 

I've got no cutlash l' 

" So I looks about, and I found this here 

axe, and goes up and hit it a clip and kills 

him." 

As we knew, the Russians sometimes 

"potted" our men after a fight, when they 

had a chance, and doubtless this was in the 

p 2 
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mind of the sailor when he slew the Russian 

coming out of the casemate. The British 

sailor in the East, who fought a Frenchman 

for some time, and at last knocked him over, 

and then taking his foe on his back, carried 

him to the doctor, and throwing him down 

to have his wounds dressed, cried, " There, 

ye beggar, that's more than you would 

have done for me!" is, we believe, a type of 

the usual manner of ending a fight with our 

gallant tars. 

In the afternoon of Sunday, the 9th 

September, I was sent in command of the 

trench guards, Left attack, now reduced 

to 600 men. It was a strange thing now 

to be able to walk about across the open 

ground between the parallels, to notice 

the furrows of the shot so thick, and the 

craters made by the bursting shells; also 

the heaps of rifle-balls, with which the 

ground seemed sown as if with leaden 

seed. \V e had no need now to keep to the 

bottom of the trench, to watch for the 
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descending bomb and hear the stinging 

Minie at one's ear. 

It was understood that our engineers had 

found, after a fight, a Russian plan of the 

fortifications of Sevastopol, from which it 

appeared that there had been an intention 

to construct permanent works all round it, 

and that Totleben carried out in earth what 

was originally intended to be in stone; and 

admirably had it proved the great value 

of earthworks for attacks such as the allies 

made. They can be altereci and augmented 

as occasion requires, and the enemy cannot 

attack according to the plan, which may be 

changed at any time. 

At first, according to the testimony of 

Captain Hodasewitch, a Polish deserter, the 

batteries were of earth loosely thrown up by 

the shovel (a rude implement with a long 

and often crooked handle), and the embra

sures plastered with moistened clay; they 

thus looked sharp and well at a distance. 

Next they were faced with wicker-work, then 
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they were improved with fascines laid ir, 

the embrasures, ann, lastly, gabions were 

used. What changes or repairs were re

quired were, of course, made during the 

night. The inexhaustible arsenal supplied 

new guns, or replaced disabled ones. All 
this is part of the Fergusson theory of 

fortification, earthworks and plenty of guns. 

At the Malakoff, Redan, &c., it was 

astonishing the quantities of fascines, sand

bags, and gabions employed with masses 

of earth; again, the casemates containing 

the garrison and gunners, were deep holes 

under these masses, roofed with ship's 

spars, and loaded with eight or ten feet 

of earth. It was not easy, I dare say, 

to get the enemy out of such secure 

burrows without the officers exposing them

selves freely, which I make no doubt they 

did. 

Though our losses had been terrible-

"The path of glory leads but to the grave"-
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(most painful was it to think of the effects 

of the news on the relatives and friends 

of the sufferers)-yet the view of the 

burning city, now in possession of the allies, 

should have caused deep feelings of grati

tude to Divine Providence, that the consum

mation so long desired had at last come, 

and that Sevastopol had fallen and become 

"a monument of the noble fortitude of 

the troops who had brought about this 

conclusion ." 

Gortschakoff very cunningly cast dust in 

the eyes of Europe by saying, "It is true 

that I evacuated the south side, but I hold 

north Sevastopol." 

He created north Sevastopol for the 

occasion; there is no town there, no 

churches, streets, shops; forts and batte

ries there are, but it was soon found 

that their possession, by the enemy, was of 

little consequence, and if we continued to 

hold the south side, with its barracks, stores, 

and munitions of war, a stunning blow 
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had been inflicted upon the Russians, 

destroying her prestige in the East, and 

rendering the conclusion of Peace, at no 

very distant day, almost certain. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

The Great Redan after the Assault-Danger from Maga
zines in Sevastopol-The Streets-The Creek Battery
The booty in the City-Story connected with Kazarski's 
Monument-The great Hospital and its horrors-The 
Queen's Message-Explore about Sevastopol-Anec
dote of a French Drummer-Burning of the Stearn 
Ships-Dangerous ground-United States Commis
sioners-Prospects for the Winter-Road Making
Turbaned Workmen-The Docks are mined-Drilliug
Anecdote of a Scotch Captain-The Rats-Cavalry 
Review-Aft'airs at Eupatoria-Kertch-The Naval 
Brigade broken up-Expedition to Kilburn-Reviews 
of the Sardinian Army and the British Artillery-Sir 
James Simpson's leaves and Sir William Codrington 
becomes Co=ander-in-Chief. 

"WHAT do you think of this now?" J 
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said to an officer whom I found, like myself, 

examining the Redan after the slaughtering 

work of the assault, and whom I had well. 

known to have been, for some months past, 

quite desponding about our ultimate success, 

"Do you believe that Sevastopol is taken 

now?" 

"Yes, it is," he replied, "but I did not 

expect it." 

" Perhaps not," I said, " though it could 

not be doubted after the pressure that was 

brought against it, but the Russians held out 

well certainly." 

What we saw at the Redan at this time 

was painfully interesting, most of the dead, 

both British and Russian had been laid in 

the ditch, and the earth thrown over them 

from the parapet, however, not sufficiently 

thick, as yet, to prevent the sense of smell 

betraying what was beneath; some Russians 

terribly mutilated and lying dead on stret

chers, as if the time was too pressing to 

allow of their removal, were still unburied 

in rear of the parapets, and there was an 
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odour of blood, and marks of a desperate 

struggle everywhere. Guns displaced from 

their embrazures, fascines torn with shot, 

broken gabions, powder boxes strewed about, 

piles of balls of different sizes. In the deep 

casemates or chambers in which the defen

ders of the Redan had lived, there were 

furniture, clothes, bread, papers in confusion. 

Some of the scaling ladders had been car

ried into the works, and one broken one lay 

on the face of the salient angle, where still 

were ~cattered many of the forage caps of our 

poor fellows who were commencing to moul

der below. On the crest of the parapet 

waved two British flags. 

" Dies ine, dies illa 
Luce spleudens et flavilla,'-

was involuntarily repeated as we moved 

behind the massive Russian works, and saw 

the great excavations made by the exploded 

magazines, and all the dismounted guns, the 

earth honeycombed with shell holes; whilst 
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below, on the other side of the Admiralty 

Creflk was Sevastopol burning and sending 

up vast pillars of smoke from several points 

at once. Then a magazine would blow up 

in some unsuspected quarter with a sudden 

burst of black smoke, and stones hurled into 

the air, whose descent was probably accom

panied with wounds and death to some of 

the plunderers of the abandoned dwellings. 

It was understood that men had been left 

by the Russians to blow up magazines secret

ly after the retreat of the army to the north 

side; at all events when I entered Sevastopol, 

and passed along the streets strewed with 

broken furniture with the walls and roofs of 

the houses on each side shattered with balls 

and shells, I saw Russians in their long great 

coats, and looking as if their last hour was 

come, dragged along by French soldiers, per

haps to an officer, to enquire if sentence of 

death should not be summarily executed on 

them for being found lurking about, as if for 
mischief. 

Certainly one required to look about, 
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whilst viewing the fallen city, for a shell 

coming from the other side plump into a 

group at any open spot, or for a ball dashing 

along the streets exposed to be raked from 

Fort Catherine, and then the contents of a 

magazine going up with a mighty roar close 

at hand, and overturning and shattering 

everything round it. 

It was my last day of the General's hut in 

the trenches, the 9th of September, when I 

was directed to send off 110 men of the 

trench guards to occupy one of the most im

portant Russian batteries below the Left at

tack, viz. the Creek Battery at the entrance 

of the town, and quite a study in itself with 

its thick and lofty parapets, platforms for 

musketry fire, heavy ships' guns covered with 

excellent mantelets of rope, impenetrable, ap

parently, even to grape shot, and quantities 

of powder and piles of shot, musket ammu

nition and buck-shot all about. 

Notwithstanding the vigilance of Major 

Douglas of the 14th regiment, an accident 
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occurred there. A foreign officer riding past 

threw the end of his cigar on some powder. 

an explosion took place, Major Douglas and 

others were thrown on their faces, and 

covered with earth, two of the men of the 

regiment were blown into the air, and one 

was killed. 
It would, perhaps, have been injudicious 

on the part of the military authorities to have 

allowed British and French soldiers to go into 

Sevastopol together, and indiscriminately at 

first; struggles might have arisen for articles 

of plunder; our Dragoons were posted out

side the town so as to check plundering by 

our people as much as possible, and to cause 

those bringing out furniture, &c., to deposit 

them in a heap for the s,'neral benefit; some of 

our sailors did so, amidst much laughter, as 

they were dressed out in women's bonnets 

and gowns. Cannon and anchors were the 

really valuable articles, no one touched them 

of course, though some small brass pIeces 

\vere, I believe, cleverly moved on board 
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ship by means of a few stout hands and 

handspikes, and now ornament some private 

residences at home. 

I was walking in Sevastopol, when a 

friendly Paymaster lent me his horse, and 

I rode over the broken streets, and beside 

the burning houses with more comfort than 

if I had been on foot. It was the entire 

wreck of a great city, every public building 

was more or less injured, a great many of 

the private houses completely so; the French 

soldiers were looking about actively every 

where, and some of them amusing them

selves by ringing the great bell in front of 

the principal church. 

It was arranged that the French should 

occupy Sevastopol from the Admiralty Creek 

west, and the British the Karabelnaia behind 

the Redan. Passports were at first required 

for French Sevastopol, but by degrees there 

was free passage everywhere. 

When I was with the Russians during the 

Turkish war in former years, the gallant be

haviour of a Russian Lieutenant of the navy, 
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whom I knew, was much talked of, his name 

was Kazarski, he commanded an IS-gun 

brig called the ' Mercury,' was out cruising 

with other ships towards the Bosphorus, and 

was nearly cut off by two Turkish line-of

battle ships of llO (the Capitan Pasha's 

ship) and 74-guns. Refusing to surrender 

to them when they ranged up near him, the 

officers agreed to blow up the' Mercury' 

sooner than surrender, but Kazarski said, 

" Let us fight as long as we can first," and 

he trained two guns as stern chasers over 

the taffril, kept up a running fight for five 

hours, then disabling one of his big antago

nists by a shot through her fore-yard, both 

hauled off, and he escaped. 

Kazarski was immediately promoted, made 

an aide-de-camp of the Emperor, and deco

rated with the Cross of St. George; double 

pensions were allotted to the crew, and the 

, Mercury' was directed to be always kept up 

in the Imperial navy. Thus Kazarski and 

his vessel became quite distinguished. 

To my surprise, I now found one of the 
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principal objects of interest in Sevastopol was 

a monument erected to the memory of Ka

zarski, consisting of a massive base support

ing a puppis, or the bronze prow of a ship, 

with this inscription below-

!U.ZARSKOMU, 

POTUMSVU v' PREMA YR ' 

1834 GODA. 

"To Kazarski, as an example to poste

rity, the year 1834." 

He did not long enjoy his honours, for I 

now ascertained that he died at Nicholaef in 

1833. 

A group of mounted officers between Ka

zarski's monument on the Boulevard, and 

Fort Nicholas, was observed by the Rus

sians, on the opposite side ofthe harbour, to 

be stationary for some time, when a shell 

plumped among them, caused a scattering 

not unaccompanied with wounds. A mar-

VOL II. Q 
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vellous escape was made by 1Iajor Bent) 

R.E., after all his perils for months in the 

trenches, a shell burst under his horse in 

turning a corner in Sevastopol, but providen

tially the Major was not injured by it. 

The most appalling sight in Sevastopol, 

after the fall, was that of the great hOfpital 

inside the dock-yard wall, and in rear of the 

great Redan. There were several chambers 

there filled with dead and dying, to the num

ber, it was said of 2000, an hundred unbu

ried officers lay in one room. The horrors 

of this scene were not known at first, and 

many unfortunates, doubtless, perished for 

want of common sustenance, whilst the mor

tification arising from undressed wounds car

ried off many others. Men living and dead 

were lying on pallets and on the floors and 

under the beds in every conceivable attitude, 

denoting extreme suffering, some groaned 

deeply, and twisted about in their fearful 

agony; others merely glared with their wild 

eyes. Blood soaked and stiffened in the 
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elothcs of these victims of the war, and the 

smell was fearful in these chambers of tor

ture. 

Messages were sent across the harbour 

for the Russians there to send help, and to 

attend to their wounded, and the dead 

were removed and buried as speedily as 

possible. Captain Vaughan of the 90th, 

a fine young man, wounded in the Redan, 

and who subsequently died, was found 

alive in the great Hospital, as were several 

British soldiers who had terrible expenences 

to relate. 

By telegraph there came this memorable 

message, which was published as a General 

Order: 

"The Queen has received with deep 

emotion, the welcome intelligence of the 

fall of Sevastopol; penetrated with profound 

gratitude to Almighty God who has vouch

safed this triumph to the allied army." 

I now took the opportunity to explore 

all round Sevastopol, and the adjacent 

country, before any expedition was under

Q 2 
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takcn to follow up the success of the 8th 

September. An interesting ride was round 

the walls to the ruins of the old Greek 

city of Cherson, near Quarantine Bay, where 

a couple of shots from Fort Constantine, 

tried to knock a friend and myself "off 

our perch." Then to that cemetery near 

the Quarantine, where a murderous fight 

took place between the French and Russians 

in April, and where the church was pierced 

with Russian shot and shell, and the marble 

tombs and their railings were shattered and 

destroyed. 

Another ride was towards the upper 

bridge of the Tchernaya, and to Tchorgoun 

with its ancient tower, apparently a fortalice 

of the Geneose to guard the inhabitants of 

the village from marauders. In a ravine 

near a French camp, Lord Mark Kerr 

observed a grey headed French drummer 

practising on his noisy instrument by him

self, and his Lordship asked him what he 

'sas doing there. 

"I am only beating the drum pour 
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m'amuser and I have been at this for 30 

years !" 

The Russian steamers had not been 

destroyed by the enemy in the same way 

they had disposed of their line of battIe 

ships and frigates, but the turn of the 

steamers also came. They were kept as 

far out of the reach of our guns as possible, 

however at length being hulled, one night 

the torch was applied to them by the 

Russians, and they blazed up in succession, 

causing a mighty conflagration to light up 

the harbour and adjacent batteries, and in 

the morning the smoking and blackened 

hulls disappeared beneath the wave. Thus 

did the Russians destroy their whole Black 

Sea fleet, and prevent the possibility of a 

war craft being exhibited as a trophy in 

British or French waters. 

In wandering about in front of the Creek 

Battery, three rows of trous de laup were 

observed; at the bottom of these wolf 

holes, boards were placed, about a yard 

long and three quarters of a yard wide, in 
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these ,vere fixed spikes of many points-, 

then laths and grass put over the I'pikes 

to conceal them, but when the foot trod 

on this blind, the barbed ends of the spikes 

would have caught and torn it fearfully. 

In addition to the rows of t1'OUS de loup, 
there was a line of buried fOFgasses, or 

powder boxes with a glass tube at the top, 

as formerly described, A purveyor in

cautiously riding among them, his horse 

trod on a tube, the box exploded and blew 

off the horse's tail, to the great astonishment 

of both man and horse. On examining 

the place, sixteen other powder boxes were 

found bmied, their position marked by pegs 

driven into the ground on each side of 

them. 

Old friends unexpectedly appeared on 

the scene. Among the members of au 

American Military Commission, which our 

acute cousins bad sent first to St. Petersburg, 

Moscow, &c., to collect information, and 

then into our camps, was Major Mordecai, 

of whom honourable mention has been. 
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made; he and his confreres received every 

civility from our military authorities, and 

they had some escapes from the shot of 

the Russians, among the ruins of SevastopoL 

Another old acquaintance was Dr. Barry, 

a well known Inspector General of Hospitals, 

he came from the Ionian Isles, and desiring 

to see the Malakoff, I was piloting him 

thither, when shells were cracked at us In 

the open space north of the Mamelon, to 

hasten our progress there; horsemen were 

always sure to draw fire from the north 

side. 

It became now evident that it was 

intended the troops should pass another 

winter in the Crimea, that the Russians 

still keeping the North side, the Mackenzie 

ridge, and many of the passes leading 

into the interior, it was desirable to watch 

the enemy and to wear them out without 

losing 10,000 men in forcing through the 

barriers before us. It was known that 

the Russians sustained great losses III 

bringing up supplies of men, provISIOns 
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The French were said to mak e their 

roads more rapidly than we did, a party 

would go on to the line, grade or level 

it, and dig side ditches, another party would 

follow to lay stones in the foundation, then 

a third to spread gravel; but the British 

roads, in the end, were found much more 

lasting and held out well all the winter 

and ensuing spring; were well drained with 

side ditches, and culverts under the road 

to carry off the water from the ravines and 

gullies at right angles to them. The 

Sardinians, good and willing people at any 

business they were put to, were thought to 

waste time in finishing ofl" their work too 
neatly. 

The first day I went on the roads, I 

was amused to see the turbaned workmen 

near the cavalry camp, two carrying a 

basket of stones between them, at a snail's 

pace from a heap, or another sauntering 

along like a gentleman, with a stone raised 

in his left hand, and "blowing a cloud" 

from a long pipe in the other. The stick 
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or the application of the foot behind was 

much required for this style of work. 

The beautiful docks III Sevastopol, 

which, constructed at vast expense under 

the direction of the British Civil En

gmeer, Upton, had fitted out the fleet 

which destroyed the Turks at Sin ope, 

being doomed to destruction, French 

and British engineers, with a large body 

of soldier workmen, were employed, under 

fire, to sink shafts and prepare mines to 

blow III the maSSIve side walls, and 

make heaps of the foundations. 

When our men were not working at 

the roads, &c., they were being drilled. 

The unusual number of 500 nearly raw 

recruits had joined the 14th Regiment 

since February, 1855; the best had been 

done with them that circumstances would 

admit of; and when not in the trenches 

their drilling had, of course, been at

tended to ; but after the siege, the 

generals required drilling from the ele-
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business they were put to, were thought to 

waste time in finishing ofl" their work too 
neatly. 

The first day I went on the roads, I 

was amused to see the turbaned workmen 

near the cavalry camp, two carrying a 

basket of stones between them, at a snail's 

pace from a heap, or another sauntering 

along like a gentleman, with a stone raised 

in his left hand, and "blowinO' a cloud" 
b 

from a long pipe in the other. The stick 
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or the application of the foot behind was 

much required for this style of work. 

The beautiful docks III Sevastopol, 

which, constructed at vast expense under 

the direction of the British Civil En

gmeer, Upton, had fitted out the fleet 

which destroyed the Turks at Sinope, 

being doomed to destruction, French 

and British engineers, with a large body 

of soldier workmen, were employed, under 

fire, to sink shafts and prepare mines to 

blow III the maSSIve side walls, and 

make heaps of the foundations. 

When our men were not working at 

the roads, &c., they were being drilled. 

The unusual number of 500 nearly raw 

recruits had joined the 14th Regiment 

since February, 1855; the best had been 

done with them that cireumstances would 

admit of; and when not in the trenehes 

their drilling had, of course, been at

tended to ; but after the SIege, the 

generals required drilling from the ele-
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t and c< sooplin" motions gant goose s ep 
upwards to battalion movements, and the 

highest classes of light Infantry skirmishing, 

also the appointment of marksmen, or the 

best shots in the different companies, to 

move out suddenly on the flanks, and to 

cover the advance, or retreat of the 

column on the march. Then followed a 

great amount of ball firing for the spring 

campaIgn. 

The divisions were inspected by their 

generals; a "taut hand" was looking 

at the fire-locks of a company, commanded 

by a Scotch captain. 

"I hope you have oil for your arms?" 

said the general. 

"Plenty of oil and rags, Sir," answered 
the captain. 

" D-- it," cried the impatient chief, 

"I did not ask you about rags, have you oil ?" 

"Plenty of rags and oil, Sir," said the 
other. 

The general prudently "shut up," as 
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the Scotchman was evidently determined 

not to abandon his rag. 

In our huts, the rats became now in

tolerable, the want of food in Sevastopol 

drove them to where they could get it, 

and it was necessary to go to bed with 

a lantern burning at one's head, and a 

stick to make play among them when 

they became too familiar and insisted on 

sharing one's bed. To have our bread 

and cheese devoured was bad enough, but 

not half so unpleasant as finding a great 

hairy monster crawling up one's leg under 

the blanket. 

The plague of fleas we had in sum

mer, then that of flies, and lastly the rats, 

came "to cap the climax." 

Previous to the cavalry embarking at 

Balaklava to spend the winter near Con

stantinople, there was a review of 3,200 

British Dragoons, and it was a marvellous 

fine sight, and one that never had been 

witnessed before or since, so many prime 

British sabreurs brought together. I had 
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belonged to cavalry regiments with blue 

jackets, but as I rode round the rear 

of the long line of heavies and lights, I 

was particularly struck with the effect of 

the red in increasing the apparent size 

of the wearers; and from the breadth 

of the back of the helmeted and bear

skin men, it was evident why they rode 

through and through the vastly superior 

numbers of the enemy in the charges of 

the 25th October, ] 834, under the lll

trepid Scarlett and other leaders, and on 

the very ground on which they now 

trotted and wheeled. 

An expedition from Eupatoria was at 

one time contemplated to act on the rear 

of the Russians in the direction of 

Baghteserai. There were in September, 

30,000 Turkish Infantry in an efficient 

state at Eupatoria, and with the addition 

of some British, French and Sardinian 

cavalry and infantrv, no doubt a good 

account could have been given of the 

enemy near the place, but to make a 
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movement S.E. of Eupatoria, the great 

difficulty was water; the steppes are 

scantily supplied with it in that direction, 

and so no movement, except reconnois

sances and some skirmishing took place 

from Eupatoria after the Russians had 

vainly attempted, and with considerable 

loss, to carry it. 

The Tchongar route by which the 

Russians brought supplies into the 

Crimea, West of the Genitche Strait, 

which led into the Putrid Sea, had been 

secretly examined by the enterprizing 

Captain Sherard Osborne, C.B. R.N., and 

the ever active and intelligent Captain 

Spratt in the 'Spitfire' had explored and 

surveyed towards Perekop on the west. 

There was no want of zeal in the pub

lic service ashore or afloat. 

A cavalry affair came off near Kertch, 

a part of the 10th Hussars, out patroling, 

were set upon by a large body of 

Cossacks, they cut their way through 
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the enemy with considerable slaughter, 

but left some of their own number on 

the plain and III the hands of the 

Cossacks. The French had a brilliant 

affair near Eupatoria, a Russian detach

ment was surprised and 170 prisoners 

and six guns remained in the hands of 

our allies. 

Our neighbours on the plateau of 

Sevastopol, the Naval Brigade, was now 

broken up, and we saw them leave with 

great regret; in fact, the left flank of 

the regiment looked exposed and bare 

without the bold and lively blue jackets, 

who had fought their guns so well, and 

worked so hard in the trenches from the 

25th October, 1854, to the following 

September, besides suffering severely on 

"the Black Monday," the 18th of June. 

They lost out of 1400 men about 500 

killed and wounded. Our band played 

them off to their ships, and they left few 

traces behind them, except the graves and 
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headstones and boards of their messmates 

slumbering In the neatly arranged grave

yard in "the sailors' ravine." 

There were now rumours and indica

tions of a secret expedition 1Il some 

direction, we could not conjecture where, 

most probably it was Odessa. I thought 

it would be quite right to demolish the 

forts and batteries there, but J could not 

see how this could be done without 

destroying that commercial city also, and 

inflicting great loss and disaster on un

offending civilians, and on a large body 

of Foreign merchants. I had seen 

Odessa in its pride and beauty in former 

years, and I now regretted the prospect 

of its destruction. 

But it appeared that the expedition 

which was now organized and (the 

British portion of it) entrusted to Briga

dier General, the Honourable A, Spencer, 

was intended merely to make a demon

stration, and create a diversion towards 

Odessa, after which it was to attack the 

YOLo II. R 
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forts at Kilburn* and Oczakoff at the 

mouth of the Dnieper and Bug, leading 

towards the naval station of Nicholaeff. 

The British force consisted of 3,300 

infantry and artillery, and twenty-one 

dragoons, and embarked at Kameish in 

twelve ships-of-war and transports, and 

co-operated \",ith a French force. The 

most remarkable objects in the French 

part of the expedition were three floating 

steam batteries covered with plates of 

lron, ami painted of a livid or blueish 

grey colour. 

The allied squaclrons, with their accom

panying gun-boats, made a formidable display 

as they sailed or steamed away from Kameish 

and Kazatch bays, and steered across the 

Black SE"a to Odessa. They anchored there, 

and occasioned the greatest commotion for 

several days; troops poured into the city, and 

many people of substance left the place, with 

~, Or Kilboroun, from Achilles, King of POlltus; and 
" boroun" cape. 
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their valuables, to escape the threatened bom

bardment. 

The approaches to Kilburn, on its spit of 

sand, being duly sun-eyed, the fleet weighed, 

stood along shore, and then crossed to the 

mouth of the Dnieper. Forcing the passage 

between Forts Oczakoff and Kilburn, they 

anchored in Cherson or Dnieper Bay. The 

troops then landed on the spit to cut off 

Kilburn from the mainland, whilst the ships 

went in and attacked the fort on the 17th 

of October. The troops sapped towards the 

fort, which made a desperate defence of 

several hours; but nothing could withstand 

the tremendous cannonade and the iron 

shower that wal" poured into Kilburn. The 

vessels delivering their broadsides, and shells 

searching out and destroying the interior of 

the fort, with many of its defenders, and 

rockets setting it on fire. The firing con

tinued on both sides from the early morning 

to 2 P.M. The Russian balls hopped off tb;J 

iron-sides of the floating batteries, merelv 

R 2 
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denting them. At length, a flag of truce 

was waved from a rampart, and the thunder 

ceased, 1,100 prisoners marched into the 

allied lines, \ybilst '200 were reported to have 

\.;een killed in the work, and 400 \younded, 

with hardly any damage to the allies. 

The second in command, a Pole, also the 

Artillery and Engineer commandants, were 

desirous of holding out longer,.. but the 

Governor, Kokonovitch, and the majority of 

the garrison, saw the absurdity of contending 

longer, against the terrible storm of metal, 

which was smashing their guns, gunners, and 

buildings in pieces, from the ships under the 

direction of Sir Edmund Lyons, and Sir 

Houston Stewart, and the French Admirals 

Bruat and Pdion, also from guns on the 

land side. The \Yorks of Kilburn were re

paired; those of Oczakoff, opposite, had been 

destroyed and abandoned by the enemy. A 

French garrison \YaS left for the winter in 

Kilburn, with English gun-boats to command 

the spit of sand leading to it; and the ex-
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pedition, after reconnoitering the approaches 

to Cherson and Nickolaeff, returned to 

Kameish and Kazatch Bays. 

This taking of Kilburn was the event of 

the month of October; it was a dashing and 

brilliant achievement, as it shut up the Rus

sians for mischief from their arsenal at 

Nicholaeff, and occasioned extensive fortifica

tions at Perekop, towards the north, and a 

garrison of 25,000 men being kept there in 

anticipation of an advance of the allies from 

Kilburn to attack the Crimean army. 

I was present, after this, at an interesting 

review of the Sardinian army, under General 

Della Marmora, a fine-looking man in dark 

blue and silver, the favourite dress of the 

Sards. The Infantry were drawn up in three 

lines, and the Lancers and Artillery in 

another. The Infantry wore, for service in 

the field, blueish grey great coats, chakos, 

like the British Infantry, and chakos with a 

brim all round, besides the round-topped 

Bersaglieri-plumed hat. The havresacks were 

of blue and white striped stuff, and were less 
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conspicuous, and keep longer clean than the 

British white havresack, which should also be 

waterproof. The banners were green, with a 

shield and red cross in the white centre. 

Sir James Simpson, the Commander-in

chief, haying requested to be relieved of his 

command, our new chief, Sir William Cod

rington, alert, intelligent, affable to everyone, 

with great command of temper, and most 

zealous in the discharge of his duties, held a 

review of the British Artillery; and '/4 guns, 

in first-rate order, with their gunners, horses 

and forage, marched past His Excellency. 

The rapid rise of two officers on the ground 

is worth recording. A year before, Sir William 

Codrington held a eompany in the Guards; 

he was now a General-officer, K.C.B., and 

Commander-in-chief; General Sir Richard 

Dacres, K.C.B., commanding the R. Artillery, 

was a captain three years before, merit and 

willing service had much to do with the rise 

of these two officers. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Inventory of the Stores found in Sevastopol-Trophies
A Startling Calamity-Losses sustained by a Great Ex
plosion-Sufferings of the French from Cold-Races
War with the Raki sellers-The Sanitar,V Commission-, 
Extraordinary Escape of Qne of the CODlmissioners-
Steeple-chases-Dinner at Sir William Codrington's
Cold Huts-The Guards' and Engineers' Messes-Ama
teur Theatricals-Discovery of Antient Buildings-A 
sudden move to the Marine Heights-Grand Review 
-The Russians disposed to make Peace-Viulent Deatj, 
of an esteemed friend-The white Flag at the Traktil' 
Bridge-A Disaster on St. Patrick's Day-Peace
liemains on the Field of Inkerrnan-More Reviews amI 
Athletic Games-Due respect shewn to the Dead
Visit to myoId Prison-The Field of the Alma-Man
goup Kale-Laspi-The South Coast-Leave the 
Crimea for Malta-Arrive in England. 

THE Mixed Commission had been 
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labouring hard to make an inventory, 

and to distributr the stores found 111 

Srvastopol. They consisted of nearly 4,000 

guns, be,ides shot, shell, cannister-cases, 

gunpowder, ball-cartridges, waggons, yawls, 

logs of lignum vitre, nearly 6UO anchors, 

chain cables, copper sheathing, ropes, pitch 

and tar, water-casks, spars, fir-wood, 

paint, boilers, large and small bells, coal, 

steam-engines, pumps, dredging-machines, 

marble statues, sphinxes, biscuit, flour, 

buck-wheat, salt meat, &c. Russian mus

kets and bayonets were appropriated as 

plunder-they WE:re so easily carried off 

by soldiers and sailors. The shot and 

dead shells were collected from the works, 

and from the ral7ines, and shipped off in 

Immense quantities; but what all the 

above realized to the respective Govern

ments, no one knew. 

Guns were allotted to the Sardinians and 
the Turks. 

Considering the difference of pay be

tween the French and British private 
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soldiers-ld. a day and Is. clear (as an 

additional 6d. had been given to our 

people to make up for the wear and tear 

of clothes, &c.)-it was quite fair that 

both at Sevastopol and Kilburn, the French 

should have got the cream of the plunder 

of small articles, though there was a good 

deal of grumbling about this at the time. 

It was natural that the officers were 

desirous of securing trophies. We got no 

gold or silver, and no prize-money, and 

the specimt'Ds of Russian arms-muskets, 

swords, lances, drums, &c.-which were 

picked up, or bought, would have fetched 

little or nothing if sold pro bono publico. 
The road-making, the hutting, the col. 

lection and arrangement of stores for 

passing the winter had all gone on regu

larly and satisfactorily of late, the weather 

was also good, and the health of the men 

excellent, when suddenly a most start

ling calamity took place in our midst. 

It was on the 15th of November, the 
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day after the anniversary of the disasters 

by storm and shipwreck the previous year 

in the Black Sea, that I happened to be 

drilling the battalion in front of our huts, 

when on our right there rose suddenly 

in the air, to a great height, a vast 

column of black and grey smoke, accom

panied \yith intense flashes of fire, a loud 

and awfully grand sound, followed by the 

crackling of shells, and hissing of rockets, 

producing a combination of sights and 

sounds of the most soul-stirring character, 

and the immediate conviction that a large 

magazine had been designedly blown up. 

Wounded and scorched men were ere 

long brought to the General Hospital be

side us, and we learnt that the catastrophe 

we had witnessed, arose from the accidental 

explosion of a great part of the Russian 

powder, brought out of Sevastopol, and 

placed in the Parc de siege of the French 

Right attack, where also 800 barrels of 

French powder shared the same fate; beo 
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sides piles of shells, and many rockets near 

the Windmill, a place of mark at the battle 

of Inkermann. 

Sir William Codrington, Sir Richard 

Airey, General Wyndharn, and other chiefs 

hurried to the scene of disaster, and our 

men were kept in readiness to assist. 

The French bazaar and many tents were 

on fire, huts were blown down, and some of 

the sick were wounded in their beds in the 

hospitals. The windmill, full of British 

powder, was in great danger, when a party 

of soldiers, headed by a young Scotch 

officer, Lieut. Charles Errol Hope, 7th Royal 

Fusileers, most valiantly got on the roof, 

and applying wet blankets, at the risk of 

being momentarily annihilated, saved the 

windmill from destruction, and doubtless, 

many score lives. French and British 

worked heroically, amid bursting shells, to 

stop the spread of the flames, and after a 

time succeeded in doing so. It was ter

rible to see the blackened appearance of the 

ground extending to a great area from the 
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centre of the explosion. the burnt tents and 

huts, the portions of dead men, and the 

dead horses lying there. Of the French, 

six officers were killed, and 13 wounded, 

65 men killed, and 170 wounded; of our 

people, one officer, Mr. YeHon, of the 

commissariat, was killed, and 20 men killed 

and missing, and Lieuts. Roberts and 

Dawson, of the artillery, severely wounded, 

besides 70 men. 

Poor young Dawson! 

wards in a hospital hut. 

five weeks in the Crimea; 

I visited him after

He had been only 

full of zeal, he had 

rushed into the midst of the burning, and was 

removing loaded shells, when one bursting, 

carried off bis left foot; suffering greatly and 

long, be at last died, no doubt to the great 

grief of his friends at home. 

The surgeons, Alexander, Gordon, Mouatt, 

Home, Longmore, &c., displayed their 

usual zeal and intelligence during and after 

the above great catastrophe, and which, it 

was understood, arose from a piece of shell 

observed in a powder box by three French 
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artillery men employed in shifting powder. 

This fragment of metal thrown on the 

ground, struck a stone among some loose 

grains, and \vith most disastrous effect. 

The Russians fired furiously immediately 

after the great explosion, from the north 

side of the harbour and the Mackenzie 

heights, and we were all out early next 

morning, expecting, and many anxiously 

desiring, an attack, so as to get the enemy 

well on to the plains and finish the war. 
I 

But the Russian commanders had suffi-

cient lessons at Balaclava, Inkerman and 

the Tchernaya to prevent their tempting 

their fate again. 

The French Government did the best 

it could for their army to enable it to 

pass the winter, but I believe that the 

sufferings from cold in their single tents, 

though they had some huts also, and the 

absence of flannel under clothing, which our 

people had, (the capote was not a sufficient 

substitute for the flannel) also the less abun-
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dant supplies of food than our men, had 

caused a much higher rate of mortality 

among 

lines. 

the French than in our hutted 

Our dead men were decently sewn up in 

their blankets, but our allies saved their 

blankets for the living, and taking their 

dead by night in waggons, consigned them 

to graves always ready prepared for half a 

dozen corpses. ] 00,000 Frenchmen are 

said to be buried in the Crimea. 

In December, races were got up on the 

Balaclava plains, and it was a service of 

danger, and serious accidents occurred when 

the rushes of horsemen, 3 or 4000 in 

number apparently, took place from one 

part of ground to the other in the eager 

desire to see the sport. 

I waged war as well as I could against 

the raki sellers round me, against that 

villanous compound, which inflamed and 

poisoned the drinker, and I had some ana

lised, and the component parts, consisting of 
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vitriol, sugar of lead, &c., were published on 

on the outside of a bottle on which the words 

"vieux cognac" had figured on a beautiful 

label. We had the best malt liquor, also 

wine, in our regimental canteen, to save the 

trouble and danger of looking elsewhere for 

liquor. 

I was put on a board of enquiry with 

General Garrett, Dr. Home, &c., to ascertain 

if any change could be made in the men's 

rations. The spirit ration twice a day was 

condemned, the evening dram abolished, and 

more sugar for coffee substituted. The 

waste of valuable rice was also checked, and 

it was suggested that if a man drank no 

spirits at all, he should get a penny in

stead. 

It has been well said, that the only effectual 

correctio.n of drunkenness (the parent of the 

majority of military crimes) as of every other 

vice, is a sound and rational sense of religion, 

this is the only true foundation of moral dis

cipline. 

Though Sir John Hall, K.C.B., and his 
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medical staff had worked most efficiently in 

their department, yet to satisfy the public, 

sanitary commissioners were sent out in 1855, 

and they also made useful suggestions, as did 

Lt.-Colonel Lefro}, R.A., so wpll known for 

his scientific acquirements. The remarkable 

escape of 11r. Rawlenson, C.E., one of the 

sanitary commissioners, may be related here. 

He thought of going into the trenches of the 

Left attack, and arranged to breakfast with 

an artillery frienr!. and accompany him to his 

battery; but reflecting that he was a married 

man and had no business in the trenches, he 

said he would ride with his friend as far as 

was prudent and then turn back. They had 

got some way into the Valley of Death, wben 

a round shot, rushing angrily overhead, struck 

the bank above them. This was a warning to 

go about. MI'. Rawlenson then raised his 

right hand to salute his friend, and was 

turning his horse with the other, when a, 

second ball crashed bebveen bi ,} and his 

horse's bead, tearing open his waistcoat, 

cutting his reins, and smashing tbe pommel 
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(If the saddle. Mr. Rawlenson fell from his 

horse; and the artillery officer thought he 

was killed; he placed him on the side of the 

path, but found he was alive and compara

tively uninjured. The steel rings of a purse 

had wounded him in the side, fortunately he 

had not his watch, having left it in camp as 

it would not go. That might have killed 

him. A soldier afterwards dug the ball out 

of the bank, and gave it to Mr. Rawlenson as 

a souvenir, it was a 42 pounder. 

Racing and steeple chasing became the 

fashion, the French vying with the English 

in " Le sport." At a great steeple chase behind 

the French head-quarters, the large field being 

enlivened with British, French, Sardinian 

and Turkish costumes, General Lawrenson 

got a heavy fall. A French race of a mile 

was amusing, as it was accompanied with 

encouraging cries of " Hip, hey, hip !" to the 

horses, and great excitement on the part of 

the riders. 

With alternate frosts and falls of snow and 

thaw, the mud was so deep and tenacious all 

VOL II. s 
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about the camps, and on the plateau in 

January, that on receiving an invitation to 

dine with the Commander-in-chief, three miles 

in rear of our huts, it was left to one's option 

to come or not, but after floundering through 

the" sloughs of despond" and changing one's 

waterproofs, it was a pleasure to get into a 

large well-lighted room once more, with a 

most urbane and agreeable host, and a 

pleasant staff, though one felt" a little shy" 

at seeing a table cloth again, instead of 

candles in bottles, and a newspaper to conceal 
the rough board. 

After dinner an important communication 

regarding the Russian movements on the 

heights was received, and it was necessary for 

Colonel Blane, the military secretary, to go 

to the French head-quarters, to communicate 

with Marshal Pelissier. This was difficult 

and even dangerous at night, for the Colonel 

was charged twice by French sentries, and 

having passed these, some nonchalant aides

de-camp declared he could not see the Com

mander-in-chief at that hour, "he might be 
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asleep," but the Colonel persevered, and the 

chief came out from a whist party and sacre
ing the A.D.Cs they fled, and the burly 

Algerine leader proceeded to business. 

We suffered a good deal from intense 

cold on the open plateau in the beginning of 

the year, with the great mountain of Tchatir

dagh, the distant ranges and the surrounding 

plains white with snow. In our single plank 

huts, the winter's wind whistled freely, and 

snow sometimes powdered our faces in bed. 

Of an evening, J sat in state in a flour barrel 

cut across, so as to form a rude arm-chair, 

with hay in the bottom and a Scotch plaid 

about the 100,ver man, but often was quite 

unable to hold the pen or pencil from cold, 

"thus did we suffer for our country," out 

otherwise were in rude health. 

The Guards had established a very plea

sant mess in a large hut in the midst of 

their camp, a bright fire surmounted by a 

stand of colours was at one end of the room, 

from the fire extended horse-shoe tables 

S 2 
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covered with wholesome, well-cooked dishes, 

and after one's hunger was satisfied, lively 

conversation and jests passed round with 

moderate potations, and those who were 

" sorry to part" drew round the fire to enjoy 

" the weed" and some excellent singing. I 

found the Guards' mess (and as a guest of 

Lieut.-Colonel Stuart, M.P.) very enjoyable 

and well-conducted. The Royal Engineers 

had also established, for the winter, a com

fortable mess, at which I met "Deane the 

Diver," who had come out to make himself 

useful among the ships lying in the bottom 

of the harbour. On stranger nights it was 

the custom to adjourn from the mess table 

to a lecture room in an adjoining hut, where 

a chaplain or an officer delivered a lecture on 

some popular or interesting subject for the 

benefit of the soldiers. The Rev. Mr. 

Harris was particularly zealous in this good. 

work, himself setting the example and 

engaging others (of whom the writer was 
one) to lecture. 
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Amateur theatres were fitted up and very 

good acting exhibited by both officers and 

men among the different divisions. 

An old Canadian friend, Lieut.-Colonel 

Bell, C.B. 23rd R. W. Fusiliers, distinguished 

himself on the boards as he had done at the 

Alma in a different line, when he took single

handed a Russian cannon, and has the 

honourable distinction of V.C. attached to 
his name. 

A point of attraction and speculation 

turned up at the Col de Balaklava, half way 

between the camp and the port. Some 

hewn stones being observed there, in the 

process of road-making, Colonel Monro, C.B. 

commanding 39th Regiment, an officer of 

great intelligence, explored further with the 

assistance of 50 men allowed him by 

General Barnard, Chief of the Staff, and 

brought to light the massive foundations of 

circular and square buildings with amphora;, 
or jars sunk in the ground, perhaps for grain. 

Whilst there were glass, pottery, statuettes 

and other indications of the site of a temple, 
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thouah it was also considered to have been a 
b 

fortress with a bawn, or enclosure, for cattle. 

I applied for, but did not obtain leave to 

explore, in conjunction with my lamented 

friend, Major Ranken, R.E. some very tempting 

tumuli on the steppe indicating the presence 

of chamber tombs, like those of Kertch, 

where besides bones were found pottery, 

arms and ornaments of great interest. 

Everything had been got into good 

working order in the Regiment, officers' and 

men's huts complete, and cooking stoves and 

boilers in the latter, instead of a separate 

cook-house as at first, ablution place arranged, 

also school and reading-huts; the instru

ments in the band-hut discoursing sweet 

sounds under a first-rate Bandmaster, 

Hogan;* when suddenly the order came in 

February to move to the Marine Heights of 

Balaklava, and occupy huts there overlooking 

the Black Sea, on the hill-side, below the 

* Our favourite march at this time was" Das Deutsche 
Yaterland," arranged by S. Koessl. 
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Crow's nest, to which the 39th our neigh

bours, had previously moved. We accordingly 

broke up from the front, in the midst of 

intense frost, and frost bites, and had a 

great clearing out of huts previously occupied 

by T.urks; below us was the 89th Regiment, 

under the energetic command of Colonel C. 

R. Egerton. 

We soon got reconciled to our new posi

tion, and preferred it to the other (among 

other advantages were the ministrations of an 

excellent Scotch clergyman, the Rev. Mr. 

Ferguson,) when the weather became more 

genial, the grass and flowers began to appear, 

and we could ride or walk among the 

picturesque hills about us, and watch the 

stormy Euxine. 

We had an agreeable Brigadier to work 

under, and one who knew his duty well, 

General Warren, though from this circum

stance we got the name of "the Blacking 

Brigade." 

In the end of February, a review of 
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46 British Battalions took place at Telegraph 

Hill overlooking the Tchernaya Valley. 

It was a proud display, that of these 25,000 

stout men, as they shook the ground under 

their tread, and Guards, Highlanders, Lines

men, heavy and light, and Riflemen, all 

in high condition, marched past Sir William 

Codrington, with Marshal Pelissier and a 

large number of foreign spectators. 

The Russians now seeing the uselessness 

of prolonging the contest, after their severe 

losses, and feeling keenly the difficulty of 

keeping up their numbers, drawn from 

distant parts of the Empire, and traversing 

roads nearly impassable for men or waggons, 

with hospitals full at Baghteserai and 

Simpheropol, now evinced a desire for an 
armistice. 

Sevastopol, by this time, presented a 

miserable spectacle, it was one vast ruin, 

in heaps, for what roofs and wood the 

flames spared had been carried up, fOlf 

weeks, for hutting purposes and fuel t() 
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the allied camps; and the Russians, from 

the north side, had helped with their shot 

and shell in the destruction of the late 

Queen of the Euxine. 

I had witnessed the blowing up of the 

great Fort Nicholas, had watched the 

fishing up from the bottom of the harbour 

some of the ] 8 brass guns, which, with 

their horses and some of the riders, by 

accident or by design, when the long bridge 

enabled that wcnderful retreat to be made 

across the harbuur on the 9th of September, 

had plunged below the wave. I had been 

invited to see the docks blown up, and 

the White barracks, but some duty prevented 

my being present at the latter event, I 

saw the smoke of the explosion from our 

camp on the Balaklava heights and little 

imagined then that this was accompanied 

by the violent death of a valued friend. 

Major George Ranken, R.E. had the blowing 

up of the white buildings, some unavoidable 

delay took place, the hour fixed had passed, 
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and some of the spectators expressed im

patience. Ranken seizing a port fire and 

warning all to retire out of danger, went 

into the great building; it was supposed 

that sparks had fallen on some loose powder, 

or that there had been a defect in the 

fuze; when a sudden explosion took place, 

smoke and stones rose in the air, but poor 

Ranken never came out of the ruins, and 

the crushed remains of as fine a young man 

as there was in the British army were not 

extricated till next morning. 

In the beginning of March, a white flag 

was displayed on the Russian side of the 

Traktir Bridge, General officers of the 

allies, and of the Russians, with their staffs, 

met there to discuss regarding an armistice, 

again there was a meeting at the same 

place, at which I was present. The Russian 

officers looked grave, some were in dark 

green, though many of them wore the 

long grey great coat like the men, but 

finer, and with lace on the shoulder straps, 
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their general appearance would not have 

made them targets for riflemen like our 

late golden epaulettes. The Cossacks ex

cited much attention, sitting high on their 

shaggy ponies, and wearing fur caps and 

long grey coats, a whip hanging from the 

right wrist, and slung on their back a 

long carbine, in their right hand a for

midable black lance. 

I was President of a Court of Enquiry 

on a lamentable affair which occurred on 

the 17th March, St. Patrick's day, below 

us, near Balaklava in the huts of the 

Commissariat branch of the Army Works 

Corps, of which Mr. Felix Wakefield was 

the intelligent head. Some of the men 

had been honouring the Saint with libations 

and had retired to rest. It was supposed 

that one of them, trying to smoke in bed, 

had set fire to the hut, two huts were 

entirely destroyed, and 16 men in them. 

Sergeant E. Grant, of the 14th, was on 

guard there, he saw a roof taking fire 
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at 11 P.M. called out his guard, posted 

sentries all round, sent for assistance to 

the 82nd Regiment, near at hand, broke 

in the doors of burning huts to let the 

men escape, got out the cash chest, and, 

doubtless, with his soldiers of the 14 th 

saved many lives and valuable property. 

The armistice was followed by PEACE. 

The Russians had had an unexpected 

success in Asia, Kars gallantly defended 

against the Russians for months, under 

the direction of the gallant General Williams 

and his assistants; and the garrison having 

repulsed the assailants after a great battle, 

the defenders, at length, starved out and 

not relieved, succumbed to General Mou

ravief. This faU of Kars soothed the 

Russians after their late losses and disasters 

in the Crimea, and inclined them to agree 

to these terms; namely, to refrain from 

the invasion of Turkey, to use the waters 

of the Euxine for commerce, and not for 

war, that there should be no more Black 
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Sea fleet, and only a few armed vessels 

to prevent piracy, and the forts of Sevastopol 

not to be rebuilt; whilst the allies evacuated, 

within six months, the Crimea; and the 

Russians gave up Kars. 

The Proclamation of Peace was accom

panied, on the 20th of April, with a salute of 

10 I guns, fired all along the French, British, 

and Sardinian lines, and by the men-of-war, 

and preparations began to be made for the 

embarkation of the troops and stores. Long

coated Russians now strolled into our bazaars, 

and were treated by our men. Officers, in 

grey and green coats, drove and rode into 

our camps, and there was a great deal of 

fraternity with our late adversaries. 

Riding round by the ravines, down which 

the Russians had hurriedly descended after 

the great fight of Inkerman, it was painful to 

witness the many unburied bodies which still 

remained there of the three armies (there was 

no possibility of burying them during the 

firing), whilst Russian bones, clothing, por

tions of knapsacks, accoutrements, &c., lay 
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scattered all round by the banks of the 

Tchernaya, and by the head of the harbour 

towards the city, evidences of the wounded 

who had got so far, and had then fallen and 

died away from help. A French soldier ap

proached the body of a Russian, which was 

dried up, and nearly perfect. The French

man looked for a moment at the corpse, then 

took out his knife and hacked away at the head; 

but he could not manage to get it off easily; 

putting his foot on the chest, he wrenched off 

the head and transferred it to his haversack; 

he was asked what he meant by this; he re

plied-" Pour mon Docteur !"-a grim sou

venir of the war. 

The Russians held a review on the Mac

kenzie Heights, and turned out many thou

sand well-appointed soldiers; and General 

Liiders afterwards saw the French and British 

armies reviewed, in new clothing, and making 

a most gallant show. The French held a 

grand carousal, where, in a large square en

closure, surrounded with spectators of all 

nations, they went through the practices of 
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the riding-school, with sword and lance, car

rying off rings and cutting at wicker heads. 

Then the British and French had a great 

race meet on the banks of the Tchernaya, 

near the Traktir Bridge, and which the 

Russians witnessed. The scene was gay and 

animated with colours, and with bands of 

music. N ext there were foot races near the 

Guards' camp; the chief athlete among the 

officers there ,-vas Captain Ashley. We, of the 

Blacking Brigade, had also several compe

titions for prizes, running, leaping, wrestling, 

throwing shot, dancing, &c.; the best foot

ball player of the Brigade was Captain 

Trevelyan of the 11 th Hussars, badly wounded 

at . the celebrated" Light Cavalry charge of 

the 600." 

I was happy to be near myoId regiment, 

the 42d Royal Highlanders, Lieutenant

Colonel A. Cameron commanding, at Ka

mara. Sir Colin Campbell lived in the midst 

of the Highland Brigade among the hills 

there; and in a most romantic valley, with 

steep hills and woods and impending cliffs 
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around, Highland games were held, accom

panied with the stirring notes of the great 

Bagpipe. 

For not alone on Scotia's plains, 
Are heard those glorious, martial strains; 
Look north or south, or round the world

Wbere'er the meteor flag's unfurl'd; 
And, 'ere that flag was planted, there 
Was heard upon the startled air, 
Those souuds so warlike and so wild, 
TVhich Scotchmen aye of fear beguiled, 
And pledged them, like their battle cry, 

To death or glorious victory ! 
Such music is for them alone. 
To Sassenach e[1rs it yields no tone; 
;1" (' hear and hail in that free strain 
The spell that wafts us home again. 

Tbe due ordering of the graves of our peo

ple, who lay here on every hill side, in the 

ravines and on the open steppe, was now at

tended to. All groups of graves were en

closed with stone walls and trenches, monu

ments sent across the seas were carefully 

placed, and the stone-cutters among the 

Royal Engineers had full employment on the 
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spot. The French, besides the great graves 

containing many score men, also left orna

mental tombs and enclosed grave-yards. The 

Sardinians erected a handsome obelisk over

looking the Black Sea near Cape Aia, in 

honour of their officers. 

As soon as the peace allowed of a visit to 

myoId prison at Fort Severnaya, I joined 

company with a French Major and others, on 

a long ride by Inkermann, and the head of the 

harbour to the formidable forts on the north 

side, most of which had been called into 

existence since the time when I unwillingly 

exercised behind the ramparts of the Star 

Fort. The room where I had lived was now 

roofless, from the effects of shells probably, 

and I now looked down on "the grave of 

the Black Sea Fleet," where I had formerly 

seen it securely moored. 
The French officers at the Fedouchine 

heights got up a fancy-hall, to which I was 

invited. Vivandieres were the ladies, and 

some of the costumes were most grotesque, 

particularly of those who associated Roman 

VOL II. T 
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helmets with top-boots, and a lady wore the 

jacket and kilt ot a 42nd piper. But the inte

restinD' finish we made to our Crimean cam-o 

paign was excursions to various note-worthy 

points, and the first was to the field of the 

Alma. 

We were a small party of five with ser

vants and baggage-horses. It was the month 

of l\lay, and the country looked fresh and 

beautiful. Crossing the Balbek and Katcha 

rivers, we got on the great steppe, and saw 

hares, and quails, and snakes. Galloping 

on towards Ortakesek, one of the small Tar

tar villages in rear of the Russian position; 

we pitched a tent there, and took possession 

of an empty house. Some poor Tartars, who 

had suffered from the war, came about us, 

and we gave them what food we could 
spare. 

We were awoke in the morning by the 

lively twittering of swallows and starlinD'S on 
b 

the roofs about us, and we were not long in 

proceeding to make the circuit of the steep 

cliffs, up which the nimble Zouaves had 
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climbed. We then visited the Telegraph 

Tower where a fierce struggle took place, 

marked now with many mounds of red earth 

rising on the green sward, and rudely orna

mented with white stones laid on the mould. 

We passed on, deep silence being all round, 

whilst blue and yellow flowers waved gently 

in the breeze, and we observed the ground 

strewed with straps, pieces of knapsacks and 

buttons; a few round shot and bones of 

horses were in the ravines, and we reached 

that part of the field up which our men had 

charged and suffered and nobly conquered. 

I stood beside the graves of men I had 

known in the far West, a stone has since 

been set up there to eight officers of the 

23rd Royal Welsh Fusiliers, who, with their 

Colonel, the accomplished Chester, were 

stricken down in front of the Russian en

trenchment, and now lay within it. 

We looked on the great plain over which 

the armies had advanced from the north, the 

Black Sea was on the left, and below us, 

vineyards beside the burnt villages of Alma~ 

T 2 
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tamak and Bourliouk, and that stream of 

which these lines eloquently say. 

:Many a great and ancient river, crowned with city, tower 

and shrine, 
Little streamlet! knows no magic, boasts no potency like 

thine, 

Cannot sbed the light thou sheddest, around many a living 
head, 

Cannot lend the light thou lendest, to the memories of the 
dead. 

Oh thou River! dear for ever, to the gallant and the free, 
Alma! roll thy waters proudly, proudly roll them to the 

sea! 

During the continuance of hostilities, 

there were few opportunities for attending 

to the climate and the Natural History of 

the Crimea. An officer who devoted con

siderable time and attention to these inte

resting matters was Dr. William Carte, 

whose acquaintance I had the pleasure of 

making on this expedition to the Alma; 

he was a careful collector of objects illus

trative of the zoology of the country, and 

his observations are recorded in the Royal 

Dublin Society's Journal of this year. 
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When the bold and party-coloured south 

coast of the Crimea is first seen at Balak

lava, the formation is observed to consist 

of a variegated conglomerate of red and 

white lime-stone with calcareous spar; this 

is interrupted by a bed of conglomerate of 

quartz and red sand-stone, cemented by a 

calcareous paste, and the general dip is 

to the N.E., at an angle of about 45°. 

When the huts and tents were placed on 

pudding stone, good health was the result, 

but those who lived on the saponaceous 

clay were troubled with fever. This last 

happened below where we were encamped 

on the Marine Heights. 

The most remarkable shrub about Balak

lava was the Paliurus acnleatns with its 

hooked prickles. Varieties of land shells 

were seen about the heights. About 

Kamara the hills are of decomposing con

glomerate, and the Fedoukines are of white 

chalk, marl and sand. The Tchernaya 

passing through banks of sandstone at 

Tchorgoun, washes the oolite rock of the 
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Inkerman heights, full of fossil shells. 

What our people had to work on in 

furminrr the trenches and which was in-
b 

terrupted by ravines running towards Sevas-

topol was an acro-Iomeric calcareous rock , ao 

with a scanty cO\'ering of earth. 

The highest degree of heat that the 

thermometer recorded in the Crimea, whilst 

the troops were on the plateau of Sevas

topol that I heard of, was lOgO in July, 

and the lowest degree of cold in December 

:2t" When the wind blew from the north 

o\"er the frozen steppes, in winter, the cold 

\\as biting in the extreme; the great barrier 

of rocks shelters the south coast from this. 

In the month of May, daily the country 

became more beautiful about our heights, 

with thyme, violets, roses, &c. 

I saw part of Dr. Carte's collection of 

birds, &c., at the Castle H'Jspital, Balaklava, 

in forming which he was assisted by Lieu

tenant Blakison, of the Royal Artillery. 

Among the quadrupeds observed in the 

Crimea, were the common hedgehog, the 
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fox, the martin, the Norway rat and black 

rat, the common mouse, the long-tailed 

field mouse, hares of two kinds, hamsters 

like short naked tailed mice, the deer (cervus 
dam.a) were found in the woods, the Crimean 

camel, of a light brown colour, was oftener 

used to drag waggons than as a beast of 

burden. Of birds, there were vultures, 

(species fulvus) tawney and red eagles, 

falcons of several varieties, long and short

eared owls; the melancholy cry of the 

Strix Tengmalmi was well known about 

the ravines during the siege. The other 

birds occupy a large catalogue as shrikes of 

various kinds, swifts and swallows, king

fishers, orioles, thrushes, goldfinches, black

birds, larks, nightingales about Vernutka 

and Baidar; wrens, buntiLlgs, linnets, crows, 

woodpeckers, red-legged partridges and 

bustards, these last were shot in December 

in considerable numbers, and were ex

cellent eating. Of water fowl there were 

ducks, teal, widgeon, sheldrake, cormorants, 

gulls, &c. 
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Tortoises, snakes, and lizards, appeared 

with the warm weather, as did insects in 

great numbers, about 150 of which were 

noted by Dr. Carte, also land shells. The 

shores of the Crimea abound with fish, the 

red mullet and turbot are capital eating; two 

or three times I was offered a little fat fish 

which was caught among the dead in the har

bour of Sevastopol and the shipping of Balak

lava, but which I carefully eschewed. 

The next excursion was to visit the 

remarkable Genoese fort Mangoup Kale, on 

a great mountain near the valley of Korales, 

and III the direction of Baghteserai. 

Leaving our horses at the foot of the 

mountain, it was a stiff walk to the immense 

walls enclosing the top, where we passed 

many very ancient stone tombs, and came 

on a plateau commanding extensive views, 

and where a tribe of people might have 

sown and reaped, and grazed cattle if shut 

out from the valleys below. The Cave of 

the winds at an angle of the precipice, was 

a point of great interest here. 
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I did not visit Baghteserai,- or Sim

pheropol at this time; I had seen them 

long ago, and I did not like to disturb the 

pleasing recollections I had of the very 

interesting Tartar palace of the former, 

and the agreeable country houses and 

people I had known at the latter; among 

others, Madame Nariskin, a literary lady, 

wife of a former governor of the Crimea. 

I knew that war and disease had told on 

the old and the modern capitals of Crim 

Tartary. 

Laspi, a charming retreat, in a valley, and 

under high cliffs, the fit abode of a retired 

sea rover, was visited, and there was a ride 

by the Phoros pass, and round the most 

picturesque South coast with its Immense 

walls of rock on the left, the abode of 

eagles, its slopes of earth and boulders, 

interspersed with trees, descending to the 

sea on the right of the winding road. 

Country seats of the Russian noblesse are 

seen there, and Tartar villages with their 

flat roofs resting on the hill-side, from 
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which many of the unfortunate people were 

emigrating to Turkey, and carrying piously 

their aged and infirm with them on arabas, 

in melancholy procession. At Alushta was 

the beautifully situated and handsome palace 

of the Count W oronzoff, in the midst of 

gardens and rocks, forest and fruit trees 

collected from many lands. Altogether, the 

South coast of the Crimea is one of the 

most charming and attractive regions 10 

the world. 
At length, 10 June, the order came for 

us to follow some other regiments, and leave 

the Crimea. We received this order with 

mingled feelings of joy, sorrow and thank

fulness: we had been nearly thirteen months 

in the seat of war, and our mission was accom

plished there. We were, I trust, sincerely 

grateful trl Divine Providence for allowing 

us to retire unscathed from the late scenes 

of strife, and we deeply regretted the many 

thousand brave men on whose graves the 

wild flowers of the steppe were now bloom

ing. Portions of the Regiment (about this 
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time 900 strong, besides the depots at Malta 

and at home) embarked in three vessels, 

and I followed in the Ottawa steamer with 

the head-quarters. We had a young noble

man, Lord Abercromby, and Mr Page on 

board; a handsome Russian widow, Madame 

Tripaud, going with her two sisters-in-law 

to a relative at Malta; her husband, an 

officer, had been slain two or three days 

before the fall of Sevastopol. 

She had witnessed all the horrors of the 

siege, death flying round her for months. 

Her maid on board, had an extensive 

wound on her right arm, and her man

servant had been destroyed by a shell in 

the room before her face, whilst carrying 

her food. After this she took refuge, with 

other families, in Fort Nicholas, till the 

retreat across the harbour. 

We had a most agreeable voyage, plea

sant company, our excellent band, and a 

great variety of amusements on board. 

A visit was paid to Constantinople for 

the third time. I had a ramble through 
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the streets and bazaars, and an examination, 

with boots under my arm, of the great 

Mosque of St. Sophia, which I could not 

have ventured on in former years; finally, 

we arrived at Malta, and occupied the Isola 

gate Barracks. 

The hot weather was in all i.ts fierceness 

in July, half the Regiment was under can

vass, the place being crowded with military 

under the command of a most energetic sol

dier and excellent drill, Sir John Pennefather. 

Fever was beginning in the Regiment, when 

I received a summons to Britain. I 

handed over the command to Lieut.-Colonel 

Budd, and reached home by way of Gib

raltar and Southampton, much refreshed by 

the voyage in the Ava. Here then, I take 

leave of those indulgent readers, who have 

voyaged, and travelled and campaigned 
with me in the East and West. 
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APPENDIX. 

TRAINING FOR SERVICE AND SETTLING. 

1. The ranks of the British Army contain 

many officers and men, who, serving their 

country for a few years, intend to settle in 

one of the colonies-the first, as proprietors 

of land; the second, as labourers, and even

tually (if they conduct themselves with 

ordinary discretion), in the hope of following 

a trade, or owning land like their officers. 

2. We propose to discuss what should be 

the preparations for settling, and in the 

meantime, investigate how soldiers should be 

made efficient, physically and morally, for 

fighting the battles of their country, previous 

to "beating their swords into ploughshares." 
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3. It should be borne In mind, at all 

times, that our men enter the ranks volun

tarily. We have no forced enlistments, and 

though it is true, that many repent" taking 

the shilling in her Majesty's name," yet 

with the present humane and fair system of 

dealing with recruits, particularly glVlng 

them a free kit or outfit at staTting, besides 

their bounty, recruits must be very hard to 

please if they do not soon pnJer the regular 

food and good bed they have in barracks, 

and medical attendance, to the scrambling 

life they may have been previously leading, 

perhaps, too, dirty and uncared for. 

4. From the moment of entering the 

Service, every man should have something 

inviting to look forward to. Without the hope 

of eventually improving one's condition, and 

without" the glorious future" of the religious 

man, life will be dreary, and its cares are then 

apt to be drowned in the health-destroying 

cup. A happy frame of mind is to be 

without envy or jealousy of our neighbour, 

and to be always ready to hold out a helping 
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hand to a man requmng a lift, and to let 

every man have a fair chance of bettering 

himself if (>0 disposed. 

RANGERS. 

5. In enlisting men, it might be well to 

try how a few corps of Rangers, composed of 

stout and active little fellows, of from 5 ft. 

3 in. to 5 ft. 6 in. in height; 5 ft. 6 in. and 

upwards has been the fashion hitherto, and 

though there have appeared rdany noble 

soldiers of grenadier height, yet for the 

general purposes of 'i-aI', what the bCi'>t 

Roman soldiers were said to have generally 

been, namely, short and square men, are 

surely worth trying as corps. The weight 

of a man, the measurement of his chest, &c., 

being also duly considered. There are fewer 

men to choose from among the tall men, 

than among men from 5 ft. 4 in. to ;) ft. 

8 in., therefore there is a better chance of 

getting good short men. 

VOL. II. u 
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HEALTH. 

6. Next, due care should be taken that 

the man's dress, the arms he has to use, 

and the load he has to carry, are proportioned 

to his size and powers of enduran<lc; also 

that on entering the Service he is duly 

instructed how to preserve his health, in
formed of the nature of his constitution, how 

easily the system is deranged with impru

dence of conduct, what he is to "eat, drink, 

and avoid," the evil consequences of badly 

ventilated rooms, how to guard against the 

dire effects of the sun's rays between the 

Tropics, and the consequences of extreme 

cold towards the Polar regions. 

DRESS. 

7. As it should always be considered a 

disgrace to be on the sick list, from want 

of ordinary precautions, so we should at 

the same time avoid what is vulgarily called 

the "coddling system;" a man in health 
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should not fear going out ll1 all weathers, 

that is, properly protected, his head against 

the sun in extreme heat, and the body so 

covered in wet or cold, that there will be 

no bad effects resulting from exposure. For 

India, white covers protect the head from the 

sun; in Africa, whilst travelling or hunting, 

ostrich feathers afford good cover, or a 

turbaned hunting cap. In the damp woods, 

and among swamps, one can go from morn

ing to night with wet feet, without injury, 

if cased in worsted socks, and with a pair 

of stout moccasins, or soleless shoes and 

leggings, and having a dry change for the 

camp at night. ·With good flannel next the 

skin in dry cold, and avoiding spirits, v.hich 

chill the extremities, there need be little 

apprehension of unpleasant sensations or 

disagreeable results. 

BATHING. 

8. Cold water daily, or frequently applied 

to the skin, from head to foot, is a great 

U 2 
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secret of health among people wearing clothes; 

naked savages are obliged to grease them

selves to keep out the cold and repel the 

attack of insects. A bath glove without 

fingers, that is, a small bag made of 

towelling, is a capital purifier of the skin. 

CONTENTMENT. 

9. It is very impcrtaDc to make mEX, 

contented with their situation on JOlOll1g 
their corps, also to find themselves in a good 

position instead of a wrong one, good officers 

will be able to bring about this result by the 

care, attention and symputhy they display 

towards the men, and not merely attending 

to their own pleasures and recreations. 

Popularity hunting is contemptible, but i:i 

careful officer who takes his men in hand, 

encourages them in learning their drill and 

duty, and attending to their schooling (for 

a large proportion of men enter the army 

unable to read or write) and who promotes 

manhood among his people in the shape 
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of gymnastic exercises, and sets an example 

in these matters himself only does his duty. 

10. Disgust to the Service and desertion 

after a short trial of it arise from various 

causes, among others, excess of drill, no 

recreations present or in prospect, a dull 

~'o'J.tine and monotony. 

GYMNASTICS. 

II. Some consider that encouragll1g 

manly exercises leads to drinking, but it will 

be found on trial to have quite a contrary 

tendency; men desirous of exhibiting their 

power of muscle, soon find out that they 

cannot compete successfully if they indulge 

in strong drink, men in training never use 

spirits, as they afford only a momentary stimu~ 

Ius; thus for a final effort at the end of a 

fight, a glass handed round with the spare 

ammunition may be of use, but as a general 

rule, for giving strength and endurance, 

alcohol is a mistake. 

12. A useful exercise for young men, and 

of which all are fend, is that called the 
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giant's steps, a thirty-feet pole set up, an 

iron swivel at the top, amI four ropes and 

rings depending from it. The exercise in 

passing round the pole and swinging from 

the rinrrs is excellent for the wind and for 
I":> 

the muscles of the chest, arms and legs-an 

are in play, and usefully for the system. 

simultaneously. 

" PUTTING." 

13. Throwing or "putting" the stone, 

or an iron shot, is of great use for the 

muscular development of dragoons, engineers, 

artillerymen, &c., who require strong arms, 

if the weight thrown is suited to the bodily 

powers of the individual. Leaping is highly. 

useful for foot soldiers, for in skirmishing 

across a country they have frequent occasion 

to practise it, and it is unfortunate if a man 

is obliged to "shy" at an ordinary jump. 

\Vrestling is a valuable exercise, and no bad 

consequences result from it, if it is practised 

,yith good temper, and those looking on 

prevent any cruelty from kicking shins with 

shoes on, also that the ground is not too 
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hard for a fall. Of course, running is 

indispensible for voltigeurs, though it is 

alleged to have been overdone in foreign 

armies, and fine men have broken down 

and become useless after five years of 

excessive running, and too violent exertion. 

Constant exercise, but in moderation, should 

be the rule for the due training of the bodily 

powers. 

MUSIC. 

14. It is very desirable to cultivate singing 

among troops, it has a wonderfully humanizing 

effect, an officer may often be found able 

and willing to teach a class of singers. Good 

glees, choruses, and patriotic songs, are the 

best, also sacred music. Of course everything 

of a frivolous or licentious nature should be 

discouraged. 

DANCING. 

15. A dancing master may be found in a 

body of men, also a fiddler; it is very use-
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ful to encourage these "professionals," and 

giving prizes for dancing at competitions 

will be found to have a very good effect. 

A good dancer is usually a smart fellow, 

and even looking on at dancing promotes 

cheerfulness, to which also cricket, foot-ball, 

quoits, skittles, and fives, materially con

tribute. 

SWL!.IIMING. 

16. A great accomplishment for our sol

diers is swunming. Crossing the sea so 

much as they do, exposed to the risk of 

storms and wrecks, fording rivers, and 

their lives frequently imperilled by water 

as well as on land, it would be desirable 

that every British soldier be turned out 

a swimmer; and it may be done with 

very little trouble, and at very moderate 

expense. A small boat with a short pole or 

boom rigged out horizontally from the stern, 

and a ring at the end of it for a rope to 

pass through, serves as a very fit apparatus for 

this purpose. Three men get into the boat, 
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one to row, and one to instruct. The learning 

swimmer stripped, and, with a girth strapped 

round his chest, to which an end of the ropt; 

is fastened behind, gets into the water, and 

is supported in it by the instructor, who 

slackens the rope as the swimmer gains 

confidence and performs his strokes pro

perly. 

A SALLE D' ARMES. 

17. For the winter months in barracks, an 

empty room fitted up as a salle d'armes, and 

single-sticks, foils, masks and boxing-gloves, 

kept there in charge of a non-commissioned 

officer, would be very advantageous for officers 

and men. 

HANDICRAFTS. 

18. We now come to handicrafts. It is 

not usual to practise any trades in barracks, 

except those of tailors and shoemakers; but, 

if it were possible to fit up a carpenter's shop, 
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and allow soldiers to learn the most useful 

art of carpentry, few things would better 

prepare them for the exigencies of a cam

paign, or for being handy settlers after they 

got their discharge. There are always jobs 

about a barrack, or at the married officers' 

quarters, which would employ the soldier 

carpenter, who, if he learned also a little 

smith's work in the armourer's shop, would 

be materially benefited thereby. 

19. In those colonies where wood is 

employed for fuel, the use of the axe may 

be acquired by cutting up and splitting the 

fire-wood. Men skilled in the use of the 

axe and rifle, like the lumberers or woodsmen 

of the Canadian forests, are invaluable for 

a campaign, not only being well able to 

help themselves in the bivouac, or in 

crossing rivers, but also being able to assist 

the regular soldiers in many ways-hutting 
for instance. 
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HUTTING. 

20. The underground huts used in the 

Crimea, with a simple roof placed over them, 

afforded good shelter, and were inexpensive. 

Soldiers might be practised constructing 

them, digging out square holes, if on a hill

side so much the better; but the open plain 

will do also-a window at one end, a door, 

with steps inside to descend to the floor at 

the other gable. If there is no canvas or 

tarpaulin for the roof, thatch will do, or 

branches of fir trees. 

21. The usual huts are of rough stones, 

some take the trouble to make sun dried 

bricks for huts, walls of wattle and daub, &c. 

The" lean-tos" used in the American woods 

are very good; two forked sticks planted in 

the ground, a ridge pole between them, poles 

resting on this, and the whole top and sides 

covered with branches or with canvas; in 

front, the fire of logs. These half houses are 

the favourite "camp" of the hunters, but 
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they sometimes content themselves with a 

screen of bushes set up to windward. 

WELL-SINKING. 

22. The handicraft of the well-sinker is an 

important one on service, troops sometimes 

suffer greatly for the want of a sufficient supply 

of good water. In dry countries, like Africa and 

New South Wales, it is of great consequence 

to know how to find water at all, and when 

found, if it is brackish, to know how to distil 

it, by boiling and collecting the steam, or 

condensing the steam in a gun-barrel laid in 

water, the fresh water dropping from the 

touch-hole; or if impure to filter it by passing 

it through moss, sand, charcoal, &c., whilst a 

small piece of alum will purify gallons of 

turbid water. The use of dirty water to allay 

raging thirst is the cause of much sickness. 

23. Carrying water in bags is practised 

in the East, where barrels might soon fall in 

pieces with the heat, if left empty. There is 

a mode of carrying a small supply of water in 
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a bladder with the assistance of a couple of 

skewers; small tin water-flasks are the han

diest for service, and not wooden barrels. 

COOKING. 

24. Food, and how to cook it, are matters 

of the first consequence always. When salt 

pork is the ration, a little goes a great way; 

and a slice" frizzled" at the end of a forked 

stick is not a bad dinner with the addition of 

a large biscuit. Broken biscuit may be im

proved by throwing hot water over a couple 

of handfuls, and stirring about in them a 

little grease. Newly killed meat is best 

dealt with by chopping it up with an axe or 

billhook, and cooking it in the frying pan. 

Boiling lumps of fresh meat, especially hur

riedly, makes it tough and difficult to chew 

or digest. If rice is well boiled, men will 

soon get fond of it, but as a moist pudding 

it is not inviting. One lesson in rice boiling 

will suffice: first boil the water briskly, pro

portioning the quantity of water to the rice, 
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say a quart of water to a cupful of rice, then 

throw in the rIce, boil briskly for a 

quarter of an hour, without stirring the rice, 

strain off the water, which use as a drink, 

sweetened; dry the rice hy the side of the 

fire in the pot. Every particle will be found 

separate and well cooked. 

25. If there is flour, a small iron plate 

mahs good cakes; or balls of flour may be 

well kneaded with the hand, and toasted like 

potatoes at the fire. Soups are best made 

by slowly simmering whatever can be fownd 

to put into the pot-aujeu. Salt-meat and 

rank wild-fowl can be used by changing the 

water used in boiling once or twice. There 

are no tea-pots, usually, in the field, but a 

muslin bag will make good tea in a tea

kettle. Clear coffee is easily managed by 

taking the pot off the fire three or four 

times, when it comes to a simmer, and then 
letting it settle. 

MAT-MAKING. 

26. Mat-making is useful, and IS easily 
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acquired. Straw or reeds may be used, with 

strings. In the East Indies, much of the 

comfort of the people is derived from mats; 

they make walls of mats, and hang up mats 

to windward, and wet them, to cool the air 

behind them, in the hot season. 

TENTS. 

27. How to pitch and secure ten ts is very 

important. Those unacquainted with tents 

will very soon have them about their ears in 

rain, or blown away, perhaps in the middle 

of the night. Among young campaigners, 

there are many tent accidents. The accom

plished author of the" Art of Travel," Mr. 

Galton, gives many valuable hints about 

tents, and lately presented models and speci

mens, illustrative of the art of travel, to the 

Royal Institution at Woolwich, which are 

well worth examining carefully. 

28. Soldiers should be practised how to 

secure tent-ropes in sandy soil by bushing 

and burying sticks; how to drain the ground 
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round tents should be shown; the effects of 

wet on tents, in lifting them suddenly from 

the ground; how to pitch a tent for a per

manency, building a low wall round it, 

sinking the floor, having it paved, arranging 

a fire-place in a tent, strengthening a tent

pole with side-pieces at the joint; how to 

repair a broken tent-pole by lashing a rough 

stick to it; how to support the pole on a 

log when the floor is sunk, &c. The use of 

awnings, when there are no tents, may also 

be shown. In hot climates, and the sun 

nearly vertical, a square awning on four 

poles is cooler to pass the day under than 

any tent. 

29. A whole regiment may be encamped 

without anv canvass tents under the blankets . , 
of the men, four men occupying each tente 

d'abri. The blankets to have eight holes 

worked at the corners and middle of the 

edge; two rifles are set up on their butts at 

the distance of the length of a blanket; the 

r~fles have small plugs in the muzzles; a 

ndge-rope, pegged down to the ground, con-
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neets the muskets (passing round the plugs) ; 

t\vo blankets are held up lengthways, and 

four corner-holes are passed over the muzzles 

of the pieces; the blankets are then drawn 

out, and pegged to the ground; the remain

ing blankets of the four men are of use 

inside. The 14th Regiment had their blan

kets prepared with worked holes, in the 

Crimea, and they were used instead of tents 

occasionally, when the camp was cleaned. 

FIRE. 

30. Fire-lighting is a great art Itl the 

field, when there are no lucifer-matches. 

The young campaigner would be rather at a 

loss, and might smile, when desired to make 

a fire with a bunch of dry grass, and with a 

piece of tinder inside; but when this is 

lighted with a flint and steel, and blown 

with the mouth, or the bunch swung round 

in the ail', and a flame ensues, incredulity 

ceases. Small chips of wood are, of course, 

best to begin a fire with, and a great log will 

VOL. II. X 
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keep up a fire for many hours. Burning

Q'laSSl'S are sometimes carried to light a fire. 

In South Africa, the brass tinder-box is the 

favourite apparatus for kindling a fire, with 

the assistance of flint and steel. 

COOKING. 

31. Gipsies cook, their pots suspended by 

a hook from three sticks, set up triangle 

fashion, or in a small tent of four wands, 

with a piece of blanket skewered round 

them. The usual bivouac fire-place is a 

hole dug in the ground, or three or more 

stones placed together, and the fire made 

between them, the camp-kettle resting on 

the stones. Fuel may be economised by 

boiling six camp-kettles at once, half of 

each being over the same hole. In America, 

the pot is suspended over the log-fire at one 

end of a horizontal stick, the other end 

being firmly fixed in the ground. 
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RAFTS. 

32. If a regiment were to reach the bank 

of an unfordable river, without a soldier in 

it skilled in woodcraft, they would all be 

" brought up," and might look in vain for 

the means of crossing to the other side, but 

if there are trees there, and a woodsman, he 

will soon make rafts of logs bound together 

with withes or cords, and float the whole 

across. In the East, gourds tied round the 

waist are used for crossing rivers. In Africa, 

a wooden horse, or a tree with a peg in it, 

for the swimmer to hold on by, and kic:k out 

with his feet. Bundles of grass and reeds, 

and corked bottles secured inside the shirt 

easily support a man in the water. 

FISHING. 

33. Fishing is a great recreation for sol. 

diers, it should be encouraged as a pastime, 

and to give variety to the mess. 
x 2 
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HORSES, &C. 

34. How to take care of horses, cattle, and 

sheep, should be learned. Wet, cold, and 

indifferent fare destroy the lower animals as 

well as men, but horses are often too much 

cared for, and confined in close stables for 

the improvement of their coats, and to save 

trouble in cleaning them. Taking horses so 

treated suddenly into the field kills them, 

their lungs and their system generally not 

being prepared for hardships. In Lower 

Canada, the hardy horses from cool stables 

are driven to church on Sundays, and in the 

middle of the winter, perhaps covered with 

perspiration, they are tied up to a fence, and 

left there, and are coated with ice before the 

service is over, and without injury. How

ever, it is miserable to see horses standing out 

in rain, and without roofs, if a roof could be 

got for them. Bushes, arranged as circular 

kraals, prevent cattle and sheep straying. 
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HANDY-MEN. 

35. Soldiers should, of all things, try to 

beco~ne what is called handy-men, they are 

,"ery valuable in a regiment, as they can ap

ply their hands to so many useful things, and 

are likely to be the best settlers. 

USEFUL REWARDS. 

36. The Adjutant-General, Sir George 

Wetherall, when in command of a regiment 

in Canada, rewarded good-conduct-men by 

allowing them to work for the farmers and 

at gardening; this was not only encouraging 

to the men, but prepared them for settling 

when the period of their service expired. 

The Royals were always employed about 

their barracks on useful fatigue duties. 

Accustoming men to the use of the pick and 

spade, in camp and quarters, cannot be too 

much insisted OD. 
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MORAL CO~MAND. 

37. All the above "helps and hints" for 

soldiers as preparations for settling, will be 

valueless without self-control, and due regu

lation of the passions. When a soldier be

comes his own master, he is apt to be led 

a way by the designing, particularly if he is a 

handy-man; but if he is firm, he can easily 

shake off those who might injure him, and 

trusting in Providence, and in his own ener

gies, will set about, with all diligence, estab

lishing himself in a new and honourable 

position to gain his livelihood, with or with

out the assistance of a pension. 

THE END. 

LONDON: 

Printed by Schulze and Co., 13, Poland Street. 
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